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"PREFACE

The conference on sociail science research on population and
development was the first iti a series of specialized meetings,'
following a conference on the general subject of social science
research and development held at Bellagio in Februaty, 1974.
This series of conferences is organized by a steering committee/
drawn from five international agencies: the International De-
velopment Research Cent? of Canada, the Rockefeller Foundation,',
the United States Ag)ncy for International Development, the
World Bank, and the Ford Foundation. 'Further specialized con-
ferences are planned on employment and income distributttn, on
'rural development, and on education. The general purpose of these
meetings is. to improve our common understandingiobf the state of
social science research on development problems and to identify
new oppOrtunities for international agencies to contribute more
effectively to such research. '-:To this end resource'personS--
scholars and government officials from developing Countries- -
are invited to each meeting to join.indiscussions`with repre-
sentatives' of international agencies:

,The papers in this volume were selected from the material
prepared for the conference. They are of tOo general kinds:
the first is a series of essays, not previouily published, on
topics of direct relevance to 'subjects under discussion; the
second is a series of informal memoranda by participants in the
meeting: resource perSons from the developing world and repre-

s
sentatives of donoI age:ncies. As can be seen from the confer-
ence agenda, additional background papers were made available to
participants. These,, are not included in this volume because
they have been lecently publiShed elsewhere.

As can be expected in so complicated, an .area of concern,.
conference participants expressed differences of opinion,on the
'ordering of research priorities, on optimum organization for
doing research, and on ways of getting the results of research
disseminated and used'by policy makers. Nonetheless there were
broad areas of agreement on, topics for research, both on the de-
terminants and the consequences'of population change, and on the
need to strengthen capacity for such.researchdn-the developing
world:

J



To piovide systematic follow-up to the conference, techni-
cally qualified representatives of interested international
agencies plan to meet from time to time to consider ways in
which the agencies may, collaborate to make their efforts in
this important field more effeCtive.

O

r

David E. Bell
ExecutiveVice President
The Foid Foundation
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Agenda

Conference on
Social Science'Research on Population

October,29-30, 1974
The Ford Foundation

4

. , S

Tuesday, October 29'

13100 a.m..-10:30 a.m. 1.

O

Chair: Holli$ Chenery
'4\(

Opening Discussants: Gerardo Sicat
Carl Wahren

Population and
relations with
Development

Agenda Questionsf

and Development':

Development: Inter-
Other Aspects of

HoWsignificant-are population growth, distribution,
and composition for the process of economic defaglopient?

Ci. What is the significance of the debate at Bucharest and
-":4he .evised World Populaticin Plan of Action for saeial

science research as related to population and 4evelbp-
.

ment?

How doe's the development planner view questions of
p9pulation policy?

Background 'Papers:

Population Policies
Report, 1974.

"Population'Change and Economic and Social Development,"-United
Nations World Population Confefence, 1974. See especiall
"Conclusions and Impircations," pp. 60-6.

World Population- Plan of-Action,'United Nations, 1974. See

especially par. 14, 15,. 32.

and Economic Development, a,Wbrld Bank Staff
See especially Chapteis 2 and'3.

a
r
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Michael S. Teitelbaum,: "Population andl)evelopment: Is.a Con- '

sensus Possible?" Foreign Affairs, July 1974,-742-760.

*Edgar O. Edwards, "Population-Related Choices and Development
Strategy."

7 )
*Participailts' memoralp

Tuesday, October 29

10:30 a.m.-a-12:39 p.m. 2. Social Science4Rese4rch Needed for
Population Polley

Chair: Joseph E. Black

Opening Discussants: .Paul Demeny
Timothy King

tk
.

Agenda Questions

1. .What aze,thetWiority subjects for population policy re-
search that are not now receiving adequate attention?

"Macro-studies" vs. "micro-studies?".
Seudies,df'deterriihants of population change vs.
--consequences of population change?

2. Nhich of the social science disciplines are,insuffi-
.

. ' ciently involved?
*.

What is a realistic appraisal of the feasibility of
. interdisciplinary-research on ,population proplems?

f

Do we have necessary data and methodology to pdtTorm
needed 'research?

4:,.--.How might the zesearch opportunities of social ekperi-
. merits be Maximized?

.1,
What priority should be assigned to such investigations?

t
,

Background Papers '

. ,

*Ronald Freedman, "Social Research' -arid Programs for'.Reducing
A Birth Rates," Fist Bellagio Population Conference, 1970.

*PaUl Demeny, "Population and 'Development: An .Agenda for
PolicY=Oriented Research."

/

*Timothy King, "Economic Resear Pribri;ties1 Population and
Development."

*PartIciparitS' Memoranda

*Aprinted in this volume.
A- :r xii
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Tuesday,,,. October 29'

3% Strengthening, Research Capacity; Data
Gathering, and Links yom Policy

2

Chair: David E. Bell O

Opening Discussants: K, T. de Gran-Johnson
It Francis X tutton

.4

`46ncia atiestions.

What is the current state of relevant research capacity
in the developing world?4 How can incentives foi ,re-
search be strengthened? What kinds of institutional
arrangements are most usefulV What is the right "mix"
of researdh*d.draining? What is the right "mix" of
institutional research caliacilty in the developing and
industrial world?

.2. What resources should be'allocated to improvement, of
. population data and its analysis in the developing.

world? ;

3. 'What means are there to insure that research results
are transmitted to pblicy maker"?

4. -What examples do we have of good social science re-
search relevant to population policy carried out by

'scholars/in the developing world? Dobs this research
affect policy formation?' Development planning?

q3ackground Pap' ets-:

*Ozzie Simmons and Lyle Saunders, he Present and Prospective
.)k,

Stale of,P4licy Approaches to Fertility."
- -

*Amos Hawley, "Some Thoughts on Organizational Models for Popu-
lation Policy Research."

The "Social Sciences and'Developinent, Bellagio Conference on
.Finaricihg of Social Science Research for Development, Feb-
ruarp1974. , International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development. See especially SuMmar of Discussidn, pp.
21.1-23E.

*Participants'inemoranda.



Wednesday, October 30

9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m. /0-Strategy

Chair: Ruth Zagorin

Opening Discussint: Aziz Bindary
/

or Donor Action

Agenda Questions

1. Are current levels of funding for oc al science re-
search adequate?''Should they be itztcre- sed at the
expense of other kinds ofslopulation work?

2. How 'can international agencies insure adequate atten-
tion to the several sectors df Chenery's "Development
Research System?"

4' 3. In helping to strewthen social science resear h
capacity in the developing world,'which of the follow-
ing mechanisms should receive special attention
Training awards; researOrcompetitions; instituti nal
development (university faculties, university-based
'research institutes, autonomous national q regional
institutes); professional associations; regional and
national networks of.scholars and/or institutions.
Other mechanisms?

4. Is .4here a need for new institutions in the developing
world focussing specifically on social science research
for population and development?

Background Papers:

*Oscar Harkavy, "Strategy for International Agencies: Questions
for Discussion."

4
*Participants' meAranda.'

Wednesday, October 30 ,.. ,
,

41;.* - I j

11:00, a.m.-1:00 p.m. S.' Possibilities for Donor Collaboration

Chair: Robert Muscat

Opening Discussant: Carmen ir6

xiV
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Agenda Questions

I,

,)*

1. What are the benefits and drawback.s 6f donor collabora-
Ltion?

2. Which of'the program possibilitiet presented to the
Conference merit urther staff exploration?4

a. Are there additional program postibilities that oslculd
be discussed? .1

.

4. Is there need for an overall "coordinating mechanise
for international agency suppoljt of social science re-
search on population?

BackgrOVnd Papers:

_Potential Programs for Donor Collaboration:

Carolina Population Center (University,Of North Carolina)
"Technical Information ,Services."

Ronald Frdedman (University of M.ichian), "Research Addi-
tions to theWoild FertilitylSurvem OcnsY."

Forrest Linder (University of North Carolina), "Action to
Improve Vital Statistics in Developing- Countries- -the

.International Institute for Vital Registration and
Stptistics (IIVRS)."

*Robert J. Muscat (U.S. Agency
ment), "Stimulpting Demand
A Proposal."

(""

f,9rTnterriational Develop-
for/Family Planning:

Moni Nag (Columbia University),,"WOrld-ComuOty Studies on
Population and Related Matte±S",

*Participants' memoranda.

1

Wednesday, October 30

2:30 p.m.-4:130 p.m. 6. Summary and Next Steps

chair: David" E._ Bell

XV,
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. Population-Related Choices and Development Strategy-

by

Edgar O. Edwards
The Ford Foundation

.It has becpme as commonplace in recent years as it was un-
usual a few decades ago to discuss the relationship between
population and development in terms of the effects-of demo-
graphic variables--u'sually size, composition, distribution and
related rates of change - -on development,through efficts on such,
variables as saving, investment, employment, productiVity and
income dietribution.1 There isapo growing interest, thoUgh
Still on a far smaller and less illuminating scale, in those
causal ielationships which run in the other directioni,from de-
velopmental variables to demographic variables.2 To the extent
that these relationships are well described, based on a sound-

.

knowledge of behavior patterns and resource constraints, and
assembled in a simultaneous model, they can she light On the,
development optioxits open to a society. Indeed, if social objec-
tives are built into the model, it can also indicate optimizing
choices among alternative ,development policies.

But social objectives area not so easily defined, especially
in quantitative terms, and thoSe related to population Pare often
among the most difficult to perceive. Population-related
choices aboutsRcial objectives are seldqm explicitly stated and-
are often shied away from by policy makdis because of the sensi-
tiVities involved. I would like to pose '1300M of those choices
which every society makes, however inadvertently, and indicate
some of the dilemmas they create in the construction of develop-
ment policies with respect to employment and,distribution, edu-
catidn and healtp, and the rural-urban balance.

Some Necessary Choices
, .

Development-policies represent a designed manipulation of
instrument variables--governinent expenditures, exchange rates,

5
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wage poliaies'are examples -- intended to modify social and eco-
nomic activity in the direction of accepted objectives. It is.,

however, the population-related choices implicit in the phrase,
"accepted objectives," with'which,this section is concerned. .

Population has the unfortunate coKnotation of riumbers. It is
used here, however, in the wider sense of a group of people,
composing let us say a nation, which can have other character-
istics as_well, such as preferences and quality.

Work and Welfare

Population in_economic thought,' unlike land and capital,
plays a dual role. It is both a factot ofd production - -a means.
of produCing goods and services--and the group whose welfare is
to be enhanced through production and distribution. The earn-
ings of capital and land are linked to humah welfare through
ownership, but labor incomes involve direct tradeoffs amony lei-
sure, conditions of work andincome, all of which affect human
welfare. Treating labor as simply a means of _production may
lead policy makers to establish objectives-which overlook its
direct links,to population welfare.

The grOss national prodll.ct is a rough, measure of the goods'.
and 'services 'produced, but the welfare of the population, depends
also on'the distribution. of these %Rods and services and on the
amount .of leisure it can'enjoy. The dissatisfaction with GNP as
an index of welfare can be traced largely to these three limits -. s

tionsr-its failures (a) to measure production accurately., (b) to
account for distribution effects, and (c) to include leisure as
a component.

0

Leisure, representing both. an ingredient of welfare and a
reduction in work, raises a problem of social choice between more
goods and services and more leisure. The economist "solves" it
by specifying the terms 4nd conditions of production and work and
allowing worker!e and their families to balance their preferences
as between goods and services p.ncome) and leisure. This analy-
sis rests on,- ,inter alia, two precarious assumptions- -that the
terms and conditions of production and work cannot be changed or
that welfare cannot be enhanced by changing them and hat the
opportunity to choose between work and leisure exists for thOse

3who want it.

But the terms and conditions of production and work can be
Modified throUgh a number of instrument variables' available to
policy makers, such,as export subsidies, import duties, fertil-
izer-subsidies, agricultural prices, investment allowanCes,
minimum wages and the work week, which affect the composition of

tititiftt
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.._ Outp4t, the technologies Chosen in ProddttiOA, and the opportuni-
ties for and terms and - conditions ZI witirX. "Moreover, the option
isi open,: though it is often'neglect0,in b9th theory and prac-
tice, for policy makers to'enhance welfare by reducing the dis-
utility of;lkork not only by improving working conditions as
usually thought of, butalso-by establishing patterns of work '.
which widen the choices open to workers,,rather....than placing on
them the full burden of adjusting toostandardpatterns. The
Africanwith a'shaMba may be "a betterland happier worker if he
has the time to plant and harvest;, some°wiarkers may prefer.
itwenty hours on one job, twenty on another,and perhaps twenty on

.!a. third, whether with gone or lifferent,employers, to a fifty-
\hour week on one; a woman wit family ohli44tions may be de-
lighted to work ten hours a,week,'but not forty. .Greater flexti.A
bility in mbderm sector enterprises might lead to patterns of
work which-are culturally m e compatible than the international,
1standard of the forty-hour wiek. IO,..,ould require work schedul-
iing, the vesting of worker benefjts and possibly more management,
t

'but workers are not, simply another facrton'of production even if
policy makers choose to treat themagl-such. Obviously, the
simple rule of cost minimization as an essential condition for

.

maximizing welfare becomes more complicated, but for good-reason. .W

'i

,

,. ,

I
t <

'The. second assUmption-:-that work opportun les exist for
,--

those who want them -- simply dbes.not oldtin most developing
countries, today. Inmost, lablir is-in siivpius'Supply; there-are
not enough complementary resouiceery%ofsaapital at -any rAe, .in

appropriate form to absorb' aNiaildble labor productively. But
idle labor is population and,,unlike idle land.and capitale"It'-
normally imposes on a society,an-bbligatiOn for its minimum sup-
port. Nhether such maintenancetakee the form of.transfers
within the' extended family or through.goernment, it repreients
a social cost, a charge againsit the product of those fortunate

enough to earn incomes.<,A madhinewillAhe maintained only if
the cost of maintenance can be yecovered In thtValue,of its
dervi9es, but an idle family, being essentially4 fixed cost to
society, should be,offered employment provided oily that total,
product i's increased by such employment.' Traditional societies
normally had mechanisms for doini this; modern sectors are not
so flexible and the need for constructive government'policies

,

arises. .

..,) .

. .
.

. $

.
,

Welfare for Whom: The Distribution Problem
s. ti

No population is a homogeneous mass. ,fts members have dif-

ferent preferences, abilities, inheritancesYand opportunities.
Defining equity in the midst of such diversity,ie a hazardous

,

00022.-
.=000v.,1
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task and the'end result will likely rest more on:0ai4 judgments
than on scientific merit.4 'The basic question is whether or not
the welfare of a population is increased when the welfare of
some is improved at the expense of others. The policy maker
wrestles with this issue any time ;he raises interest-rates, low-
ers the exchange ratev manipulates'agricultural prices, intro-
duces'a new technology, or modifies subsidies'because almost al-

.

ways some are helped by his decisions at the expense of others.
Who does he favor? What guidelines does he follow in making his
choicest Whose welfare is of concern'to him?

The economist is of little help. The rule he liveswith,
professionally is that a society is better (worse) 'off if at
least one of its members' welfare is improved (decreased);
everyone else's being undhanged. Tradeoffs, depending as they
must on interpersonal comparisons; have uncertain outcomes. The
rule leads naturally if incorrect) to an emphasis on the size
of GNP--a larger pie has the tential of making eve ne better
oft- -and do the factOr-of-production role of populat6i . That
emphasis is misleading because it single Out welfare derived
from material goods and Services to the exclusion of welfare ef-
fects from leisure, conditions of work, and the actual'distribu'
tion of income.

The policy maker must struggle with this issue without much
of a scientific basis. He may strive towards his conceptionbof
the general welfare, He,may on the other hand choose a segment
of the population and attempt to maximize its welfare whatever,
the residual effects. Whether that select group is composed of
the very poor, the workers, the landlords and capitalistb, the
whites or the blacks, it would be boteriatural and consistent to
treat the rest of the population as a factor of production--as a
means of promoting the welfare of the in-group. It would, of '

course, be a very happy accident if the welfare of society could
he maximized by simply tending for the welfare of one segment.

It is perhapsfmote common for policy makers to attempt to
weight the welfare of the population in defining'policies--per-
haps- by the degree of poverty (the progressive income tax), by ,
the size of family (limitations on tax exemptions), by the'in-
canationIto work and save '(policies based on the Puritan
ethic), or by wealth and political influence (helping .those who
can afford to be informed and vocal). Weighti,ng the welfare of
different groups in society has its temporal counterpart. How
does''a society and its policy makers balance benefits for future'
generations against' benefits for those now present and voting?
The point is that' these, too, are population - related choices
which limit and influence development' policies.
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Quality and Longevity

Probably the most sensitive population-related issue with
which policy makers must grapple is the choice between improving
the quality of life and lengthening life itself. Fortunately,
for the individual the two are normally complementary--efforts
to improve one improve the other as well._ Better nutrition,'
medical services and educatiOn will usually improve both quality
and longevity.

For.the family, too/ many activities may pose no coif licte
Producing more and a wider variety of food will enhance pros-
pects for a longer and better life for all members. But given
its income, a family may often face painful choices between pro-

health.care'for'an aged member or better nutrition for
its children, or betweeneducating some children or prolonging
the life of those that are diseasep and disabled. "Who shall
live and how?" is a recurring questionareguiring godlike answers.

.k
.Policy makers face such questions--and provide answers- -

anytime thet choose to put limited funds into education rather
than health, into education for some rather than jobs for others,
into social security rather than nutrition, into preventive
rather than curative medicine, into geriatric wards rather than
child care centers, or when they decide on the appropriate bal-
ance among these activities. Who shall-live---and how and why?

If population was only a,factor of production in which in-
vestmeas-(costs of birth, food! health caretand education)
could be made in order to obtain subsequent (productive-of-=
welfare) benefits, economic analysis could provide some criteria
for "Who ihould "Who merits investment?", "Who is obso-
lete?", "Is a marginal dollar better spent on the aged or the
young?"5We wouldn't be happy with the answers°but then would
answers from any source be,pleasing? How does one compare the
prolonging of life (say geriatric care) with improving life
quality (say child nutrition)? Policy makers make such deci-
sions., By what guidelines?

1

Quality and Growth

The common assumption today is that the quality of life for
A smaller'population will normally be higher than for a larger
population. While certainly true when labor is in surplus and a
social cost to society whether employed or not, and most.prob-
ably true for the world as a whole, there may be cases in which
population is very scarce relative to other resources of land
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and capital (Australia, foexaipple) and in which thd qdaiity of
life may be increased through population growth. Special as
such situations may be, they do suggest that the world problem
of population growth is also.oneof its distribution in relation
to resources and therefore'of constraints on international mi-
gration. Yet many interested agencies seem quite comfortable in
criticizing national rates of:population increase without ad-
dtessing,,themselves to' 'distributional. of population
change.

'

Nevertheless, within-natiOnS having substantial Surpluses
of labor and prospects of,growing unemployment, it is difficult

° to argue for more' numbers either as agents of production or a
means of increasing the quality of -life. In such situations
there is a clear tradeoff between quality and numbdrs, but that
tradeoff .may be more easily and clearly perceived'at the national
than at the family level. The family may still consider children
and the probability of their future gainful employment as a major
means of enswing security,, long after the national need for more
population has disappeared. Policy makers may therefore-face tie °

distasteful decision of how far to go in influencing or overrid-
ing,family decisions.about family size, particularly as the free-
do* to make family decisions.ntay be a highly regarded component'
of. population welfa're. It would ,seem, however, that as popula-
tion continues to grow, the social, cost'of that growth should
rise while the family perception of \its benefits should fall,
the one increasing pressures social programs-limitirg fur-,
ther growth and the other l/ssening the resistance to suchikpro-

, grams.,* Perhaps population growth does carry within it the seeds
of its-own retarddtion short of' Malthusian checks. .

The-gonflOCt between private ancisocial perceptions of ildne-
lk fits and cbsts, of which the-above is one eiample'pervades,the

problem of social choice. We shall encounter it again.

Domestic and Foreign 1.tt1ue Judgments

, .,-,;

'In a World as interrelated as ours, it'would be misleading
not to note the influence of.world'opinion and experience on
national population-related choices. That influence can clearly
be seen in most leSs developed countries in'the standard work
week, in minimum wage and investment allowance legislation and
in the - technologies of modern sector production. 'It works di-
rectly and her forcefully through constraints on interna-
'tional migrat on. It is interesting that these are tolerated
for the most part while occasional suggestions for comparable,

constraints on the reverse flow of capital aneaid are often
.

, termed inhumane. If an ethical basis exists far either policy,
./

MIL
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it must support both; 'if-one is to be condemned, why not th e
_other? So long as family' planning programs in atiVanced coun-
tries are voluntary, resting on ,education and-opportunity, it

.seems inconsiStentt to emplqy per.lorraan'ce critertind con- a c,

Straints in the international sphere.
.

.... .,

. a ,
)

. In any event, policy makers in legs developecrcountries.
..must consider world opinion, hOwever exercised, _in forming their

own objectives. ,It is an 'iniltwnce whieh may be resisted, but
one that is

k
unlikely to be ignored'. ,:,-

.
.

- .

o. - at

Some Policy Dilemmas .
,. , ,v Development strategies shi5uld!be ex'pected,to differ from

one country to another because 'the settip.gs to which they relater
are characterized by differences in (a) .(objectives,' (b),social-
relationships and behavior pattern-AI and (c) political and re=',
source constraints. Moreover, the analysts - charged witli defin-
ing suitable strategies may have their own preferences and
'limitations..6 ,

. . ,

. r
1 It is differences in objectives and the problems erkcoun-

tered in defining them that are of concern to us in this pkper..
For that purpose the analyst has -two. routes how 'open, to him. .In
both he must build a model, explicitly or implicitly, which icon-
tains the setting components (b) and .(c) ..atfove, He can then dp-
mand a set of objectives, introduce Urea 'aft appropriate. form in
his model and crank out optimizing solutions( as' components (b.,
and (c) change. Alterriativelyke can nianipuiate instrument or .

policy variables in the model?and)disclose optional results,
leaving the policy maker do choose from among the options, prob-
ablY without ever specifying explicitly what his Dbjeatives are'.
My own preference is far the qecond of these routes-becaitse ob-.--'
jectives cannotAxsually 4be specified except in the piocess. of .

confronting hard choiCes. .

.

Finlly,?the policy .fields briefly examined here.exclu0
. 5

. ,

savings, cinvestment, ,exchange rates,- balance ot. paymerits,k fis-
Y cal police and monetary policy except as they may te drawn into

. the diScussion of employment and distribution, education and ,.-health, arid "rural-urban balance. '..

Employment and Distribution 7
.

. ., .

Labor is in surplus in many less/developed countries by -

either pr both of two criteri' --the amount of work effott-
,I '
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allable at a subsistence wage exoeedS the demacl for it or the
ma ginal product of labor in at least some sectors,is less than
a subsistence wage. In such settings; analyses based on the
assumption of full employment maybe very misleading. For ex-
ample, efforti to 'raise the ptoductivity.of thbse employed may
npt raise income per capita but'instead add to the unemployed.
The more irapckrtant'concept when labor is in surplus is. not prow
ductivity per worker, but'productiVity per member ofIthe labor' .'
fo,-de, and that may be increased while the former is falling,(bv
employing more at a marginal product which is positive but less _

than the avrage).

Surplus labor suggests the inefficient use of, other', com-
plementaryr,esources, ancrItherefore an to increase
both emplgyment,and output. Resources should be distributed
among economic sectors and in technical forms, sci\ts.to absOrb

, available labor. The problems confronted in seek ng this result
are twofold.

First, there are technical constraints limiting the rate'of
adjustment. Most existing'capital is already embodied in
a forms, whose'shape and location cannot be changed. Only new
additions and replacements (investment) offer flexibility and
even that kexibility'is limited -(l) by the need to supply and
use thd capital already in place, and- (2),by the fact that in
the jaroduction of'some products, the technologies available limit
employMent options. Moreover, 'some land may bd committed to ,

uses; such as-sisal, coffee and orchards, from which it cannot
easily be diverted in the Short run:

,Second, some of the policies wh).ch might utilize the.flexi-T'
bility which is technically, available for employment creation
May encounter political opposition posing for policy makers dif-

.,
ficult choices: The ownership of land and capital may militate
against their,uses in,small-scale, labor intensive activities;
efforts to 'reduce sipsidies to capital or large-scale farming
may encounter. resistance from the wealthy and influential; and

_atterilptsto limit wage increases may antagodize unions and the
civil service itself:_ The policy maker must not only consider
whose welfare to increase but whether or riot' it is feasible to- .

do so. r-

Increasing employment req4res the wider and more'intensive
use 'of land and *capital. ,It also depends on -the rates at Which,

'these accumulate. If efforts to increase curient employment
will reduce:these rates, a choice may have tabernacle between
'the welfare Of those nowseekingekploymeni 4nd the welfare of.

741101*1
t.
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those who will want employment in the .future. Unproductive
make -work efforts All almost certainly.involve this tradeoff.
On the Other hand, any set of policies intended to increase both
employment and 'output must obviously be ekamined for its effects
on investment and saving incentives, capital inflow and taxes.,..
A set.which would maximize current'employment, current output
and the rate of accumulation might seem ideal but investment it-
self Le a tradeoff ""tu,°=1, consumptim and future output
and its optimal level depends on the weights given to 'the mel-
fares of present and'future generations.

Increasing, employMent opportunities should ilsprove'the
I

tribution of earned incomes. Alone, however, it will not pm>.
vide%either-basic social services or incomes for those unable to
work, or still unemployed. The4 provision of public goods and
subsidies can meet some of these needs an4 private transfers
through the extended family can meet others. Both mechanisms.
ark- -basically -means of redistributing earned incomes. Some pub
liegoods and subsidies, such as; higher' education and investment
allowances, may go to those who have,or expect to have re tive-
ly high incomes and may therefore worsen income distl-ibut* n,

but the intent is to provide basic health and education services
to the population as a whole. The'Subsidy of such services is
.needed but excesses, Stich as in Kuwait, may have deleterious ef -
Teets On incentives. *Moreover, sharing in the benefits of pro-
duction through income transfers is not alsubstitute for parti-
cipation in production. Given the extent of employment oppor-
tunities, it may be preferable to seek means of sharing the
work among those wanting 'it rather than sharing the Acome of
those who work with.thlose,who are able `but unemployed.; Werrk
sharing spreads the.learning opportunities associated With work .

more widely and reduces the frustrations commonly associated
with prolonged. unemployment, effects which cannot be achieved
thrOtugh income sharing.

. .

. t .

/ Increasing productive employment opportunities increases
.

the use of population is ,a factor of production and in settings. ....

of labor surplus,.pramises to increase its welfare as well. It

/ would follow that the 'quality ofAlfe-improves as a result of .

such policies. The effect onpopulationarbwth is less clear.
Unless work itself increases the risk of death, higher' incomes

.-

._

should reduce the death%rate.through improvements in-nutrition

. and .health care. Theylso reduce"the need for children as a

.
hedge against insecurity, yet putnorefamilies, in-a position to

.., afford. children if they are wanted as a source of-enjoyment. If.

'women are drawn into ploymer4, the effects are even more mixed.

Employment redUces e time available for having and raising
.-- '

(
00028.
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children and reduces the need for children for,qbecurity,"yet 4i-
creases the va4ue of children for work at home oz on the farm
_and gives fami5lies the income tdEfford them. We don't know a
great deal about these conflicting effects, although crude evi-
dence suggests that higher incomes and smaller family sizes are ,

',-
)

related. , , , .

, ',.'z,, Edudati6h,and'ilealth

.
.

i Education and health, services are probably most difficult
to analyze ohjedtiveiy. First, they have immediate and di.re°ct
effects., on the quality of life. Second, though not unrelated,
they can be seen to increase both the supply and potential pro-
ductivity of labor.. Third, they pose within them difficult
choices as between higher and lower education and as between
longeviiy, and quality of life. 40.

. V

, Thescostet.of providing these services--the alternative uses

I

,

2_ lof the resources allocated to them--are less, directly perceived
kel.,*.in terms of huMan welfare. A feeder road, a factory, a market

placi,,and the subsidy of fertilizer seem impersonal when COM-
-

r,roarewiththe'educetion and health Care of children.. Yet the
, --. ,

provision,pf income-earning opportunities also improves-human
.welfare. Seekiig an appropriate balance betwden education and '

'.-

L health serviddi,on the one haftd and income-earning opportunities
. on the other is further complicated because in providing the. ,

former jobs ake also created and in providing the latter learn-;
ing opportunities and bbtter nutrition also result. Human wel-
fare depends on income as well as the availability of education
and health services and the productivity of a population depends
on its education and health as well, as on the availability of
domplementart, resources with which to work. Producing growing
numbers of educated unemployed suggests an obvious imbalance iri
the allocation of a nation's resources; creating jobs which can
only be filled by expatriates suggests another kind of imbalance./

;

The experience of developing nations achieving independence
since World War II demonstrates quick reactions to educational .

and health shortages. More recent experience suggests reluc-
tance orindhility to deal effectively with.educational sur-
pluses. This can be traced in part to the pricing of educational
services, particularly of higher education. Often being free or
heavily' subsidized, the private demand, for higher education is
naturally exaggerated by comparison with social need; 'the pri-
vate perception of the ratio of benefits to cdsts exceeds the
social ratio because the benefits accrue privately while the
full costs do not. Mbreoiler, those who' receive higher education

l;(g),
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(and their parents) form a strong and vocal political lobby whose
welfare may be given priority in the decisions of policy makers.
Several analysts-have concluded that the general welfare would be
better served'if those who benefit from higher education were re-
quired to pay for it later out of their higher incomes or through
forms of public service.8 Such a policy would make the private
demandifor education somewhat'more realistic than it now is, and
would either release-pUblic'fdnds for the creation of more jobs
(and educational places) or would_reduce the taxes now collected
to finance higher education., But this policy, too, confronts
4the educational lobby. Whose welfare is paramount?,

ma,

High subsidies to higherlmblic^education lead either to ex-
cessive provision at the expense:of job creation or to the
rationing of limited places. The latter policy might be made,
more palatable by encouraging the private sector to provide al-
ternative edtiational opportunities at full cost,,as in the
-Philippines.

Economic studieOuggest that the net social return from
basic education is greater than that from highgr education and
the same, may be true of basic health services. That such ser-
vices should eventually be provided universally is generally
accepted; how quickly and at what price are more difficult ques-
tions or policy'makers: Increasing the share of resources
ing to family planning', for example, may reduce the current
availability of other basic services but enable tuture genera-S
tions to benefit, from them more widely; The Tricing o5 basic
services is also a matter of choice. Providing limited services
free entails some form of rationing; charging something for them
means that more services can be provided. Moreover, pricing may
have incentive effects. In Kenya, where until recently half of
the cost of primary education was covered through school tees,
parents have'cied such costs as a major incentive for 'smaller
families,

ti

As nations increase their capacities to'supiily basic ser-
vices; the conditions of choice change. Charging for services
when they'are.scarce may increase the services available; charg-
ing for them when they are widely availabl-ma37 limit their use.
Then-the incentive effects of prices must be weighed against the
apparent inverse correlation between level of education and A

family size. e7'

The Rural-Urban Balance

The appropriatebalance between rural and urban development
'revolves around rural/urban migration- -the location choides of

0094ft(
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people--and location choices with respect to infrastructure, in-
cluding education and health .services, and income-earning. oppor- --. .n

tunitiei. The typical pattel6 has been for urban centers'to
grow at two to three times the rate of. growth in total popu1P-
tion °and, A natural growth has usually been lower in urban than
in'rural areas, urban growth has dependecipainly on net im-
migration. .

0
The Todaro migration model has been widely accepted as ,pro-

viding a useful explanatory framework.1° The essence of that
framework is that a substantial differential exists between urban
and rural earnings which will attract rural inhabitants to the
city. Because the differential is largely institutionally de-
termined, howeua, it will not diminish appreciably, if at all,
as migrants are added to the natural increase in urban labor
sIlkply. Any excess of growth in the -urban labor supply over
growth in urban employment opportunities becomes either 'openly
unemployed or temporarily absorbed ininformal urban activities.
As the ratio of modern sector employment to the urban labor
force falls, the, probability of additional migrants finding mod-
ern sector jobsin the city will decline, and as employment
probabilities fall,'migration should diminish. Eventually mi-
gration should settle,at the level which just fills the gap be-
tween increases in modern sector employment opportunities and the
natural increase in urban labor supply, but that equilibrium may
not be achieved before urban unemployment reaches porlitically
explosive levels. ., -1

Migration'in this model is the cinbined result of the pull'
from the cities and the push from (lack of opportunities in)
rural areas. If education everywhere is geared to urban modern %

sector job requirements, .the rural push will be intensified; if
unemployment in the cities stimulates the allocation of a larger
share of national investment to urban development at the'expense
of rural development, the probability of urban.employment will
rise, migration will increase, and the equilibritim level of
urban unemployment will be even higher than before. This circle
may be traced again and again.

The policy prescriptions emerging from the model are 'essen7
tially threefold: (1) to weaken some of the institutional- con-
straints preventing the urban-rural earnings differential from
,narrowing, .(2) to improve, the relative attractiveness of rural
communities by allocating more funds to rural infrastructure and
rural income-earning oppoitunities, and (3) to make education
more relevant to emerging rural opportunities and demonstrably,

.

rewarding financially when applied in rural areas.I1
.

PAW
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But these policies, too, are not entirely clear-cut or easy
to adopt and itiplement. Whatever the reasons--overcrowding,

.

nightlife, highevaverage incomes, the availability of'family
planning services, or the separation of families--as already
noted theinatural.growth rate of population is lower in urban
than in rural areas.. Encouraging migration may reduce popula-
tion growth- -but it may do so by lowering the quality of life.
Moreover, some would argue that demand and investment opportuni-,
ties are most evident in the cities, and. it is both easy and /

wise to respond to these Opportunities, which in turn should
raise demand for rurally produced goods.12 In any event, misery
and unemployment are vibible and threatening phenoMena in Urban
areas and both genuine sympathy and political security may moti-
vate policy makers to respond directly. Finally, the allocation
of more resources torural developMent'implies priorities for
smaller scale, labor intensive activities and the.influence of
those having a stake in large-scale, urban development ,cannot
be discounted. /

Family Behavior and Family Size

In discussing the kinds of populapidn-related, choices which
confront policy makers it_has been assumed that policy options
and their consequences- -the tradeoffs involved--cOuld be speci-
fied as a basis for decisions., To do so with'precisionsimplies
a comprehensive Understanding of the behavior,of decision-making
units in societies -- individuals, faihilies, and social and eco-
nomic organizations - -the ways ip. which they'interrelate,.and
their. responses to changessin circumstances, particularly as
these are affected by'iolity.vakiables.

Fortunately, social scientists dO know a great deal about
behavior, or at least.its.empirical outcomes--for-ex,emple,'how
expenditure patterns Change with level of income, haw choices
about Means of production depend, upon relative factor prices,-.
how changes in exchange rate& will affect 'differeht groups in
society--and are entitled to some confidence in the options they
egpoie. But that knowledge is limited and is often assumed to
be transferable from One setting to another without major modi-
fication. Both the limitations of knowledge and the risks.asso-
ciated with the inter-setting'transfer cif what is known are per
haps. greatest for family behaidoi with respect to family size.
(Consider, for'Wexample, the simple question, "Why do parents in
higher income groups have fewer children?") Although thisolat-
ter is the subject Of another paper, I would like to conclude
with a few comments on it.
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The contributions of economists to this subject'since
Malthus pitted sexual appetite against food'production have been
essentially barren'exercises in theoretical manipulation.13
Most recent excursions have sought to support or dispute the ap-
proach originated kr Gaty Becker of Chicago.14 He sought to
apply thprinCiples of consumer choi4e to decisions'on fatgily
size. As incomes rise, a family can afford more of everything
includipg children. If, however, at the same time the cost of
bearing and raising children rises relapive to other goods, the
family would.on that account have fewer thildren.. If this sub-
Stitution effect is stronger than the income effect, a higher
income family could be expected to have fewer children. A high-
er income family may automatically confront highet costs of
children for a numbpr of reasons. For example, the wife may be
working and having another child would 'entail opportunity costs
not encountered by the non-working wife; one working wife may be
better educated than another and be earning more income; or
higher income families may want better educated (higher cost)
children.

If we knew more about preferences, perhaps policpvariables'
could be manipulated in ways which vou1d have direct effects on
them.' In the absence of that information we rely on more in-
direct approaches. We seek=new technologies; we provide oppor-
tunities; we may raise the cost of children by limiting tax'

4 allowances and raibing school fees; we may encourage wives to
work and.to become educated; we seek higher and more equitably'
distributed incomes. But these measures take long to develop,

) are slaw to work and. some are uncertain of effect. Social
coercion may yet, have its day.

sit ti,c19°33

A fundamental weakness of this approach, and indeed of
others, is its assumption that basic tastes and preferences do
notrchange with incdme. Some authors hive tried to relate pref-
erences to status, norms or targets which themselves change with
income.15 Unfortunately, none of these'aaroaches takes on
directly and,effectively the question.of why and how preferences'
change over time or with respect to circumstance. One family
may change its behavior because it has moved into a new status
group and assumes its norms and standprds, but how the group
attained its charac#eristics,is not dkplained. It' is a major
lacuna in the social sciences that we lack a theory of prefer-
ences and mwit therefore base our theories of choice'on the '
assumption.of given tastes. The cost in terms of our understand-
ing of what determines family size and how it can be reduced
seems very great indeed.
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There is, however, one apparent dilemma in the Policies now
commonly discgssed. There is one T600l of thought that empha-
sizes the inverse relationships found between levels of educa-
tion (and possibly of nutrition and health) and family size.
The prescriptioni which follow are (a) to increase the supply
of social services,as rapidly as possible, and.(b) to provide
them free in okder%to stimulate maximum use of the available
supply.

Another school of thought emphasizes incentives and diSin-
centives. The prescriptions include payments for vasectomies,
raising the direct family costs of raising children (school and
health fees, limits to tax allowances for children), and the
provision of more jobs, particularly for women, to raise the
opportunity cost of having children.

There may indeed be conflicts between the two approaches,
but they may often be complementary in effect,. The,first ap-
proach depends for its effect on fertility primarily on the
impact additional social services today should have on the next. .

generation. The second focuses on a different age. group, to-
.day's parents, and seeks to influence current decisions on
family size-;-- Moreover, charging for social services should help
to finance a larger supply. The twoapproaches come into con-
flict when the supply of Social services is so large that fu3,1
utilization-requires'a zero price. The two approaches require
coordination as the supplyof social services,expands,;but they
are not basically contradictory in nature.
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12See, for example, Guidelineb fora New Strategy (Bogota,
Colombia: National Planning Department,. 1972).

13See the review by Harvey Leibenstein, "An Interpretation
of the Economic Theory of Fertility: Promising Path or Blind
Alley?" Journal of Economic Literature (June, 1974).<

1 4G. Becker, "An Economic Analysis of Fertility," in NBER,
Demographic and Economic Changes in Developed Countries (Prince-4
ton University Press, 1960). -

15Duesenberry, Easterlin and:Freedman have been most active
in this area'.-
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Social Research & Programs for Reducing Birth Rates

O

by
4
Ronald Freedman

University of Michigan

A Prefatory Note

Since almost every social institution is relevant to pop-
lation change and lertility somewhere, acsummary-review neces-
sarily'is highly selective and presented in rather sweeping
categorical statements, which vary in the solid evidence behind
them. I assume that we are concerned mainly with policies to
reduce population giowth by reducing birth rates. The paper is
.presented An stark outline formr.lwith occasional illustrations
and personal views interspersed to clarify a catalog.

.

My personal experience and research Is mainly'in Atia,
Although I have some acquaintance With the Xiterature of other
plaCes, The examples mainly are from Asia, particularly Taiwan
which'has the most developed set of data and studies available.
So fai. as I know, most of the general ideas would apply to de-.
veloping countries or other continents. But,/cultural varia-

: tions do °make important diffe'rences. .The evidence, on trans-
ferability is still 'Very sparse in this field.

r. A first summary view:

Otganized programs to reduce birth rates are attempts at
massive interventions into complex.socio-biolog461 reproduc-
tive sys ems which are not very well understood. Fortunately,
with co 0 n sense-and relatively little research, it is pos-
sible to start.family planning progrAms in most countries and

.

9
achieve some success. This is possible, because almost every-
where there is a significant group of couples ready to try

'I
t,

A
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birth control if 'it is offered in a medically safe"and cultur-
.

ally inoffensive we. However, after the initial success,
social research or at least simple"measurements of what the
program is doing becomes .important. In the so-called "suc-
cesses" (6.g., Taiwan and Korea) there has been a regular in-
teraction between research and program almost from the'begin-,
ning.: I believe that the research hascoftributed to the
success. Where research and even routine measurements, have
been grossly lacking (e..g., in India) it is probable that the
periodic abrupt declines in program success result partly from
the aOsence'of information for Policy decisions.

In short, action need not wait for research, and the com-
plete social-demographic research mbdel'will never be achieVed.
However, research and inf mation can help the programs AI ways
,I will try-to specify. The interaction between action and re-
search is necessary for success in either.'

As a minimum we should know the characstet'of planned pro-
gram intervention, who is,affected, and in what ways. But, we

" must know as much as possible also about the much broader set-
ting for the program-=the complex system which determines re-
production. Otherwise, we'are,unlikely,. to know whether the
intervention makes a"difference or how-to revise policies which
fail to Iheet changing objectives.

Scientific precision is neither possible nor necessary.
But, there is an incredible failure to utilize the existing re-
search tools and knowledge for elementary measurements. There
is no plan for the greatl. y expanded research and measur,ement
programs that ought to be a minimum guide and safegl4ard for
massive population interventions. No country, withlor without'
a population policy, knows enough about what determines its
birth.rate to makLopulation programs more than.plausible, if
necessary, experiments.. Some Countries with large programs do
ngt know either the national birth rate-or the initial charac-
teristics and post-program histories of their clients. Since

-the programs already involve millions of co4pled taking contra-
ceptives or being sterilized, the responsibilities are con-
siderable.

The research and evaluation effort in most population
. limitation programs is grosSly deficient in at least. three

important' ways :
a

1. For most countries we do not have regular measurement
of either fertility or birth control praCtice'to
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indicate broad trends, either with or wi out a popu-,
lation program. These measurements do not require
highly complicated "basic" research. We know enough
to begin and can improve by practice,.

2. We are doing relat> ly little.;to learn what social
and economic factors, affect actual fertility, norms
about family size; andthe practice of birth control.
This knowledge of basic relationships 4is ortant now
to guide allocation of effort and to ju a the valid-
ity.of arguments that family planning p g Ms fail
because the necessary social' conditions are not pres-
ent. They may be even more important later in the °
likely event that it is necessary to go' "beyond family
planning" to move

5
to latereobjectiVes.

3. In many Programs research and evaluation is eithgr not,
done or is grossly deficient'on crucial issues. ;(3.1.4*

countries do not know the important-characteristics of
the.program clients. Some record' these characteris-
tics initially but fail to follow-up acceptorsto see4.1
what happens to their birth control practice, fertil-, 1 ;

ity, and well-being, Aspecially after they leave the
program. Very few programs do what IS most meaning-
ful: follow-up adequate mipples of.-acceptors and coin-
parable non-acceptors-through the,crucial stages of
family life.

7\

II. What we need to know

Figure A is a grosS classification:of the variables which
affect and are affected by ferftility. We begin with fertility,
our primary interest, and work back through the system of'vari-
ables'affectingri.t:

A. 4rtility (for programs,of'population limitation, this
is the main target). To measure fertility we must .
know:

1

MP
1. The crude birth rate (births per 1000) leasurk

over time fOr the major strata and areas of the
country.

. The components which determine the birth rate.
Analytic decomposition into these elements is .

'crucial, because the birth rate may riseor fall

-

./V

n

4
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while the u erlying fertility motieMbnt-is in an
appolite di ection. Compahents include at leasti ?°

:.,

a. The age-sex composition of the population.
b. Thiproportions married at eadh age.
c.. The birth:kates fgr1'nar`ried women at eaoh re-

productive age. .

d. The intervals 'from friarriagb 10 successive
births.

B. The intermediatevariables are a liMited set of fac-
tors which imffiearately determine fertility levels (see'
,Diagram). Anything else--social values, institutions, ,

or environment can only.affect fertility through
these. Any theory linking anything else, to fertility
should specify through which combination of these
variableS,,it. rates: '

1. Exposure variables: '.the proportions Married (or
'in-sexual unions) ateach,age; periods "lose" to
reproduction by death or divorce-or separation.'

2. Intercourse vatiables: the frequency and timing
of 'coitus.

1.0f4IwoMp...
o 4

3. Conception variables: the "fecundability" of the
'couples, the use of contraception (including'
steril zation and abstindnce) as the
probability of conception.

4- Gestation variables: the incidence of%spontaneous.'
or induced abortion as affecting the probability

is that a pregnancy ends, in a live birth.
.4

What is the level and effects of these variables at
each age and for major strata and areas of the popu-,.,
lation?

C. Social norms about family size and about the interme-
diate variables:

1. How many children do married couples want; how
many do they- think- others- expect them to have; how
many do their expect 'other_ couplespohsve? How,
strong are fertility norms as cum red, with com-
peting norms (i.e., why don't they act to hieve
desired fertility when the means are available)?

J

4
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That are the social normsabout the intermediate
variables-and how much do they control behavior
(e.g., whgt'are the beliefs about abortion and how'
does it affect behavior)? .r

D. The difficult global question: out of the complex of
social and economic institutions, which elements af-
fect. elements of the reproductive institutions-values,
intermediate variables,/ fertility?

°

(The plassidal sociological proposition is that high
fertilit.an4 large family values are the result of a
society in which fgmily and kinship are so'central to.
all institutions that most of what men want in Life
dppends,:on family and especially children. -Therefore,

4 , the relation of the family to other 44, tiops under
'changing social conditions is a'key el

.
-,in'the re-,

search agenda. As more and more of life depends on
-specigliZed nonfamilial institutions how does this'
,affect the, desire for children and fertility?) --

. :1

E. How does declining mortality, affect all the preceding
flzelations?

.
-Will declining mortalitprovide enough addittonal
living children so thit_parents-will move to birth
control even with only minimal development on Other
fronts?

0
. iftrhave juil outlined thp,,major elements of all reproduc-

.

-ticre systems since the beginning ofhuman.society. The
new and unique element being added`to the structures of
societies arg067151annea interventions to change norms,
birth Controlpracti panel fertility. Therefore,

4

1/4,
,. ,

F.; The "fgmily planning program" must be observed for_in-
..

formationl '. . .

./. -/.

1. About birth trol (sterilization, contraception,
abortion

.

.

i
n
_.:

a. owMany Couples accept each,method offered?
bl.-For how many is the program7methodgsubstitu-

tion for a method previously practiced4nae-.
endently? ;11 thecase.of substitution,_ is

j/

here any change in effectiveness?

. i
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c. At successive.time after acceptance
(until, menopause), how many are practicing

0,
2 (1) The original method, accepted.

(2) Another program method.
(3) Another method outside of the program.

d, What are the important characteristics of the
.acceptors and especially

(1) What is their age, number of ildren,,and
the period since they last bor a child.

( ) Hew do acceptance-rates relate'to some key
indicators of modernization, e.g., edpca-
tion, or modern employment status?

2. About 'Idrtility:

5,

.- a, Prior to acceptance, how does fertility of the
acceptors compare with:that of other married
women of thdif own age group?

-er- b. A specificAime periods after acceptance, how
does the fertility of acceptors (whether still-.4

inthe prOgram or not) compare with thdir own
prior fertility or with that of non-acceptors?

3. About both birth control and fertility.:

The real object of interest:is the cdapie, ndt the
methodor the program. Therefore, the key ques-
tion is: what is the birth control practice and
the fertility of all the couples X years after
they enter the program, regardless of whether they
are Still using a program method? The more usual
,questiOn is:/' how many gave up the:pill-or the IUD
:or how(many births d4dRthose devices avert? This.
means fhe omission 'of whaf.happens to the large
numberPof couples who leave the program but may
have been affected by it.

t
4. About the'birth control and fertility of signifi-

cant strata and areas--do they change in such a
way as to indicate whether the program makes a

°difference? ,
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(e.g., do illiterates or farmers or particular
castes who practice little contraception take it
up readily and, reduce their fertility in "some re-'

. .

lation to'program effort?)

5. About local area data to be used as a check on
whether the program or the trend of the times
make the difference:

Use local area data (e.g., India's 350 plus Dis-
tricts or Taiwan's.361 ldcal administrative
units).

a. .Do program inputs have results on acceptances
which transcend the expected effects of demo-
graphic, social, and economic trends'in the
local area? '

b. Do program acceptances result in fertility
reductions greater than could be expected
without the program from the other character-
istics of the areas?

III. What we know:

A. Fertility Measures

1. With a few conspicuous exceptions, we are tragi-
cally ignorant about these ultimate program mea-
sures,for most developing populations, and espe-
cially for the large countries. We often have
only gross estimates that the birth rate is high

tr-- (e.g., 38-44). Often we do not know whether the
total crude birth rate is rising or falling
(e.g., that is true now for Pakistan, India and
Indonesia).

2. Obviously, then We also don't hive data for most
developing countries on the components determin-
ing the birth rates,e.g., if We don't know what
age lipecific birth rates are for married women,
we can't make very good estimates about effects
of a change in birth controlor marriage prac-
ticps. (E.g., a 0 percent decline'in Hong
Kong's birth rate from 1961 to.1965 was almost
.entirely a result of a peculiar age distfibution

I Of) 944
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and not of smaller f lies. ' It required a -spe-
cial investigation to establish this and then to
demonstrate that a 30 percent decline from 1965
to 1968 was not due to the age structure change
but to real change in fertility and birth con-
trol.)

3. We also are,uivally without fertility measures
for eith4r specific important strata of the pop-
ulation or for the local administrative areas in
.which' the program and other real social mitts
operate.° Therefore, it is difficult to know how
fertility or birth control practice is related to
program inputs or characteristics of the local
areas. Such data-have been analyzed for a few .

places. They are available but not analyzed in a
few other places. They probably don't exist for
most places.

.

4. There are important but little-known "discov-
eries" about the relation between fertility, age-
structure and population growth, with profound
implications forfpopulation policy:

a. .Majorishifts.in age structure from "young" to
"old" populations result from fertilitly re-
ductions and not from mortality reductions. .

b. Even if developing Countries go, irnmediately
to a universal two-child family fertility
level, it will take 60 tq 70 years for pop-
ulation to 'stop growing (because it will take

. that long for their very young age,distribu-
tion with many pOtential parents to-be ad-
justed to the older stationary population).

c. Populations with low birth rates and zero-
, population,grawth will be older populations.

B. The intermediate Variables

1. Social surveys (RAW- h ve begun to give us mea-.

, surenients foF some countr es, but 4

TRAP is the usual abbreviation for sample survey studies
of attitudes toward, knoWledge and practice of family planning,

.

e 00645
.as
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a. We do not have a keel inventory of measure-
ments of all these variables for a represen-

. tative sample for any country at any single
time.

\

We can get along without much of this
f information in early program stages, but al-
most kany of these elements may become 1M-
port ant as the progtam develops and we learn
more about the reproductive system -in a par-
ticular place. (For example, the fact that
we knoW very little about the timing and tre-
quency of coitus may not.be crucial now,. but
it is ridiculous to assumd-that sex patterns
will not affect reproduction! In India, for
example, fertility rates are very low for
women over 30. No one knoias to what extent
this results from low rates of coitus, lower
fecundability, induced abortion-or what. In
view of more immediate information needs this
does not have high priority. But who knows
how better diet, modernizatibn, and lower
mortality will affect this situation? It is

-only because'the very high Indian fertility
at young, ages is offset by low rates at older
ages that their national birth rate is as low
as 40 .or'so.)

s

b. For most countries there are no significant
. sample studies representing the whole,popu-

lation. Where there'are national studies
they are rarely repeated to provide trends. .

Often data are collected but not analyzed or
are analyzed too superficially to be useful.

2. For only a few populations do we have studiesof
the distribution of fecundability--the probabil-
ity of conception in the absence of contracep-
tion. Such data are needed for new sophisticated
fertility models (which are promising with proper
inputs). Whetherbsophisticated or not, almost
all-wstimates -of birthi---averted by programs or
of fertility potentials ultimately refer to

with varyingvarying additions of fer.tility histories and social and
economic data.

s
0046
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febundibility. (There are some data indicating,
for example, that fecundability is less for the
very lowest strata than for higher strata in
Taiwan and possibly in India. Rising living
standards may therefore increase the risk Of
conception, so that more birth corttrol may be
needed to prevent birth rates from rising and
reductions will require extra inputs.)

3. We know very.,little about abortion, despite the
fact that it-,.probably is still the most widely
used single method of birth control on a global
basis. The most rapid birth rate decliides have
been associated with legalization of abortion.
For most countries we do notknow even its In-

! ,cidence, especially where it is illegal. There
area few important studies in some countries
like Hungary and Czechoslovakia. Japan, with the
most remarkable history in this area has dope
very little to studyit. (It certainly appears
to be true that theybgalizationoat least accel-
erates greatly,the coming'of a fertility decline
that might have come anyway--but much later.
This could.be studied by considering the fertil-
ity and birth control practice of different pop-
ulation strata, e.g., in Japan, before. and after
the legalization. Large, sudden shifts are un-
likely to have come ".naturally." The reverse
spectacular doubling of Romanian fertility in one
year when legal abortion was withdrawn is a "nat-
ural experiment" of very treat importance. I

don't know that anyone is sti4dying it.)

4. roportions married at each age differ greatly/
between countries and over time and can have
signifielant effec,ts on fertility and population
growth. We have data on some aspects of this

'from census reports and sample surveys in many:
countries. However, we know very little about
what social and economic factors or social pol-
icies,produce different marriage patterns.'

C. Norms about Family Size and the Intermediate
Variables:.

;!;
00047
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li We have KAP studies for some- (but not enough)
countries on wanted, expected, and idealized
numbers of children. Few of these 'are trend
studies. It is important that in 1Most'every
developing country studied thete is at least a
large minority who say they want only moderate
numbers of children (less th4n they are having),
but

. We know Wry little aboUt:

a. Which attitude measures relate most dibte
to behavior`.

b. What inhibits many couples who say they
no more children from accepting birth control
services.

3. There are promising results frOM studies"Which,
ask the attitude-questions, thenintroduce the
programs, -and then follow-up_to try to explain
the discrepanciei. .

.

D. Social and Economic Factors Affecting Fertility
Norms, Fertility and the Intermediate Variables.:

1. We have only a few,examples of multivariate anal- -

ysis of how mortality, social development in-
dices, and program inputs interact to affect
fertility and other elements in the reproductive
system. Such studies are useful even where there

program.. Is it true that certain levels of
orde j,ment are needed before .birth control .is

-,...:.'PrattiCed-S.ndfertilitycomes- down.? If so, what
combinations of changes at what levels make the
difference?

2. Important historical studies are being done in
,Europe ori,the correlates of its 19th century fer-
tility decline. So far they do no support the
thesis that anyz.epecifiC combinati* of develop-
ment changes preceded the fertility decline in
any uniform way. Therefore, shaky generaliza-
tions from history in qUite different places
should not inhibit plausible program interven-
tions, if theyare carefully monitored and,have
no obvious Coun.terproduCtive risks.

CH M,:
00048
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3. We have a few examples of "successful" program
in places that seemed unpromising a priori in
terms of prior development levels (e.g.,
Ghandigram in Indi and Prothoram in Thailand).
Ptobably, there ar many others, but there is in-
sufficient attent on to finding and analyzing the
reasons for "successes" and "failures.st'

E. "Program Research":-.,who accepts, how long do they
stay in the program, what happens to them?

1. Program evaluation studies almost always concen-
trate first on the number and, then, on the char-
acteristics of acceptors. An important finding
in sevepl places where data are available is
that_ the majority of acceptors are from the less
modern ind.lower statue groups (illiterate',
farmeri, poor, etc.). There is evidence that'
even the comparative rate Of acceptance is not
.low in these groups: This is important, because
(a) most of the population are in these strata
and (b)- sudden large increases in contraceptive
practice in such groups are unlikely to be.a
spontaneous response to other forces, without
.tlie program inputs. linfortunately,-even studies
atthis elementary level of "who accepts" are

'often absent where they are very important. For
example, 'several local studies in India suggest
that thelincentive and "promoter" system for,
finding sterilizatiOnbases brings in for Vasec- .

tomies fairly large nimbArs of men whose wives
are sb old or had babies so long4ago that the
probability -of additional births is very low.
Obviously, to the extent that .the local studies
are genetally applicable, there are several veer
important implications:.11a) the incentive system
and the value of the sterilization statistics ,"

'need review, Tb) the data might help -to explain
why there was" a very large-drop in the number of
sterilizations last year. So fat as.I. was able
to discover:lasit summer, it has not been. possible
yet to assemble such dati for an adequate Sample
of the several million sterilized couples to test
what is generally true.

00049 .
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2. After just counting the number and dharacteristids
of acceptors, the next step has been.condern about
the termination rates for the pill, IUD, ,etc. WhO
terminates when? A few countries (e.g.,:Taiwan
and Korea) have suchstudies for successive time 's

periods which give trends. Other countries (e.g.,
eingaPoke an4 Malaysia) have their firstStudies
nearing completion. SQine very large programs
(e.g., the USA, Indial do not have studies' for,
adequate sampleg tepresentj.ng the popUlations
being seTed. , 6 o

3. Even more important are studies of what happens to
the contraceptive practice and fertility of the
acceptors 1, 2, 5 years, .etc. Mater. This iwrare
but crucial, because that'is the ultimate interest'
of the program. For example,,,,the Taiwan studies
indicate. that_ acceptors have exceptionally low
birth rates even four yeard after taking the, IUD,
although a majority Wave, given up the IUD and ate
not in the program. So-far as I know, only Taiwan
and Korea have.such data to compare with data on
the general, population.

IL

' 4. Research on the internal:mechanisms of the program
itseqf: f confess to bias here': I give priority
to information:about-the characteristics and fate
of the clients, andmuch.ieSs to studies of the
program staff an4ptheit relations to each other.

O
Studies of the relation lot staff to clients would

1", be more pectin it, but these are rare. ,ExCept for
thefirst Category tigted below, I have, seen lit- -%

tie research in this area which really hellis much
+,

to guidd the prograM'Od impirove final results.
There are signifidant'POSsibilities, so perhaps
more should be aoite.°)

A few cOmmerits:
A '

., a. Most of the measurement,here simply relate to
necessary administrative questions Of ow many
clinics, workers of different kinds,-.et are -.

.; located wherb. This is .essential for"adm'n7
istration. \\,'

, 1 :1190050
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(My observations'are that,some additionalv,simple fac-,
tual studies could be helpful, e.g., how'nany field
workers cannot do their work, becauSe they lack
transport, what is the effective population within
-walking distance of the clinic, etc.) ;

b. I know of a very few studies (one in Taiwan and one
in India) in, which the input of program effort and
the charaateristics of the,workers are related to
output. It may seem obirious that theie should show
that input'affects output, but it is not a necessary
result.

c. Quasi-experiments can be very helpful in this field,
but very few programs have the flexible research arm
to conduct these studies. I illustrate mainly from
Taiwan because I know that work best:

(1) Periodically offering the service free (instead
of for the usual small fee) was found to increase
the overall rate of acceptance despiteja temporary
downturn when the fee was restored:

(2) A saturation program of meetings in every.villige
was found to be less efficient than spacing them
in focal villages and letting diffusion do the
,rest.

P

(3) Concentrat*ng on the Ainority of women with a re-
cent birth is effective in Taiwan'(and everywhere
else I know). A.progrim of mailings.to new moth- '

ers in Taiwan brings in a gratifying return at a.
very ;ow. cost.; It is amazing that priority for
new mothers is not the practice everywhere. Even
if only 50 percent-of the births are registered
that still provides more potential prospects than
the field workers uslially- Can handle. (In West
Bengal last summer, I found that the prime pios.- .

pects of this kind were not the organized basis
for,field work. Instead there was a painful ef-
fott to list all married women of childbearing
,age in an "eligible couple register" and then to
canvass this endless list of4women,many of whom
had little risk of another child.)

a.
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Ili,: A perspective:, despite the major shortcomings in the re-
search effort, we have - earned quite a lot already,- and
programs can proceed without scientific detail.

There is considerable truth in this statement which moder-
ates the pessimism implicit in the previous sections. Since
most programs began just a few years ago to change very complex
behaviors imbedded in traditional institutions,,, we may not have
done so badly. Some things we have learned:

A. ,"Successes" are possible. In at least three or four
countries a substAatial proportion of pll married
women of childbearing years have accepted birth con-
trol from a program; either as the first attempt or to
find a better method. Such a massive acceptance in a
planned program is unique inhuman history. No one
predicted these successes in advance. All statements
to the effect hat they are just a result of develop-
ment (and no the he program) are ex-post-facto, I
believe.

B. Opposition to programs once they begin appears to Abe
minimal (With 'the possible exception of the leadership
in some LPtin American countries):

Everywhere the people are found to be ahead'of
the leadership, which consistently underestimates
their constituencies on this issue. (Benchmark,sur-
veys of public interest in birthcpntrol, number of
children waned,, etc., are useful, partly, because
they can help, to convince leaders that there is a fa-
vorable attitude in the public and, often, a consider-
able demand of which they were unaware. ch data
also help to legitimize birth control, beca e the
individuals whb approve personally can be rea sured
that they do not stand alone.)

C. In the countries with-"successful" programs (many ac-
. ceptors) birth rates have fallen substantially,. "How
.much is due to the program is controversial; the fact
of fertilitydecline is not.

D. In some countries the acceptors are mainly women ovsp
30 and with more than a few chi ren. This is, not ',a

sign of failure, ap'some argu , 1*.ausel:.

00052
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1. In most countries birth rates have been reduced by
25 percent or more through action by these couples
who are "older" or have large families.

2. These older women with more children become accep-
tors precisely because they have higher than average
fecundability, so they are capable of having many
more children.

3. With lower mortality women now find they have Alive
all the children they want age 30, so this is the
place where family-popu ation-pressure is likely to -

operate.

4. In places like Taiwan and Hong Kong, as the program
continues the acceptors are steadily becoming
younger, with fewer children, etc. The influence
spreads.fram older women with the immediate Problem
to those who must anticipate the problem.

4

E.." In a few places.(Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia) fertil-
ity rates are falling quite rapidly at younger ages.
This is unexpected and'promising. Perhaps it will hap-
pen elsewhere spontaneously. Aare important,, perhaps

z-1----we-can learn enough about why this different pattern
occurs here to _use the information elsewhere.

F. The fact that lower status and less modern couples are 1

adopting contraception in large numbers in places like
Taiwan, Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong is encour-
aging. It0was not expected initially. It may not be
transferable to places where the lower stratum is worse
off and there is less development, but that is not yet
demanstrated.

G. Iction can go forward on a considerable scale without an
initial elaborate research_ program; but sensible, con.=
current sample studies and small experiments are impor-
tant inputs for modifying policy as the program meets a,
succession of unanticipated problems, e.g., the follow- '
ing are some specific examples --e- specific connections
between research and positive program actions:

I

1. A fairly modest small baseline survey'incTaichung
Taiwan provided evidence that there was so little
public opposition and so much demand a much

00953
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.e
larger program was feasible, and it was begun im-
mediately.

2. After it was clear that large'riUmbersere accept
ing, rumors about side effects, terminations, etc.
were prevalent. A set ofstudies'established the
irate of terminations for different groups and the
nature of the complaints for really representative
samples. This was one,element in a vigqrous program
to reassure the workers and the doctors and to ex-
plainwhat was happening. The result Wasthat ths
acceptance rate stayed.up. (I believe that if India
had conducted such studies with adequate samples and
then put.)ithe ihformation into a vigorous program for
reeduCation and reassurance of the workers, the IUD
program might not have collapsed there. At the time
program emphasis shifted from the IUD to sterilize-.--

tion, their termination rates were'not very differ-
ent from those. in Taiwan and Korea.)

3. The next problem was what to do about the large'numL-
ber of terminators. A follow-Up study of all acdep-
tors revealed that the terminators found ways
keep their fertility Low outside the program. Sara
decision was made to'keep the field workers Working
mainly with new cases and not to divert them to,mess
revisiting of .the old ,case load.

- A
' 641-a4,-,

Such studies do not solve the problems or dlIkate pol-
=icy, but they provide information,which may eliminat some

u1:74
options end indicate ranges of feasibility and co elide

?for'ditheEW:7-Xhy real information helps to reais e the
field workers and that is probably more 'important than re-
assuring the public directly. ,It is important for the.,
workers to feel thatuthe administratora'are'in touch with
the facts and acting on'them. 4

l .,

H. The-mass of records routinely accumulated in the pro- -

;re is. largely useless for research and often for ad-
nisration;-beCautrelt .is too deteited-,---divertsfroi_' ______.___

real program work,, and istoo cuMbAsome-fqr analysis,

._

O
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intervals likely to reveal changes. This can enor-
mously decrease the flow of paper and work and
Should raise the morale of field workers. .

42. Detailed data for analytical evaluation can be
0

obtained at intervals from samples'of acceptors
and ok the 'general population.,

I. The sample surveys that produce these immediate pio-
gram data can also obtain data pertineqt to the longer-

-- run understanding of the reprodUctive sygtem, e.gq, for
Taiwan, and:India,'there_are estimates of how. much the
period of,amenorrhea is affected by infant mortality
and by breast-feeding. We alsooknow.that modernizatiOn
decreases breast-feeding in Taiwan.and,thus, decreases
the traditional "protection"'Erom longer postpartum

- amenorrhea. Those facts are relevant for both under-
stan ng and'progxes.

.17. Whether s h ver?large and important programs as those.
in /ndra an Pakistan are labeled "successes'" or "fail-

. ures" is a semantic matter, but they are vefar froM
meeting their objectives, most observers Would agree. We .

-...heyecceAainly.learned froirthe gross facts ,that opening
thoigands of clinics and hiring thousands of workers
does not 4uarantee that the program objectives will be
met. However, I believe that we can learn a great deal
from "failures" too. For exdMple:

1. When the Indian and Pakistani programs greatly in-
creased their inputs of effort and money and people
a few year4 ago, there was a response fairly quickly
frpm some, millions. Obiiously, there must have been
a reservoir of interestedtpeople. The 'results were .

- considerable, considerifig the. limited character'of
the resources and organization.

. .

2. The,rapid falling off in India first of the IUD pro-
gram and then .of the sterilization program has been
cited by some as evidence'that without significantly

grea iii. social and economic development the Indian.
peo 1e arenot'ready-,for birth control. Thii is
possible, but 'I am.unprepared to accept it as 'a
basil:: for policy hview of other consideration4.

r .1
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(a) I do not think that the Indian program has been
carried out with the planned mobilization-of .-

people, equipment, and resources inmost places.
We don't know what would happenif this were.°
done. ,

-

1

-

1
(b) When the Indian program ,has faced various crises

1

, (as all programs do) it has not had the basic

I
facts about what was happening in the program

I " and to the clients as a basis for rational de-
,

cision.

(c) I have seen no systeMatic presentation'of the
r range of performance by districts) for
India, but presumably there is a.consideiable

'range. We do know ,that there have been suc-,

pedses in some small experimental areas.

(d) In many places the lack of personnel, equip-,
ment, training is so clear that "research" on
the "failurp4 is' beside the point.,

Therefore, I cpnclude that it is still an open queition
as to how much Can be accomplished if India's considerable
reservoir of talent can be mobilized by its own leaders to
concentrate the available resources in the more "promising"
places.

K. ,There is
studies,
.them yet
'contexts,

,

an accumulating body of idence froth program
of "howto do it." But- e don't have enough of
to know how. much Ls usable, in widely different
j.g.:

1. In Taichung it was ''found that visits td husbands and
f 'wives were little better than visits to ivei alone.

2. 7n Comilla, Pakistan, distribution of conventional
contraceptives' through small shopkeeplers was,ef-
fctive,4especialli to thote actively involved in a .

cooperative developmerft program.

3. Postpartum visits to women in the hospitals in
Singapore (and elsewhere) are highly effective.

4. in Hong Kong field workers had' peen giving out
"clinic" referral slips house-to-house and other

C)
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ways with the emphasis on giving out large numbers
in very brief contacts. A new'plan concentrated
the contacts in pre-.41ital, post-natal, and lying-in
situations with more time to each contact. The relt

suit was more acceptors, withfewer referralislipa.

. In Ghandigram, working through community leaders in
'particular ways and in context of other health and
and development work has been successful.sin reduc-
ing birth rates.

There are a large number of such specific substantive
. findings. Their generalization and cgmulation is still to
bi'done, perhaps resulting in better theOry.

L. There has been a substantial increase in the research
on different
teem, without
grams. Some
will help in

parts of the bio-social reproductive sye7
any explicit reference to population pro-
of this is of immediate help. More of it
the long run. A few examples: °

r. Work On 'how to estimate fertility rates and ether
.measkes from defective official data and special
surveuls is of great importance. Notable progress
has been made but More tests on a large scale will
help*to improve the theory and the hardware.

2. Recent findings in USA thdt 20 percent pus of the
children born in the period 1960-65 were "unwanted"
may flange the whole basis for discussion of U.S.
population policy. Most of us assumed that to
lowerbbirth,rates-substantially in the U.S. re-
quired changing the number of children wanted. The

new data suggest that helping people to have just
what)they Want will make a lot of difference.

3. Studies in many' ountries Ae demonstrating that
_-'whenlwomen.work for pay outside of the familial

context they are much more likely to want and have
fewer children, use,&ontraception, abortion, etc.

V. -What is tcrbe done?

It is not.feasible.to lay out in a -few'pages a global
strategy for needed research'. A few general principles and

-suggestions may'serve as a blisis for discussion:

0005'7
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A. High priority should be- given to measuring birth rated
and their major component annuallyat the national
level Measurements for,major strata and for local
areas are important too. Experiments on how to do this
are. promising but still far from perfect. -A serious
sustain e3 effort 'th enough resources should produce
increasingly"bet esults as theory and experience

-interact.

B. Every major program should have access to a facility
for doing sample surveys, representing its acceptors
and the whole population of childbearing age. The im-
mediate objective is'to monitor the marriage patterns
birth control practices and fertility levels of each
age-group in-the childbearing years, whether in'or o t '
of the program. The same system of surveys-can be ed
for other studies in depth, when the manpower is av il-
able. Building up both experience and benchmark data
will make it possible to collect information on short
notice for the succession of problems that.cannot now
be anticipated.

-Studies-done in convenient clinics or experimental
areas are satisfactory for some-biological problems and
tests. They do not represent the social-demographic
reality of the major administrative areas in which the
programs operate.

C. The "natural" and "contrived" experiments that are al-
ways going on can be utilized to great advantage. For

example:

1. -It is said that iri the areas 'touched by "the green
revolution" there is a ferment and readiness for
change. Select some of these areas for all-out
Inputs of- program effoit"(with some left as con-

/trols).
At the game time go all-outAn some areas

not touched by the "green revolution" (with others
for controls).

2. In many cases.the "experiment" has already been
done. What. is needed is an analysis. "Te Family
Planning and Health Ministry in, New Delhi'has
month-by-month reportd,.by district, of the input
of-effort and the reported output of sterilizations
and IUD acceptances. The DelhiSchool of Economics

ib
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his a set of IBM cards giving all of the district
level data from the last census and some more re-
cent data could be added. bringing these together
would permit an antlysisSk the relative influence
of the'program and the characteristics of the areas

(
and the population in program acceptances.

D. 'Studies of thexelation between economic factors and
demography need much more attention'. Economists are'
only beginning to work on demographic problems in any
numbers. They are likely to concentrate on macro-.
economic analyses which are important but not enough.,
We need to consider the micro-vs-level, both for popula-,

: tion and .economic development: how are. fertility, age-
at-marriage, chile-spacing, etc. related to savings,
consumption,-persohal economic desires and motives,
etc.? ,There are few such studies, but they are
promising.

: /

A

E. At least for a time' -every country is likely to need
Its own data and some research. It is a misleading il-
lusion, for example, that there isia constant formula
which can convert numbers of pill or IUD users into the

1 numbers of births averted b the pt6gram. For example,.
hoW Mani, births are averted by 100,008 -IUD insertions
dplo4nds on.how Many births the couplet would have had
without the insertions. This in turn depends (at
least) on the following characteristics'of the couples:*
their prior fertility, their ages, what they were al"-
ready daily about birth control. These facts are
neither biological or social constants, so there/is no
universal'- conversion coefficient. With enough studies
in different 'kinds of places, we may develop ranges of
probable magnitude which can be used when:local studies
are difficult. Some present estimates of "births
averted" by program X probably are grossly in error
because they are based on assumptions fiorrowed from
very differenelglaces.

F. In a. few rather different countries the whole biOsocial
system 'affecting reproduction should be studied over
time to provide measurements, models, and basic rela-
tionships which can be tested and applied ih other
settings. This takes too Mich skilled manpower to be
done everywhere'. It is important to do it in a few
places if we take the view that this is a set of

, > -
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problems that will be acute for at least 50 years and
present inevarious forms for-centuries to come. ,We
shoes- begetting ready to deal with some,prather dif-
ferent problems and-population parameters if we
achieve the zero growth goal.

VI. Why aren't we doing more?

1. The programs are very new. Significant interest in
population is very recent. 'The'amount of research on
reproductive systems is rising, but still modest in
scope.,

2. There are very fewopxperienced research nalysts in
this field., and few work at this full time.
there are good people working at good centers. So far
as 1-know; there is not a single adequately staffed
and equipped research institute with a primary commit-
ment to this probligm

r7
. There-are none in which the

scale of the.erfoand the full-time commitment is
really proportionate to the problems now being poised.

3. There is insufficient recognition by administriators of
the fact that their choices among options in important
program decisions can be narrowed and improved by re-
search and evaluation. They tend to regard research
as an irrelevant diversion, especially if it does not
bear on immediate problems. .

4: Evaluation and research probably are politiOally-
threatening. It is likely to reveal many of the
rious deficiencies of the program, including major
,areas -of wastage and possibrr5T-corruption.

.

I did not have the time necessary to provide detailed ref-,
.--erences to the literature. This will be done aftet the. confer- _

ence, if it appears to be useful.

I want to acknowledge, that the idea and classification of
the "Intermediate Variables" is taken from Kingsley Davis and
Judith Blake,-"Social Structure' and Fertility: An Analytic
Framework," Economic Development and Cultural Change, 'April,
1956.
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The Population Problem

Concern with "population" and thus, potentially, the emer-
gence of a social demand for population processes that are dif-
ferent from those actually obtaining in a society, derives from
concern with a. better sdtisfaction of human wants. Using the
convenient, if bland, short-hand notation, the concern with popu-

lation is a concern with "development." The minuscule component
of the macro-demographic prqcesses that is under the diiect con-

trol of any given individual (or individual couple) displays the
relati6ship between human wants and demographic actions simply
and directly. In demographic as in other matters, individuals
can be trusted to pursue their own interests and satisfactions

as best as'their circumstahces permit. But the ability of any
individual to secure for himself behavior by others that is most
suited to- his welfare is...severe/ly limited. Atrs

The problem is best seen as one of markeeefailuke. As Adam

Smith observed', it is not from the benevolence of the baker that
we expect our daily bread but from the baker's regard. to his'Own

interest. In acquiring what we need from the bakei,we address
ourselves not to his humanity but to his self -love. This
classic mechanism of,eliciting actions that satisfy our wants,
however, cannot work when appropriate markets do not exist.

'Where does tile citizen go to "purchase" a future in which his
grandchildren will live in a U.S. of 300 rather than 400 million?

Not that the 300 figure is likely to have some appeal to him qua

population size but, being well ihfornied, our citiiien mar shrewd-

ly calculate that, on balance,-a population trajectory that
1
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leads to the former rather than the latte populatibn.numbers

exerts an influence on.things that do` matter to hiM (and to his

offspring)" and makes-the obtaining of the lower figure worth

some sacrifice. But, alas; there exist'no Smithian markets of-

fering alternatiye population 'trajectories to individuals'

'choosing. Like the production of bread, that component of human

welfare that may be conceptually traceable to the demographic .

behavior prevailing4n one's society has always depended on the

self-interest of one's fellow citizens,.but without benefit of

a flexible mechanism by which self-interest is continually made

responsive to society's needs. 'AK pursuance of ind' idual. ,
P..111M1M1NN

,6

self-interest in matters demographic may, of course,, dd to

the common good. Various institutional arrangements,_mode
notably systems of property rights and rules regulating the

scope and nature of mutual obligations in a polity, can poker-

fully assist in bringing about such n' outcome. But, just as

4
likely, individual members of the so iety may be mutually hurt-

ing each other by their demographic ehavior. 'let to lament

the absence of a corrective market relying on indiVidual.aCtions

.borders on the grotesque. Demographic processes are the result

_ of a bewildering Multiplicity ofuncoordinated decisions: the

contracting and enforcing costs that' would be incurred'in each

citi'en's arranging a mutually beneficial deal with the perhaps

tens of millions of relevant actors:are obviously .utterly'pro-

hibitive and, even before that, so are the information costs

that would be required for a proper evaluation by each citizen,

of his stake in the deMographic behavior of the rest of,the

society.

The characteristics just noted render population processeS

a legitimate object of attention for collective and, in.particu-'

lar, governmental action. The achievement of socially advan-

tageous modifications of- demographic trends that is beyond the

capacity of private markets to provide assumes the character of

A public good that must be acquired, if at all,' through the

political process. A population problem exists whenever it can

be plausibly assumed that such modifications are possible. The

essential elements of the policy - making process aimed at elim-

inating the population problem may be summarized under five head-

ings% (a) the production of alternative program propofals for

social action that may suitably modify demographic processes

(spanhing the full range of feasible programs that have at least

some probability of beingladopted); (b) an asOessment of the

costs and a mapping of the various expected outcomes associated

with each specific-program proposal; (c) the submission of the

results of activities (a,) and (b) to political decision-,making:.

61l the execution of the selected program alternative; (e) the

ooqq4}1.
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monitoring of the success of the program by comparing its per-
fbrmance with the assumptions on which its adoption was predi-
cated feeding back to a modified reiteration of steps (a) to (d).

Tasks (a) and (b) are essentially scientific and technical;
tasks (d) and (e) are primarily, administrative and managerial
while task (c) is normative and political. The existing rules
of political decision-making that underlie the confrontation of
values that is the essence of (c) however are themselves subject
to rational scrutiny and analysis. Unsatisfactory outcomes of
the policy-making process in particular may lead to new policy
proposals that also incorporate modifications of the existing
rules of decision-making concerning demographic matters. Scien-
tific research concerning population--the subject of this brief
note-'is thereforerelevant to all five aspects of the poliCy-

w
making. process identifcedlabove. The focus of the discussion
that follows is, however, on items. (a) and (b) of the list.

The Scope of Policy-Relevant Research

If individual decisions and acts concerning demographiC mat-
ters confer benefits or impose costs on others than those making
the decisions, a prima facie case exists for social intervention
aimed at a just allocation of the external costs and benefits
individual demographic acts generate. The nature of-the arrange-
ments prevailing in any given society on such matters will be
primarily reflective of the values held by its members; of the
distribution of power by, which these values are weighed in the
political process; and of the ability of the social system to.
translate preferences expressed through that process into effec-

.

4 tive mechanisms governine..1.ndividual beh ior. SOcial science
research can contribute to improved lation'policies by sup-
plying objective, organized information needed in the delibera-
tions in the politicallprocess, including a better understanding
of the mechanisms by which policy decisions are 'teached. Spe-
cifically, the scope of the-requisite-research tasks may be en=
visaged as co'ering four main elements and their interactions.

By the _scientific observer trying to understand demographic
behavior, demographic pfocesses may be interpreted as endoge-
nously determined variables within a general system of human be-
havior represented schematically by the closed Poop -in Figure la.
Demographic processes in such a.framework may be seen'as a "be-
havioral" trait of human populations within a much larger class
of behavioral characteristics.' Such processes exert an impact
on society; the impact is examined, if only implicitly, with

,?,00065
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reference to some ideal system; the examination elicits a feed-
back- signal that results in such modification of the original
behavior as to produce an impact more in- keeping with the ideal --
state. The scheme ih depicted in:Figure lb.

4

'Figuie-a

Feed-back adjusting'
demographic,,processe0

I

I Causes of
demographic'
processes

Demographic' 1

processes

Effects of
demographic
processes

Figure lb

The central issue of public policy in the fief of population-
policy proper is the optimality ofthe exisO.n1.? complex of feed-
back s als that influence demographic behavior. Careful analy-
sis pr sumably could uncover'and explain the function of each
exist g signal, although success in such an endeavor would pre-
sumably require a full blown model of the entire social system
(the ri.diments of which are shown in Figure la) since many-of
the social arrangements that influence demographic behavior do
so as a more or leas accidental by-product of their, primary non-
demographic function. While all existing arrangements have at
one time or another served, and most of them still serve, func-
tionsthat can-be understood as socially usefUi in some meaning
ful sense, the process which originated their existing pafticu-
lar canfibration--a mixture of the secular evolutionary process,
long-term historical development and the modern growth of

00066
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conscious statist intervention producing an accretion of Often"
haphazard and conflicting social,, economic and- legal.measures
bearing on demographic behayior--is likely.to be far from op-
.timl. Given the inherently sluggish response of.mariy of the tL

relevant signals to changing circumstances, thiscmust-he par=
ticularly so under the conditions Of rapid change transforming ,

the character of the demographic proQesses ancI(other facets of
, the socio- economic system. Suboptimality,of a\giyen situation' " '\,

is to be understood in thisc,context as a state of affairs where, )

a rearrangement is possible that would leave every member of the
.

society at least Ipotentially better off than he was in the
status quo ante--that is where the'gainers froM the new arrange-
ment could fully compensate the losers and still preserve"some
of the.gains. In practical terms, La"measurbmay be
as an improvement if it succesefulgl passes through the politi-
cal.process with full observation Of the existing rules of the
game.. The essence of that process i8 theNorderly, confrontation

1(9
and comparative eighing of the costs and benefits of the' pro-7,
posed policy c n e. The task of policy analysisjs to design
measures that p ss that test. PT optimal state is reached when
acceptable rearrangements are no lonier possible. '(ObvioUSly,'

such a definition of optimum implies no state of bliss in any .,,,

.Absolute sense. The choiced4may be, and often are, perceived
as between alternatives that differ only in their degree of Un-,.-
pleasantness.) L v

L,.

Such an interpretation of the role of '-pol'icy formulation
implies that social scientists, qua social scientists-cannot,
"advocate" or "recommend" policy in the strIct sense of .i.ROse
terms. What may be interpreted as "palicy recommendation" orig-
inating from social science research.falls,.taoadly speaking,
into one of the following overlapping,categoaes:

(a) Recommendation that a specified policy design be sub-
mitted to the scrutiny of the appropriate political process.
Elementary wisdom would dictate that such recommendation be made
only if prior analysis of the costs and benefits ofthe proposal,
in the light of the value system and political realLinds of the
society ,in question, are such that adoption of the policy design
is not totally implausible. That such recommendations may be at
all feasible is explained by the fact that they are likely to
originate fraM, and be accompanied by, analyses and a marshalling
of evidence that sheds significant new light on the issue in
question thus enabling the body politic to engage in a rational,
argument on a higher level of consciousness than'was theretofore

. possible.
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(b) analysevf possible populatio olicy measures that
include:, ,n explicit consideration alues and political pro-
bessesand that lead to the conclusio qthatcertain elements of
the existing, policy stance are,-in fact, inconsistent with the
best interests of the society .its question. Such( an analysis
amounts to a stranger 'form of the recommendation of 'type (a).:

it couples the recommendation that the policy be considered with
the prediction that once considered the policy min fact will.be
adopted.

,

1

4C) Analyses of 44.1e barriers to the adoption of certain '

polidy measures whose adoption under certain (perhaps not too
different) circumstances may appear advantageous to a society,
even if no,.such agreement is now feasible. No recommendations
are made or impliedibut the analysis may precipitate a process
of evolution that renders a policy improvement poss4doe.

(d) Once a population policy decision has been made through
the appropriate political process, numerous unsettled technical
questions of implementation remain-open. requiring decisions
which rational but not technically competent policy-makersmay ,

' wish toAlandle through hiring "experts." 'The case is analogous-
to a decision to build a bridge of certain general specifica-
tions--.e.g., concerning its location, capacity and cost--where
-the exact de"Sign is left to engineering judgment.) Policy recom-
mendations are made, but they are constrained:by the prior policy
decision and their adoption remains subject to political control,

7) even if that control is not necessarily exercised. The prior
/decision, of course, may simply call for, hence legitimate; ex-
fplieit policy recommendations by experts.

A

Population Policy and Devespment Policy

0
The scope of research tasks suggested by Figure lb delin-

eates a vast array of 'social-science activities that are relevant
to the formulation of improved population policies. Bettgi
knowledge of demographic processes; their likely future evolu-
tion" withouticonsciouspolicy intervention; and knowledge*of the
factors thet-determine these,processes and of theft...consequence
are of obviouS potential use in working out policy proposals and
in a.aessing the attractiveness, if any, of the balance of the

2benATits and costs likely to be experienced should the propoSals
be actually adopted and executed. The many obvious 1.nhdivisions
of these tasks--e.g., separ"ate considerations of fertility, mob --

- tality,-distribution and growth--need not be detailed here. Nor
would it be fruitful to produce a catalogue of siis.cific yesearch

.91043
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tasks and their comparative importance: generalizations'that"
abstract from the needs in concrete situations, are apt to be
vacuous. Afurther examination of the nature of the policy
problem however may. shed some useiful light on the kind of knowl-
edge most needed in policy deliberations and suggest a strategy
on the allocation of efforts'inpolicy oriented research.

A weakness of the scheme represented in Figure lb is that'
it may encourage 'thinking of population.policy as a self-
contained unit within the general domain ok development poli- '

cies. In considering alternative"feasible population programs
it is imperative to keep in mind howe r that demographic "tar-
gets" most often are merely intermedia goods: they are of in-
terest for social welfare mainly, thou h not entirely, through
their influence on non-demographic faCtors. (The degree to
which, individuals are ablerand pritted:to realize their family'
size,ideals, for instance, is ob iously a1 variable that enters
the definition of welfaie directly') The state of a society may'
be described through a variety.of mutually interrelated vari-
ables: for the present purposes such "state variables" may be
'classified in two groups: demographic and socio-economic. '

"Weleare".of-a'society is a function of the state variables.
The role of the government in seeking to achieve higher'levels
of social welfare (as defined by the',docial process) is to bring
'into play or:Todify various elements-of the social system
strument,variabAes") that agfectthe state variables in such -a
fashion-that the resulting level of social welfare' is improved.

. The telection of policies td'that end should furthermore be such
that over time the maximum:possible welfare improvement is'
achieved.

-Simultanoously with governmental actions seeking welfare im-
provement, and j.n inipraction with such actions., there:operates

t a "naturalfeedback" from dissatisfaction vitkperceived welfare
levels tiiindividUalsor their various natural, groupings as a're-

..

. .sult" of which individuals modify their demographic' and.socio-
economic behaVior to improve their welfare. The design of proper
,governmental action presupposes an understanding of all these .

, plements, concisely,` ;depicted in Figure 2. ,

The central issues of popullation Pocy debate revolve
around the simultaneous consi eratibn,of,the relationships sum -

marized in Figure 2. 'What are .the insruments through which gov-
-ernments can exert a direct influence oh demographic variables?
What is the expected impact of such policies on welfare (net of
costs), directly, and indirectly through their influence on non-

-\

dembgraphic st4te,variables?.,How does the,effectiveness of
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4
deMbgraphic policies compare with that of direct action on socio-

economic variables? How are these considerations affected by the
40pexpectediMPact of the natural feed-back adjusting demographic

and economic behavior? The knowledge needed for answering these
and similar questions is obviously gravely deficient in most /

situations., This fact virtually guarantees that the status gdo
ctthe governmental stance on population matters is everywhere

ridden with inefficiencies that cost-reducing innovations in

policy design could _eliminate: The role of policy-oriented so-
cial science research is to improve the understanding on the .

nature, intensity, direction and timing of the costs and bene-
,

fits of possible policy interventions with demographic behavior,

'and thereby create a basis for a more rational deliberation on

the modalities of such intervention.

Socio-economic

Demographic

Socio-economic

---4

Demographic

Governmental
policy
feed-back

I

Instrument
°variable

State
vailables

Figure 2

Population Policy and.Social.Welfare

Welfare

"Natural"
feed-back

The complexity of the task§ just outlined is discouraging.

Realization of the only too obvious gaps in knowledge creates ,

,the often unresisted temptation to draw up endlesp lists of
"high-prio5ity" research projects and to declare that the suc-
cessful coipletion of these is a-prerequisite for giving sound'

policy advice. This is a recipe for perpetual inaction or--.
since action is taking place under the pressure of felt prob-

lems--for minimizing the contribution of social science on.what-

-ever-pollqies are being worked out. Broad gauge research proj-

ects on demographic processes and-their causes and effects are

clearly needed hence need be supported.' But if the policy-making
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A,
process is, to await their simultaneous advance on all fronts,

. . the process will be wasteful, both in he sense that work will
be expended on nonessential research and, that even significant

completed research will rest unutilized.

ot

The best way to remedy such a situation ,'to insist that,
pending the production of better research results, utilizing the
existing knowledge is better than groping in the dark or follow-
ing one's best instincts. A systematic mitstering of what we
know now for the use of the policy- making process would not Only
make the policy debate more informed: it would also provide a
device which would establish more realistic research priorities
and would speed up the-process of utilizing research as soon as..
its, results are produced. Just as a university prbfessor may
learn a subject rapidly and efficiently '(although at the costeof
occasional embarrassment) through being suddenly thrust into'
teaching a course in it, the need for giving polidy advice now
will reveal the most obvious weaknesses and gaps in knowledge
and exert a,powerful demand for filling the gaps,quickly and in
a manner that will stand public scrutiny. Producing knowledge
for some unspedified future use lacks the efficiency and direct-
ness'of working for demand under pressure.

le perfo ed, both for
N If the diagnosis implicit in the foregoing is not

far off the mark the most urgent task to
initiating and carrying out new policy-relevant researoh, starts
with applying what we know now in helping to formulate popula-7
tion policies. This requires both a systbmatic analysis and
evaluation of the performance of existing social measures in- ,

fluencing demographic processes and a thrust toward charting new
directions. It is my belief that, somewhat paradoxically, the
latter endeavor shbuld rely only secondarily upon the explora-
tion of population-influencing measures that refine existing ap7
proaches or are additional to the current armamentarium. Rather,

the effOrt phould be directed toward generating demand for popu-
lation policies thrtough advancing ,the analykis of the.conse-.
quendes of population processet.-While it must not be forgotten
that proper policy analysis must span the whole interrelated
system depicted in Figures '1 and .2 above, there are at least
thremargulments that, indirectly would .seem to favor such an

emphilks.

First, the results of research conducted up to now on the
deterthinants'of population change, in particuslaril*?4ertility,..Y
do not warrant too sanguine an assessment as to ihe policy-

relevaai yield of suckresearct'endeavors. The proposition

seems to hold, although at varying degrees,Of cogericy, whether
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the research is focused on. micro- or micro- determinants, or
whether the disciplinary identification of the-research is eco.L-
nomics, sociology, anthropology, psychology;,hiAtory orsome
codbination of .thesp. It may not be too tar.:fetched to suggest
that we know nearly'as much about fertility behavior as we will
ever know, and perhaps will ever needto know on a Rractical
.level; and'that,our wisdom can be fairly summed up in the quasi-

. tautological prOPosition that couples behave with respect to
fertility as if they were maximizing their satisfaction' given
their tastes and giiven the Constraints of t#eir\environment. We
also have a gdoct deal instinctive and dobumerit6d knowledge on
hOw changes in the environment (notably in incomes and relative
prides) affect,,parental choices as to fertility and how tastes
are, or can be; influenced by socio-cultural change. Obtaining
exact quantitative predictions on the magnibicie of prtility
change, in response'to changes in the determinants of fertility
remains, however, an elusive objective. That progress on this
score would facilitate the formulation of better policies is un-

':.'questionable but it is equally clear ,that lack 'of such progress
Slone would not retard meaningful policy action if'a sufficient-,
ly strong demand for such action existed.

Secondly, the main thrust of manipulating fertility differ-
entials thus far has been along the lines presdxibed by family
p pning--that is the provision'of information and means to help
couples to better achieve their fertility desires. Operations
analysis of existing family planning programs remains an impor-
tant ongoing task if the full potential of these policies is to
be realized. Still, better research performance alone on-how to
.best carry out family. planning is unlikely to speed up govern-
rrientalactioninthefieldofpopulatign.W1mt could. give a
higher .urgency to.family.planning programs is a greater felt
social demand for reducing population growth. This must orig-
inate in an improved understanding of ,the consequences of pdpu-
lation cIiange.

1

Thirdly, concerning'measures beyond "family planning" the
policy analyst quickly...finds himself on uneasy grounds. He can
be fairly specific on how social policies could be modified to
venerate desired demographic'results'but, by their very rfature

. (and unlike family planning) such measuresendto carry a 'Ugh
social cost. They cannot be proposed ;seriously until or unless
-a'high level of felt social need for_es.uch policies emerges.
Again the crucial issue is demand; in other_words n issue tied
*Ito a betterr-understanding of the ,consequences rather than of the
determinants of population *ends.

4
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Additional arguments that directly favor a strong focus on-
.. '\ th "consequences" area are rooted in the present state inwhichi

o r knowledge on the consequences of population change finds kt-
s lf: That state is grossly inadequate, yet promising of poten-
tially rapid progress. The followiTy considerations appear most
relevant.

Firs , the consequences of population trends can bie use-
fully rted, even if we lack the ability to predict ch
future trends with7'someprecision. !Population, in a time hon-`.
ored-if not fully satisfactory manner, can be treated as exoge-
nously given, and the investigation of the effects of population
trends can be carried out on the basis of alternative hypotheses
on future demographic

Second, a large bodyof relevant scientific knowledge ex-
ists -in a number of,disciplinary fields ranging from water-re-
sources management to child psychology that could be brought to
bear on the analysis of the cotesequenctof demographic change .

as soon as a subject ceases to be the elusive (and inappro-.
priate) domain of demographers and, to a much lesser extent, of
a small circle of social scientists with population interests.
To accomplish the needed broadening of the intellectual base on
which "consequences" studies must draw is a managerial task of
some difficulty, but with proper institutional and fins ial sup-

. port the task can be done.

A

Thirdly, and most importantly, virtually all .past investi-
. gations in'this area of interest 4uffeted from a conceptual de-

fect that,.once the defect is made explicit, should be remediable.
The defect is the nearly exclusive predilection of analysts for
focusing on the effects.-of population change on a highlli\a4gre-
gated (typically national)'level. Such an emphasis'makes the
analysis opaque since it dispenses with most aspects of the pop-
ulation.prOblem that would make it a politically potent issue.
Cnre-- substance of politics is the clash -and reconciliation of
conflicting particular interests: unless the peculiarities and
differences of the ways by which various subpopuiations of a
nation are affected by _population change are well understood and
explicated, action to deal with population prObleMs:mill fail to
acquire the natural constituencies on whose support it should .

vitally depend.

s

This last consideration indicates that the strategy for re-
search and analysis should concentrate on nailing down the ef-
fects' of population growth as they differentially impinge upon
the interests of various social strata. The strata relevant for

ti
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Nolicy analysis will naturally differ from country to country
but in each instance several classificatory criteria will be
needed. One unquestionably important line of distinction should
split the population along familiar demographic lines distin-
guishing among various age groups Ivbry young children, children
of school age, young people about to enterthe labor force,
people in the young labor force ages, those about to be retired,
old people, households with two children, etc.) or focus on such
groups as women in the childbearing age; young unmarrieds,
couples, etc. 'Equally important would be distinctions between
-Social classes as defined by economic criteria (employers, poor
peasants, landless laborers, industrial workers, the lowest 20
percent in the income distribution, etc.); between the rural and
the urban population; among religious or ethnic groups; etc.
The populatibn' problem, if there is one, should be a felt prob-
lem, although in its different manifestations, by these various
groupings of individuals. The untractability of the population
problem thus far is explainable-by the difficulty such groups -

necessarily experince in perceiving aggregate population pro,-
desses deleterious to their welfare. It is the task of policy
analysis to provide an accurate description of an elusive 'real-
ity and thereby lift the population issue to the level of mean-

.,
ingful political discussion and bargaining. .

Obviously the careful'identification and analysis ofiwhere
(0111 what persons or groups) the impact of population change

cfalls should be carried out within the naturalscategories - -
familiar from.studies on economic and 'social development - -in
which population - affected interests on various levels (ranging
\frouithe indi.vidual to the national) are perceived. They cover
such areas as income levels and distribution, employmentlhous- .

ing, edupation, health, security, environmental amenities, food,
taxes, inheritance, and national defense. What should distin-
guish the analysis from the usual attempt to trace the demo-
graphic impact on the appropriate success indicators is the ef-
fort to explicate.in-the analysis not only the aggregate effect
,on the nation as a whole, but also the impact on subgroups and
the processes of redistribution that demographic change.inevita-
bly generates. Beyond introducing the needed political element
in the population debate, such an effort is also bound to unearth
multifarious potential ways in which modifications of existing
social arrangements could bring the outcome of individuAl c4-
oulus on demographic dedisions into closer correspOndence with
the social interest. 0

.
.

The most practical step to get on with the taskNvould be to'
carry out well staffed and well organized investigations on the
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expected impact of plausible alternative future demographic

trends on the welfare of society in as large a number of coun-

tries as feasible. First steps toward working out the framework

of a prototype periodic "population impact report" (conceivedas

a genre somewhat analogous to report of councils of economic ad-

visers) have been made at a recent workshop of development

economists held in Istanbul in September 1974. The institu-

onal and organizational support arrangements that in a number ,

Hof countries may need to complement the requisite local efforts

are now being exploAd by the Population Council as a follow -up

to that meeting. Similar efforts are dadbtlessly underway or

are being initiated elsewhere. Their coordination and the secur-

ing of appropriate support for successfully carrying out such

work (including support for research studies needed to produce

better subsequent survqys) could be highly productive in con-

tributing to the formuiation of improved population policies.

4;
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,Timothy King
World Bank.

October, 1974

This paper will consider research only in its rel tion to

policies to reduce fertility. Population policy is, o course,

normally considered to include policies designed to influence

the other demographic variables og mortality and migration, and

this paper does not wish to challenge this definition or to im-

ply that these are universally of lesser importance. To some

governments, high levels of infant and child mortality and rapid,

rural-urban migration appear to be the most important population

problems. Both mortality and migration are likely to affect s

fertility and be in turn affected by it, and it is therefore

ar%ificial to consider them separately. But policies'to influ-

ence these in the short run do normally turn on quite different

issues, and it is not possible to consider research needs for

them in a short paper. For similar reasons, this paper will not

discuss research questions in what are sometimes describes as

"population- responsive " fields-remployment, education, health,

the environment, etc. The distinction between "population-

determining" and "population-responsive" policies may be a

Author's not
IOriginally d hoped to produce for this meeting a more

complete, better bal need, and ,less hastily prepared paper.
fortunately time constraints proved to be unexpectedly severe,.
and the present effort must be seen as a purely personal attempt
to identify same of the questions on which research by econo-
mists might bd of particular use to the makers of public policy
in developing countries. While I have frequently discussed such
'issues with my colleagues in 'the-Ts/arid .Bank, they have.bact no
time to read this paper, and must be absolved from any responsi-
bility for its contents. .The paper also does not ihiany way

consider what should be the,World Bank's own research priorities

in this field. 6;

Economic Research Priorities fok Population Policy

e:
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useful device for categorizing the main objective of policies
but should not be pushed too far. Policies which act on
population-responsive variables will affect the costs of,
benefits from, parenthood and will therefore themselves be
population-determining.

9

provepaper will focus on research that (1) might Improve
4,

decisions about whether to adopt policies to reduce fertility
and/or (2) might make such policies more effective.

The Needs of "Policy Makers" for Knowledge

In attempting to identifV critical areas for policy-
oriented research, this paper will touch on, but largely skirt
around, two,difficult areas, which really deserve much more at-

tention. The first,ofthese is the role that ;research can play
in the process of policy making. For the purpose of this paper,
it is convenient to think ofthe policy-making process as a
synoptic one, carried on by a rational planner armed with a
clearly4defined social objective function. Presented with in-
formatibn, the planner calculates whether the new knowledge
shifts the policies that would maximize social welfare over
time, and if it does, adjusts his policies accordingly. This

artificial and extremely naive view of the pohicy-making process
lets us assume that irrational policies are due to a lack .of in-
formation availabie,,to policy makers, rather than sepreaenting,
say, compromises between conflicting interest groups. This
stilfleaves open the question, to which we shall return, of
whether inadequate policies reflect a genuine lack'of answers
-i*d key questions and hence a need for more research, or whether
they reflect-a communicationO gap between researchers and policy

makers.

Although outside the self-defined scope of this paper
(tho gh not of this meeting), since .its `,subject is research by
economists, it is worth noting that,the process of policy
decision-making in the population'field'is something that would
be worth a good deal more study than it has received. It is of
interest in its own right, and, 'by demonstrating what issuea are
_likely to appear critical to policy makers,, might help to narrow
the communications gap between researchers and advisers and
those who make population policy. Do we know, for example, why
the dovernment of Mexico has its attitude to population

,policy'almdst 1:60 degrees since 1970? It would not appear to
be the results of any new research or revelations, or striking.

internal or external political or economic changes.

N

srt
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The second area of difficulty concerns the relative priori-
.

ties of different lines of research. This iiindeed"the subject'
of this paper. but I cannot claim to offer a very comprehensive
treatment. °The student of economics is taught at the outset to
think in terms of odnstrained choices rather than needs, whether
for private or public goods. Information abopt wants has no
economic interpretation in the absence of information on prices
and incomes. Similarly research priorities cannot be deduced
simply flviews about the degree of importance attached to

. particula gaps in knowledge. It is also necessary to make some
reference to the opportunity costs of research resources ir de-
voted to other fields, and to the likelihood that research in a
Particular direction will yield useful answers. Although judg-
mentsok tiiis sort are made every day by governments, founda-
tions, universities and others, probably few if,any of these are
supported by explicit analysis ofthe relative expe'cted social
marginal productilvity of research in different fields, and I am
not able to provide it here.-

Sr'

Ai Is There Disagreement about the Desirability
of Policies to Reduce Fertility?

Although about three - quarters of the population'of the de-
veloping world live iii countries with .1 planning.prograps
that. are making a deliberate attempet,recrvit acceptors, this
reflects the predominance of a relativ ly sm 11 number of Asian
countries in the overall population pi ture. The great majority
of individual developing country governments lack such policies,
and nearly 80% of the inhabitants Africa, =nd 85% of the in-
habitants of Latin America, liv= in countries which do not.have
themTERD), 1974). Elsewh
pered by insufficient pblit
Many people, including myse
makers in most of. these count

e, policy ecti
cal suppo
, would

ar
the welfare of the inhabitants h

eness may be ham-
or getary resources.

rgue that the policy
, from the point of view of

elves,, mistaken in not hav-,
ing such policies or in pursuing them half=heartedly. Whyi.s

there this disagreement of view? To what extent might it be re-

solved by research?

Reasons for disagreement over policy issues (lea ing aside
questions of subjective persdnal interest) can be conveniently
groupe to three: disagreement about values, difference-in
the in tion possessed by each side, and a lack of informa-
tion leading both sides to make different judgments about facts.
In any particular debate, it is often difficult to'identify the
sourbe pf divergence. Argument over the view that anti-natalist
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policies.dre.undetirablebecause a larger population size implies
greater political standing might turn on either (or both) of two
things. The first is the weight that should be given to politi-
cal standing compared to other social objectives,, such as income=
per head--this involves a political, value -judgment. The second
is the relationship between populatiOn size and political stand-
ing. This is a question of fact which in principle could be re-
solved by empirical research.

On several questions, a divergence of view may reflect a
; lack of knowledge or understanding of well-established research
findings, rather than the need for more research itself. In dis-
cussing whether a disagreement over an issue arises from alack
among policy makers of appreciation or knowledge of facts that
are estabti-shed, or a lack of'knaw/edge about the facts, I shill
simply make a personal judgMent as to whether a "professional
Consensus" exists. I shall not attempt a definition of this and
my implicit criteria -are highly subjective. At Bucharest, "the
profession" spoke mainly at the Tribune (though so also did many
who must lie Outside...it, by any definition);; while the "policy
makers" spoke at the Population. Conference itself. Arprofes-
s ional consensus does not mean' agreement'on;a11 aspeCts of a
particular question, or.that there is no need for any further

, research. But the implication here is that from the point.of
view.ofimproving policy, research in such areas is of relative-

priority.

Possible sources of divergence of view on the desirability
of policies to reduce fertility include:

(i) Views as to the expected, population size and rates of
growth;

.(1i). Views as to"the,seriousriess of the ;impact of any
_given size or rate of'growth of papOation on social
objectives;

(ip.i) Views on the likelihood of techkical,, rogress which
\ might-keduce the seriousness of'this Impact;

. .

(iv) Views of- potential effectiveness, and hence of costs
acid benefits, of policies to slow down growth rates.

Each is discussed in turn.

(i) Views as the Magnitude of
4' Expected Demographic Change.

Calculations of the projected magnitudes of populationv
growth with any particular assumptions about the patterns of

oNI
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mortality and fertility change are routine, and not a matter of
diipute. The concept of the "population explosion" has been
long accepted into the conventional wisdom. The nature of the
in-built momentum of population growth resulting from the young
age structure in LDCs has, however, by no means been universally
grasped. The very substantial further growth of the population
for several decades after it is assumed that replacement level
-fertility is achieved and maintained is, on first acquaintance,
fairly startling. Even if one is not able to estimate accurate- -

ly'what the very large size of world or some national popula-
tion6 implies for development prospects, the numbers involved
are so large as to raise doubts about the feasibility of the
,social and economic adjustments required. The subject has bpen
well researched (Frelka, 1973).but I suspect that a communications

r gdio between "the profession" and policy makers does still exist.

A more fundamental source of disagreement may concern the
expected rate of change oyet timeof fertility or mortality, and
hence future rates orpopulation growth and ultimate pdpulation
size. \There is tlearly no professional consensus here,at all.

. Discussion among policy makers at Bucharest mirrored, howeverim-
perfectly, divergences of view among the profession. These con- -
cerned partieuldrly the view that "development" will, unaided by
.deliberate population. policies, bring down fertility sufficient-
ly--expressed in one of the World Population Year slogans "Take
care of the People and the Population Will Take Care of'Itself."
A view about what this means in,termeof future population,
grOwth requires a v/lw on the expected rate of future develop-
ment'(an which the research needs are wells outside the sdospe,of
this paper) and on the relationship between,-aJonomic development'
and fertility decline:"

The view that a sufficiently high level of,economic devel-
opment, with the social, changes that accompany-it, will be
marked by fertility very much closer to replacement levels than
prevails in developing countries now is, of course, unchalAnged:
But research into particular threshold values of social and eco--
nomic variables which might yield sa4sfactory predictions of
when fertility falls could be expected co occur does not appear
to.have-produced such .predictions; rather the ..reverse--it has
suggested such a diverse pattern of demographic transition as to
cast signifiCant doubt as to whether it will ever be possible to
use historical experience to make such predictions.

The sort of research that would improve the predictability
of fertility decline would, of course, carry,considerable policy

.implications for governments desiring to bring about such
?
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decline. Research on the correlates of fertility has been ex-
tensive. Some of the findings have been suggestie of policy
implications. For example, there is evidence thil those coun-c",
tries where the benefits of economic advance have been widely
shared have experienced a fall in fertility, at an earlier stage
of development (as measured,by average per Capita income) than
those in which the benefits are highly concentrated (IBRD, 1974);
There is also considerable evidence that higher levels of female
echigation are usually associated with a lower level Of fertility.
Some caution is needed, howe'er. Finding some correlation be-
'tWeen the advahce of a particular indicato of social and eco-
nomic moderniiation and a decline in fertility does not.estab-
lish that if that particular indicator is advanced in isolation,
fertility will necessarily fall.

I am not sufficiently familiar with most of the research an
the correlates of fertility to venture an estimate of the like-
lihood that further work either At a household level, froM sur
vey or census data, or using regional ar national averagest, will
provide insights we do not already have. The World Fertility
Survey data will provide considerable opportunities for analysis
of fertility differentials. My own personal preference is for

iwork, that promise's more behavioral nsights/. Without more work
on models of household behavidr, and withOut data thatCaptures
a much larger propOrtion of household affairs than does most
available data,,I'am somewhat doubtful whether further'work on ,

the-correlates of fertility is of the highest priority. But I
say this from'a position of comparative ignvance and stand
ready to be corrected. I shall.return again to research on
household behavior below. ,

(ii).The Impactof Population Growth
on Social Objectives.

0 -Whatactualsocial objectives should be is a matter of
political value judgment. Some governments do appear to attach
value to population size as an objective in itself. Others may
be more concerned with a larger total GNP than a higher GNP per
head.

There-may also be in'implicit divergence of view on the
.--

weight that should be given to the welfare of future 'generations.
Although there is a large'body of economic literatute on the
selection of. discount rates to use in socdal,and economic
choices, this remains in essence a guest4on of/political value

Judgment. The main-impact of changes in feitility on most. of

A 2
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the Variables with which policy makers are concerned is a very

-long-term one.. of the devices used by planners, such as a
relatively high discount rate sUpposedly.equivalent to the mdis:4

ginal rate of return on investment, or the use of five to ten/-,
year periods as planninoporizons, will not capture the effects

of ftrtility changes on he economy -=for example, through their

effects'son the labor force. q'he,very-large population size's ex-
pected during the-next centu will impose their costs up6n the
generations alive then. ITuse of virtually any discount, rate
'Means that the present vallies ofthese social costs are negligi-'

ble. It is difficult to-justify this philosophically; the con -
bet* Of diminishing marginal utility of consumption which pro-
vides a,ustificatioS for discounting future income streams

-"would Aot seem relevant in this case.

, ...

In some countried,'there may be 4i lack of understanding

on the, part of_ policy rakers', of the consequences of economic
growth which should be'attributed to a failure of communications
rather,than an, absence of'research, Policy Makers may often not

have conpidere6 the implications of population growth bf expectdd
magnitudes'on the demand for individual sectors or products i\ .

e.g.,educdtion, health facilities, housing, or food. Obviously,

isolating One individual consequence of population growth in the'

absence of any analysis of the sectoral interrelationships in-

volved can be misleading, And is co 11 cettualiy a much less satis;-

factory way of des ?ibing the effects of population gowth that
its impact one- welfare, such As income per head, dr the distribu-

tion of income., However, insofar as the divergence of view on

populationpolicy reflects a failure of polidy makers totgrasp
the magnitudes involved, such, partial analysis may be' a more

graphic warOf desCxibirig the impact of population growth. This

dc'es not rEquire research so much as an_educational effort.

t -

But diffsellces in value .judgments or communication gaps do

not account for.all,thd divergence' in views about the impact of

population.grwth on development prospects., Indeed, this' is a

subject on which there.remaills considerable confusion,among.the ,

profession as well ds among policy makers, and..perhaps this con-
fusion is increasing. On the fabelof it, the conventional anaIr .),.l l -

.

sitscshowing population grdWth to be a.brdke on'the rate oi*

growth of per, capita income, formalizedbyr Coale arid &lover

convincing:
. .,

, ' (l9587, is simple and convincing: .Higher ferti.l.ity-is associ-

ated with a higher dependency ratio, and herice lower saving; k; ,

faster labor force growth implies leas capital per man for any

given level- of ipvestment4 and,the.fixity,of natural resources .

leads-plausibly to a production fUnction 'showing .diminishing re-

turns ,to increased in b2th capital' and lal5or.'
. :--.,7 _f,'T.4, ,y,;, ;iv- .i.. ,,..

:-'

,. ,
-:..-:, / .44-",;. ' ). e. 4
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Olt is possible to chip away at same of the assumptions.
The savingS assumptions seem particularly dubious for many'fami- .

lies in developing countries. The addition to consumption ie-

quiredby the very young may possibly be small, and children may '

add to .household production at.an'early age, thereby increasing
savingslpotential.1 'per considerations may be much more im-
Portantrdeterminants of household saving--for example, it has 01

often been suggested that the source,of income (i.e., whether

wages or profits) is significant'. Some life-cycle theories of

saving suggest that net saving will reflect the ratio of work=-.

4rs to the retired dissevers,. and this ratio will be a positive

function opopulation growth. We have relatively little infor-
mation on the determinants of household saving; quite apart From

its importance in. analyzing the relation between population and
development; the determinahtsof saving are of considerable im-

portance to ileveral policy questions and research here would

seem of high priority. -.

.It is also possibletto find advantages in the wid growth
Of the labor force--the recent training of young wotkerg is a

way to embody technical progress and to make painless adjuspment

fto changing economic conditions. -Some economists ha e seen in

the rapidgrowth of the Western European labor force through mi-

gration from Southern EUrope, Turkey and North Africa, a power"-

ful engine of growth (Kindleberget, 1967) (though for reasons I '

find somewhat obscure). But in tAe conditions of high levels of

Iremployment.and very limited investment per head that prevail

in most developing countries, these arguments appear unimportant.

IA spitelwof the qualifications to any simple assumptions

about savings, the theoretical reasons for expecting a negative

A

- 1

, r

1There appears to be very little information on the costs-

,
of children to parents. It certainly cahnot be autamatically,as-

sumed.these are.low. Prof. R. Repetto has pointed Out to me

that a recent study by Fogel andEngekman has suggested that
break-even point for a slave owner in _tile Uni:ted' States, raisi

a slave from birth, came when the slave, reached 27 (Fogel and,

T:german, 19710, and that in consequence the costs of children.

tolparents must:have been signifiCantry greater than the ce0-

nomic return. Repetto concludes from this-that in contemporary

rLDCs with less land per"family.and 14er.Wages than in the nine-,

teenth century United tates; it is.evien less likly thatoCkil-

dren calf gprovisle,a. net economic benefit toftheir parents. Ae
, value that,redearch on this topic might have is discuisect further

''below._ . " .

.

. p ' .',
*
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relations tap between rates of growth of population and per capita
income im!developing countries seem fairly,robust, As between
Countries, however, the obServed_simple correlation between the
growth of population and that of both income .,and income per head
during the period since 1950 has not been significantly differ-
ent from zero. Perhaps the.factors determining the relative
pace of economic growth are too complex for any single factor to
stand out as of particular significance in the process. Perhaps'

there was some correlation between the rate of income growth and
the rate of mortality decline on which data is-poor.

The relation between population growth and .the rate of de-
velopment would appear to require -further research, but it is
,not immediately clear what avenues for this are likely to lead
to results. The route that some researchers arevtaking lies in
building economic-demographic models. From being simple exten-
sions of the Coale-Hoover framework (e.g.., TEMPO 1:-Enke, 1971),
these have now blossomed into much more elaborate and disaggre-
gated constructions (for example,.BACHUE 1Blandy and Wery, ,

1973]). Such, models can capture the effects of development on
popuktion growth, as well as the effects of-population growth
on development. Without better understanding of the determinants
of fertility, it is'not of course possible to' make" confident es-
timates of some of the relationShips involved. But sudh,models,
do permit an exploration of the sensitivities' of outcomes to a
.range of assumptions about the quantitatiVe dimensions of forces
which are at present understood only in terms o their qualita-
tive direction.

For planning purgoses, the main value of disaggregated
0 economic-demographic models may be in exploringigratian and

employment questions_Over periods frqm five to ten years, The .

t
consequences of population growth for employment oppprtuni ies, -

. in restraining the growth of'wages, and in perpetuating pso erty
in small-cale agriculture may well be its most significant de-
velopment effece.-- For the normal-range of most. development....

plans, the economic effects bf.fertility change would becfelt
only in a limited number of sectors. Beyond ttat period, the
relevance of an economic model to the circumstances of a par-

, ticular country. is bound to diminish. Eertilftivdtianges today -'

will begin tb have igniant ffecton the labor force ,only at
so fax distant a date that it' makes, little sense to try to pre-

% .

impacti dict their full economic i with, any quantitative precision.
,

Thepraeise of the re44y long-term-ecanomici-demographic models
doe not lie'in.their ability tp.describe the future outcomes

. ,

of'today's policy decisions with any particular accuracy somuch
as to/increase understanding Ofthe manner and direction in

"rt
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which demographic forces operate. They are. therefore essential-
ly a.research and teaching tool rather- than for immediate policy
use. the Same' is true of the calculations of the' economic costs

and benefits of family planning programs. Attempts to try to
estimate the economic value Of the marginal 'birth are at best
misleading (King, 1973) The best way td derive orders of mag-
pitude of these i from economic-demographic model's. It is

probably useful fot policy makers to' calculat such orders of
magnitude, in trying to consider whether certain mpre expensive
popilation, p.4licieS are worthwhile (e:g. , incentive proposals,
MCH schemes; etc.). -It must be, howeiier, appreciated that.mo
amount df research is go1ing to -make 'these calculations any more

thin-approxiMate estimates. A large°part 'of the economic bene- .

tits ;Of' today's faMily planning programs will be felt in the
first decides 9f".th .twenty -first ce1tury, and there is no way

. of kno?lig what the world economy will look like at that point. ;

P )

\M
0
(iii) Expected Hates o *echhical,Progrtag.. .

.

The dif f 'Of mAkiiig readbnable ,forecasts over a long
-

period have also made long-run estimates of tYe%effects of popu-
lation - growth, on the adequacy of .fixed'supplies of natural re-

.--4 sources, especially of cultivable land, ,Nrqry controversial. ;he

degree of anxiety which pOicy maNers feel about the consequences

of populitiCh -gtowleh 'will be Cdhsideiablk influenced by their ex-

pectations about' aaecrudcy .of food supplies,in their own countries

and the long-run trends in world food. prices. The' results of re-

search in this field have sp far Seen disappolAtIvg.. Views held
over medium-run prospects--e.g.., for the remainder of this cen.
tury--appear to vary widely, with' the predominant view- seemingly
very,influenced by 4e. experience of the preceding two or three

yeara:1 Views on \rtpally long-term. prospects -.-:the "carrying.
capAitr of the earth- -have been concerned with .the physical
possibilities, rather than with the ecOnoMic or technological
changes that!would be needed if the long-tertit 0-0ePtial produc-

tion of food were ta be achieved. ,

;(>3

Perhaps the main priorities for 'economists in this area

are: (1) to concentrate' their own researc 'on the short and
medium-run,, where. therear*fimp,ortant poli - decisions to be

°

1I liave .never,tested this hypothesis, but I have a Ltrong
impressi3On that the best predictOr 'of t1 pFevailihg degree of
)4althuSianism among exper*s in this subject would be the pre-:

_Ceding fildian monspon.'
4r
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made--for example, in agriculture and (2) to explain to poliCif
makers how crude and misleading it can be (a) to make long-term
projections without considering the effects of price changes on
incentives to produce or to innovate, and (b) to assume that., 6
calculatisns of the maximum possible,' fthysical output are any pre-
diction of' what.wfll happen in practice..

4(iv) The.Effectiveness of Population Policies.

A possible reason for the reluctance to adopt policies to
reduce fertility may be a belief that -these cannot be effective.
Though I know of no instance where such a belief has actually de-
terred a government from starting' a,family planning program,
such vieigs,have probably contributed, to a reluct nce of finance .

and planniA4 ministries to provide budgetary resour . A lack
.16f Consensus among poliCy 'makers as to the effectiveness of ex-
isting prbgrams or ways to increase this reflects a similar lack
of consensus in the profession. perhaps one of the most dis-

I, *-
appointing aspectsof the BucharesConference was the way in
which the general recognition-r-and the conventional wisdom in,
the profession for many, years - -that family planning programs
could not reduce fertility to replacement levels on their own 4
without' increases in levels of development--seemed to imply to
,so many that such 'programs were not valuable at all, which' is

far from being the base.' There has been a fair amount of
search of the effec of family planning programs on fertility--
%enough to show tha 'there has been some effect; though not as
much as some eatlyadvocatts claimed. Possibly more work on
this would help dispute doubts about the possible effective-

.

;less of piirogram

1.---1"`'1`

.

-How Can.Polic itadeWire Effective?

. The most important season for research into the eff5cto 0
past population policies is not to demonstrate that these can
have some impact, but to discoverju*these mightAlemacle more

.

effective. By:and large it must be acceptedtha..the tendency.-
. of programs either to grow very slowly or to-reacb,a. plateau .

afterta short time, is a disappointing one, The large number of
ifildUced aboritions and some. localized successes- give reason to*

,
believe.that programs- are now not reaching thei full potential.-,

: "'''''-'' , k

Two lines of research appear of particu ar importance.. Tilie

first of these is into the design and operation of family,plan-
ning programs themselves. Research into how to make these more -

°

'1114,
,
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...( effective.is clearly of high priority. Having recently attempted
it, i feel convinced 'that the amount'othat can be' learnt from
cross-national comparisons based on service statistics is very-
liMfted. The req4red research is going,ta be in many respects

a-e4
academically rather mundane, ch as managepient studies to see
hY the-results of:particul experiments do not seem replicable
tidnally.' Other work must be carried out within the framework

'ofprOVramt- themselves, because it requires carefully controlled
. ,

- . experiments' with means of communications or'Service delivery.
' , . TolOcust' in deptivresearch priorities of this type would de-
7k' part.togefarfroM the theme of this paper and this meeting, but

,

it'isitportant that this area of research not be neglected.
Y 1

A02,:ci The second)importantresearch area is work.'on theletermi-

-'.
nants of feitility. Improped underglanding of the economic de-
terminants.seems particUlarly important In the first place,
this may provide evidence of the degree to which convention],
family'planning programs may ,accomplish fertility reduction and

.41
Athe.dOgree'to which it isesse tial to find successful policy

..*

measures which. go beyond famil lanriing. As noted above,:it ,.

has sometimes' been suggested tha large families may be economi-
cally advehtageOus inruxal areas of developing touhtries (Mam-7
dsni,.1972)41thadgh, as observed above, there is also evidence,
ta,Ithe.contta7k If large families are economically advantageous

.

in the certain circumstatces,,presumably programs thtt merely
proVide-informatiOn; or which 'attempt simpcly .0erbal pertdasion, 410

will not succeed in inducing parents in Puchacircumstances to ,/

have smaller ones .° .64cOni, suChiriformation.may help:with the
design of policies wilier g&-beyond family planning. Iftst of.'

these involve the..use of- economic incentives; the More directly
thege can be designed to,offaet'the fOrces which promote high,
levels of fertility, the more successful, these are rikely to be.

A.,
.,

,

,)- Whatds,the best approach .to this? Itnsipossj.bility is to.t,
obsery e actual fertility in .a Irariety of different econbmic'set-

.%.

tings'.:',The hxtent to which this is upeful,depends on-the extent
of nunciantedrfertility. By instincL.most economists are prob-.

iti
,

ably susOici s of this concept. Thi7HOtion of consumer\ration-
ality,is,ve deeply engrainedeinto economic thinking. 'itsis\

. Usually'a d that the choices that"i4divipihls ard-ohterved
to make tr hose that leave them at least .as well off as any.

/ 'ft alternative. '? en tothem--though it has to 'be admitted impulse.
buying can occur, advertising can shae tastes and consumers
frequently regret their cho4.ces. 4

V

ao

t
a.

,
,

.

-It should be noted that even-if the numbeF of. unwanted con-
, were, thought to.be relatively small, there would still

00088
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be a-case for subsidizing family planning-programs, since pri-
vate and social interests in fertility are likely to differ. By
reducing costs of fertility control,-such:as sychic costs asso-
ciated with traditional methods of contraceptIton and the finan-
cial costs of modern methods or induced abortion, such programs
could reduce fertility, no matter how rigidly the notion that
41 children are the conscious rational choice of parents is

entertained.

The to any economic theory in this field is to
explain the negative correlatiop between income and fertility,
which if not universal, has\been observed very widely both
within countries and over time. seems highly improbable that
children could be widely consider!: inferior goods. The re-
sponse offered to this challenge has been recently surveyed very
thoroughly (Leibenstein, 1974, Simon, 19/4).' In several of the
most recent formulations, the alloCation of household time is of
critical importance; indeed, household decisions could all be
analyzed in terms of sequential allocatiOn of two basic ele-
Ments--time and assets. (Assets at any point or time, -of court,
include surviving children.) Time can be allocated to earning

;income, looking after children,:epjoying the services of other
.: assets, or enjoying theservices aVchildren. More complete

models of household beh#Vior would haveto emphasize the seqUen-
tial nature of decisions; the possibly changing ihfluences trf
,social pressures on tastes; tAd uncertainty attendant on each

,-fertility decision; and the qUestiOn of.whose utility id thought
to be maximized-=the pareult aloneor parents plus potential -

children. It is obvious that complge economic models of house-
hold behavior would be extremely comiolicated, and it is'pot,op-

. vious that the attempt to model all-the decisions of the non=
existent representative wholly rational family would be worth
the effort. But it is certainly worth pursuirlimuch further
than has been done. Models of household behavAor which simul-
taneously determine fertility, empibyment, and4eduCation deci,
sions shOuld give us more information about choices im e,ach of
these` area's than considering eachin isolation.

1 .

Most ofthe recent work in this area, both theotetical and
empirical, has been done in' developed country context Data
relif'ting fertility and income Sre most readily available in such
'countries bxtt fertility may be more difficult to ,explain.with

e : reference to'econor4c fa4prs in developed than less developed
countries. In developed countries, children can be viewed analo -'
solUsly with durable consumed goods (i.e.', they provide,,' tility

) .dieectly to their parentsr. temand for children aSriconsumer
iloodd may sApry be .ascribed to Bastes ` Aiternativefy-mcirer-

4 ,
.

c.;;.
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.eraborate theories can be devel ed to explain the determinants
of taste in terme)ofsuch thin as social statua,.parental
,educatioh, etc. In developing countries, these"factors arekalso.
likely to operate; however, children are also likely to have .'''

._likely
some of theocharacteristies of producer goods £i.e., they pro-
voide utility to their parents indirectly,'by increasing their
income).. The demand for children as producer goody may re-

. fleet the products o their physica). labor, br,'especially,in
conditions of.imperfkct capital Markets, it may reflect theii
value as insurance ih old'age.

k .

In ofar as. there is unwanted fertility-:-which there cer- ,

tainly appears to tie--deductioni made from observed fertility
decisions could'be inaccurate, especially if, as is probable,
the amountof unwanted fertility is.correlated with economic
cirmtstances: It would. therefdre be of particular value, to 'be
able to calculate the economic costs'and benefits of children to
parents in a variety pf circumstances- in fR,s. There....ia-little.

or no data that will permit thies.---,Very few surveys of fertility.

_ have more than very, perfunctory income-data; trying to measure
what children contiibute to their households and whatcthey cost,
requires not merely income dtta ut detailed budgets fdi both
consume ion and time;,' Even with'speciallydesigned surveys this
sort o dataj.s very difficult to get but the effort should'be
worthw ile. A more-detailed knowledge of the ways in which
households allocate their resources- of assets and time might
help to understand not merely, decisions about family size, but
also the determinants of-educational enrollment and drop-out,
and of'labor supply. ,Decigions on migration, and on, the timing
of marriage and the transfer of assets involved in marriage, can
perhaps also be brought, within such a frgmeuiork. In addition

.

.

,possible conflicts of interest'between children and their parentse.
be explored; for example, poor' response to educational op- - ..,

por nities may sometimes reflect the fact that it -may be in a
child's interest to be edudated (since most studies still' sug-
gesea high private rate of return Weducation in LDCs), but not

u .. ,

to his parehts. . . , -t

- - I

n my view, theitConomibs of household b vior is the
sing hIghesepriority for pOlicy-directed social science re-
sea ch on population in. developing countries. /ndividlialdeci-.

re what determine the success or failureof population
In a number of recent papers, however, sev ral economists

essed the importance of community oT 4ro normilin fer.=.

t'ilityV(Anker,,, 1974,'Leibenstein, 4), and 1-01e.sugges ea the
-poasibility of directing incentives a communities rather than
individqals (McNicoll, ,1974). The st y of communily norms

40

`'r.'%),
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faits outside-the' traditional boundaries of economics, but, they
are-very possibly of considerable economic signifAcance and

policy relvanc4. In this area the economist must recognize the
limitations of his discipline and turn to his anthropologist and
sociologist colleagues for assistance.
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Policy ApprOac1es to Fertility
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- C

Much "of the discussion of fertility policies tends to focus

on formal governmental-actions- and largely ignores
-the phenomena__

such policies are directed toward and the complex net/ork of

factorsthat interact to determine fertility levels. A brief

review of son e of those factors may help to provide a background

against which both the potentialities alflimitations of ferti'l-

ity policies may be more clearly seen. \'."
A /)

-
'Human reproduction -is an exceedingly\cople/ phenomenon in

. which genetic, physiological, psychological, and societal forces

are all operative. The, basic parameters are E101ogically.estab-°

lisped; but they are characterized by a dartain lepoSeness or

"play" in the patterned processes that permits considerable molt

ifj-cation )4y the concerted and cumulative actions of environmen- Ne

tal, individual, and societal influences. We ciAnot (yet?) al-

teetheter*the menstrual cycle -so that ovulation occurs normally once a' "

year rather than once a month, but we can bloat' ovulation tempo-

.or%permanently. and we cannot speed up gestation so as

to pioduce a" baby in fiveJmonths instead of nine, "butt we can in-

terrupt theprocess at any point. In short,. we can tinker with

individuals'to alter biologically determined patteriis but cannot
.

change the-species.;,- -
/ 4

Genetic ,and.physiological,factors set conditions that make

reproduction both certain and limited. Sobietal and psychologPt

cal forces dtermine to a large eXtenttwhen and where it will

occur. Asimithebi8ogiically determined behavior, there is a .
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good deal of "play" in societal mechanisms for controlling repro-

duCtive behavior that permfts considerable variability and indi-
vidual choice. Societies set rules gaverningsexual access, '

same of which- -like. incest tabbos--ars highly/effective controls

and other of which--such as proscription of sexual relations

outside of marriage--are viewed.as less stringent. The family,

that universal institution inX0 which most individuals are born

and in which they, spend much of their lives, is, admiraby-de-

signed to assure that reproduction occurs and that children are

cared for durinTtheir long period of dependence and pre properly

prepared for-socetal membership. Individuals have a choice

about when they,will have children and how many they will have,

but the dhoices'are'made in a context of social pressures -(and

prior social conditioning) that assure alligh degree of conform-

ity to group eXpectations. In many countries; as Judith Blake

puts it: "People maitre their 'v tary! reproductive choices in

an instittitionalicontext tha seven- y: constrains them not t-to

choose non - marriage, .nottto hoosei,.c Adlessness,not to choose

only one child, and evenno to,limi themselves solelk to-two

childrem."1 The copstrakt- and.culture,

they are always present.L. eluniYer al hwnan right"'of-every:

couple to choose the timinsand the, uMber Of children they will

have is a noblesentiment.%b t they= country in-the

world where.. it is not subj4ct. hly effective7Societal and.

cultural condtraints. And any y measures'intended to in-
Ago.
lifluence fertility will fe turn be feSted by. the. extent to

which they are compatible or ificonatjjoleyith the existing com-

plex of shared beliefs', Valises, anacustgmary'practicesv,
> .

As both a biological and a social phencmenone human repro-.

F duction is affected by influences cskratIbmg at any of three

levels:

- biological--for ecample, shifts' in nutritional status,' ;

'--disease'status, general health Atus;
chemical intervention;

t

- individual or personal--for exam') e, changes in knowl-

edge; shifts in social, economic, or marit status;,

acceptance of new beliefs or valued; shifts n refer-
.

ence group identification; exposure to rewards r

punishments;
."

.. . . 0

- societal- -for exam ,

.

, chahging family relationships;and I

miles; the developmen of a "singles'culture" as in some
R- ,

'Western Cities; shifting roles and statuses Rf women.

.
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The'iMplication for,,fertility policy o-f-b$1.is listlhg
.

4. ,

6 in their effects on reptoducSion as cite moves ab the list. It

that changes are harder to implement and less direVt andeertain

is relatively easy to ffectrreproduction, especially to reduce
or prevent it, by tinkering with individual orglnisms: It 'is

much more difficult to 0a attitudes and behaviors of a
series of individuals; ancl-fs "ceedingly difficult to bring
aboAt a predictable change in a s cietal.instifution by deliber-

. ate and conscious policy measures. ..Institutions are responsive
to policy initiatives, but the responses are tsually-slow and
often different froM thdse anticipated. 1,._je,DiTinant and de-'

termining agency is the society not the government'. Government ;-

is but one among many, institutional arrangeMents through which
societies regulate their,members--and their numbers. What a.
given governm4nt can do about fertility and what effects its la

Policy measures'have are. substantially shaped by forces that are'
only partly subject ,-Ergovernmental control.

`.The complexity of fertility and the degree to which. it is o'
,supported4andH"promoted bysolid social institutions and widely,
shared values make difficult the. devising of adequate strategies
for reducing it.' we' ask theecdnomistsilmm..it is to be done
they advise us,to change the balance of costs and benefits of
children. Reduce the utilities and increase the'costs and there
will be fewer children born. The sociolOgists point to the long
standingideeply ingrained, and highly cherished sdCial institu-

.

: tions and 4aluesthat support fertility and they say that we
shall have to change them. -The psychologists direct us toward
the'need to find subatqAes for thepsychic rewards we get from
children and to devise alternative- ways of achieving the emo-
tional supports and satisfactions that having and. living with
Children provide. l*OhysiciA'ns suggest that the waf net,
through increasing maternal and c14ld healthkservices, including
family planning, and through reducing infant and tta.child mortality

Pand improving nutrition. The politician replies with his ring-
ing declarationof_unfettered i''production as an inalienable
hulman riight and ducks both .Che.question and the awareness that
the-freeddm=of choice he defengs is as mythical ai the unicorn.
The dedicated and zealous 'famity planner holalthaf if we but
provide widely,,enough the means of colltraception and abortion,
they Will, create their. own dbmana., The biol4gical scientists
imply that tile mean's of salvation will be foznd in improved con-
traceptive teChniques. Amd;,asArgued at Bucharest,. there are
those who think that if the,r,idh.qtit consuming the poor 10411
stop breeding and that, in the words' of the World Pop4bation ,

Year slogan, if we take care of the p96p , populatioRt(red
fe4tility) will take care Of itself.,,
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Whatever course may be adopted--and there are elements of .

merit and pruth,that deserve consideration in all the viewpoints
Listed abolve--it will be well to remember thatInnySolicy or . .

program intended to affect fertility will have to exercise its
influence on reproduction sooner or later through one or another
of three variables:' sexual intercourse, conception, or gesta-
tion and parturition. These "intermediate'variables," as they
have been, called, -are the only gateWays through which fertility
change can be approached. Higher incomes better education,
different social institutions, new roles and statuses for women,
modemization,/improve4 health, and the other benefitspfeco-
nomic and social development do not themselves directly altei
fertility. Any effect they have can come only through their
capacity tochange ope or more of the intermediate variablea.

Nearly twenty yearn ago Datls and Blake
2
provided a .classi-

fication of these means of fertility control. Their scheme, in
slightly abridged form, is Presented here to indicate how narrow,
the gateways tpjertility control are:

Intercourse-Variables
(a) Those governing the formation and dissolution of unions

in the reproductive period. .,
(1),Age of entry into sexual unions.
(2) Proportion 9f women never entering sexual unions.
(3) Amount of reproductive period spent before, after,

, or between unions. .

(b) Those governing the exposure to intercourse within
unions. -%

x';1 '(5) Invo1 tary abstinence.
f4)

4

1

(6)iCoital.,freguency (excludin periods of abstinence).
Conception Variables

(7) Fecundity or infecundity as fected by involuntary
.causes.,,

.. (8) Use or non-Uselof contraceptio . /
.

(9) Fecundity or infecundity as of -cted by'voluntary
causes (sterilization, medical eatments, etc.).

Gestation Variables .

.

(10) Involuntary pregnancy interruption.
(11) Voltintary pregnancy interruption. .

.
fl

Intercgurse variabled under heading. (a) would seem to be
diiectly and indirectly amenable to some' influence from govern-
mental: policies; those under (b) are probably beyond the reach .

of public-policy, although it could be interesting to speculate'
on theoprobabie'effects (if any) °ea massive campaign to

'
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popularize Sexless Monday or Never on/ Even Dayi or a concerted
. abstinence movement such as' Arist phOes describes in Lysistrata.
'Conception variables are highly lnerable to policy interven-
tion. Gestation variable' ar rhaps .less so but seem to re-.
spond differently debend. g op whether the policy .is pro-
anti-pregnancY 'termination. POlicies to inhibit deliberate
pregnancy terminationNthrough making it" illegal seem not .to have
been effective anywhere ittthe world, although the eVidence on
the Rumanian policy skiift is not all in; on the other hand.
policies and programs offering legal abortion have had'signifi-
cant demographic effeCte in Japan, Eastern Europe, and more re-
cently in parts of the phited States and are becoming more wide-
ly acceptable. A recent 4repore states that by early this year

6 abortion on request in the first'three months of pregnancy had
become legally available in 27 countries containing over half
:the population of the world.

If public polibieS are to affect fertility they haim to do
it, directly or ingirlotly, by changing'behavior,related to i
tercourse, conceptOn or gestation. To lose sig,Bht of that
is to risk investing irne and resources in actions that ar
likely-to have much yoff in terms of fertility 'change`.
keep it in sight mean 'being aware, through theory or iriCal'
,evidence, of,h9w anyji tended policy or program is ted to
have an influefice oh,t Iese variables: If income d ribution or
improved nutrition c* ny other secondary or ter ry activity
is intended to,Chang0,:fertility those who adv e it should be
prepared toad scribeVind document the chain linked ,stages by
which the end esult4SA petted to be rea ed.

a

a

Fertility Policy: ConOtpti and Definitions

Any6paper about .Atility policies should make clear what
it includes and,excludesin such'aterm. Like some of the other
portmanteau terms/in comppn use--for example, Avvelopment, qual-
ity of life, social justieee'hupan rights--populatiOn policy is
an imprecise concept that4an-mean as much or as little as any-
one wants it to mean. Thee-:is little consensus in the community
of scholars concernedpulation matters about what is or is
not populatibh policy. 44 who use the term do not bOther to
explain what they me n by it; those who do struggle toward a
definit n ight a/ osing battle against the complexitiesof.the
concept and prodU e definitions that are apparently too.inclusive
or too xclusi to have wide\appeal among their colleagues and
peers.

tr
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.. Assuming that we Can agree withAfebster that a policy is "a
' definite course,oe method of aCtion,seleeted from among alterna-
tives . . to g4di and determine present and futuretlecisions"
and that a public Or:national policy is one adopted by a govern-

, ental agency, some questions still remain about what consti-"
r Lutes a'Population policy. For example:

.

Are both,a statement of-intent and an implementing
mechanism necessasy? Thailand for several Years was offer-

contriceptiesservices on a national scale through the
Ministry of,:qlealtiaLbut there wes.no explicit statement of
support for this action or an intention (tor influence fer-
tility. .Did the country have a population policy?

Must there 'fie en explicit intention to charm a demo-
graphic variable or is any policy action that affects such
a variable to-be considered'e population policy? If a
rural development policy, such east the one being implemented.

X, ,i.n the Pahang River valley in Molaysia, attracts a sizeable
group of migrants froM other parts-of the country, is it a
pOpulatioh policy? .

Some distinguish two tyP s of population policy--those
that Tire population- influencing and those that are
population-reditibsive.. A F4ogrem to build mare classrooms
to accommodate growing nuMbprs of students might be an ex-

. jample of the latter. cDoesYit.clarify or. confuse matters to °

,regard it as a population policy?
A

=, . .

Does fdilure'to act.. of to recognize a condition explic-
4 fitly constitute.a Policy? Cana nation with a three per

cent annual: growth rate:but with ,ho statement rqcognizing -

rowth as .a problem and 94 program to do anything about it "a'

te.

considered as liaving a Pro-natalisticy?'.
I

,

.of the more comprehensive recent attempts to garify
the-concept of-population policy is that of Clinton4 who dis-
tinguishes between decisiOn a'nd policy, dailing policies "stand-
ing decisions ok°decisions i#.ended-to guide future, decisions
and actions," and rules out population- responsive policies as
more properly called something else. Clinton would includ6\as
population.policies only th se that deal with one of the sub-
stantive areas of- demograp --fertility, mortality, or migra-
tion-rand would not exclud those in which the effect was unin -'
tended. --kus he would reserve the term population policy for
those paaCies "designed to be or which actually are population-
influenci4!"- itlinton's analysis is more thorough thari most,

00099
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bilt it still leaves a good many matters to be decided by conven-
tional agreementAmong scholars and it' drifts off toward Ambigu-
ity in admitting as population policy Any governmental action
that seems to have an effect, however unintended; unanticipated,
and indirect, on any of the demographic variables-

Clintonwould use the term' population policy to'refer only
to the actions of governMents. Berelson,5 on the other'hand
Would include policies of ethnic groups, international bodies,
or religious communities if they "intend or effect a non-trivial
alteration in events." His major. emphasis, however, is on.gov-
rmental Actions, and in his view either intentions or consee-

c may be used as criteria for inclusion as population

Low '6 defines policy as a, general statement by some. govern-
mental authority defining an intention to influence the behaN!lor
of citizens by use of positive and negative sanctions. A'policy,
as he sees it,imudt possess the following characteristics:
(1) an official expressiOn of intentions concerning desirable or
und e conduct; (2) a provision for-inducements, positive

negati -, or both; and (3) some provision of mean's for imple-
menting the intentions and applying the sanctions (or induce- 1°
ments) . L.. 1 makes the further point that it is impassible to :
have-a gove en policy without havingcoercion. Coercion can
be remote andind rect, can'involve positivt or negative sanc-
tions, can be benevolent or malevolent, and can coerce some-in
oder to be of explicit assistance to others;, \but policy is, no ,

less coercive because thgre are,different fortis of coercion,'*r
.

because governments have a choice Among types of coercion, among
types of people to be coerced, and among the various sanctions -/ ,
tdkbe employed. ,

- 6X ,

'.1 .

..! Davis? views population policy as A deliberate attempt,
through governmental or quasi-governmental measures; .to change
or maintain the rate of population grow0k. Elementd common to
all population policies include-intent tochange or eliminate a,
particular demographic trend or condition,'4a prepit-mpion---that---
the trend or condition is accurately known, \a theory of how the
intervention will alter the causes of the trend,eswell as a, ,

.., theory of how the redirected trend will imprdve,the social and'.
economic situation, and awareness that the-1cpnsequence sought .

constitutes a collectivegoal \
\ ,

v..
. .

Davisalsomakes thpojnt'that, What ver the demographic,
goal of a policy, it is always viewed as 1 strumental to a non=
demographic goat. It_follows fhatpopula ion policies must be

IS-
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interrelated in significant ways with other public policies as
they affect the achievement of a society's aspirations and goals.
t also follows, asLbwi notes, that expansion or introduction

of new and serid6s policies aimed at fertility reduction may be
at cross purpos4s with other public pOlicies (which may have
'population relevance but notwith,specifidintent).: That is to
say, ,there is potential political divisiveness thatmay ensue as
a concomitant of any intentional population growth control poli-
cies, for the intentional policies may cut across important ex-
isting welfare, taxation, and other policies, and affect' the,Many
and profound interests already ties to those polidies. .

Selecting from among these and other definitional components
and focusing ddwnward from population in general to fertility,we
define'a fertility reduction policy as one that expresses an ex-
plicit intention to induce a change in fertility rates,in a down-,
ward direction' (the desired effect maybe achieved directly or
indirectly but the intent must be explicit) through governmental
measures that are specified and,with appropriate resources that
are committed, in order to realize one or more societal values
or goals.

According to this definition any effort to "solve" a,popu-
,

lation problem by Such means as improving the nutritional status
of_children, increasing the foOd supply, or reducing environmen-
tal pollution may,constitute a policy, but it is not a popula-
tion policy. A family,planning policy may or may not be a fer- 4

tility reduction policy. It would fall in the latter category
if it is expliaitly aimed at such changes as improvement of
maternal andchild health:elimination:of illegal abortion, im=
provement of family well-being, or othefnon-demographic,condi-
tions. Ti-lis'may seem like semantic nit-picking, but given wide
spread reluctance to face theroblems of rapid populion
growth, the strong and-persistent pressures to diveit fertility
reductidh measures into less difficult and more politically and
professidnally congenial goals--:as.exemplified by much o`f the
debate, at the World Population Year Conference in Bucharest - =it'

'- it important to understand -what we-are talking about when we
speak about a population pOlicy or a fertility policy. ,We do
:not deny that a variety of poligieS-, may and indeed do have un-'
.intended effects on fertility or that such.policies should be
adopted or their influences studied. We merely want to empha-
size the importance of being certain when a fertility reduction

r--
policy is being advocated or supported or adopted that is indeed
intended to reduce fertility.

-z00101.'
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From various definitions and descriptions. f pqiiplation
policy, a set of characteristics can be abstracted that illum-
inate aspectg of how such Pollcies-are'formulated)and how they
operate. These would includ the following:

,

I

\
.

'1. They are public pol cies, which means that they repre-
sent governmental decisions bearing on the allocation
of sc4t-ce resources for which there-is competition.

2. alley are national in scope and intent, but implementa-
tion may be decentralized 'and appliedlifferently in ,

idifferent subnational areas. .

3.' They are broad and general in that they are aiffied at
large segments of the national population. (The Indian
family planning program, for example, is concerned with
the '"1<00 or so Million married couple;.) As Ilchman
'puts it,8 they are groSs attempts to influenQe the be-
havior of large numbers of people through the use of
rather limited repertoires of interventions. ,.

i
4. They provide for some action mechanism, for some way of

t
achieving the desired cha ge. , .

5. They are macfo level'in s tement and intent, but re-
. . sults have to be obtained through micro level changes

'., in.values and behavior. .

'6.. They are always instrumental to dome other end. They
are means, not ends.'

Policy Measures Amenable to Governmental
Action--What Can Governments Do?

If fertility is to be broulht under ratiOnal,control--and
-it is increasingly apparent,th sooner or later it will have to
be if we wish t6 avoid having . -lthus become an honored prophet- -
governments are the only ageh ies with sufficient control over
resources and' power to organi e and lead the effort'. But even
governments are limited in w .t they can do, by lack of resources
to meet competing andOften onflicting,clairds, by Inadequate
technology( by lack of info ation or understanding, by' bureau-
cratic rigidities,"by publi opinions and expectations, and by
their nature as political a d administrat.ive,institutions.

Governments are not
. .tions available to them i
shorter depending on ho'
headings are, but the f0

o nipotent. The Lange of actionop-
limited. The list can,be longer or

eneral or how specific the ,category
owing is' probably reasonably complete,:

rt
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Governments can pass and enforce laws and administrative
regulations. ,

- They can operate service programs.
- They can manipulate systems of rewards andpenalties:
- They can collect and disseminate-information to shape
public knowledge and opinion and perhaps influence .col-

. le4tive values and norms. (They can alsp. try to prevent
' the flow of information for the same 'reasons.)
- They can marshal and allocate resources,
- They can engage in international Activities, including war.

Each of,these has implications f ?r'fertility* related be-
havior and all, with the possitie exception-of war,- have been
used by governments in attempts to influence fertility upwards
or downwards: War directly affects fertility in several ways
but has not been a deliberate instrument qf fertility policy.
It pay be noted that Berelson9 has com ilea'and discussed a simi-
lar list of what governments can do abo t population.

'Governmental decisions and actions relating to fertility
(as to other areas) are taken in the context of political, eco-
,nomi6, ideological, and ethical constraints that circumscribe 'in
varying degree (depend pig on the country and ,the culture) the
range of options available. Not all Of the actionsin the above

',list are feasible for adoption by any government'dt any given
time.. in assessing prospective policy measures, hoivever, the
'question of potential Ofectiveness should be separate4 from
that of_ their probable feasibility an acceptability,iippe,as
Germapl has noted,10 ,preocdUpation with this question` inhibits
-the movement of potentially effective measures from the unaccept-.
able category to the acceptable.

If the range of. acceptable options is to be-broadened,-a
start must be aide-on assessing the potential effectiveness pf a
variety of policy measures not now esoused, but which might be
demonstrated, through experimentation and research, to be effec-
tive.:under.certain conditions. As the reference to Davis
cates, among the elementscommon to all,population policies is a
presuription that the demographic erend or condition to be changed
or eliminated is accurately known afid that there exists .,a thebry
.of how.4the intervention will.alter the .Causes of the trend as
well at a theory of how' the redirected 'trend will improve the
social and economic situation. For such "theories" to be mean-
ingful they will have to be tested in research.

003
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nmental Actions Regarding Fertility,
cy and Development Policy

What governments have done,recently in the area of fertil-
ity fertility-reduction policy, is well sum-
ma;'ized'in a scric -of Population Council Reports. -1, 12, 13, 14

and other publications,15, 3.and will not be reviewed here. The
most common type of policy, aspight be expected, is family
planning, although not,all 'countries offering family planning
services-regard them as components of a fertility rAuction pol- ,

icy., Population education programs, when specifically aimed at
inculcating norms'about responsible parenthood an small family
size, may be regarded as indirect atiempts,toward implementing a
policy of fertility-reduction.. Such programs have recently be7.
come-popular with a-number of governments; like family planning
programs, they are generally high, in Berelson's terms, in polit-
ical viability and ethical acceptability. The list of other
policy-based efforts is short: vasectomy"camps in India, the
educational bond scheme in Taiwan, the incentive-disincentive 4

program in Singapore, the slow spread of permissive abortion
legislation, the late marriage policy in'China.

The number and variety of governments that have espoused lam-
\
ily Planning ptograms, even-though not always as a population policy

-,measure;. is of course in ,,itse,lf a dramatic and significant phe-
nortienom. Elut Stamper' s12 survey of populatibn policy in devel-
opment planning showed that only 18 out of 70 developing cbun-
tries included in the study supported, in their developmenit.
plans, policies and programs to reduce fertility. (Additional
:countries moved into this category after the study was done.)
Of theSe 18, some actually have programs to 'reduce 'fertility,
Others haye merely recommended such programs, and only a few
hiVe included measures other than family planning

,

One apprOach to the problem of excessive fertsility that has.
Asnjoy70,:substantial popularity is the notion that lthe anployillent
of-poliCy measures to promote' economic and social develgpinent:
and modernization. will surely bring in their wak(fertility
line. -an short, it is argued, development policy is fertility

..policy. As Demeny16 has put it:

'-One version of this position advocates exclusive
,

concentration on development policy 'as narrolely
iefinedthat_isyithout any. direct attention to,
fertility, effects as such. It is simply aspufned,
although the -assumption often' is

-; that correct development policies Will also lead
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to'fertility behavior that is st right for the
'society in question. 'Alternatively; it is as-
sumed that the task of society is to adjust to
-whatever level of demographic behavior develop-

,

ment policies generate. In either case, fertil-
ity as such is not a policy variable.

4

In effeCt, acceptance of this position dotes away, with the
need for governments,to adopt measures directed toward the/fer-.
tility problem: Amore sophisticated version of this position
maintains that the "right mix"'in development policies, which
would include the'goal of more equitJble distribution of, income
as well as other ComponentS. of social and economic well- being,
would produce amajoritapact on. fertility declinebut calls
also for fertility reduction policies, including family' planning,
as,they have been defined.hete.17, 18, Dedieny18 contends, how-
ever:

Developthent plans represent a series of compro- s

mifes between 'feasible degrees of satisfying a
variety of desires. The introduction of fertil-'
ity policy into development planning begins when
the mix of development policies that is considered
best without regard (italics 'in original) to fer-
tility effects is actually modified because of an
intended extra fertility impact. z . Given the
existing state'of the d'rt of development planning
and given the,inadequote conceptual framework for
analyzing pc ptlation problems, it is,, in fact)
doubtful whether arguments based on fe4tility ef-
fects of develoPment,policies'ire:ever strong
enough (appreciably t6-,modify the mix of dexiblop-
mentmeasures that planners would otherwise
propose.

P
Actually, evidence has been produced by Coale,_Deveny,land

others that fertility decline had taken place under a wide range
of social and economic conditions. Allan Sw2ezy,18 considering
the history of fertility decline in southern and eastern Europe,
reinforces this evidence: "Shap and sustained fertility de-
clines have occurred in couhtries that were poor; predominantly
agricultural, relatively uneducated;.and still suffering'frOm

.

high mortality. If they have occurred before there is nothing,
at least in these conditions, to keep them from occurring agaAll.
elsewhere/.1

s.
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Development policies are, of course, aimed at highlyvalued
goals in theirown right, but'they are not necessarily fertility
policies. They may indeed ultimately affect fertility; but the
relationship can hardI:y(13e regarded as a' simple one-way affair
or the-outcom as inevitable. Suptainedqiigh fertility rates
e'en clearly constitute impediments to the-:consummation of develn
opment goals. Consequently, the implementation of policiesde-
liberately aimed at achileving sustained fertility decline can be

, seen as a necessary ifinbt'sufficient condition of progress_in
development, just,ps progress in development may contribute to
.fertility redtion. As Teitelbaum213 has said, ". . . more than
a decade -experienc)e is available to document the proposition
that pd4rams direOted.ta economic development and to population

th are mutually supportive;, there is no empirical warrant
for the seither/or'frtarpe of argument." If. sustained fertility
declineis to be achieved in the developing world, it will be

7, brought about not only by effective deveppment programs andim-
proved faniily planning programs, but by the search for and im- -

plementaton of viable population policies that can serve 41s
effective complements to existing programs, No one set of poli-
cies will serve for all countries,' of cour9s; eachgovernment
will have to develop its own, althoughthely may learn from one
lanpther, based on what can be effective in the national setting
and-ultimately-on what can become acceptable. This, in turn,
will require'policy analysis and-research appropriate to that
setting.

,
.

i, It quickly becomes apparent, in.,reviewing what governments
.havesioneito reduce`;ertility, that no government is doiAg all
it could. ,Th'd proportion ofnational.budgets expended for fer-
tilityreductiOh is very small; file number of approaches being
followed is'limited;-there-iA little or no research into the os-
sible unintended effects'on fertility of othet kindsOf policy
actions:and less concern withhow these effects might be limited
or enhanced. gl.;eryhere, for example;.6virtually all births oc,

,

cur within Marriage or'in stable union that have most of the
characteristics of marriage-acept'le 1 endortement. ,But very
few countries have triedoto design triage policies that might
operate fa minimize the large; but not always -intended, pro- -'

natalist influence.of that n.institutio.c,, .. -
, -,-,, ,'_,, ' 1

, 0
0

>,...---4A seriOtis'anti-natalist program Would seem logically to re-
-)'quite policy actons affecting three areas: ,

- Measures to delay entrance
lOw as possible the proportion 'of
tipn that women are not likelyito

0010,6

into marriage and tO""keep as
women married. On the assump-
have many children outside of ,

0

0
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marriage, a variety of measures could be adopted to make entrance
into marriage more difficult and to develop satisfying alterna-
tives fc4 at least a part of the reproductive period. Such mea-'
sures might include laWssraising and enforcing the age at which
marriage could be entered; measures to make entrance into mar-,
riage more,difficult--e.g., high license-fees graduated perhaps
by age 'with extremely high fees for- -the young tapering downward
with age; compulsory waiting periods after obtaining a license;
pre-marital means tests; compulsory pre-marital examinations on

_population and contraceptive "knowledge; easier divorce (if ac-
companied by satisfactory'arrangements for caring for children);
two -tier marriages - -one type for companionship, one type for re-'
production; special welfare and employment services for widows
and divorcees in their reproductive age period; special emphasis
on jobs for single women; educational programs for teen-age
girls; single-sexiyouth camps or corps; ae year or two of compul-
sory national service for both sexes bet /een the,ages'of, say,
18 to 20. -

\

- Measures to induce people to (want to have small families.
These might include allariety of informational and educational
kograms: economic incentives and disincentives including dif-
ferentia;ftaxes; transfer of more child. raising costs to parents .-
and to, local communities; social security provislons for the
elderly; mobilization and use of civil administration officials;
community forums;scommunity*centives; mobilizing of community
opinion in favor of small families,

-.Measures to helP\those who want to avoid a pregnancy or a
birth to do so. The measures here are faMiliar, but could be
expanded and strengthened almost anywhere: family planning pro-
grams; subsidized contraceptive& and service's: commercial adver-,
tising and distribution of contraceptivesr free electpesteri-

' lization for-both males and females; legal abOrtion and free
'abortion services.

The'iteMs oh the above.lipt; are illustrative', and not all
' Athat are on the lists are politically or economically or ithical-

ly feasible in all countries. But situations are-changing and,
,

government's are findimil that they can do things which a few years'
Ago they felt they could not do.l. The importance of the lists is.'.
not ,in the specific. Measures meptioned but in their indications.
'(1) that a greater varietgOf.approaches is possible and desir-.
able, and (2) that aziymOtsures intended to affect fertility will
besuccessful only to,,the extent that they operate through/one or
another or some combination of tha\three areas listed: exposure
to the'risk' of pregnancy, motivation and acceptance of responsi-,

a 11
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bility for fertility limitation, and prevention of. conception
or birth.'

,

An areeof critically needed research is that Which could
demonstrate the anticipated .or-actUal relationship between any .

,..

. given fertility policy` component and any ofthese intermediate-
' variables. Especially useful)rould be studieS that would nab

policy makers to have-estimates of-the-likely and maximum effe0T
that might be!expecitdfrom any 'contemplated policy action aea
given leve/,of inputialong with estimates of what the political
and economic costs ate likely to be. This would not-be easy re-
search, and given the great number of uncontrollablefactors
that infludIce fertility in one way or another, perhaps no very
accurate estimates aAe possible at reasonable costs: But, it

should be possible arid feasible to make some estimates of .the
maximum result that could occur under the most favorable Condi-
tions. What differencewould i4:make, fo; example, if 10 per-'
cent of the womdh between say 18 and 43 were not married,at7tny
given time? What Would be the effect on fertility=if the aver -v
age age at marriage could be increased y two years? How much,
if at all; would fertility',be affected if most'of the costsAbf_

, edudation were transferred 'to local communities? 'Even ballpaik 1k _ ,

estimates` would be useful. :
t

. .. ; .t

,

. Many development:policies can be,expected to have conse4
quences for fertility, but the developing countries cannot de4
pend solely on their development efforts to bting down Eertility
rates even If "development" were to proceed at an optimal pace
(itself a problematic assumption). The desired demographic'04- .

fects oaf population policies themselves have a,lon lag-time:be-
fore they appear because,ofIthe momentum already_,o p sent that
-guarantees major population increase no matter what action is

. taken now, but the eventual size of LDC populations will be de-
,

termined by .the date at which fertility declines to the lc .

levels\characperistid of the deVeioped countries: .there ie
need therefore,:to identify and assess the rangeof alternative.c ,

popUlation policy options that could be adopted and implemented
by governmp ts now, in addition to family plannigg, both to cope
with the co sequences of the future-population growth that will
be upon us,) as well as to slow down that growth as soon as poS-

: Sible. The remainder of this aiscussion offers some thoughts'on
what might be done to addreaR this latter task..

.

_ \
' '.._

.
, .

°

Policy nalysis
,

.

, .

..----/ "the findings of social research, or closethe g4lbetween
Concern IlAth the problem of how to reach policy makers:with

,..x. .
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1 . . ,
producer and consumer so that research, findings are understood
and used has been expressed repeatedly in the population liter-
adore. It is a concern that is hardly unique to the population
.field. At\recent study by Nathan Caplan21 indicates -that of the
billions of dollars Spent annually by the U.Z. Goveriment on .

scientific research and ,development, relatively lrittle of the
information 'gathered has any impact on the decisions-of key
policy makers. Caplan reports that "...":" .' government officials
don't need to be sold-on the usefulness of scientific informa-

,.tion ., . . 'but . ,. .- often lack the skills and proper orienta-
tion to put scientific-knowledge to good use:"

In the developing world, it is not just a. question. of hOw
to put to use knowledge about the consequences of 'population
growth but the appreciation by pc4i.O...ystrtakers (read to .ir.iclude
planners ) of the need for Such 'knowledge that is largely lackiag'
"as well. More urgent than the concern for the use Of research,

i ----1u

as important as ti-shv is, should be tike concern for convincing,
'governmept leaders of the critical ,inpOrtance of the conse".-:..-.quen.ces of population growth. And .enhancing their receptivity to
`exploration of a range of peolicy options for. reduction of popu-':

a for' serious rn-d

,,,
ideration. of the range .o

lation:growth.'!Conviction and motive ion on the part pf leaders
are necessary condition
of alternative policy. options that could be developed by. analy- -
sis and .research from which leaders could choose and support
policies for -implementation; Presumably, and it is a, presumii ->""

..tiOn :that may be' questionable but must be regarded-as rea0onable,
most leaders are genuinely cpicerned with promoting the ebonomic
anesocial develbpment of their' countries. If sb,. it should' be
possible to -gain °!theirconviction and motivation by empirical,

,`docunientation of the effects of population 'dynamics on develop-
- ment. goal, `and by the '&43:m1os-dent of evidence of relationships

between particular policy, measures and ;their probable corise-
quences for effdaive fertility reduction, provided that an ef-
fective means) of- c,pmmunicati.ng this evidence is avai4.able.

\
,

The World Population Conference, and its' aftermath may help,
1

' to sensitize world leaders to the Consequences of future popula;
'tion growth and to mobilize their support for adoption of new
policies, but 'the empirical denionstration, in terms that policy
makers -can work with, of "alternative Aapproaches . . -. specify-
ing potential° differences in the intention, 'effect, and cost of.
various programs"22. is -the task of policy analysis and r esearch;
it cannot be accomplished by conferences,* The task is at least '
threefold: (1) to demonZtrate the impact of spopulation growth c....,
on development goals; (2) to assess` tbe population effeOts , ex- 'N
plicit and implicit, of current and proposed dejv'eloppent policies

;4-4)0109
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and programs; and (3) to identify, design and test te potential
effectiveness and feasibility (leaving for subsequent considera-
tion the question of acceptability) of alternative policy op-

-,tions 'which can facilitate the realrzation of development goals
aimed at the enhanCement of both national and individual well-
being. There is need for analysis not only of the effects and,
costs of taking alterhative actions but of the'effects and cosis
of not taking them, As Davis'? has said, "Once the questioq of
the consequences Of population change is seriously raised, 'a
failure to take any action is itself apopulation policy," and
thus becomes a'proper object for policy analysis and research.

This is a f9rmidable task, beset, with mank conceptualand
methodological complexitied, which clearly will require long-
term research efforts on many frohts, involving all Of the rele-
vant social science disciplines. To build the necessary data
base will require employment of all the tools available to.
social-science research -- econometrics and matherdatics, large-
cale surveys, Social experiments and evaluated demonstration's,
longitudinal and cross - cultural studies, and so on. But while
this is being undertaken, there still remains with.us the acute
need (1) to bring to_the policy maker an understanding. of what

. is already known' that is of policy relevance, GQ to engage
policy makers and researchers in a common perspective with re-
gard to identification of the key questions that are research-
able and heed to be answered, anc(3) to proliide.theyolicy
mater with continuing consultation, based on the best available

icnowledige, of what options may be open to him,_together with
their anticipated effects,-as.he engages in the decision-making
process.

Vn increasing numBer of sac scientists, both, in the de-
°veloped and- developing worlds, are undertaking research on prob-
iems,rele'vant to population policy,,buttheir contacts with
policy makers, with some exceptions, are likely to be sporadic
and of limited dutation; they are not in a position to respond

(v 'appropriately or adequatply to the array Or needs indicated.
There *is a place ,here for the "policy analyst,'," who can play a,'
pivotal: role in perforMin4 these' necessary functions. Varia-
tions of this theme haye been proposed in alnumber of writings,
including those of Saunders and Hardee,23 C. Stephen Baldwin,24
and,' in a more limited context, Hans C. Blaise.25 it is not
suggested here that a newProfessional ro14 of "communicator" Or
"Interlocutor" be created in the Person-of the policy analyst,
butthat\the be a socialAscientipt, preferablya senior person-
Wo has engaged in polieloresearch and has the authority aft
knowledge to cope with, the po.icy Maker's questions,and needs.

- 0 QtAQ o
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(We are using the term "Policy analyst" here to designate a par-
ticular role-set vis-l-vis policy makers, but in fact policy
analysis is an integral part policy research, and the policy'
analyst is indeed a policy res rchek who would take on the
'special role of change agent f r policy makers. 'And, by "policy .

maker" we mean government officials who are senior staff in, na-
tional plghning offices-and. in ministries and responsible for
Public policy intervention relevant to population growth.)

The policypolicy analyst, if he is to respond effectively to the
needs indicated, above, will have to learn how the world looks to'
policy makers and to take into account their perceptions and
va k es

5\as well` as to be critical of their assumptions-if they
are a odds withsdemographic realities. (Dr.' Samuel Darling,
the malariologist *.ho worked on the 'Panama Cahal prOject, is re-

. porte to have said, "If you wish to control mosquitoes, you
must learn to think like a mosquito." Similarly, if you wish to
influence policy makers, you must learn to think like them.)
And given the urgency of population, issues, the policy analyst
will frequently have to-make assessments of alternatives and
recommendations for action without waiting on full documentation
or ultimate 'proof" from research findings. He must of course
`base his decisions on the best aVailable knowledge, but he liaa
to bridge the gap between the deficiencies of scientific find-
ings and the fact that policy' Will be made or unmade regaitless

tof*the,deficiencies. As Etzioni22 has put it,,". . . the policy
maker is 3ikely to make a..decision anyhow, and he probably will
make it less well if the policy kesearcher has riot shared *hat--
ever data and analyses are available, of course highlighting
their Limitations.". Or as James Coleman26 had said: "Partial'
information available at the time,

after
action must be taken is

better than complete information fter that trme."

If the Policy analyst and his associates are to make effec-
tive contributions along the lines suggested above, they will
have' to be located as close as possible to where the action is
in a government's policy-making apparatus. More important than
the actual physical location is necessary support from and ac
cess to policy makers. In some countries the indicated location
may-be a national planning office, as in Thailand and Malaysia%
or it,may be national planning commissions or particular minis-r
tries,,depending on where the critical decision-making power -

lies.' In any case, to quote Etzioni22 once again,, policy analy-
sis or research should, be conducted in "units that are close to
the pdlicy makers (attentive to their problems and aware of
their onstraints) but at the same time sufficiently independent,,
to a ow critical analyses." ,.

MIL
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Policy ReSearch

f

A characterization` of social research oriented tb.poipula-'
tion policy formation derives in large part from the ciistussion
in the previous Section. 'Like any other policy research, it
should be concerned with mapping alternative approaches and with
specifying potential differences-in the intention, effect', and
cost of various programs; at the same time, it must respond to
the accepted canons of scientific endeavor. Policy research is
to policy analysis (as described for present purposes) as basic
research is to policy research. The policy analyst would bring
to his work with policy makers the data base and Teleyant in-,
sights generated by the efforts of po1icy research, just as
policy research benefits from .the acc m lishments of basic re-
search in the social sciences: Etzi ni 2 puts it well: "While
basic research aims chiefly touncov r truth, policy research
seeks to aid in the solution offundamental problems and in the
advancement of major programs. <'

a.

.As indicated above, population policy research needs to
focus on existing'poiicies and programs to assess their fer0.1-
ity effects as well as on the generation of new knowledge that
can facilitate the'idpntification of additional fertility policy
options and the assessment of their potential effectiveness;
Central to the conduct'of policy research is the principle,of
theerelative malleability of the variables under consideration
in the sense that some variables are subject to policy manipula-
tion while others are not. Policy research, if it'ig-to have
utility for both researchers' and policy makers, mustPfocus on
those variables which are more moveable (or potentially-moveable
if sitUatibrit'were to alter) , such as perceptions, attitudes,
and certain 14nds of behavior, rather than on those which are
difficult or Virtually-impossible to change, such as; sex, age,
educational status, 'or ethnicity4

To engage hire in setting priorities, for population policy
research would be inconsistent, (if not foolhardy) with the
stance taken earlier in this discussion, namely, that each ,coun-

will,have to develop its own setoof viable policies based on
policy.analysie and,research.appropriate to that setting,.and
.that policy makers and researchers will have to develop a
perspective in the identificatiOn of the key questions that are
researchable and need to be-answered. But it may be pointed out
that whatever priorities are set for research, where the regula-
tion of fertility is of prithe concern the research will havieto-
focue on determinants that are centrally relevant to the effec-
tive long-term regulation of fertility a0, within this broad

'S1414.'
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area, as'Fawcet 17 hab stated, on "mutable determinants," that ';
, r/

% is' those a ci 1-situational, cultural, and psyclialogical fac-, 4
, 'e P

A. tors Which an be identified as susceptible to change through
-

J'-'' palicies and their implementaticin., Examples of such determi-

,nanis are to be foUnd in the various lists of "beyond family e'.f.il,
, . .

e,
plannite:proposals,that have, appeared in the*literature--liftr/ ;

?
ing-pro-natalist coercions, effects of incentives-disincentives,
providing genuinely,alternativ= career roles for women, changing

and costs of having children, nd soon. Most of these have yet 4, .:

age at marriage, changing the erceived balance of satisfactions
11)normative preferences for numb =r n hildren, shifting

,,-

bobeisubjected to systematic research and experimentation in a
variety of different cultural,!'social,'and political settings to

asj,certain their potential effectiveness and feasibility in re-
dAction of fertility and to document the -causal relationships
involved. t is not at all clear, of Course, whether or not
some of th se proposals may involve variables, that are relative-:

ly more or less "mutable," but.there is no better way of findings'
out than hey subjecting them to research. fpnesalternative, wilere.
research'is not immediatSmv possible, isamaginative speculation -.

which Could lead to empirical testing, but failing this theanly, .

other alternative is doing nothing about them at all, in which

x case they will certainly wither away as possible ,options. In,. ,

any case, the research, where it is attempted, must explicitly

focus on/fertility effects as the dependent variable. 1

! $ .

That the definition and imp;ementation of research prcigri-1,
ties is in the,RIrst instance a task that should be undertaken
at individual county levels by, local researchers in conjuntti6n
with theirdu policy-makerd should not obscUre the fact that
relevant literature and experience developed elsewhere may be-

.
'helpful to them in their awn endeavors, and that provisiOn for
comparative studies With researchers in other countries can only
be advantageous. Such.studies provide a kind of perspective, to
be gained from comprehensive examination of the range-of experi:-
efice and policy, ,optionS, in a series of countries, that can un-

.- doubtedly facilitate making better decisions,on such issues in
-

one's own country. There are at least two major program efforts
4, now gdinq forwardin the developing world to develop multi-
- disciplinary comparative research, eachwith its own set of re-

/- -

re-

giOna1 priorities, focused on population policy issues. One is
the consortium of social science research. centeriB in Latin Amer-
ica coordinated by the-Latin American Dema4raphic Center (CELADE),
the other the recently established group of social' scientists in
East and Southeast Asia, based at the'Korean Institute for Re-
search in the Behavioral- Sciences (KIRBS)..,

,s
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Conclusion'
0

This discussion has been primariaylconaerned with the de-
velopmsnt of capabi4tvin_researqb and,analysis that w41 help
to provide' an appropriate and effeetive knowledge base, one that
can be shared with policy makers, for the,formulation of policy
Approaches.to fertility. Policy approaches to population dis-
tribution and to the consequences of rapid population growth
are, of course, equally important, but are outside the scope,of
this paper. Thereis,,nevertheless, a critical need for long-
term planning and concomitant research to prOvidethe infra-
structure, to guide the distribution of populatidn, and to find .

viable patterns of,settlement and use of land and labor for na-
tional populations on their way to doubling their size and fora

- urban populations which may grow to five times their present
size'. In the presdnt context, it may be 'noted that systematic
efforts to identify what social, cultural, and economic situa-
tions will look like several decades from now would also enhance
the,determination of planners and policy makers to help, reduce

,:fertility as rapidly as possible.

As'already noted, the task that confronts poliby analysiso
and research is complex and formidable. It calls ultimately fbr,
the systematic assessment of the-effects of present and:prospec7s
,tive policy measures on actual demographic behavior in sways that
can'be diretely useful for policy formation. Social science re-
search to ,date on the relevant variables is quite uneven and far
from definitive.28 This is hardly surprising, xonsidering'that
much of the research has been atheoretical and essentially de-
scriptive.. It.is encouraging to note, however, that increasing
entry into the population policy field, both in the developed
and developing world, of professionals from the, disciplines of
political science,,psychology,,and,anthropology, w1ichcome More,
lately to thefield than those from demography, economics, and'
sociology,'shoUldserve to brOhden in innovative directions/the
range of policy issues and options wt./rich merit study by the so-
cial sciences and to generate increasing sophistication" in the
concepts and methods employed inpolicy research.

It is'important to keep in mind that explicit concern with
policy analysis and research in general as an area of social
science concern is itself a relatively recent 'phenomenon. The
'several: ocial sciences have been primarily concerned with their

A own needs for disciplinary development,, which is perhaps as it
should be, and the conceptual frames and methods they have acs-
quired in the proceit do not lend themselves easily to work on
the problems posed by the assessment of present and prospective

,
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.public policies. 'In reviewing the case for policy research;

James Q. Wilson writes:2.9

If this is the case, on what grounds.can anyone
defend'such pcilicy:-evaluating social: science as

exists? In part, because some studies do pro-
vide answers, even when judged by the most rigor-

< oust' standards ". . . But in large part social
science evaluations, and the debates over them,
are useful because they expose the complexities .

of a problematibal situation, extend -the range
of possible .explanations for those conditions,
increase our awareness of the unintended as well
,as intended outcomes of any policy intervention,
and stimulate us to reflect on the inadequacies
of-our own preconceptions about the matter.

. 0 TheThir4 Bellagio conference bn PopulatiOn, which iorought

'
together high-level representatives from all of the major donor__

agencies concerned with°the field, affirmed an overwhelming con-

sensus among the participants about the need loi. rapidly increas-

ing the amount and pertinence of social keseareh to underpin '

poz lation policies." This consensus strikes all the right

n es with respect to expanding,the supply of 'social scientists

the developing countries and assuring theid of career,oppor-
unities in policy-oriented.research, to use fully and wisely'

the growing social science capability in the developing'coUn-

tries, And to proyide adequate support for the building of in-

stitutions and'of international networks-based"on indigenous

initiatives and momentum. The principal point of the present
'discussion, however, is that for all Ofithis effort to make a
piveStal impact on social science con ributions to policy forma-
tion will require a linkage between licy makers and policy
researchers that can be implemented

one
what has been described,

here as policy analysis. On the one hand, in working with poi-
icy'makere the policy analyst can insure understanding and use
,of the products of policy research,/ and, on the other, in work- ,,

king with policy researchers in thei,universitiesand possibly in
international consortia he can. he p to'focus and sharpen their
response to critical policy needs/ and issues and to translate

academic research into policy rms.

.1
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Some Thoughts on Organizational Models
for Population Policy Research

by

Amos Hawley
The Ford' Foundation

In his remarks at the Third Bellagio Conference on Popula-
tion, 4Dscar Harkavy drew upon Bernard Berelson's work to fashion -

a definition of population policy research. As he stated it,
the "study of.population policy encompasses the interrelatiohs
of four population variables--size, rates, distribution, and
composition--and four broad institnitional or behavioral categor-
ies -- economic, political, ecological, and social." An earlier
conferehce of representatives of twenty Asian universities on
the role of the university relative to population policy, held
under the auspices of the East-West Center,. in 1972, concluded
with a very similar view of population policy research. This
conception seems,to exclude very little from purview:of pop-
ulation research. Nor does it seem to add anything new inprin-'
ciple. What is new in the currency given the term, as I ee it,
'is the intent"to focus population research directly on policy
.issues in the hope that%the probability of research findings
being used will be substantially increased,

It ip worth noting thp.t.dethographers since eaxlyi'in the
history of their discipA0 have devoted most of their attention
toprOblems of practical boncerp. Indeed, it is difficult to

,:imagine a population research problem that is not more or less
.directly relevant to some issnp,of public interest. Add to'this
the fact that population researchers have been and continueto
be exceedingly diligent-and we have the vast amount of'pliblishcd
research product that now crowds Iibrarir'shelves.. One could

Author's note: -'

The very helpful comments of Charles Hirschman are grate-4
fully acknowledged.
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read eight hours a day for many months Without exhausting the
supply of research literature. We ekren have to have specialized

s librarians'to keep, track of it all. yv

Whether any of that huge accumulation has found its way ''
into policy deliberations isi.anopen question. The pessimistic
view Is that none has. Policy making is essentially an inter -'
play of various political and economic interests in,which it
seems that knowledge is seldom Codsultedc We have yet to hear
of any'offidial recognition given in the United 'states.to the
excellent Report of the qommission on POPulation 'Growth and the
American Future, to say nothing oft six volumes of research
papers on which the Report is based. That may drove to be .only
the most recent.of many commission reports on .social issues to
fade into oblivion. But then the,pathway frOm the researcher's
desk to. the theater of application does not_ have to be a highly '

visible one. The optimist might well argue that knowledge seeps,
. into the thinking of leaders and policy makers through.devioUS

and undetected routes. If so, it would be useful to know how it
happens. For the putting of knowledge into use is fUlly as im-
portant as creating it i the first place.

There are several reasons why one might expect to encounter
a neglect of policy research findings: One of these is that
policy makers do not aS a rule read "research literature". Theixs.
is a different universe of discourse,'one in which the language
of the research Scholar is a foreign tongue. Indifference some-'
times gives way to hostility-,to so vial science research in gen-

teral, for it always carries a threat of criticism in areas in
which policy makers regard themselves as experts. Almost equal-
ly irritating to the policy make; is the fact) that research usu-

t ally 'comes after policy commitment has 1?eerfmade, one- .can
1! imagine the consternation and embarrassment resulting from a

definitive finding.that national famiiy.plahning prograMs have
no effect on birth rate,trends.'

A seco obstacle, closely related to the first, is a fail-
ure of translation..* Research does of speak for itself to the,
u r ABninitiated. Nor afire researches for their ability4or
for their eagerness; to'explain the practical value oftheir
work. Yet if that is not done the relation between production
and consumption of knowledge'is a :gap without a bridge.,'What is
needed is amechanism for systeMatically translating the conclu-
sions of research into usable,terms at the.policy making level.
That might be done through a)recurring dialogue between research
and policy maker, or more edonomically thrOugh the offices of .a

skilled:translatot who keeps in touch with both the scientific

001 11
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andthe political communities. In fact, a very special shill is
re9uired to reconcile two very different modes of, thinking. .Orr

ti+ one hand, .the policy maker is inclined td.want.from'the
demographer simple and categorical,answers tocpmplex issues.
The demographer, onrthe other hand, arrives at -conclusions cast
in terms 'of prObabilities based On assumptions' about; ircutil-:

N stances that often'lie outside his range of,04eterice. .,ith.,is Y

no mean task .e4,demonstrate how the "impractical" work.of.ene
demograPhe serves the "unrealistieexpectationt of the policy4. '1 , .

.4 /I.. '
- maker. -

. ,
.

,
.

The translation Problem exists partly because fflUclydemo-
graphic research though polioy related;fis eitherOesIgned,to. .;

..:,

test a,rather general model or it'is executed in a cultural 'con=
text alien to the onelin:Which an,application of respltskmight4 ,
be' contemplated. 'In both inst,Ences the question of goodness-of
-,?

\y---fit to any partioularor any'dIffetent country is moot; Thi4 .=' .'

raises the broader.issue concerning the exportability Of sociarl .

scjence concepts and research findings.:, Most of 'us' cal'thi,of
one or more miscarriages of.coMMon sense in that connectioxi., In
the preSent state of knowledge it would seem that research aldl-
dressed to a,hypothetical question or performed in a settinq.
foreign to the location of the policy problem can only be.ac-
cepted in a 'particular place apsuggestive. Itsi relevance needs

to: be ascertained through. replication. In summary, a thirh and,
in,my judgment, most important obstacle to the uses of demo-
grtphic research knowledge lies in the fact that`. research

1
. ri

is not country - specific. 9 ,....

i
. .'

4'

ThUs it seems that a first requisite for the.cultivatiori of
population policy research is that it be oriented in large parts;
directly to the problems of.thbountry in 'which influences on
policy are anticipated. This shoUld apply especiajl to coun- ,

tries which, possessing noresearch.tradition, areltila king an
accumulatiion of dependable self-knowledge. Research within the
country should not exclude comparative, studieNof pdpulation
phenomen4 in_countries within the region. Such studies 'provide
useful analogies as-Well as measures of the

4
relative importance'

.
.

of cu ural and institutional difference. .

Tho two objectivesencouraging the conduct df popuiation e

policy seach and fadilitgtinghe applications of its tindings
,

in icy_makingprOcestpote something of a dilemma. Al-
though complementary in ppn,..ip,le, they are often contrary in
practice. This becomes' Ost apparent when the questiOn of wher's
to iodate a reeearth cap the institutional-structure'.
of a country'is taken'under consideration. :

N
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The nature of t e Objectives would seem.to argue for the
assignment of resear h responsibility to ope or more ministries
of government or to departments within ministries. That should
assure a close working relationship between researcher and ad-
ministrator or policy r suoh that each would gain clear.
understanding.of the rk of the other. ConSequently research
could be delaigned to investigate specific policy 'issues and the
results of investigations would pass immediately into the
thoughts and actions of .plannerS and policy,makers,., Conceiv-
ably, -top, research tasks could be. scheduled to serve the

iicy makers' needs-al they arise. It is also probable that a
government ministry would be able to assemble and maintain the
research services required, including clerical assistance, com-
puter programmers, accessto machine time for data prose sing,
and.Tersourcess for the carrying out of field purveys.

But.experience with researchers as d with the work they do
' would sooner or later reveal that thelocition rri,an estab-

lished government office imposes conditions t4at are less.than,
and often far less than, optimal. A:subtle but nevertheless'
important condition essential to high quq.ity work and to the
retention, of competent researchers is anintellectual climate/

--in Which research is understood and valued for its theoretiC4a1
as well as for its problem solving contributions. A researcher

= uninterested irk the theoretical implications of his work will
overlook uch that might be innovatLve of new approaches and
,will sel m-rise ebove a pedestrian level. But it is unlikely
that uitable environment can be sustained for long where
priority must be given to a variety of day=to -day administra-
tive tasks. In,a setting of that kind research tends to be
accorded a...secondary priority; it is apt to be the last func-

to receive inoreased budget allocations and the first to
suffer budget reductions.

It is also unlikely thats goernmental office can grant
the researcher the degree of intellectual freedom which is con-
ducive to the best work. .It cannot, for ex-ample;-give him,more
than a small, degree of independence in the choice of problems on
which to-work. Be Must attend to the needs of the organization
first and use what time remains for the pursuit of problems o
interest to-him.--Furthermore, an administrative office is
clined to be impatient with. the inability of iesearcherb proz.

duce according to a fixed time schedule,. Unless one has ad
such experience he is ngt likely to appreciate that th pursuit,
of.knowiedge moves by fits and starts, that it enco. ers
de-Sacs and failures on its way to success. If me ured in
termq of product per hour during any gitren day, -ek or month,,

ck)
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research impresbes the:practical man ag woefully inefficient.
Yet when a researchtreport is completed it is often the admin- .!

. , istrative officer whose name appears as author. For was not
the research done under his administration and with the re-
sodrces he'made available? The failUre to give .the creative .

worker full recognition for his product discourages initiative
-. andleads to a. dpteiiOration 'of quality of work: On the other

. , hand, the researcher who-has displayed a superior intelligence
is very likely to be promo ed to en administrative position,
leaving,the rebearch,task b less qualitledpersons.

.

Dor

The, obvious alternative to the governmental office is the
university. With its concentration of,scholars and its dedi-
cation tg, the pursuit and propagation of knowledge the univer-
sity sholild be able to offer the most hospitable of all environ-
ments for the condtict of research. That is not always.the case,
however. If the university administratiop is staffed 'with po-

. litiCal.appointees or intellectual failures recruited from its
teaching staff, there-may be no tangible encouragement or re=
wards for.productive scholarship. .Afavorabl environment, does
not exist in a.university ipso facto: 1t:: must be cultivated s.

and protected from 'erosive influences./ There must be a system
of recruitiner promising researchers- and of iewarding4them or i

--. . 1

their contributionsp.7an adjustmentteaching assignments to
./. '.11a?..7 time-for research, and thg-pbirision of'services and,

equipment required by t1 researcher. Of course, if these/ circumstances are not present,'.the explanation may lie as much
with a lethargic faculty as With an indifferent administration.

.

When the research environment on a university campus.is
favorable thereiare'usually other supportive conditions. In-
dividuals are free to choose their problems and to work at a
leisurely -pace. They can, also expect to receive full recogni-
tion for their researcli'output, though sometimes publication
opportunities are too lim4ed. ,The.research scholar a uni-
wersity, mofgover, has almost continubusly at hand a sympa-,sympa-
thetic forum composed of colleagues and-students'in which to
present and defend his ideas.

But. the advantages of a university location for research
in general may operate as disadvantages for policy research;
The multiple obligations of a member of a teadhing faculty
militate against the meeting of close or rigid deadlines fc:&,.
for the conclusion of projects'. Furthermore,the university

Aesearcher tends to be somewhat isolated from policy makers.
To that extent the problems of translation mentioned earlier
may be serious. brie might expect this ins4arity to be least

. -

(
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in countries where the professional community is rather small.
It occurs even there) nevertheless.

.
I doubt that there is a single model o ganization for pop-.

ulation policy research that would fit nea ly into the Adiinis-
trative structure of every country. I d ttoo, that there
is,a,type of organization in which all onditions are optimal.
Perhaps the nearest approkimation to an orgbnizational paragon
ls a government supported research inst tute, situated on a .t

-university campui and under the general administration of the
university, but with a large degree of autonomy particularly
in personnel selection and research program determination. The
specialized research institute would remove research frail an.
ambiguous position in government offices. It'would also make A

possible the concentration of-researchers,in something approach-7
ing a critical mass, instead of their being dispersed widely.in

*many Scattered offices. The'opportunity.for mutual stimula_tion
and collaborative effort would'maximize individual productivity.
Furthermore, with a sufficient number of researchers an insti-
tute could; maintain a diversified program, mixing the immediate-,
ly applicable with more generalized projects. Individuals Could
this vary their assignments from time to time. A relatively '

large volume of continuous, activity could alsO make of icient
use of -the necessary support services.

o

A campus location would be important to the welfare of a
research institute. It would afford both institute and univer-
sity personnel, students as well as faculty, easy access to one
another. In addition to informal Conversations that ;night. be
expected to occur, various formal collaborations could be con-
veniently arranged. Institute personnel could participate in
seminars and student research direction, and faculty could join
in institute research projects. The teaching services of the
institute could alsobe extended to the offering of research:
internships and to the sharing ofmaterials for theses and dis-
sertations.. An institute, in short, could be a valuable leaven-
,ing agent in the intellectual life of a university while bene-
fitting from access to the scholarly resources of the institu-
tion. Much would defend, however, on the wisdom and skill of
the institute administrator. If he wereoto allow any invidious
distinctionsito arise or to-create anyonwarranted barriers to

,,communicati" the locational advantages would soon disappear.

The dile ssion to this point has dealt with an institute
devoted spe' fically to population policy research. Too narrow
a specializA on, however, could be counter-pfoductive. If
specializa' were to result in,,loss'Of contact with the

tn,
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4 social science disciplines, the research program would be seri-
ously impaired. The most important population problems of to.=.
day are not demographic in the formal sense of the term. They
are prdblems rather that are deeply rooted in the social and
ecenomic structure of each society and of the international
community in which it ii involved. Hence the population re-
searcher needs to he able to draw expertly upon the theories
and insights of one or more social science disciplines. This,
I assume, is what Harkavy and Berelson had in mind in their
broadly conceived notion of population policy research. It
would seem advisable, then, for an institute to build a versa-
stile capability intarits.program and organi4ation. A close
university relationship should help it to do that.

A university location would require, of course, that very
studied efforts be made to maintain contact with policy makers
and the issues confronting them. It would be useful in that
connection to include two or three government representatives
on'the institute's administrative board.: But-if. the-representa-
tives were to be effective in liaison between researchers and
policy makers, they would need to be individualsof high intelli-
gence-and intimate acquaintance With the idiosyncrasies ofh
parties. But government representation on an
board is not enough. The institute administrator and his col-
leagues would have to systematically cultivate relationships
with policy makers, make use of technical advisory committees,
invest a large effort in cOmmunicatirig 'research results to the
consumers, and above all produce highly pertinent research
products. There is also a difficult eduqitional task to be
served. Policy makers mudi learn that though research results
may not be conclusive they may still be useful. They must come
to appreciate the' limitations of knowledgewithout losing re-
spect for the process by whigh it is created. Failure on this
score often,leads to a termination of the relationship between
_researcher and policy maker.

The position in_this paper is that each country should
have an adequate research capability and should through that
means carry on a country specific program'of research. Without 4
that there is no assurance that the policy needs of thecountry,
will be given the attention needed. It is possible, however,'
that adequately trained people are so few that they cannot pro-
vide the man-hours needed to satisfy the information require-
ments of the respective country., Inathat event an expedient
might have to be sought in a multi-country of regional research
organization. Such an arrangement could work Well enough on
cross-bational problems. But it could only give occasional

, .
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attention to particular country problems. The model of the
highly successful international agricultural research center,
it seems to me, has a limited utility in the fields of social
science concerns. The agricultural researcher can move soil
samples to distant laboratokies and can experimentally repro-

. duce climatic conditions to match the soils. Tha
feasible with social and cultural materials. Su
must be observed to operate in th, space7time c
they exist. .This I regard an international popu
center%as a supplement to rathbr than as a substit
try located research centers.

is not so
variables
Texts in which
ion research
to for coun-

,

Of course, the assumption that imObrtance is at
population policy research in every country is gratu
The full. import of population, in the Harkavy-Berelso
is not universally appreciated. Most edonamists in d
countries, particularly those of-the older geaeration,
of population, when they think'of it 'rat all; merely as
supply and as a consumer function. In other quarters,
tion is commonly seen as simply a hbalth problem to be
try a family planning program. The,(Pier-sell of family p
where it has not blinded people to the broad ramificatio
population variables,'has tended to discourage.a serious
sideration of the effect's on .institutions pf rates of po
tion change and of currents of movement. So the promotion
policy research may .have to contend first with an apatheti
a.misguided, or even a hostile attitude toward population
sis before the question of how most effectively to-organize
its ,copduct can be entertained.
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Strategies for International Agencies:
Questions forDiscussion

11:7

Oscar Harkavy
The Ford Foundation '1'

This paper reviews some of the Major elements of wstrat-
egy for improving social science research related to peakulatioa
policy and seeks to identify questions for consideratign at
this Conference. It is intended to provoke discussion rather
than to present conclusions, since it'iwas written prior to re-
ceipt of more than a handful 40 participants' memoranda and
'background papers. The following topics are, considered:. r

1. Relative priorities for social science research
2. "The development research system"
3. Need for improved data
4. Needed research 6

5. Research by whom
'6. Strengthening capacity for research in developing

countries
44/

(a) Training
(b) Institutional development

7. Networks
4 8. Cohipetitions jf

9. Links to policy making
10. Donor Collaboration

0

It is expected that many of the "questions for discussion"
containedin this paper,will have been considered Auring the
first day,of this conference and that the present session. will

'concentrate on those issues to which further attention siou1d
be given.
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1. Relative Priorities for Social Science Research

In their "Chferview;-ef Agency Activities" presented to the
Third Bellagio Population Conference, David Hopper and col-
leagues offered the table (shown on page 124) of budget alloda7

agencies most actively iivolved in population work as of 1972..*:t
tions for major categori s of activity by the international

The categories shown in this table give only an imperfect indi-
cation of the funds actually devoted to Social science research

° related to population 'policy. Note, for example, that t'he
heading of "population policy issues" also includes population
education (not under discussion at this conference); while the
heading of "training facilities and resources" includes re-
search and training of central relevance to our concern, as _

well as non-relevant activities, such ,as training in provision
of family planning'services. Nonetheless, one can obtain a
rough indication of 4te relative emphasip given the social
,sciences from this table if one eliminates allocations for "fam-
ily planning delivery, systems," "biomedical affairs," and :.
"other." The table shows that the larger agencies devote more
of their resources to subsidy o'f family planning delivery sys-
tems, while-the smaller donors, primarily private foundations.,
allocate relatively more of their, funds to research and train-
ing, both biomedical and social scOnce.. The dollar amount ..--,,c it

committed by the latter is quite small, hmArer. It is esti-
mated that in 1973 the Ford Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation,
and the Population Council together committed a total of $5.8
million, to.non-biamedical research andittaining:t.0,

Questions for Discussion: Are current levels of
funding for social science research adequate or
the most that can be allocated given other needs
in the population field? Should allocations tio, .

Social science research be increased at the.ex-
penseof other.kinds of population activity?
Have there been significant shifts in alloca=-
tions since 1972?

*Working Papers:, Third Bellagio Conference on Population,
The Rockefelleoundation, June, 1974,'p. 40.

tNetof grants' frorit,the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations
to the Population Council for population studies.

f431
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4
-2. . The Development Research System"

H011ia Chenery of the World Bank presented thetfollowing.
diagr4m to the February, 1974 Bellagiomeeting on Sdcial
Sole:16e Research and Development. He noted that most4onor

. ,

agencies stmt. from the lower right handcorner of the diagram,
that is they ,a,re interested in relatively short-range research
activities of *mediate practical value. A few donors, mainly

.

foundations, have been interested in,the upper left hand-part of
chart, that is a relatively ,long -tern: concerryyithl training

and institution building. Mr. Chenery suggestedfhatat was ap-
propriate for differeht donors to approach the system in differ-
ent ways, recognizing their severat,legal mandates7and'opera-
tional concerns, but theyought to consider jointly whether' all,:
needs are being met.

o

Y

'f

0

,',Chenery Diagram . -

. i
"The Development Research System"
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Question for discussion: Wha't kind of coordinar
tion mechanibm,' if any, should be established-
to assure adequate attention to the several

. sectors of the Chenery diagram?

1
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3. Need for improved' d ata

Inadequate demographic, economic and jocial data are
'perennially cited as obstacles to 'research of use to policy
makers. for example:

There is geieral need across. most of Asia for-
iimprovements'in-the systems of collection of
data regarding population and related matters.
In general, data.of interest to economists tend
to be more readily available n'demographic
and other social data. Ther4:ptars to be con=
tinuing need for improvement of national.statis-
tical agencies, Particularly in their capacity'to
undertake sample furveyi. This is especially°
needful in the.area of vital registration and
intirdensal work. A current assessment of the

-state of this field would appear 'to be desir-
, able. Perhaps such a review might be of inter-

est to several donors and could be commissioned
jointly by them.*

, 4
In a memorandum.plrepared for thid conference Andre Lux.of
asserts that:

ti

CensUs in 1,10C's are much too expensive for the
poor quality and inaccuracy'ofsaata they pro-
vide (age reporting, fOr instance). Sample stir-

. veys have many advantages as compared to cen-
susesless.expensive; more acclirate;'use fewer
and better-trained collectors': wider coverage
of relevant variablestin related fields of
social 'sciences. Therefore there is a need to
spread knowledge and information on how to build
adequate samples according to various human
settlement patterns. Censuses are anachronic'
even in our country, at least from the points Of.,
view of demographic and social sciences knowl-'
edge. .41!'. Besides sample survey techniques
there is. an urgent need for simple devibes to
organize and run vital statistics.

*Memorandum, John Bresnan, Ford Foundation, September p.8,
1974.

I
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Questions for discussion: iliow'adequate is the
assistance to data collectiOn now provided by

Je_ international agencies? Have we adequate knwal-
- edge of the State of data collection? Is, ere

a role here for concerted action by the-dono
.community?

4 AN Needed Social Science Redearch. -

\ Session 2 of this conference'considers in detail the ques-
tion of needed research". A number of baoisdround papers and
partiapants' memoranda are paiticularly strong in this area
"Typical of these contributions is one by Leon Tabah of the, L
United Nations Poplitation Division* which,indicates a new em-
phasis upon "studies aimed specifically to determine condi-
-tions of_population change as well as projects to facilitate
the integration of population and development planning." Spe-
cifically, th.0 Population Division proposes research on:

a. Status womenland fertility
Mich is said of'the impact of the status of

women upon fertility. Sin status varies ac-
\ Cording to culture, there is a need for micro

4
studies, of the relationships between these

4
phenomeha, beginfring,with the fathily, in a
variety of cultures. At the same time, wewant
to identify some of the ways in which starts of
women and other family members influence infant,
childhood and other levels of sex-age specific.
mortality. The Population Division hopes to.
initiate work in these areas late in the decade.

b. Modernization factors affecting fertility
A share of the resources devoted to fertil-

ity studies will be allotted to work on the ex-
tent to which and the circumstances in which'
various modernization indicators, and particu-
larly education, influence fertility. Another
important project, intended, to provide explana-

*"Needed Social Science Research Pertinent to the Field of

Population: A Memorandum." Prepared forthe Ford Foundation

_
Conference on Social Science Research on Population and bevel-
opment, New York/City, 29-10 October, 1974.

Ir--
.
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tjons for the failure or only modest success of
fdkily planning programmes, will involve studiee
of'non-acceptance of family planning., focusing'
upon the roles of culture.and of.individual and 4

family perceptidn of the fact and meaning of
socio-economic and demographic changeS.

c. Impact of policies upon reproductive patterns
In order to determine the efficacidusness of

various policy measures relative to fertility, it
is proposed to undertake studies of %the influence
upon actual reproductive behaviourand finally
upon birth rates--of such incentives and.disin-
centives as the granting or withholding of child,
'maternal and family' allowances. marriage grants,
old age security, taxation, availability or pro-
hibition of abortion -and, sterilization, prohibi:
tion, Of pr easy access to contraceptives, educa-
tion with. and without efost to parents, and so om.

d. Development ofmethodology
To support the research programmes in ertil-

ity and mortality,. it is intended to develop
methodology, for following the family throughout
C.ts cycle and Observing its reaction to its eco-
nomic, social and demlOraphic experience6., Among
other, things, it_shotad be possible, as a result
of the studies, to determine stress points in the
family cycle and, consequently, to forecast amen-
ability of the familytto cooperating by adopting
policy measures., .

e. Topulation'and develo ent ,
This is 04 'broad fie, on which mych of our re-

search borders. 0 of our specific ,projects, how-
ever, involves e development of methodology for
integpting population factors in development plan-
ning from'the standpoint of particular-country con-'
ditions and needs, so as to f&qilitate population
responsive'developrnt planning. We also to
undertake,' among, other studies, a, comparative analy-
sis of population development in some 70 countries
and an investigation of the impact of social and
economic change Ripon demographictrends/in recogni-
tion of the need to study not.only the factors which
influence population trends but also the,socio-

'economic consequences of population changes and ex-
pectations. .

oot
4
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Of particular note in this research agenda, an -hat pro-
posed by'others, is'an emphasis on "micro" studies, o he in-
dividual,-the family, the community., Andre Lux underlines this
point in urging a "grass-root level approach to fertility dy-
namics" and "new investi(Ations into rural household'economics,

"small community aillthropology and cultural psychology."

Questions for discussion: Are these'issues "re-
searchable" Oven the present state oata and
research methbdOlogy? Do we need a s
assesshent of, the feasibility of undertaking such ,

micro-research studies, critically examining the
kinds of data and research techniques required?

0
Included in the Population, Division 's research'plans and

emphasized by others are studies of thp socioeconomic conse-
quences of population change. Sn India,-for example,°the Ford,
Foundation has Commissioned. a segies of "Sec d India Studies,"
aimed at evaluating problems in sectors of 411 economy and in
specified regions'to be faced by 2000-A.D. w n'the population
of India is projebted to be twice its present size. While
necessarily based on population projections, such studies,are

0 carried out by experts in such areas as agriculture,' water,
urban planning, and energy resources \, rather than by demog- .

raphers or "population expertW an# thus ire not part of what
istraditionally considered as "population research." The in-
volvement of expert's from other fields in studying the conse-
quences of population change, however, draws them into then
arena /0 population research. Furthermore,,studies gemoconse-
quences of population growth may halet'a significant influen6
on policy makers, giving them a more realistic notion of the
burdens they face in accommodating population gro or migra-
tion and hence, stimulating greater attention to limi ing growth
or regulating migration.

The consequences of populati6n oh' lige are also a major
theme of studies of the micro- economics of families in rural
areas of the developing world undrethe direction of Scarlett
Epstein of theUniversity of Sussex. This program has received,
support from the UK ODM,-the%World Bank, and-the: Population
Council.

The more usual emphasis of social science research is on
v,

determinants ofo3opulation change to provide insights into
motpation with - respect to fertility:behavior. Such behavior
it is hoped, can be modified by policy measures that alter t
environment in whichfertilit9'dec;sions are made.. As ex-
ample, the UK ODM notes:
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The study alues i also the study ofpoti-
vation which the UK re ards priority-area
for -social cience investigation, noe so far
studied lufficientlli in depth. Vie UK,would
be reluctant to support more of the sometimes
simplistic KAP studies (knowledge,; attitude
and .practice) which`. served -their-purpose in the
early stages of the study of motivation but
have been shown to have severe P.imitatiOns
within reallaituations. As in all other: idbial

.

areas the atiNide surveS, has drbibicks and the
. explanation ofwhy pgople do not altiray's:dowhat

they' say "they will do is a most complex'and-ul-
timately most rewarding area of study, and one
which must be increased, particularly in rela-
tion to ,family planning programmes.

Questions for discussion: What relative emphasis
should be put on studies of consequences of popu-
lation dhangk as opposed to studies of determinants?
Are there criteria by which relative priorities can
be assigned to various areas of rebearch?

5. Research.by whom?

4

-I
. .

4
- .

... .

The World Populatilin Plan of Action as approved by the'
World PopulatiOn Conference emphasizes that population policy

.

is the domain of each sovereign nation. The appropriate role
of international agencies.is,seen as facilitatIng,..study of the
interrelationship of population,, social, and economic variables"'""""

.in each nation Fits own nationals as ,a basis for foriaulating
i development policy. Thus far, however, social,scientists in

industrial countries have perhaps paid "ore attention to popu-
lation

----

policy research in the developing orld than have their
colleagues in the developing world. A,,..n er of U.S. university-
baqed population studies groups and the Population Council are
actipelysengaged in study of population policy in the developing S
world with support groni international assistance agencies. And
the UK ODWis planning to suppokt establishment of etenter for'
Overseas Population Studies (COPS) at the London School of Hy-
qiene and Tropical Medicine. The Center will ihcluae-a social
science sector that will carry out both training and research
and thus expand tie volume of research on developing world prdb-
lOtts undertaken by industrial world institutions. The question
arises, should international agencies, as they focus on capac-
.ity building in the developing world, turn their backs completely

!1, u.
00137
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4
on oncouFagement of research byscholars of industrial c oun-

.

tries on Problems of thedevkoping world?

The Bellagio Conferende on Social Sciences and Develop -
ment *'did not reach this conclusion. ft was the consensubsof
this conference that:

a

"Intellectual imperialism" was already largely ,

.an: obsolete issue. While research into thee
problems of development should no doubt become
centered in the developing ,countries themselves
it would be unfortunate If institutions in the
developed countries were seriously weakened; .an

effective interchange between both areas was
desiraile.

Ana, furthermore:
4a

While the aim shouldkbe at least as fad as fair-
ly large developing countries were concerned, to
create sufficient capacity to deal with their own
developmenr.problems,complete self- sufficiey
w s undesirable and there would remain a role for
development kepearch in developed countries (not
necessarily Confined to."interface" problems) and
for a fruitful interchange of knowledge and'perr
sonnel between the two types of,country.

Questions.for'discussion: Should U.S.; U.K. and
other Western scholars be encouraged to continue
their interest in populatiRn research in the de-
veloping world? What are the best mechanisms to
facilitate their collaboration with Third World
colleagues?

-.4'w

d

O

.
A

). 0 . #

11,

*papers present ed at a conference ..n Bellagio, Italy on
"Financing of Sbcial Science Research for Development," Febru-
ary 12-14, 19974,'World Bank, Washington, D.C., pp. 231-237.
(Summary and conClusioni included among background papers for
this conference.)

e.,
,

/
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erring capacity for research 'in developing

ing capacity in the developing world for social
h on. population and development undoubtedly

major element of the international agencies' .

tions of training, institution building, and -

sf foe capacity building need to be considered
ding.

atta. Ttening

The dig u -.sion of training at the Bellagio conference is
pertinent to e,special questions ofpopulation research.
There it wasApncluded that training of researchers needs to
be improved ' ly s ting more of it to developing coun-
tries and by loping more appropriate training patterns."
The disadvant _s of graduate study in the U.S. and U.Ke'uhi-

\. versities fdgAgtudents from the developing world are well known,
including: tWbrain-drain effedt, the expense, and fhe lack
of relevance 4g much of what is taught to problems of the de-
veloping wore. But are there univeitities in 'the developing
world that canie.Produce problem-orien4ed, empirically-based A

social scientOts possessing, the methodological. tools necessary
to'carry out to hrefled research ideiitifiedby participants in
this conferend0 And even if adequate graduate trsining'is
available at home, 116w important is a foreign degree for career
advancementl .At the Bellagio conference it was reported that
Kenya offeri-a mix of graduate work at home and abroad. Ph.D.'
candidates go abrOad for two years of course work, but do re-
search for their dissertations in Kenya. Is this pattern.suit-
able for replication-in'otiler parts of the developing world?

Questi6nS:,-for discussion: IA there now adequate
nformation (e.g., the Population Council's survey
of:inatiVitional capacity submitted to this confer-
ence) to',-permit Third World policy makers as well
as international agencies to make decisions onap-
praPriate training sites or is any further inven-
tory necessary? What can be doneto_gtreigthen_______
relevant training. in the developing world?

The Bellagio Conference noted that "social science research
capacity id the developing countries is strongest in.the field
of economics and is much weaker in the non-economic social °

sciences. Many of the population ;esearch topics identified
for priority attention, however, rely on the work of anthro-

i-001139
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,pologists, social psychologists, and othbr social scientists
outside the'area of economics. The relatik7e prevalence of ,
well=trained economists and strong economic research capacity
in the developing world is asserted to be a reflection of the
demand for economists by government agencies, banks, and pri-
vate business, in contrast to the much more limited career op-
portunities for social, scientists in other disciplines. S'

ly increasing the supply of non - economic socialscientists
offering fellowships for graduate study may'not, 'therefore,
necessarily result in an increase in research capacity. There
is 'a need also to strengthen existing institutions or- build new
ones that4mill offer meaningful careers for the social scien-
tists that are trained.

b. Institutional Development: University centers
and research institutes

There are vigorous institutions engagedrin research re- r
lated to population policy throughout the developing world.
The institutions forming PISPAL (see description prepared for
Session 2) are outstanding examples. The Ford Foundation,
among other `agencies, helps provide support for an array of in-1
stitutions in Asikwhich are presently or potentially engaged
in such research including the Pakistan Institute of Develop-
ment Economics, the Indian Council of Social Science Research,
the Bangladesh Institute of bevelopment Studies, the Population
Institute at the University of the Philippines, the Philippine ,

Social Science Council, the Demographic Institute of the Uhi-
versity of Indonesia, and the Korean Institute for Rehearch in
the Behavioral Sciences. A.comprehensive.index of-institu-
tional capacity is contained in the Population Council's Sur-
vey of Social Science Research Institutions.

There are, however, majq obstacles to an optimum research
effort in the Third World. A distinguished American social
scientist who ha's served in one Asian country reports:

[This country] should/Se an unusually fertile
ground for the nourishment of research on popu-"'
lation and related matters. It possesses an in-
tellectual tradition of fairly long standing in
which a large part of the middle class and they
,elite have shared. It has several institutions
of higher learning, easy access to foreign schol7
arshi:F, data producing and processing facilities;
and in fact a large accumulation of unexploited'
data. Superficially everything needed to encourage

ar.
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research seems toSbe
vst,

prese4 and it does not
happen. Research by a [citizen of this coun-
try] is so rare that it is an object 'of special
comment when it occurs.

Academic, personnel do not engage in research.
There appear to be no incentives and no rewards
in the universities . . . research carried out
in government establishments . . . is.done by
foreigners and is consistently. avoided by [local]
technical people in the organization. . . . Uni-
versity students who demonstrate capabiliti and
enthusiasm for research--and I have meeseveral
very pre:ailing ones- -have nowheFe to go in the
system to continue a research career. If they
join a university faculty they will be given no
time or encouragement_forndependent scholar-
ship. IE they accept a government position they
have even/less opport ity.for research..

'Underlying all this ins itutional blockage is
/-the fact that nowhere in he society is value
att ched to 'research, although it receives a
con derable amountbf lip service.

The problem is how to break what appears to be
a vicious circle. A simple straightforward pro-
vision of research funds will not do it. A
prior condition is a radical cliange in the in-
tellectual environment:. I don't knor how to
bring that about. Maybe it can be initiated
through some kind of organizational,innovation
or perhaps it will have to orig. ate somewhere
in the political process 'from w
tigious things seem to emerge.
were to sbegin to draw upon rese
their deliberations it would cr
where /none now exists.

pu tions for discussion: To wha
agl appraisal generalizab e
the 4veloping world? What are the strategies for
breaking this "vicious circle?"

'oh most pres-
If policy makgrs
rch kriawledge in
ate a,value

extent is this
other countries of

ir

The optimum strategy for developing institutional capacity
for social science research on population must, of cOurse,\de-

, pend on the specific situation. One approach has been the
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encouragement, of multi-faculty, multi-disciplinary population
study centers at selected universities in the developing world.,
The Population' Center at the University of Ghana is an excel-
lent example. With AID funding the University of North Caro-
lina has helped organize a network of some directors of ch .

university-based population centers in 14 countries, to ex-
change experiqnce on Cotmon problems.

In his background paper, "Organizational Models
,lation Research," Professor Amos Hawley questions whet
typical university facultyjs the most suitable locus for
policy-directed research. He suggests that "the nearest ap-
proxiMation toan organizational paragon" for. research that
will affect policy, is a tigovernment-supported research insti-
tute,Asituated on a university campus and under the general
administration of.the university, but with a'large degree of
autonomy, particularly in personnel selection and research pro-
gram determination." The Institute of Social science and Eco-
nomlb.Fledearch, again at the University of Ghana, is an example.
of such an institution.

Questions for discussion: To what extent awe Hawley's
observations generalizable throughout the developing
World? Should emphasis be.placed on development of
the.university-based.or free-star d'ing research insti-
tutes rather than on development of university facul-

. ties if the objective is strengthened policy-oriented-
research?_

for Popu-

Several different strategies have been ,followed with re-
spect to financing of institutional capacity. in the developing
world. In its memorandum prepared for this meeting .UK;ODM re-'
ports that it no longer provides "block grants" to institutes,
but instead offers funding for specific projects. In a paper
on the university prografns and population centers presented' at
the Third Bella.io Conference on Population* Jarold.Kieffer of
AID outlined a '...el funding schedule for building.a university
population studies center covering a ten-year period.' During
thig time annual costs are assumed to rise from $50,000. to
$250,000. Outside donor funds constitute 90 per cent of the.
total cost in thd first year, dropping by 10 per cent-a year to
zero at the end of the dectde with a corresponding increase

.

*Third Bellagio Confekence on Population, May 10712,1973, The
Rockefeller Foundation, p.571

001421 t
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in the share °borne by local fUnds. Because the total funds re='
quired would build to their peak toward the end. of the funding
period the acival, dollar amount of donor funds required would
be relatively small in the early years, even though the per-
centage of total support p4pvided by the donor would be large.

The 11".-p-akefeller Foundation's University' Development Pro-
gram, now enamed Education for Development Program, has pro-
vided core support of $6 or..$7 million a year for a dozen uni-
versities in develOping counWes. This program emphasizes
insy.tutionz-building over 15-year periods with approp'riations

.

made for one- to three-year periods and renewed if progress is
satisfactory. It is estimated that-the-social science research
component of thee programs is about 10 per cent of annual
financial support, with the directions of research determined
by the institutions themselves.*

Question for discussion: Are there approaches to
funding of institutional development that have
special relevince to building capacity for social
science-researcherelated to population policy?

c. I nbtitutional Development: ,Special purpose
institutions

.
.

From time to time new, specialized institutions for Work
inthe population field rlve been proposed. -The'late Will
Myers of ROckefeller Foundation put forward.a proposal tp es-
tablish major multi-disciplinary institutes of population re-
search-in the developing world, paralleling the agrictiltural
research institutes. The United Nations studies the feasibil-'

ity of building a major interdisciplinary population institute
to provide a center of.training and research for its own per-
sonnel as well as for the researchers and administrators ingithe
developing world. An important- objective of such an institution
was to lessen the dependence of the rest of the world on facili7
ties of U.S. universities. Discussion of ithesand similar pro- 0

posalsz-htve generally concluaed.that it is more desirable to
build on existing institutional strength through expansion of
university 'Or-research institute programs or by support of net-

____rrks_in Whicha number of institutions engage in collaborative
research, rather than to build new institutions -fiimi-Efie----q-k-o-iad------
up. The present conference may be an appropYriate forum,

*Social Sciences and Development, p. 215.

;44903443
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'however, toconsider briefly a number of suggestions for new'
institution-building of particular relevance to population
policy-related social science research.

In July 1970 Kingsley Davis, when asked to comment on the
then proposed Ford-Rockefeller Research Competition in-P-O-Pula-0
ticin Policy, stated:* (

Another Possible scheme would be to create a
population "think-tank." This would,be a bit
like the Center for Advanced Study in the Be-
havioral Sciences except that it woulebe for
population.-'The advantage of the scheme is
that it puts the emphasis on the. scholars who
are assembled .together for a while rather than
on a permfinent staff. The minute a permanent
staff is created, innovation and originality
tend to gradually disappear. The scholars op
could be chosen (invited) on the recommenda-
tion of an independent panel which itself would
be required to shift in membership. In this
way vested interest in a particular point of
view would not become a major stumbling block.
Such a center could pursue its work in almost .

any way the scholars chose but they might well
work with legislators, heads of state, special-
ists in various professional and. scientific
fields.

Some four years later and entirely independently, Kalman Sil-
vert wrote in a memorandum for this conference:

Some thought might be given to tlie idea of a
truly high-level and small institute of advanced
studies for theoretical work in population. If
the donor agencies are going to continue (as sure-
ly they will) to emphasize apRiiptien, perhaps, -

they might be willing to dediaftla small part of
their resources to permit indisputably first-rate
minds tp put themselves to the task pf trying to
fiqure_out_what___Lies_behind the conventional w-is- -.
dom-and the conventional techniques. I am not
thinking of peopling such,a center with our best
demographers. I am thinking pf'some of our best

*Personal communication.
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social scien ists, social theorists and meth-
odologiats.

Another organizational model is suggested by Lincoln Chen,*
Ford Foundation program officer in Dacca,based on the SEATO.
Cholera- Research Laboratory experience in Bangladesh. This
would be an autonomous international center, located in a rural
area in the developing world, to conduct basic and p-
ulation policy research. The resident professi al s a f of
this center would, as the first phase of its work, establish a
treliable demisgraphic data collection system in a urai study
population of 200,060-to 500,000.

/-'-
The rural pppulation would then be the subject of research

on such .topics as:

(1) Analysis-of correlates of demographic processes: dif-
4erentials of fertility, mortality, marriage and migration;

', (2) anthropological' and psychologiCal,v.tudies of fertility
behavior in selected sub- populations;

(3) bio-social determinants of birth intervel dynamics:,
such aspoitPaittim ammenhorrea,-fetal wastage>and.infecunditY;

(4) microeconomistudies of vela and role of children;
(5) studies on the status and economic productivity of-

rural women and the relationship between these indicators` and
fertility;, and,

the-hbact-of rural development and'agricultural poll-
cies-on.demogr9rphie processes.

In the third phase of.thecenter's program a field trial
area would be identified for experimentation with'a variety Of
policyand program alternatives, including incentive schemes,
ndnformal edlication and employment of women. The center would`
also develop training and outreach programs.

= .2
Still another model has been proposed by Lyle. Saunders of-

the Ford Follndation. This would be a multi-national Asianio-
dial science graduate research and training institutiop similar
to FLtCSO in Latin America. This institution woula have a
small permianene faculty of Asians to be recruited from their
-'eurt4lit iiiitiutionarPosi-tioni- on the assumption that they
'could be used more effectively ±n a regional institution than
in national or provificial universities. A largericontingent
of visit't1g scholars on a one- or two-year rotating basis would

I.

*Letter to Bernard Berelson, alne 18, 1974.,
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be included and an advisory. and Rolioyiboard representing the
Asian universities and/or social 'science departments would gov-
ern the institution. Graduate, but not undergraduate, degrees
would be.awarded.

The arguments against the establishment' of ne*, fre-
°, standing institutions of this kind are familiar: they require

long-term commitments of large-scale fundal they tend to 'drain
away the most able scholars from their present'institiAions to
the latter's detriment; it is difficult or impossible th'find
a location in a given continent universally acceptable to na=
tionalp of all other countries in that continent. A formpable .

objection is the fact that pOdlation policy is nation-specifiC
and'research done outside the country would, as a rule, heed .0
be replicated within the country'to affect national policy-,
Perhaps this point can be overdone, however. Similarities-,of°
cultural and economic environment may outweigh differences
among populations of the several countries in relatively homo-.
geneous regions. The scarcity of internationally acknowledged
peaks of exceklence in social science research in the deve14-
ing world, and the continued dependence on industrial countries
for graduate study suggest at least a continuing inquiry as to
the advisability. and feasibility of establiPhingibne or more
major international institutions in the developing world. Per-
haps social science research relating only'to population pdlicy
is too narrow:A base on which to build a major institution and
one should `'consider instead an institutions directed,to social
science `research and training on the pectrum of development.
issues, of which population policy is a major component. 4

Questibhs for discussion: -Are thereongoing.,,feasi-
bilitTaudies for establishment of international
is ptitutes for social research and.training'on
pdpul4ioh and/or'developmept policy? Row ,can'this ,

%,.
issue best be studied? , ,,

7 .Networks , - ... ': °4in
C,..

f 0

The Organization of Demographic .Associates, thefpoTtittee
'for Asian -Manpower, Studies And the'lkssociation of, Latin Ameri-f
can Research initiputes constituting PISPAL, Ire promineqt ex-
amples of tegional,networks,of institutions engaged in compara-
tive research on topics ,related to R paqicy (see de,-
scriptions, of these networks prepared for Session 2). The -.2

BellagiO Conference on Social-Science :and Develoment cori%- -.° '4

clpded that: .

00146
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The success of regional networks . o . de-
pended on'the leadership of a strong institu-
tion or individual assisted by an efficient
secretariat. They coup be a means whereby

. the strong could help the weak, but were'more
likely to be effective in fields where there
were considgrable economies of scale. . . .

There was a, tendency for networks to become
exclusive clubs reluctant to admit new mem-
bers. 4

Both the strengths and weaknesses of networks identified by the
Bellagio Conference seemed to typify thosethat work in the
social research and population field. It should be added that
they represent a° way in which developed world scholari may par-
ticipate in comparative research on-a collegial basis with
their Third World counterparts. Tht Value of Children project
that originated at the East-West Center in Hawaii and is now
centered at the Kor ?an Institute_for Research in .ehe Behavioral

°Sciences involves such a collaboration among scholars from
seven countries, developed and developing. Inge eral, re-
search networks are effective when they comprise trong insti-
tutions:. they are not a substitute for building trength at
'individUal universities and research institutes

Question for discussion: What is thelcurrent assess-
ment of the present effectiveness of and future role
of networks for research in the social sciences as
relating to population policy?

1

8. Competitions

As described-in the background papers prepared for Ses-
sion 2, the Ford Fou0ation,.IDRC and the RockeferlerFoundl-
tion are sponsoring a number of programs, worldwide and re-
gional, under which awards for social science-rOsearch on
population are made on a competitive basis. The worldwide
competition jointly sponsored by the Ford and Rockefeller
Foundations has solicited applications throughout the world
and has judged them o4 a uniform basis. Whill7-inumber 6f--
awards have been made'to researchers in the developing world,
most of the winners are citizens of industrial countries.
These programs are parpicularly useful in engaging'the,inter-
est of a wide spe.otrum 6..f researchers on -population policy-
related topics. They cats be directed to younger investigators,
and in the /Case of the newly developed Southeast-Asian/I A

P
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competition, provide linkages betweenyoupg investigators and-
senior scholars for assistance in' research design and i41emeri-..
tation. The research output of these-competitions is necessar-
ily diffuse and they are a poor instrument in directing re-
search to the most salient issues currently before policy makers.
They should be considered as a supplement to, not a substitute
for, a variety of other approaches to strengthening social
science research capacity. They are becoming especially at-
tractive to private donors with reduced budgets because they
permit a relatively large number.of small grants t$,) be.awardeat
with reasongble economy and equity.

Questions for discussion:
gional competitions be de
Sub-Saharan Africa, Lati
HoW should existing prog

1

9. Links to Policy Making''

Should additional re-*
eloped in, for example,
America, or South Asia?
s be modified?

PS

For a variety-of reasons well known,to.participants in
this conference, the results of academic research will not
automatically be used by policy makers. The task is especial-
ly difficult in the population field because there is a less
well developed demand for the results of population research .

on the part of governmental planners than for more traditional
kinds of development research. In their background paper for
Session'3, Simmons and Saunders note:,

Social science contributions to policy forma-
tion will require a linkage between policy
makers' and policy researchers'that can be im-
plemented by what has been described here as
policy analysis. *On the one hand in, working.
with policy makers, the policy analyst can
assure the understanding and utilization of
the products of policy research and on the
other in working with policy researchers in
the universities and possibly in international
consortia, he can help to focus, and sharpen

-- their response to critical' policy needs and
issues and to translate academic research into
policy terms.

Effective performance of the policy analyst
role calls for a king of paragon that may not

' be easy to find and recruit in very many

11011.415
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developing countries (or in developed Countries
for that matter) and lust be regarded as a

..phenomenon that is haidly likely to take place -

everywhere and ioon.* )

This difficult question of linkage is also discussed in Profes-
sor Hawley's background paper A linkage mechanism between
population research and policy making, the Population Planning
Unit in the Economic Planning Unit in Malaysia, has pot become
fully effective in its first' eighteen months of ekistence. A
number of analogous units are in development stages in Thai-

,

land,,,Pakistan and Bangladesh. °

This general problem is expressed in the report on
Ballagio Conference on Social Sciences and Development:

Whenresearch'wao.not directly commissioned by -

governments but produced.,results'relevant to
4 policy it was often difficult to bring it to

the'attention of the policy makers . . politi-
cians it was said obtained infoiriafion and ideas
-from personal contact rather thanireadin4; they,
would wily' read papOis if convinced that they
were ofNirnmediate interest to them. -Thus it was
often better first-to try o enlist the interest
ortheir assistants. . . . It was desirable to
express research findings /in nontechnical lan-
guage if the attention Of, /policy makers was to
be attracted. (p. 235) /

/

/Saunders and Simmons make/ be point that:

It is clear that given the increosing sensitiv-
ity and sievticism in the developing countries'
regarding the use of foreign advisors which may
be well founded for-reasons other than keno-
phobia, since policy analysis lies close to the
heart of the political decision making apparatus,,'
policy analysts should be recruited from a coUn-:

y. try's own professionarranks:-(p.--20

O

"The Present and' Prospective State of Policy. Approaches.
to Fertility," pp. 19-20.
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Questions for discussion: Are linkage mechanisms
between-policy research and .policy mak9a an area ,

0 in 'hicli outside donors can assist? Or are these
mechanisms peculiarly affected by considerations
of national sovereignty and appropriate ,on for -
internal funding?,

10. Opportunities for Donor. Collaboration

The steering committee for the series of conferences on
social science research and development, Of which this is the
firstc kfisted a number of instances in which joint or multiple
iinancinti for research activities is most likely to be useful:

- large-scale.cases Oncluding, but' not limited toe
programs involving the collectio* of large amounts

. of data and multi- country programs)

- cases of innovativeor high-risk substance (where
donors may wish to have partners in financing)

"*.

- cases lb wElch recipients may prefer to have
multiple. sources of financing

t,

- gases of internal constraints on donor action
4

- comparative studies (that might be parcelled-among ,
donors-on a geographic bps 4)

-."network",organizatiQns

4 - eases of complementarity (in which different. donors
,would finance different aspects of population re-

.

search in a given country or region).
.

''Included as background papers for SessiOn 5 are a non-'
systeMatic Selection of poSsible candidates for joint funding

.

that cable to the attention of the organizers of.tbis confer-
ence in the recent-past. It is hoped that participants will
bring; forward other suggestions for-consideration, and if one
Ov moris seem promising, agec' s represented at this confer-
ence may wisi to assign stal to conduct further explorations..
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1- Introduction

1-1 Three themes,, tha't constitute a trilogy whiCh is today the
subject of worldwide concern and more than just concern in the
developing countries.

The first two are. organically related. The study of one
of them implies the studyof.the other. Their relation to the
third, that is develppment, ismuch'more complex and problematic.
Part of the complekity derives from the ill-definition of the
'concept of development.,.

The concept ofjocietal development is frequently taken in
the'restrictiye seiiiA of economic development. This is a basic
mistakewhichu-sually reflects itself in policies 'where social,
and economic` development are treated as two different subjects.
Societal development has to be seen asa whdle.

1-2, In the context of societal change,.Ae has to differen-
tiate between the.case of'the developed and that of the devel-

-=t.-oping'countries.

For the developed countries (e.g.,^Western Europe, North
America and the SovietTnion), developmensually corresponds to
a process evolving in a "given structure,' relatively invari-
able_or slowly changing. It implies no fundamental dliXnges of
structures,, and structural changes when they happen.are'usually
the result'of the interplay of mechanical relatidhships within
the. established, structure.

149
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In the case of the developing countries, development(can-
hot be successfully launched.without having fulfilled some pre-
liminary, or at least simultaneous, conditions pertaining for
example to changes in-mentality, institutions, attitudes and.
social relations. Development would thus needs asa prerequi-.
site, a.radical transformation of existing structures.

1-3 A socio- economic entity changes under the effect of vari-
ous forces. These changes progress through successive phases.
There is a great need in developing countries, to-describe and
understand 'their. present and projected societal entities, to;-'
determine the'forces affecting and effecting changes andhow,
far these'forces are contradictory, interdependent, synergetic
and cumulative: -.

2- Planning for Fertility Reduction as an Integral Component
of Planning for Societal Development

The last decade witnessed the failure of the notion of
.1,Cmomic development, in the narrow sense of raising per capita
nazional product on the basis of purely economic considerations,
to serve as a model of societal development for less developed
countries as well as the"inadequacy of the conventional family
planning program approach to affct significant reductions in
fertility level inddpendently of the state of societal develop-,

ment.

2-2 As already mentioned, societal development entails struc-
tural changes in the socio-economic system and that the insti-
tutional aspects .of these changes form necessary conditions for
economic development, in.the narrow sense, to take hold. Con-
sequently, planning for societal development must follow a total
system approach wifh the socio-economic system as the object Of
analysis and synthesis.

2-3 :bue to theicomplexrt of io-economic systems, planning.
for societal-development i itably requires the partitioning
of the system into manageable-subsystems. However, these sub-
systems have td be defined in 'Such a-%4ay-that-the interconnec-
tions among them are clearly identified in order.to facilitate
meaningful synthesis of the subsystems.

k
2 -4 While 'lower rates of population groth will riot solve the
ddvelopment problems of less developed countries, they will
definitely lessen the pains'of societal development. :There is
general'areement that the only acceptable and feasible approach
to attain lower rates of population growth is the reduction of
fertility.

/,
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2-5 Ifftplanning for societal development is to truly follow a
total systems approach, it must include population planning as -
a subsystem. One important component of population planning
would betplanning for.fertility reduction.-

2 -& Although family planning programs-scored initial successes
in catering forrlatent demand on contraceptive services not al-
ready transformed to actuaf contraceptive practice due to 1,4ck
of easy access to efficient contraceptives, their effect on.
fertility level has not been pronounced. In other words fEese
programs did not in most cases succeed in creating new de-
mands. This is basically due to the fact that.the socio-
economic systems in.less developed countries are not consistent
with behavioural patterns leading to low fertility. Such in-
consistency cannot be resolved by conventional family planning
programs but handling It obviously lies in the dodain of plan-
ning for-societal change.

2-7 To attain lower rates of pppulation growth within the
framework of'IChe process of societal development, changes in
the socie-economic system sufficient to transform it to a state
consistent with law fertility levels represent-a. )ogically
valid policy entry point. To determine and to achieve these
changes three tasks must be accomplished:

(a) Identifications of characteristics of the socio-
economic system, anethe process of societal. deAlap-
ment, that are criticjally related to the level of,
fertility; a Rrob.i.em of systems analysis.

(b) Investiga4ons of appropriate or4,ra.C.iorial schemes
designed to estayseh and reinforce those.aspects..
of the socio-economic Systed, or the process of
societal development,--..cansistent with low fertility
levels, a problem of systems synthesist.

4
(c) The development of proper."Technology of Change"

which would make such sphemes operational.
Needlese to say these tasks have to'be4mbedded-in a total sys-
tems approach of planningNfor societal-development. This im-
plies in particular that consideration-Of the subsystem of
planning for fertility reduction must;be done with full recog-
nition of the interconnections' of this subsystem with' the rest
of the subsystems of planning for societal development.

I
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on,

The relatiodihip 'between pop ation and deveiepment vari-
ables is recognized. The Bucharest dnference, for example,
concluded that "population and sccio- =tic development :are
closely interrelated. Demographic., trends are affected by
socio-economic development and, in turn, affect ecoibmic growthand social progress." Of course, this interrelationship is
father complex,. Various studies have been, and are beinglbai-
ried out, to study this interrelationship in more detail.

It is ;04generally recognized that the ultiMate aim of
any population policy should be to affect all.aspects of de-
velopment in order to bring about an improveMent in the'quality
of life of every individual within the state. Thns,population
policy should inter alia, aim at reducing morbidity and mortal-
ity, reducing unemployment', raising the levels of 1iring of
all communities, rural or urban, and generally ensuring socio-
economic procrress. Any population policy which'does not, aim at

. 'these objectives is unlikely to bp regarded 'as relevant .to the
needis of the particular country.

1 6

In many developingecountriee, population policies were
evolved. as an answer to the problems posed by the higbrates
of population increase. Many countries found their rates of
population growth outstripping their capacity to provide edu-
cation,,health and employment ,to their populations. Thus,
population policies became identified solely with family o1an.-41
ning or population control' policies. But Ropulatiom4blicy
should be more comprehensive. It should cover not only one
component of populatiOn change. It should address itself' to-
problems posed by` the other components--mort4ity and mi-
gra'tion: '

,
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Thus, Ghana's POpulation Policy statement-of 1969 sought
to deal with all aspects of the population question in the '

context of development. On the question of migration, for ex-
ample, policies were formulated to stem the rapid drift of pop-.

o stimulate development in the rural areas so as to

ulations frrural are to-the urban centres. 'The basic ap-
proach was

remove two Qf the main reasons for migrants leaving the rural
areas for t
ditions
ception f

interrel

s: the push factor of the depressed social con-
e rural areas and the pull factor of '.heir per-

employment opportunities in the towns. Here,'the
ionship of population policy &rld some aspects of de-,

velopment is clearly in evidence.

It is worthwhile pointing out that these countries which
have so far been unable to adopt explicit policies aimd at
curbing their high rates of population increases have argued 4
'either that the population increases are no drag on their de-
velopment.or that development has an inbuilt process which'
could lead to a, gradual decline in population grab rates.
Both schools of thought base their arguments on hiltorical and
other grounds. Mile opinions differ as to the validity of
the assertions of the first school of thought,. er is very
little disagreement with the view thatthe elemen s of socio-
economic development-- education, wage employment, industrial-
ization- -have a "contraceptive" effecton the population.

In conclusion, it should be stated that the relationship
,/ between population variables and development has to be studied

in greater detail. Population pblicies should be formulated
taking into account this. interrelationship to ensure that such
policies are relevant to the objective ot'every nation to pro-
vide improvements in the levels of living of all, its people.
In this context, the following extract from-the World Popula-
tion Plan of Action, adopted by the World Population Conference
is relevant:

"The principal aim of social, economic and cultural devel-
opment of which population goals and policies are integral
parts is to improve levels of living and the quality of life
of the people. Of 41 things in the world; people are the
most precious. Man's knowledge and ability to master himself
and his environment will continue to grow. Mankind's future
can be made indefinitely bright."

00158
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II. Social Science Research Needed
for Population Policy

:.ReSearch needed for the formulation of population policy,
is usually, related to-the three components of population
change--fertility, mortality and migration. In the Codesria
(Council for the Development for Boo/1'146.c and Social Resditch'
in. Africa) Workshop on Population and Economic Development,_
held in Lome, Togo in>Only 1973, five main areas, of population
research were defined for Africa:

(i) Vital registration
(ii) Population, resources and the environment

(iii) The size, growth and structure of the labour force
(iv) Migration
(v) Youth attitudes to population problems.

It is to be noted that these broad topics cover the.essen-
tie', areas of population research needed for the formulation of
population policy in any 'country. The first topic "Vital Reg-
istration" is one aspect of the collection of Demographic Data
which is an essential first step in the process of analysing
population data. It is well-known that an obstacle to mean-
ingful social science research in a number of developing coun-
tries is the absence of-reliable data. In the field of popu-
lation, lack of reliable estimates of vital rates is normally a
serious handicap to research.' Thus, one ofthe'broad areas of
research needed is in this field of vital registration. The
research shouldbe both methodological and-"applied." The
methddological research could look at the.various alternatives
for obtaining vital rates and determine the most effective sys-
tem taking into account prevailing social systems and attitudes -

within the country. "Applied" research, in this context, re-
fers to the i)lications made of the results of the basic rates
so obtained. udies on the relationship between infant.
mortality and-fertility levels, socio-economic factors affect -
ing fertility, etc. would form important fields of'study in._
this area.

The second broad theme of "Population, resources and en-
vironment" was discussed at'some length at the'World Popula-

.:_ tio5 Conference held in Bucharest from'August 19-30, 1974.
However, some of the conclusions arrived 'at.that Conference

"\- were based on partial informatIonisenerally derived from re-
search work carried out in developed countries. Research on
this topi conducted in the Less Developed Countries (Mks)-

,
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would-'e a useful supplement to the work done in the more.de-
veloped countries. Codesria intendq to conduct a Workshop
shortly on this theme, to which those engaged in,research in
this area would be invited to discuss their approach. It is
also hoped to develop a more detailed research outlimeApn the
subject and to initiate collaborative research among partici-
pating economic and social research institutes in Afrt.ca.

.The third broad theme is that of the labour force. Rapid
population increases in the developing.sd have led to large
increases in the labour force. A study af,),Ast trends is an
essential step in,any discussion of future 'prospects. It is
my view that the, growth of the labour force in the coming
decades would pose serious problems for a number of developing

,countries and that the formulation of employment poliN.es tak-
ing into account the characteristics oktbelabour force would*
constitute an essential element in the /population policies of
many LDCs.

In a number of African countries, migration, both ternal
and international, has become.a problem of concern to gov rn-

.

ments. Fondles affecting international migrants have be n
adopted which have not been based on adequate research. Fa*
example, aliens have been ordered out of a number of African
countries without adequate studies of the probable effects of
such acts on the economy of these'countries. Thus, At is de- .

sirable to study the con'ibution of migrants to the growth of
the economy of receivire countries while at the same time
studying the effects of emigrants' remittances on theeconoiny
of their countries of origin. Internal migration also needs
to be studied in much morevaletail in most developing countries,
especially in.relation to the rural-urban drift. Models will
need -to be constructed to explain this drift which Will take
into account Social, economic and psychological factors which
lead to these migratory movements.

g final, theme is the attitudes of the youth to some of
the lation problems confronting the today. The In-
ternational Youth Forum which preceded the'World Population
Conference attempted to discuss these attitudes but useful re-
search will need to be done'onthis,subject befoteany meaniii4-
fulconclusions can be reached.

. .short paper, I have only tried to identify my-
self withthe.choice of the five main themes made by Codesria.
Admittedly, there are other areas of social research of rele-

''.6011161
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`vance to population policies, for example, cost-effectiveness
studies and cost-benefit analysis in relation to family plan-
ning programmes. However, it is my view that the five main
research topids 'should be explored before other subjects are
studied.

III. Social Science Research Capacity in the
Developing World and Its Links to Policy

There are usually three main constraints to the develop-
ment of Social Science Research Capacity in the Developing
World: funds, manpower and availability of data. 'However, in
the field of.social science research related to population
policy, there appears to be enoughmoney available. The main
constraints thereforerare that there are very few developing .

world scholars, esRecialfy in Africa, who can mak6-the best
use of the research grants,*and secondly, there'is.lack of
adequate data.

. The recent establishmen't of the U.N.-Ghanigovernment-
46nsored Regional Institute for Population StudieS (RIPS) in
Legon, Ghana, to train postgraduate students up to the Master's
degree level together with the Demographic Centres at Cairo
and Yaounde and the various African University graduate pro-
grammes in Demography should go a long way towards meeting the
needs of Africa in the field of available manpower to do re-
search. It should be noted that it is the intention of RIPS
to produce Ph.D. students in the near future. When the insti-
tute is developed to that stage, the needs of Africa for
trained manpower in the demographic field would More or less
have been met.

. 4
However, social science research, even 1:4,..it is limited

to those areas ofIrelevance for'the formulation of population
policies; does not require only demographers. The whole range
of social scientists -- sociologists, psycholtgists,.economists,
statistician, etc.--are required, because such research is "'
interdisciplinary Phnature,and usually requires a multi-
disciplinary teamlfot it to be successfully carried out. This
view is rapidly gaining acceptance in African countries and
more social scientists outside the field of technical demog-
raphy are engaged in population research than before.

(10$1:14)
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But even if enough social scientists. are available to do
thb needed research, the basic problem,of rack of reliable data
will prove a serious impediment to'their work. Research work
of this nature usually requires a wide range of data. If the
research 'worker has to spend a lot of his time"on data collec-
tion, for which he may not have special expertise, his ability
to carry, out meaningful research within a specified time period
usually suffers. It should.be' noted that in Africa there are a
number of countries which have never taken censuses befOre.
Whatever sample surveys have been conducted have usually been

.

of Very doubtful-reliability. This situation was considered so
serious that the united Nations Populatidn Commission proposed
an African Census Programme which is now being' carried out by
the Economic-Commission for Africa (ECA) with funds made avail-
able by the United Nations Fund for Population-Activities. The
data 'for some of these Censuses are becoming available and
should prove adequate in meeting the,needs of 'Social scientists
in the region. In addition to the African Census Programme;
the proposed series of integrated multi-subject household sur-
veys to be carried out by AfriCan countries With the guidance
of ECA should go a long way towards meeting the data needs of
Africa. Universities in Africa will., however, have to under-
take from time to time specialized surveys tb probe d4ply into
.somg aspects of social science research which neither the Afri-
can Census Programme nor the proposed household sample surveys
can do. The success of the proposed household sample.surveys
will,of course, depend :to a large extent on the assistance that
developed countries are.Wiliing to give. The serious world
economic-situation makes it diffiClalt to predict how much
assistance will be made available to the project.

So far 41 large number of African countries social
science research has been procesiing in isolation without any
meaningful links being forged with the'decision makers. In
fact links between research institutes and decision makers
have been rather weak. This weakness has been recognised and
a number of countries are taking remedial action. 17 Ghana,
there is a two-pronged solution to the problem. The research
institutes have set up advi ory boards on which decision makers
are represented. For exariiy e, my Institute, the Institute of
Statistical, Socialand E o dirtic Reseaich has on its Advisory,
Council not only representatives from relevant University de--
partments but alsO:

The Dirltor of the. Budget, Ministry of Finance
. ,

The,Director of Planning, Ministry of Ecohomic Planning

401162)
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The Director of Agriculture, Ministry of4griculture
The Government Statistician
The Chairman of the Council for Scientific and

Industrial Research
The Governor of the Bank of Ghana
The Managing Director of a commercial firm.

Thus, these decision makers are able to communicate their'views and priorities to the Directorate of the Institute andvice versa.

Ort the government's (decision makers) side, a start isbeing made to get the researcfiinstitutes
represented on thevarious committees of the Manpower Board. Thus, the insti-tutes and the decision makers have two4formal links--one ctthe institute level and the other at the level of godrnmental

committees.

It will be misleading to pretend that these links arebeing maintained in a perfectly satisfactory way,. But a use-
ful beginning has been made and improvements can be made with'the passage of time.

00163
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Social Science Research Needed for Population Policy

by

f /
Toshio, Kuroda

Population, Problem Research Institute
:Ministry of Health and Wellfare.

Government of Japan

With special emphasis on social science research needed 4
for population policy (Agenda 2) a few remarks will be
made.

First, interrelation between population 'end developme t..
Social and economic implications of future population changeeup
Ap the year 2000.dhould be a priority area of research in Ina-
vidual countries. In this'case, of course, .a future population
projection at least up to the year 200Q must be available and

'.also revised continuously by dsing.up-to-date data:. Since
estimated population change, includinglze and age-sex compo-
sition ofpopulation, does not seem to deviate significantly
from actual population in the period of 20 years or so, social
and economic implications assessed should be seriously- taken
into account in formulating social and economic development

.

policy, which very likely tends to influence migratory behavior
. and populption distribution. Consequently:ovetall develOpTent

Policy should be carefufly,planned in advance in order to in-
duce desirable MigratOnr.'niovemeA aorspalial distribution..,
Such, an interreLAtionship between development and population is
recognized and,emphasized ,generally. However, whaf is' really

,iiiiportant is that euch interrelations should be made clear in
a concrete 14y, in individual countries, which are very differ-
ent'in.terms'a socio-economic strUttureind deVelopmentistage,

°:'with moie'di.*ersity ofipuifure, religion,and
e ,

.

r, ` 'Second,- social and economic factors in
This is ah.area of research which should-be
aliS, and internationally. Migration may be

.

V ,
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fluencing migration
developed nation-
coryfidered a key,
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'factor associated with development and fe *lity behavior.
However, migration study is lagging behind t?sse of fertility
and mortality. 'Redistribution Klicy of population has in-
creasingly-been the subject of nitional policy dale to rapid
urbanization everywhere in the world: To formulate migration
policy, basic research about locio-economic factors motivating
migratory behavior is urgently needed. On the other hand,
theoretical study on optimum spatial distribution,' of popula-
tion may be useful as a guideline for policy making.

Third, cross-cultural and micro-level study of fertility
behavior. In spite of abundant studies of fertility, cross-
cultural and .micro-level study should be emphasized, because
the relationship between individual reproductive behavior and

>"-'14governmental interference like family planning policy is a:new
are of study, in developing countries in P'articular.

0
. . .

Fourth, stationary population study. Very recently the
idea of stationary population policy has been a serious con-
cern among specialists;and policy makers. Howe'ver, the social
and economic: effects 6fa drastic change'of the age composition
of the population

, anticipated in the path to a stationary popu-
lation haVe-not y.9t been, seriously, examined. In view of the
increasing interest in and importance of the World Population
Plan of Action, theoretical studiei should be developed. -

e

00166, ,
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1. Interrelationship of Population Policy and
Aspects of Development

by

Carmen A. Miro
Centro Latinoamericand de Demographia

If an interrelationship between poptilation polic and
aspects of development can be postulated to exist, .isibe-
cause one accepts that demographic variables--the ublect of
Population policy-- affect and are affected by social and eco-
nomic vari les--the subject ofother olicies.

Bey d this broad generalization, which is the true leirel
of our s ientific knowledge on the population-development re-
lationsh p? -The literature on the discourse as to how the'
population side of the relationship influences the deIlopment
side and vice versa, is indeed abundant.

In the first case the debate has centered on whether the
high' demographic growth rates of the developing countries con-
stitute a negative, neutral or positive factor vis -a -vis their
development.. Fertility, as the critical determinant df grow,th,
has received prePerentia. attention Several typed of econo-

-me%ric growth models have-been dev oped in an effort. to show
the beneficial effects on the pote tials for economic, growth
of a decline in fertility. Perhaps the most debated work,
along this'line has been the. pioneering study by Coale and

..

,

Author's note: In the preparation of this memorandum I .

have drawn on works, done at CELADE and at the Central Unit of
the Programme of Sbcial Research on Population Problems Rele-
vant to Population Policies in Latin America (PISPAL).. It
nevertheles'S thould be taken as reflecting personal views
which might not be dharedby the scholars associated with the
works consulted. 0

. .
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Hoover1 which utilizes a production-function of the Harrod-
Domar type and which was later followed by other models in-
troducing labor in addition to capital in the production func-
tion. All these models as well as those which have proposed
cost-benefit analysis methods for programmes of fertility re-
dtction have been subjected to criticisms on several grounds:
the paucity of-empiriopal knowled4e coupled to the inadequacy
of some of the basic Poncepts of economic analysis; the diffi-
culty of incorporating into the models the broad spectrum of
social, economic and political inputs;2 etc. Even granting
that these limitations Could be overcome, still zany economists
from,the developing nations would not subscribe to the hypothe-
sis 1...nking in a causal relationship a high fertility and a
low rate of sav gs either at the level. of the family,tor at
thoSe of the pri to and public sectors. Some consider as
very simplisti he contention that the availability of sav-
ings is the mai eterminant of the level of-investments. The
incomplete and a egated nature of the models has been

kIsh

pointed out by some authors, stressing thene szVof the inclu-
. sion'of such elements .as the external sector, e income dis-

tribution and some structural characteristics of the economic
systems prevailing inmost dbveloping countries, i.e., under-
employment, monopolisticorg)anization of markets, etc., as
well as the advisability of disaglregating the production and
the consumption functions. Tit should be pointed out .that the
critics of these models come from scholars of different parts
of the world and from diverse and sometimes quite opposite
schools of economic thought.3 Whatever the school of thought,

Ansley Coale, Edgar M, Hoover, "Population Growth and
Economic Development in Low-Income Countries" (Princeton:.
Princeton University Press, 1958).

et.

2B. Maxwell Stamper, "Population Policy in Development
Planning: A Study of Seventy. Less Developed Countries,"
page 7.

3See, for example, Simon Kuznets, "Population andiEdanomic
Growth,"in Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society,
Vol. III, No. 3, June, 1967, pages 184-193;,Angel'Fucaraccio,
"El Control Natal: Viejos Argumentos-Bido Nueva's Aparie cias,"
unpublished paper. prepared at CELADE; and K. H--Khalll, e .

Impact of Development on Population Growth," paper submitte
to the United Natibns Cairo Symposium on Population and Devel
opment, E/CONF. 60/SYM.I/23..
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it should be recognized, though, that the critics either finish
with pleas for "further analysis" or for structual changes of
society While the issue continues to beg theoret101 explica-
tion and empirical verification.

Most proposals for\the improvement of the econometric
models have dealt primarily up to now with economic variables.
It re recently attention has been called to the need of examin-
ing the empirical validity of the hypotheses freqdently in-
cluded in the models on the factors determining the preference
for larger or smaller numbers of children, this suggesting' that
the study of the family be undertaken from a broader perspec-
tive than just a strictly economic one. In summary no one
se-Alto be able to claim that it has established beyond doubt
the direction in which population growth affects development,
or even its more restricted manifestation; economic growth. A
favorite example cited for Latin America is that of Argentina
and Uruguay with low rates of demographic growth and equally
low rates of growth of the gross national product as compared
with Mexico'and Brazil where both the population and the gross
national product have been growing in recent times at a rather
significant pace.`

If we turn our attention to the otheeside of the rela-
tionship, namely that of the influence ,of the economic and
social factors upon,population growth or upon its determining
variables, fertility and mortality, it can be said that corre-
lations, sometimes of a high order, have been &hind to exist
°between the levels of these variables and hence the level of
growth, and some economic and social situations and changes
which are dependenton the '-particular stage and pattern of
development.-

What remains still' unclear is 110W the causal relationship
could be explained, in ew of. -the fact that studies that have
attempted,to relate for !example; -fertility behavior to some
indicator of development have found negative correlations in

'/Rafil Urela, Internal PISPAL memorandum.

o
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some cases5 and,positive in others. 6 Still others find-that
the direction of the relation varies according to the level of
'oleveloi5ment7 achieved by the country in questiop. Furthermore,
when the relation is in general negative it has been fo-und that
for quite,similar levels of development a rather broad range of
demographic behavior does bccur.8

When, bore specific aspects associated to the process of
development are examined in an effort to uncover the nature of
their relation to fertility and mortality behavior, the results
tend to appear as more coherent with what could have been pos-
tulated a priori: educational level is negatively correlated
with levels of fertillty and mortality; the same appears to be
true as regards the level of urbanization; female labor partic-
ipation, by introducing what has been laSelled as role incom-
patibility, has also been shown to have some relation to fer-
tility behavior.9 Useful as these studies are, they concen-
trate for the most part in the analysis of'Nthe relation of a

5
See, for example, Population Bulletin of the, United Na-

tions,No. 7, 1963; Robert H. Weller, David F. Sly, "Mbderniza-
'tion and Demographic Change: a World View," Rural Sociology,
vor. 34; No. 3, 1969, pagesP313-326; Edward G. Stockwell,
Some-Demographic COrrelates of Economic Development," Rural
Sociology, Vol. 31, No. 2,. June 1166, pages 216-224.

r

6Robert Weintraub, "The Birth Rate and Economic Develop-
,ment: An Empirical Study," Econometrica, Tol. 40, No. 4,

October 1962, pages 812-817; Irma Adelman, "An Econometric
Analysis of Population Growth," American Economic Review, June
1963, pages 869-911; Murray Gendell, "Fertility and Develop-.

went in Brazil," DeffiagTaphy, Vol. 4, 1967, pages 143-157.

7
Stanley Friedlander, Morris Silver, "A Quantitative

Study of the Determinants of Fertility Behavior," Demography,
Vol% 4, 1967, pages 30-70.

8United Nations, Population Bulletin, opz cit., page 7;
Weller, Sly, oP. cit., page 322.

9
A discussion 'of some findings fotscLatin America can be

'Consulted in "Social and Economic Factors Affecting'Population
Trends in Latin America," an ECLA/CELADE paper prepared as
background documentation for the World Population Conference,
1974.
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single element among a complex-set of societal processes, thus
failing to examine the multiple interreWtions between inter,
mediate factors affecting the element singled out for analysis.

'The.unavoidable conclusion is that despite the need of
providing. the policy makers with satisfactory answers regard-
ing the effect of population growth on development or on how
this might .affect, the future demographic trends, the explana-
tions being advanced by ocial scientists are still lacking a
solid scientific support.

In an effort to overcome some of the limitations of the
LA' analytical approaches so far taken for the elucidation of the

relationShip of population growth and development, a group of
social scientists working at CELADE are proposinga reformula-
tion of the issue, as a first step towards the eventual imple-
mentation by governments of population policies or for the
evaluation of their effects. In this regard population policy
is defined as the adoption by the government of a country of
measures deliberately addressed at-influencing demographic
variables, whether as their principal effect or as a foreseen
side effect.lu This-definition:

a) circumscribes the policies to governmental decisions,
whatever the hierarchical level at which they are adopted, but
it excludes "policies" by international organizations, reli-
gious groups Or private associations;

e.
b) excludes the unforeseen demographic effects of eco-

ndmic and social policies;

c) includes the direct or indirect action on any of the
tesic demographic. variables and not only those that attempt to
influence fertility;

.

et s,
d) does not exclude a priori any measure,which could be P

considered adequate to reach the desired objectifies:" develop-
ment policies aimed at obtaining given demographic objectives,
fdmily planning andmeasures which go "beyond faMily planning."

11-

0
This definition followsvery closely that proposed in

the document "Population Policy and the Family: -The Latin
American Case,' prepared by CELADE as background documentatidn
for the World Population Conference, 1974.

A
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Development, of course, is also defined. It is conid- _

ered as going beyond the mere economic growth to include ob-
jectives related to income distribution, employment opportuni-
tied, social services (education, health; housing, social
security), social p rticipatio'n and the agrarian organization.

The approach b ing proposed" rephrases the terms of the
"problem" about "demographic growth as an obstacle to develop-
matt" by trying to 'clarify to what type of development one is
,referring, since--it is postulated-- different models of Bevel-
opment would have different implications in terms of popula-
tion policies. The model of development is a consequence of
the internal political project adopted and the manner of in-

s sertion of a giVen country in the world°economic system. Evi-
dences can be cited in support of the assertion that the path
followed by the demographic processes ma the resulting struc-
tures seem to have depended on the courser followed by the de-
velopment model adopted and the type of economic and social
structure to which it has led.

In the case of Latin America the demographic phenomena
considered by many as the most problematic, namely the rapid
population growth and the intense process of urbanization,
rather of metropolization, appear as having their main causes
in the historical process, which led to the formation of capi-
talistic dependent societies characterized by a growing in-
ternal heterogeneity. The differential manner of insertion of
these societies in the world economy determined initially the
formation inmost countries of national economies dependent on
exports bf agricultural products, cattle, mineral products or
other raw materials. :This phenomenon tended to concentrate
development in the areas of the country more closely asso-
ciated to these exporting activities,

or
in the cities,

most of them located along the coast or near it. This process,
of urbanization.receiVes an added impetus after the 1930 decade
when the economic crisis of the early years of the decade
leads to the adoption by many'Latin American countries of new
model of development based in imports substitution throu in-
dustrialization. By locating the industrial activity in the I

most'populated cities, where it finds market for its produc-
tion,''devoted mainly to consumption gpoas, new incentives are
generated to attract population froth the smaller cities and

.,

11
Gonzalez, Gerardo. CELA Internal memor
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the rural areas, where the process is reinforced due to the
stagnation or deterioration of impOrtant agrarian sectors.

The industrialization process is primarily capital in-
tensive, based on the importation of highly sophisticated
technologies and therefore *ith limited manpower absorption
:capacity, which contributes to the shaping of an internally
hetercigenous economic Structure, where highly productive
modern sectors' and enterprises coexist and interact with .

relatively primitive low productivity sectors and enterprises.
This heterogeneity, which contributes to polarize in opposite
directions the countryside and the cities, and within these,
modern and traditional sectors and sectors marginated from the
labs* market (which is incapable of absorbing with acceptable
levels of productivity,' the available manpower) manifests
itself in a very uneven income distribution and access to
basic services of education, health, housing and social
security. 12

_This structural heterogeneity also expresses itself in
demographic terms, through a differential reproductive be-
havior and may be advanced as the.factor explaining the per-
sistent.high rates of fertility in spite of the marked de-
cline experienced by the mortality.

If it could beipostulated that the d ographic dynamics
of the-past have been shaped by the process ollowed by devel-
opment and by the resulting structures, it is robably in
order to ask ourselves to Apt degree future c anges in these
dynamics will depend on theNdevelopmental model pursued
the future.

In Latin America, dOspebially since the 1960 decade, sev-
eral countriesiof the region'have been pursuing different
development strategies, which vary not only in what might be
called the technical .options, but the value system
within which they are in the type of society which
they are aiming to achieve. The cases of Brazil, Cuba, Peru
and Colombia can be cited as examples of different strategies

12For a recent discussion of this subject, see: "Estudio
_Economic° de America LAtina 1973. Terceta Parte. El Cambio
Social en America Latina a Comienzos de los Afios Setenta,".
CEPAL, Naciones Unidas, E/CN.12/974, Add.3. Santiago de
Chile, julio, 1974.
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of development. In all probability these diverse developmen-
tal models and strategies will have differential effects in
factors such as, modalities and level& of organization of the
social base and of its capacity to influence the political
process; the income distribution; the spatial Iodation of eco7

. nom4c investments; the employment opportunities; the mode and
degree of women participation in. economic, social and politi-
cal activities; the development and coverage of edUcational,
health, hOusing and social security services; the types of
land property and of other means of production and the or-
ganization of the productive unfits, both agrarian and indus-
trial.

Granted that these differential. effects would occur, one
could ask to what extent given models of development, in a
manner relatively independent of the pace. of economic growth
and of the-level of the per capita income that they might . °

generate; would lead to, economic and social structures which
in turn would influence the-demographic dynamics towards.a
pattern different from that arising as the result of another
developmental model.

In summary the research problem could be laid in the
following.terms:

1. The changes in the demographic dynamicb needed to
achieve given objectives of population policy in the develop-
ing countries, as for example the reduction of fertility or a
less concentrated urban population, depend mainly on:

- the development model adopeed or on
- the implementation of more orless direct measures?

2. What are the economic and social conditions necessery
(or fibre favorable) under which certaiwspecific programmes
(f 'ly planning, (pr example) would yield the desired demo-
graphic effects, within a concrete situation? And to what ex-
tent the creation of these conditions, is dependent on thli de-
velopmental model pursued?

Needless to stress that the attempt to answer these ques-
tions raises important research.issuea.

As

4

r.
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2. Social. Research Needed for Population Policy

K
The elucidation of the relationship between population

and development becomes relevant for population policies to
the extent to'which it:

a) will contribute to a greater clari Zcation of the'
relevancy of demographic factors to different political pro-
jects and to the developaental model which they pursue;

b) will allow to examine the demographic effects--direct,
and to the extent posaible, indirect- -of the development
strategies and sectorial policies of the different countries.

The analysis of the relation between population and de-
velopment is also..needed.fin order to determine the poisible
range of population policies, as well as the geasibility,
efficacy and comparative efficiericof different policies. In
order to advance in this direction some other subjects. would
have to be examified,namely:

a) The form inwhich the political parties, their lead-
ers and the different pressure groups perceive thei4relation
population/development.,

b) The characterise of the distribution of the polit-
ical power and, the probabilit , in the face of given distribu-
tion patterns, of the variouspolicy alternatives of receiizing
the,necessary support to be approved and implemented.

c) The degree to which major or minor opposition to the
implementation of these alterfiative policies might arise:as a
consequence of values held by individuals.

' .;
4'

d) The -capacity of the .government bureauc;acY to imple- .

rent them.

sb

/ Author's note: In the preparation'of this memorandum I
;have drawn on works done at the Central Unit of the Prcigramme
of Social Research on popuiation.ProbleMs Rel.-event to Papilla-
tion Policies in' Latin America (PISPAL), particularly those of
Armando Di Filippo, Red Atria and Add Urele. Special ac-
knowledgements are due to the latter., The views expressed
though, are person 1 and"might not be shared by these'schol-

,ars.
ro
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One a policy has been adopted and implemented it becomes
indispens to evaluate its results periodically, so that
corrections maybe introduced as needed or if proven inade-
quate, replace them by others. This evaluation requires an
understanding of the relation population /development (so that
it might be possible to determine if other sectorial policies
have brought about involuntarily demographic effects which
have modified the expected impact of the adopted population
policy). It also requires the insight which would be gained
by the study of points (b), (c) and (d) above.

This brief reference to the points on which information
is needed in relation to y adoption and successful implesrPolg
mentition, underscore once re, the importance of research
on the relationship population/development. It has been -

pointed out in the memorandum submitted for discussian,of
point 1 that in sp:te of research already undertaken, doubts

B)
and ambiguities c tinue to exist. The main difficulties
could probablyi,se traced back to the characteristics of most
of the studies ao,far conducted, namely:

a) Explicity ot\implicity, they conceive development
gas a unilinear procesi basically identical in the different
countries.

178

b) They are in search of universal generalizations, at
least applicable to all developing countries, instead of
limiting the analysis to specific countries.

cJ They explainethe presence 9r absence of the expected
relations by resorting to certain variables whose imOct on
the demographic processes under analysis, is examined in iso-
lation from the context in which these relations,,arp estab-
lished, and assuming that they are not affected by it.

*,d) In spite of the fact that they are essentially eco-
Ogical_cotreiationq. therp-..is ,a tendency toedraw%conclusions'
from them regitding individual behavior without previously
relating, macro- and,micro-strucutral faAors.

e) S They utilize generalizations based on Correlations
.and regressions between areas and countries in a given moment'
. of time to derive the direct n and weight of the causal re-

-4
lationsilip among variables.

0

.
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The first need of social research relevant'to population
policies is the spaibtefor approaches and perspectives which
will help to overcome- the presenedifficulties. A move in the
right direction could in all probability come from alt.approach
having:,,the following characteristics:

a), the abandonment ofthe ceteris paribus-principle,
examining the problem with due,donsideration to the specific
characteristics of the historical-structural context and the
model of development of a concrete country;

b) the adoption of a perspective which would allow the
integration of the contributions of the different social
sciences:

c)' the-'careful examination of the chain of relationships,
from its more macro-structural extreme to the variables more'
directly related to the demographic variable to which action
is addressed;

d) in all cases in which' this might prove feasible,
attempt to examine the relations between certain aspects of
development and the demographic systei taken as a whole,
rather than limiting the analysis to only one variable;

e) attempt the identification of those variables sus-
ceptible of direct manipulation and the extent to which its
behavior affects or is being affected by,the presence of other
contextual variables which are not subject to manipulation.

The second need is that of identifying thoSe areas,of
research having greater strategic relevancy in relation to
population policies. 'To adequately justify them a very com-
plete-diagnosis of the demographic situation and perspectives
ofthe Latin American region'would be in Order. in its ab.:
'Bence we could agree on certain broad fundamental characteris-
tics; Namely:"

a) Latin America preients a great heterogeneit5i of demo-
graphic situations, which tends to remain hidden whsh, for
purposes of comparison with other regiOng of the world, aver-
ages are utilized for ,the continent as a whole. .According to
the., document submitted by CELADE,to the meeting V Latin

0
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American governments in Costa Rica,' the average annual rate
of demographic growth for the region was of 27.63 per thousand
in the period 1970-1975, hgt thirteen countries were above..
this average and the range of variability was from 32.77 per
thousand for the Dominican Republic to 11.61per thousand for
Uruguay. The total fertility rate would be itthat period of

. 5.29,. fluctuating between 7.28 in Honduras to 2.91 in Uruguay,
while life expectancy at birth was in the average of 61.47
years for the whole region, ranging from 46.75 in Bolivia to
70.08 in Uruguay. In the two latter ceses'more than half the
countries fell above (or'below, depending one indiqgtor)_
the average;

'b) within countries, although indifferent degrees,
thefe are Quite diverse demographic situations among regions;

c) the urban-rural differentials.are more or less, sig-
nifiCant, depending on thecountries and regionb within them;

d) there are also differences among countries_as to the
degreeof variation existing in the demographic behavior, of
different social grOups, classes ind strata;. k

. .

e) the unequal distribution of the population among re-
gions of a country and the growing metropolizatiOn points.to
the spAtial,distribution of the population as an area of con-
cern at least equally important as that arising from the rate
of grow*. - . "

.

Pkom

. ,

,
of view of, populat ioan policy the

.

taskthe-Point
i A -

to 0 d e t e r m i p e how the model of development and the process fol-

:

lowed in its, implementation,by the diffeAnt countries--de-
scribed by many g/ the most influential social'scientists of
the region as conaucive, for the most part, to a permanent,
.ricl in some cases groc'ing, heter9geneitiy- both regional and
sectorial and a marked inequality in the,accessionto well-
,being--affects,oras affected, b Pt a demographic .aharacteris-

i tics. - ,

,

A

of 4

1 "Demogr phic Situation Around 1973, and Prospects for
'the yeapo200 , MADE. ST/ECLA/Conf. 48/L.5.
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In another memorandmm2 I have tried -4o points out the his-
torical role which both'the agrariai pnd the industrial sec;
tors have playqd in shaping the present situation of many of

'the'Latiri Ameridan countries. it is therefore justified to
start our examinatio&of the research needs considered As of
first priority, with those related to agrarian development,
followed by those related togindustrialization and urbaniza:-

. tion. MentionAWill:alio be made of other research topics
which should be undertaken in order toclarify other aspects
related to the adoption of population policy.

/
1. Agrarian organization and development and population.

From the demographic point of vi*w, the rural 'areas of the
o gre t majority of the Latin American countries show higher

fe ility then that of the urban areas. Mortality, specially
in dnt m9tarity, while not as conclusively as in the lase, of
fertility, shows a(positive relationwith the rural character,
of the correinitieak, On the other si.deL, as a consequence of
the expansion of the induitrial and service sectors coupled
to the incapacity of the agricultural' sector to absorb man-
pOwer, the migrations from 'the countryside have contributed
in a signifkgant manner, to shape the 'modalities of the ur-
banizatiion process. To conduct studies on the agrarian and' .

rural situations would. therefore allow focussing the attention
on phenomena whischi'to a considerable degree determine the fu-

, Aure trends'and2rocesses of the spatial redistribution of the
rhpopulation and The settlement patterns associated with them.

Within this br4ad field of research the following areas
uld require attention :'

a) Thediffereht modalities of agrarian'development
existing in the countries--and in regions within them- -their
mahp9wer capacity absorptilh'and the rural -urban and intraA
rural migrations.

b) The identification of tg6 differeht typesof family/ -

which ofesult from the aoc*al rural heterogeneity; of the
changes introduced in the by the diverse modalities'of
-agrarian development and the influence which these different

-, typ6i of families haire on female labor'patipipation, the

.00

0
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, See Memorandum on "1. Interrelationship of Wulation
policy and Aspects' of Developient," submitted to'-fhia same
meeting.
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determinants of fertility and the micro-social aspects of'
migration. °

c) The settlement patterns of the populatiqn, in
relation to the intraLrural and rural-urban communications, as
well as in relation to the access of the4population to Social
services and< its effect on the (kdeMographic natural growth, the
agricultural labor market and the migrations.

2. Urbanization and industrialization. The process of°
industrializatibn in Latin America has been characterized by°
the locfit49n of tile manufacturing industries in internal
."centers" of development, particularly in the big metropolis,
which maintain relations with,its "periphery" contributing to
create or increase, the imbalance in spatial distribution of
the population.3

/
At the same time marked heterogeneities arise in the in-

-dustrial urban center t among' capital intensive sectors and
enterprises of advanced iechnology, enterprises with primitive
organization and technologies ,and others with characteristics
placing them in an intermediate position between the two ex-_
.tremes. There is also great inter- and int'rasectorial dif-
ferencei regarding the manpower capacity absorption.

From the preceding the following research needs can be
'recognized:

.aY 'rhe policies for investment and 'localization of prq-
cll.:skive activities and their actual and probable effects on
the spatial distribution ofithe population;

4

b) the system of urban settlements, the distrilbutiOn of
/basic service and migration;

4.

c) within tlie urban centers, the study,of how-the level
and cflaracterist/Es of the industrial process lead to social
and cultural inequalities, particularly to differenf,types..of
kamilies. After defining in a. genere/I-manner these different
types, it would probably be advisable to concentrate on those

,.'
,..__,

' 1 0

3
A review of the'studies supporting this assertion, is-

contained in Armando Di,'Filippo, "DesafrollO y Politicas: ,

<-7 Ried,istriblitivas de Poblacion." PISPAL Central Unit, first
-:,draft. Mimeographed. August 1974.. ,
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iv)® degree to which ideological controversy or on the'
means that occur at the political level in connection with the

.

problem and thesolutions being proposed and the moment and °

manner in which it becomes an issue within the Political
alsystem.

b) Follow!-up of the developmentand implementation of
population policies, from thepoint,of view oi:

type and-level of the 1)4/DUO organization and
services entrusted with their execution, control and evalua-'
tip;

"ii) -Changes ir the position of the political actors
in different circumstanbes Of the political isystem or in the
different policy implementation phases;

ch elling of public resources towards 'the
total or partial imp mentation of\population policies;

'iv) degree of integration of the objectives'and the
means of population policies within development planning
(global and sectorial);

v) .perception, attitudes and motivations of the
specific policy target groups.

c), Influences and pressures exercised by external or-
ganizations and agencies (national, international, public and.;
private) in order to get the government to adopt a determined
course of action, analyzing what types_of pressuresor
fluences are exercised, how are they processed by the govern-
mnt and the rest Pf the political:system end what are the
relpponses vis-a-vis such influences and pressures.

The, research needlaid.ONhere raise a series of chal-
lenges to, the social scientists.ok the region, both from the
'methodological ind'the'substantive point of view.' Methodolog,.

it.is necessary to find the means-for combinihg the, .''

acro-, and micro-social aspects and the synchronic and:dia-t .

c ronic analyses; it,is also necessary to construct more re-
fi ed,analytical instriments to tackle demographic-differen-%
,tia a (occupatioh, uri)anization,-for egample): Substantively,
th e is'neepl ofdeveloping.csiinceptg'cand hypotheses which

ld aIlOw'Pki interdisciplinary approach to the problem and
4 o identifying those social aspedfs subject to manipulation.

:
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To the extent'that this. would imply a new conceptualization of
the social factors, hach abstracts and Combines the elements
from reality in a manner different from that of the present
disciplines, it could be said, cdtrying the argument to the
extreme, that- what s being attempted is the creatiolvol a
science of pcpulati .

. If to these two scientific tasks, one adds that pf,trans-
mittkhg the resuItsrrived at, so that they may be uti*ized
La tie design, aaopfiono implementation 'and- evaluatioltvbf
population polidies,'the challenge looms indeed formidable.
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Population Policy;, Social Science Research Capacity

in the Developing World and Linkd toPolicy
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I. Interrelationships ppulation,,Policy,

; a . V

and Aspects of velopment
Cr

by

)

Gerardo P. -Sicat
q .

National Economic" and Development Authority,
. GovAnment of The Philippines

.. ..

tc.

',The-magnitude of population growth is important. A high
populatibrigrowth rate poSet needs that take away vital' and
critical resources from the economic detrefopment effort. It ..
magnifies problems of unemployment, the supply-and,quality of
sobial services, poverty, income'distribution and urbanize-
tion. Consequently, the achievement of the desirddhlevel of

/ -'social and economic development becomes a considerably 4ofe
difficult task.

.. . , N. .
. "This 4omplexity of the popu tion problem constrain-
ing fhe social and economic devel pment of the country brings,
the.issue within tlie imiediate and long-run concern of devel -'
opment planning." ..

. .

a f. The preceding..statementS are ,taken from the Philippine
Four -Year Development Plan FT 1974-1977 chapter on population
programs. They demonstrate the basic reasons for the'adoption

.\of a conscious population policy that would "achieve and. main-,s
tain population levels most conducive to the, national welfare."
The concern of the Philippines,, therefore, is to relate levels -
of- population (and its growth) 'to .the capacity of the economy
to provide more Measurable welfare'such as in terms of incomes
and other material benefits. EconoMicdpvelOpment, on the one '''''-
front, is designed to enlarge the availabilities of options

?"for 4oproVed material: and nonmat ialwelfare,for all citizens
_! through food proauction,industri lization, anOthe expansion
'of commerce. Popdlation is. the rincipal dendminator to allri. 'these benefits: , %

7
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The concern of other less developed countries in this re-
gard is dependent on different internal considerations. This
is probably-why in the last World Population Conference in
Bucharest, many schools of thought. emerged among the national
participants.

There are also many circularities in the consideration of,,
population and developientsPolicy. A "demographie,approach'
to analysis of population-problems, for instanqe, has many
implications on social and economic development policy. On
the other hand, handling development policy issues and pro-
grameinevitably,leads the examination of aspects of popula-
tion policy. , In fact, it almost outlines a profile of alter:
native investments for social services.

.

Also, and as implied.by the quotes at the beginning, a -

network of problems arises inithe consideration 6f popuption
policy and development. Ttle material benefits, from develop-
ment can, after all, be- reduced in terms Alf a major denomina- '

f
tor the population level, in rder to arrive, at per,capita
material benefits In :this r gard, there are many:aspects of
development, whether based on aggkegative measures of economic
performance such's& gross national product, incomes, savings,
and consumption, or on specific details of services, e.g.,'
rice production or consumption, schoolbuildings, houses,.tele-
vision and radio sets, or roads. The relevaht per persbn
measures Piave to be derived,accordingly. These measures pro-
vide the stepping stones for the,necessary, preparations of
programs and policy preocriptions.° .
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II. Social Science Research Needed
for Population Policy

.

The analysis social science.reseakch activiipiet-needed
for populatipzi policy would depend very much on the nature of

'the attiVities,pf population programs in different countriei.
It begins with ihe. question of how much basic statistical in-
formation'is available on population levels, populationdis-
tribution and so on. or

2( ,tt".-,'

In,dome countries, the unavailability of reliable basic
statistical niimbers is an Oblestaope,for the" more sophiSticated
inquiries dictated by the social sciences. Of course, ,however,
many social science disciplines have their .own special tech-Y.
niques of handling specific problems: Thus, the lack of re-

, .
liable basic in be made fdr,byibubsti7,. . , ,,

eb tute but'quite reliable estimates of populafion;andotelated,-
' , information on specific regions.. This fills under the pilot

_
. ,research approach. -

.

:,.. .

.\\_. .

In' the Philippines, for example, a lot of 40cussions.on
social sciendetesearch thdt. can assibt'pdpulation- policy have °'
been undertaken in, the last.five,years.. Experts, in fact ',re
beginning to 'ask the questiOnof what .additional problems are
to be met. This reflects that even 'as 4,basic set of re-
searaies'on various' aspects of population has been initiated'
due toan active, population program, more problems have emerged

.

and ctive research ptdorities hae, therefore, to be deVised. : %;.

Thits,Month, agrOUP of experts "on Philippine population -ay. f

research met in Manila for thefollOwing major ends: "J1) try 1

a

. r

41°
a I

1, analyze and assets past research in population; (2) to exchange
informationsoii current approaches and- the,' findingtin .6 .

research beating'on.population across various pocial,soi-
enee.dpciPlineS; an (3) to attempt 'to i ify priority'
4read 'for future pop ation research. The p int of the fieest,

'.tweadjectiydfieis that research,les'to,be 'read, evaluated and
'disseminated if it should_not,be pointless at all.' -Then pro-,,. zi

. grams haye tp be monitor90, their twits assei§ed and arm:-
1.y.7.4 as aiguide tollfuture-prograts. -

.
,

1 ,
4 . , ' I

/ ° .. 0 6 'y .. N VI ,..'
4 ' t '

, It is_e*pectedthat
N

moredefinitive antaccutate informa-
!:.?: tion on the foregoipg points wifl.be.obtained'vhdh the full,

: report of, the experts' meeting ist rendered. itekust be -.... ,.

poiAed out however, that',the lot Of research discussion. had
, .-centered on social and_psychalOgical 'aspect6 of fertility,,..;

, . _::,. .._,.tr.....4:a. '.t -
,N'
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the evaluation ofcurrent popAption programs, and the limitsand effectiveness of economic dehographic models. In thistegard, sonis population researcl topics that have been indi-.cated by ; population agencies and schol#rs in the Philippinesare attached.'

192

.

Also, the current annotation of actual activities on pop-

.

ulatibniresearch is of the following categories: (1)-demog-raphy; (2) population and development; (3) population andsocial institutions; A4 social differentiation; (5) family
planning;, and (6) attitud4 and behavior change. Even in the

, i n E 6 : :confinedlarea o f d 4ogratbic changes, the surface has-hardly beAR
acratchedany-problems,still require special,. ,attention, as also attached here.

.

- pnsthe matter 60 effectiveness ctf family planning pro-grams, the discussions are.on incentive and1lisincentive,ichemesfor the program, alternativdtypes of service'points,decentralization of program control, and fictive ini:rolvement.of. local leadership. All of these, center. not on demo4raAlcal
problems but on problems df publiC administration and politi-cal, sociological, and psychological analyses,. '

7--

,

There are also,dome aspecti,re4ted tO'cross-,culturalactivities.. For instance/basic theological"Oalues are needed, to be undeistOod in thia,Context. 'Thieis so that population,
programs. can be truly responsive to thd felt'needs,of the. population, in particular: as they apply to Mds-gems, Chrii-,
-tians (speci)cally the. Catholics), Protestantp and other:- sects. _

.
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ANNEX "A"

POSSIBLE TOPICS FOR POPULATION RESEARCH .-

I. Research in Fertility Control

Research along this line has high practical,utility
in-view of population pressures on development. The
following topics, however, are just general headings,

--"'and specific research questions will need to be studied
in thecontext of previous- research.

A. "Natural" processes aEfecting.fertility':

1. Population-4-elated cultural values;
2. Population-socialization;
3. Sexual practices and family relations.

B. Planned fertility control:

1. Management of population programs;
2. Delivery systems for family planning and

-related services;
3. Laws regulating fertility;
4. Population-communication;
5. Population-education.,

. . Demographic Research

I The follo,,, wing are needed fo`blierail, , planning and.
e

interpretations' bf %fends
A -.

,%,

Af. Accurate estimates of rates and trends; projections .

'B. Interpretationsof.
\,
ends; socio-economic modeling.

III. Other population'Research' .
.

i

...

.. , .

, _. L . .

The following topics,tiorder on other research amps:
.1

.

*
,

._
A. Population and urbaniz4.5ion
B. Migration, local And.internatIonai ,

C, Social, inequality and 'ethnic_bal'ance m v

D.,.PopUla,tion-and environment. .,

E. Population and the labor foi4Ce-av-this relates to
socio-econbmic phenomena'ee , -1k.

r4
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ANNEX "B.1'

ILLUSTRATIVE" LIST_ OF 14SEAR.Cif PRIOR/TIES"

4

Improvement-of the national vital registration-system to'
usable levels, oh at least e sample registration schemd
which will provide adequate correction factors for under-,
registration.

b. Research on mortalitrjespeclally.to,establish satigfc-
tory estimates of the-crude death, rate and-other-mortality
measures and to.provide improved life tables.

c. Research on the implications of.population projections fors'
urban planning, national developMent planning, regional'
planning, manpowet planning, etc;

d.

e.

f

Comparative analysis. of hight-'
;

and low-fertility areas tcr.
guide policy on future fertirity.deciirie. %C-'

- i .

..'

BehaVidral research on what "makes the Filipinoact the-viay:*
A.

he does in the realm of marriage, 6mily formation, child '-'
,. ..

.

rearing, and othe'r events ofAhe life cycle.
't ',. : ,

**. ' .e " . ,-.

f. Policy research'to -guide administrators/political leaaers/ .

.)POPCOM in the formulation of a "beyond family.plannirfq"
(program that intearates policie4"lating to nan-fertility,

, i .,... .

-c
, aspectscif the popUlation, manpower; migraLion, infege
tion of women into economic, social, xoli e;ficaS'spher .

0 .--.

1
. ,

omprehensive evaluation framework for assessirkt1ie 4f--
ctivengss and the'problems of-the population'pragram-,' t

erating indeperodently (at least in part) of the POPCdM.
,.. .d!

Ou r
4

cess analysis of poptiNation program manage-
s ment.and functioning.SO, .

is Continuing experimental and-field studies to teat the
relative effectiveness and efficiency of innovative,strat-.
egies for disseminating and popularizing family planning:

- incentive and disincentive schemes
- alternative types of'service points
decentfalization of program control

e

) .- active volvement of local leadership.
0 # A-

Studies of t e effects )of various population ontrol pro- *
grams--family planning, population redistribute n, dispersal

industries, 4rowth centers--=on individual and.family.
welfare. .

.

'. ..-,
-
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III. HOW **1.3. Are Needs Being Met? Social Science
Reseaph Capacity an the Developing

54torld and Links to Policy

The goc al Science research capacities of developing coun-
tries Crary Jh many aspects. Theie include the,initial(endow-
merit of scholars, the previous investments in educationtl
institutions and intellectual development, and the relative
scarcity of available scholars. Anothor aspect may be the ,

appreciation of research activities by the national government 0

as,well as by 'external research institutions.

=--%-On these points; the differpntiation.ofese---arch an sup- w
Porting activities undertaken bylvarious`institutions in de-
veloping social science research capability becomes very
important,. An,excessive desire fee-action-Oriented types of -

programs oftentimes leads to, neglect of institution-building. --......AThis is to some extent more important at the early stages of
research in partiCular countries. It is an important area of
develqpment for less developed, countries than would -formally

, be appreciated by, thoqe undertaking a&tion- oriented, programs.
. 0 ..

It is very.assential, therefore,-to,conAinuously build ..

- i..4; , nstitution-building components into the programs of research.r
_The social science research Capacity of 'any country depends so
much on this. , .

,

N. .1 r .In the Philippines today, an example, One can 'argue
0 that the'leveI of institution-building has reached a high,

.
,,

, .

r,

point to o er less developed countries. There is still dis-
satisfaction over the current level'Of science research capa-
Ity, however because it can-be somewhat built further. A lot

.still can be undertaken with the eqormous'amount of talent in..
,the country. (Thus,,the n r of people directly involved in

. usefdl rese rch must- be i cfeased because there are jlist too
--many research PrOblee

,
forTr o nvestigation.

_ ..
- .

. Also, the-capabie researchers are normally those already
. ,0 ,

absorbed in government work, staff work, or administrative.

-work in dniveriitesand researchfinstitutions, and, some-
times, into, active governmdnt work. This points to =the need 7

- for developing greater social science research capacity. It
'additionally efilphasizes the institution-building component int,

° the\.actions of donor agencies: ,

-

,

;

ti
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S 4.

As to the linkage of social-science researck.to policy,
there is: the danger that all Policy-oriented research should -

be undert4ken. One can argue tor a more generalized aPproach
here because it is very difficult to.just pinpoint a policy-
oriented research. Sometimes, some so-called policy research
studies,are shallow-in findings while basic researches often-
times viewed as "academic" tend to have a much la4ger impact
on the action of policy matters.' For instance, policy makers
may disrbgand the'message of'econometric models in decision
making, whereas, without them,,there occurs a complete ,void in
information that'policy makers critically need.

There is then a need for a good balance of research
priorities. #_,is not only the obvious that should be under-
taken but also the least obvious.. This least'obvious can be
undertaken-only by a sophisticated research capacity that -

ought to be built.
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.a

Canadian Internationaj.-Development Agency

by

Aridre Lux
Special Advisor (Dermigraphy)

Having only a'. short time at my disposal to prepare a memo-
randum 'on aodialstience research needs for population and de-
velopment, I shalilimit myself to a few points'related to the
perception of thege needs. In Canada, IDRC is currently in-
volved in joint research programs-with various national insti-
tutes throughout Asia, Aftica'and Latin America sand will give
al.?, required information on these programs.

to.

' t

].. .Data collection.- The-World Population Plane of Action
recombends that a census be taken in each country between 1975
and 1985. Huge amounts of mone4have'already'been disbursed by

.

donor agencies for this 'purposefin the last few years,''and much
more is expected *to be:spent during the next decade. Now, cen-, /
stases in LDCd 'are thuchtooexpensive for the &.peor quality an
inaccuracy of data they provide (age reporting, for instance).,.
Sample surveys have,many,advantages as compared to census: 4-

less e s've; more accurate; Use.fewer and better-fraine
,.. ' ,, ,,,

col -toi's,' `e'er coverage of relevant variables in relatedk
--. ..

\ \ 'elds of so ---N. sciences. Therdfore, there is a need o skead
1 NN-,knowledge ,and a ation on haw to build adequate samples, 4c-

, ,,

cording to vaiiou man gottlapent pAtterns. s.-,. ,_

.. .

.\ . To argue that satin eb can only be drawn out of pre-
existing information '1164 ided by a census is to forget that
bOth census' taking and s le surveys require a listing of all
human settlements to .be co red either way. Besidessample
survey techniques, there is urgent need for simple devices
to organize and run vital st isfics. IDRC-has launched a
piOneering study on current o 'tacles in this field in13'
Francophone African countries. ..

. .
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2. Grass -root level'approabh of fertility dynamics. Economic
demography has often been built along macro - models, using ques-
tidnable official figures (of agricultural production, for in-
stance). Studies made 20 years ago shOwed dramatic population/
land ratios with bare subsistence levels tmoAg peoples who,
after growing bS, more than 50% in the meantime, have not died
out today, but' still survive.at-the bare subsistence /level!

this subsistence level that flexible? What deterAines the
surface ofland'under cultivation per household--mere avail-
ability of land, or a poor. technology which prevents pad/ale
from using all available land and thus induces them ta Prolifer-:
ate? A field study made in rural Rwanda from 195 to 1959

'clearW demonstrated that the surfaceunder cultivation in-
creased in straight proportion to the size of t)e iouseholds,
so-that the-poor diet could not be explained by overpopulation.
Such conclusions resulted from patient and protracted observa-
tions on theifield--a rare event indeed.*

This field work approach seems to be needed to really come
to grasp with the behaviour of those millions of people who are
very poor, seem to be short' of land 'and/or other sources of in-,
come, goon nonetheless, breeding many children, and cannot,.
however, be assumed to be systematically irrational. Much more
should be known about, the rationale of their behaviour. To do'
this, we need to go much furtherthah the usual KAP surveys,
with new investigations :into rural household economics, small
community anthropology, and cultural psychology, all of which,
are rather underdeveloped sectors of our sophisticates social \,4

sciences, stuck in the mud of their mathematicarvretentions
and dubious rigor. A better insight into the rationale. of fer-
tility behaviour is indispensable to designpdlicy measures
aimed,at decreaiing fertility and improving the-itandard%of °

living.

Among the topics that will be covered under this heading,
cultural psychology, with a good anthropologidal baEkix4 shoUld
look into the culturally perceived significance of child-bearing

rural and urban poor women°, in relat&on to their social
"-StatuS' and their unconscious, and conscious aspirations. The
easy-made inference from-increasing abortion, to felt need for
contraception should be checked, in view of abortion trends,in'
countries like Sweden, where contraceptive services are readily
supplied. In other words, the mere iricr4ease in abortiohs'in

*Ph. Leurquin, Le niveau de vie des populations rurales
de Rwanda -Urundi, Louvain 1960, p. 122 and _ref. cited.
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the developing countries does not ipso facto allow them to
think that improvements in the s upply of contraceptive services

Awill meet with success.

EffortsjOhould be made, through interviews and other
methods; to try and_compare present standards of living with
those prevailing in the same communities, say, ten years ago,
when the- population was 20 tb 25% smaller.' Cohorts of young)
married couples should be followed up at regular intervals to
test how they adapt to the increasing number of their children,
and to make a sort of cast-benefit analysis ofit. Are young
children an asset to their parents, and if not, are they still
perceived as such, and why?

.

3. Whatever progress in knowledge is gained fromothis micro-
approach, it'should be supplemented, by a critical review of
some firmly tooted conclusions of the macro-approach. For in-
stance, itis currently admitted as evidence that population
increase requires a proportionatel share of "derhographit in-
vedtmen s," which reduce the capacity growth.L

IY
nper capita

GNP. n reality, however, to what extent does population in-
crease really foster the corresponding demographic investments?
Have schools,'maternities, hospitals, etc. Wen increasing at
the same rate, particularly in rural areas? .If not, what is

4
hampering more rapid economic development? Anyway, in this
case, population increase cannot be made responsible. More-
over, what proportion of social investments have been done ,.

while population was increasing, and Would not have been done.
otherwise? More generally, a serious factual study,shouldbe ii_
condlicted on the possible relationships between the4pattes
and amounts of sectoral and geographical investments andilou-
lation dynamics,(both in terms of fertility, mortality and
migrations. . -'..

4. From a policy point of View,',it is urgent to know more
about'the factors which may contribute'to a change in fertility
behaviour. Rich and James Kocher have presented some
facts in support of the hypothesis that fettility debline re-
sults from improved economic and social conditions. We need to
,push. further ahead beyond this sketchy initial stage. tt,

.21

Firstly, the mere concomitance ofdecpeasing,fertility
rates on the' one hand, and better land tenure and/oraessun-
equal income distribution, etc.on the other hand, is no proof
of a causal link. This link should be investigated broth at the

';1 7
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grace-root level (see/supra), and through systematic and largel. .

scale comparative m Iti"-variable'analyse m. Many factors- ..4

i/aof "modernizatio ,' indeed, must be entered in the model. It,
is not at all evident, for instance, that people must. already
-be enjoying a' higher standard of living to curb their fertility;
prospected-improvement maybe a mbre important'faptor. Material
well-being may well not be the sole lever of change, and factors:
such as political consciousness may play a role. It'is impor-
tant not to eliminated the variableswhich do notlend them-
selves, at least.easily,. to quantification.

.

Setesndli, there is the important question Of the pace at
Whicl) various factors bring fertilityto.W decline. The iapid-
ity iiith which fertility has been declining in a few countries
or regions is a new phenomenon. Why,anUlow so rapid a change, .

when compared to previous declines'in Europe and North America?
What role have family planning rvices played in this decrease? No,

They are said to haiie'accelerated it; what evidence is there in
support of'thia assertion? If so,* it should be'possible and
interesting to -- study the ways people are responding to family
planning agentsncountries with previously dpereasing fer-
tility, as compared; to countries with no such decrease.

,

4

5. Because of the pol itical sensitivity Of populatiori programs,
the Bucharest Conference, viewed as a privileged place of con-
frontation between political leaders of rich and poor countries,
in the light of the past:twenty-five years of efforts by the
rich countries to introduce fam y planning in the poor coun-
tries, should be taken seriousl d studied as such. 'To what
degree have the leaders of the Third World been-sensitized to
-the. need for urgent 'action in the field of population? To af,
'ext'ent has the strategy of urging a new international econom
F'order'included a sense of concern fair the population variable
aretop-the contrary, ,eliminated it? Has Bucharest displayed
"un dialogue des sourdsu inomatters of population? If so; wfiy,
and what are the practica implications for future pdlicy
orientations and strategie's? ir

*

,
-

. /
)k

6. Since population programs are not to be
conductedr

'in isola-
tion, bUt effectively integrated into broader development pro.:
grams, there is an urgent need to study the ihilosophy'of such
integration, and practical ways and means to achieve'it: It,
is not enough, indeed, and may even-Ape wrong, just to book at
how to use sectoral deifelopmentagents,(union leaders, para-

.

medical people, cooperative managers, etc.), and train them to

00109
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.play the "classical" role of a family planning propagandist,
. !

as.a sort of overtime responsibility. If changes irr reprodud-
tive behaviour result in a complex way from participation in

4,various channels of so4a1 change and modernization, then the,
job 'of trying to accelerate these changes in reproductive be-
haviour within the very prodess 6f global change at the com-
munity br wider level, must at the limit, become fully mixed.
into the broader responsibilities of the agents concerned.
HoW to do this is not an easy question to answer. Inthis
respect, it would be useful totlook.at the,Program of community
development in poor boroughs of Cali, Colombia,1where family
planning has become a part of a general, educational effort at
responsible self-help. After,A two.= years, the average number
of pregnancies has dropped fromone per year to one her-nine
years. "To what extent this striking performance must be
'attributed to the educational-and spir=itual input of the so-
called natural `ttemperature) method, remains to be studied.

*
Anyway, the problem oL integration, just outlined, peems

. to be of much higher priority(than the often stre4sed one of
better management of family planning programs.

4,
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October, 1974

The Ford Foundation

1../ Donor agency perception of knowledge needs, examples of
kinds of social science research on popUlation and development
that are and are not supported by the Ford Foundation; prob'
able future trends of support.

The Ford Foundation supports two categories of research
on population in whidb the social sciences are involved. The
firstis social science.research as it relates topopulation
policy as part of the development process. Under this heading
the Foundation supports A broad spectrum of research as well as
training. Only infrequently does the Foundation finance dis-
crete research projects aimed at a particular policy objective%
The typical Foundation grant is for the suppoict of university-
based population centers, institutions such_as the Population
Co'uncil', competitions, and. networks to ,facilitate policy -
,oriented social science research. Its support is program:
oriented', rather than project-oriented.
0

All the Foundation'S activities in the developing world
'0are.the responsibility of.'its several overseas offices. In
its .grant making in the developing world the Foundation has
provided support for a wide variety of institutions eng.tged in
social science research relevant to population policy, as is
described in section' 2, below.'

An exception to the Foundation's usual policy of develop-
uely)), of research capacity rather than support of particul-a-r`re.
search projects is a series of "Second India Studies" aimed at_
evaluating Aroblems in sectors of the economy and in specified)
regions to be faced ey 2000 f1.t1. when the population of India
is projected to be twice its present size. These studiett on r
the of population growth in such areas s'agricul-
ture) water supply, urban planning and energy resourceq bring
into the population studies arena ,xperts in a varietyrof sec-
tors of development planning,. .

. From its budget for support of training and research ac-
tivities in the United States and other countries of the

o
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industrial world, the Foundation has provided core support to
some fifteen university-based population studies centers that.
have sponsored extensive social science research by faculty and
graduate students. Much of this research has. been in collabo-'
ration with scholars frort the.develOping world.- The Founda-
tion has given special attention to the interrelatidnshig of
population and economic vaeiab4es, supporting, the macro-
economic research of such-Scholars as Simon Kuznets, Alan, /

Kelley, and the micro economic studies of the National Bureau
.of Economic Research!

In collaboration with the Rockefeller Foundation, lie
Ford Foundation has for the past four years sponsoreda com-
petitive ogram of awards k.9 support of social science and
legal eseardh related to population policy., Awards have been
ma to scholars throughout the world.

(

.

The second categbry of social science research on popula-
tioh supported by'the Ford Foundation is outside the terma of
reference of this conference?. It is pATt'of an effort to help .

improve the effectiveness of population programs and consists
of short-term, action-research foonssed on the operations of
family planning programs. 'In this work we place special eim-
phasis on encouraging the.linka-§es between administrators of
family planning-programs and management institutes,in the.
developing world, as exemplified by the activities of the.
International Committee for Management of F6pulation Programs 1

(ICOMP) , arid evaluation research ipd experimentation as car -

A

,ried out by the 'international Committee for Applitd Research ,t

on'Population

In.dollar terms the Foundation's support for all social
science based population studies is relatively small*, as is

0

v indicated in the followiingitable which*alsogives estimates :
for. expenditures by the R kefeller Foundation'and the Popu-
lation Council. These th ee .foundations probably provide 90

,,,percent of, all private funds dedicated to the support of non-
'2

/

"-biomedical population research and.training.

Along with its other_programs,oundation supportilfor this
field is expected to decline in the. future becaise of finan-
cial exigencies. within 'declining - budgets, however., the

ndation expects to ppt special priorityon encouraging t
developing capacity or' social science researchfih,the de el-
oping world.
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Commitments to Research and Training in Population
Studies b Major U.S. Foundation Sources

($-milliOns)

1111§0 (1965 70 1973

Ford Foundation*
RoCkefeller Foundation*
Population.Sauncil.

Total e

. t

0.3

3.7 -2.7
/ . 3

-.144 1.9

2.2
1.

V

5.1 $.9 5.&

2. Examples 'major programs and institutions in the devel-
oping world suppOrted by tlie Ford Foundation that arec4renty -cl
Or,potentially engagedin social pcienc research on Pophla-

, tion and develdpment.
j4

A number-of major instif5t4ons can be lilted ,on each con .
tinent that are actively pr potentially enga4bd
research. Latin Americehas a partiailarly strong grottp of
'institutions engaged-in social science research, notably the
'Colegio de Mexico, with its emphasis on economic and dema--
graphic studies, and a. group o institutions. that have forn4d

, a special collahoiative network for poedlation"research under
the titlseof PISPAlt (a them9randum on this program is attached
hereto). The list of. institutions supportAd in,Asiaa:includes.
the Pakistan nstItute of Dbvelopment Economics, the Indian 1

Council of%SociallScience Research; the Bangladesh Institute '

of Development Studiev, the University of the Philippines
PopulatiOn Institute, the'hilippine Social Sciente Council,
the DemographicInstitutepof the University of Indonesia,and
the Korean Institute for Research in this Behavg.orc Sciences.
In the Middle East, Bacettepe Uhiversity.in'Turkey,-the AmeriJ-,
can Univarsity in.Beirut and the American University in Cairo
have recel.vedloundation support for social science work in
population. .The Foundation has hotso far been a, major con-
tributor to. institutional development relpteN'to social-sci-

. ence research,on population policy in Subsaharan Africa, bdt
may well be,moying in this direction. For example a small I

grant program in East Africa willbe dirrectedito-the'support

0

-

- .

q

. *Not incluaing grantao'to the Population Council fOi-
population studies. 4 . r

6- - 4 .

1
6 ,- /

tLess.than $10,6,000./ P; kf
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of young- scholars just beginning, their academi.c careers to,
enable them to conduct policy-oriented multidisciplinary re-
search .on national development issues.

A.

The'Ford Foundation has helped support a number of net-,

. works engaged in comparative research, on policy releyant
.topics in Asia; One is the Organization of Demographic Asso-
ciates (ODA) 15tablished in 1965; comprising seVen Asian centers

TaiWan, the Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, SiiCga=
pore; and Malaysia and coopetalips centers in. Japan and the.
United States. A second fs thg Council for Asian Manpower
Studies 'GAMS} concerned with studies of employment in Asia,
with'an institutional membership extensively overlapping.
_ODA's, The' newest of such networks is a Committee for Com-
parative Behaviotal Studies on Population centered in the i ,

Kor an Institute for Research 'in'the Behavioral Sciences which
ha taken over responsibility from the East-West Center for
directing a multinational comparative study of the perceived
vflue of children.

In addition to the worldWide Rockefeller-Ford research
competition, the.FordFoupdation is helping to support a num-
ber of small competitions that,are designed to .fit national
and regional needs for research encourag,ment. Attached
hereto are brief descriptions of two of these competitions,
in Brazil and in Southeast Asia. The latter is supported
jointly by IDRC. 44 similar program'for Mexito will be insti-
tuted

N'

via a grant to the MexiCan Population Association.

.3. Programs/institutions that are candidates for joint or
multiple agency funding.

,TheFord Foundation has long and favorable experience
'th' joint 4inancing'of population programq. It has joined
h such agencies as the Rockefeller Foundation, .IDRC, UNFPA,

d the Population Council in_such endeavors. 'A number of PO-
tential candidates'for joint 'funding are contained in the

1 background papers for Session 5; In'addition, 'the paper on
Strategfor International Agencies prepared foi Session 4
contains a, number of suggestions for the possible establish-
ment of new institutions for social science research on popu-
lation policy. These are ambitious and problematic but may

_ .merit some cqpsideration during this confezence.

-Attachments
1

a
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Regional Program of Social Research on Problems
Relevant to Population Policy in
- (Latin America (PISPAL)

c,

C

,

ATTACHMENT A

AAt the first Bellagio ;fleeting on.populatiOn held in April.
1970, the paucity of.sociarscien0 research on population
issues in the less developed countries wssidentifked as an
important obstacle to the design:and implementationjif more.
effective population policies. oResporiding,tothis need,, the
staff of the Ford- Foundation's Off)ke for Latin America.de-
cided to explore(the possibility 6f developing in the Latin
American region aprogram'of comparative social Science re-
search on, Problems relevant to population policy. A group of
leading LatinAmerican social scientists was invited to con-*
sider designing and organizing such a program. As a result of
their efforts and initiative, a network of Latin American so-
cialcial science centers has now come together to collaborate in`

,

multi-disciplinary research focused on issues broadly related
to population dynamics and the, formulation of national popula-
tion policies: The new regional program is best known by its

-acronym: PISPAL.

4

Genesis of the program

:Although the initial,invitation was issued' by the Ford
Foundation, respons,i.bility for the pxogram's forNnlation and
organization rested from the outset with the Latin Amerian
schopriy community. Following a serAes of consultations. and
preliminary meetingS with Latin American social scientists, an
organizing;committee for the program was selected, Comprising
Dr. Carmen Miro, director of the Latin American Demographic
Center (CELADE) in Santiago; Dr. Victor Urguldi, president of
the College of, Mexico; Dr. Candido.4)&copio Camargo, director
'of the Brazilian CentOt of Analysisand Planning (CEBRAP) in
.Sgo Paulo; and ,Professor Mario Rtbirosa, then a senior re-

Urban and,Regional Studies (c.EUR) of
Institute in.Buenos Aires. Dr. Gerardo.

sychologist On:CELADE's. staff, acted as
secretary of the committees. Dr. Ozzie. Simmons, then program
advisor in population and social science in the Ford Founda-
tion's Santiago fiefa-office, also participated in the, meet-
ings of the organizing committee.

'1-c .

arc4

C.

searcher at the Center
the.Torcuato Di
Gonzalz, a social
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As in,early step, the,orqanizing group commissioned
Dr. Gonzalez to visit the leading social science centers in
T.itin America for the purpose of review,ing the state of
populaiion-related research in the region and assessing the
capability and interest of each center in participating in a
collaborative, regional research effort: In mid-1971,
Dr. Gonzalel visited thirty-one centers in eight Latin Amer-
ican countries: On the basisof+his report; eighecenters
were selected as founding members of themew--PISPAL program:
CEUR: CEBRAP; the Center for Studies of PapulationDynamics
(CEDIP) of the University of Sgo Paulo;, CELADE; the Latin
American Faculty of Social Sciences (FLACSO) 4n Chile; the
Division of Population Studies ofthe Colombian AssociatiOn of
Medical Faculties (ASCOFrAME); the Center for Economic and
Demographic Studies (CE8pY of the College of Mexico; and 'the
Institute of Social Research of the National Autonomous,Uni-
versity of'Mexico. In selecting these, centers as the founding ,

members of the proposed .regional program, the organizing ode-.
miftee was guided by several explicit criteria; including the
demonstrated'capacity of each center to conduct social Science
research; the breadth and quality of staff resources, and a
willingness to make at serious institutional-commitment to the
program and to research-themes relevant to population policy;

Subsequently, in consultation with the eight founding
centers, the organizing committee defined the structure,
decision-making mechanisms and operational framewOrk of PISPAL
arid drew up a set of ;basic research priorities,;or'the initial
phase'ofthe regional program.. In April 1972, the purposes and
modus operandi' of the program were formally presented to a
meeting of potential'donor/agenciewassembled in New York City.
Also presented was an estimated budget for the first two years
of the prOgrami, which totalled-Approximately $650,00q. A

' consortium of private, national, and international agencies
agreed in oncert to cover the-costs of PISPAL

tw -year period. The'PISPAi program officially'began
operat g on March 1,.1973.

It is significant to note here that the PISPAL program
was not built on-new institutions or new clusters of research-
ers specially created to work on population. Rather, it capi-
talized on the accumulated social science capacity in the

'region and on institutions already active in research. The
PISPAL program, in sum, grew out of Latin America's existing
infraStructure in the basic social science disciplines--
sociology, economics, political science, demography, et al.--

0020f/
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wh had been painstakingly develoRed.over more than ten years ,
wi the assistance. of UNESCO, the Ford Foundation, the Rocke-
f =1 er Foundation,' and other external donor agencies.

ucture of the program,

Formally, PISPAL functions under. the auspices ofthe
tin American Social Science Council (CLACS0), a federation

fl national centers that 'brings Latin America's sociaf
ists together in an annual assembly:and* a number of sub -

stantive working commissions, including Commission on Popu-
lationand Development.' P.$PAL is officially registered as a
sub-group-of that Commission. Nevertheless, the program
operates With full autonomy. The direetion of PISPAL, .

cluding decisions' on policy,' membership, and the allocation of
research funds, is vested in a PrograWcommittee comprising
one representative of each member penter:%The Program Commit-
tee meets semi - annually to define the broad policy guidelines
for PISPAL and'to select those research proposals that will .'
receive program funding.

At the working level, coordinati9on of PISPAL rests with a
Central Unit,\specially established tolserve'as a secretariat,
liaison office,' and research resource-for the program. The
Central it coniists Of a multidisciplinary team of research-
ers and research assistants with competence in socioldgy, po-
litical sociology,.pconomics, demogragli, and urban and re-
gional studies. It was decided by thesmember centers to lo-
cate the Central Unit at CELADE, wherlet could take advantage
'of CELADE's professional staff and its rich storehouse of
population data j/r 'Latin America. p

;'

' , The Clipt41 Unit hasleen assigned.multiple function6 in
the PISPAL proiram.' TheselTnclude.(1) overseeing an inventory
of research in Latin' America relevant to population policy;
(2) evaluating the research proposals submitted to the Program
Committee; (3) providing technical assistance to member cen-
ters and others in the formulation and implementation of popu-
lation research projects; (4) identifyisng priority research
areas$or PISPAL; (5) 'coordinating the various research proj-
ects caNducted under the PISPAL umbrella; (6) exploring the
theoretical and methodological issues involved in multidis-
ciplinary studies of population dynamici and policies; and
(7) promoting cdaNitoratille research among PISPAL's member
centers.

.D O8,i;.
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In actual' practice, the act 'ities of the,Cehtral Unit
',were for a time out of phase wi the rest. of the PISPAL pro-
gram. Although-the-Central Un t Was to .play a key role from
the outset, in fact-it w.= brought up to full staff "

strengtiruhtil March 1914,.a year after the PISPAL Aogram had
been launched. Major difficulties were encountered in re-

\ cruitihg Latin American social scientists with appropriate
competence and, experience. ir

% As a result, the Central Udit:did not begii0to carry out1
its full range of functions:until very recently; and PISPAL's
research endeavors during the first year were not as sharply
focused and coordinated as they otherwise might have been.

Another PISPAL Mechahisni, which will be initiated later
this year, is a series of workshops, and seminars bringing
together researchers working in'the same thematic areas. The

workshops will serve as a vehicle for coordinating research in
progress and exploring common theoretical and methodological

- problems. The seminars will be a forum for the.Presentation,
:)" of completed research results. The final publicationof.

PISPAL research will rest with the member centeryhereach
project is carried out. If this aystein prOves insufficient
for an adequate'dissemination of PISPAL's research product,'
alternativepubliciation mechanisms will, be considered.

, .

There is still some question about the optimal size and
outreach of the PISPAL "model." It' was originally 'envisaged
that additional centers would be admitted to full membership.
status if they could offer evidence of sufficient staff capa-
bility and a'willingness tomike the necessary institutional.
commitment to the program, In the meantime, centers with
interests paralleling the PISPAL program might lOosely affil-
iate themselvesi with the enterprise in the status of "asso-
ciates." Three.new centers have obtained such associate
membership during the past year, and a number of others are
under consideration. The PISPAL Program Committee, however,
has not yet taken a'final decision on the extent to which the
current'core of member centers should be augmented. The addi-
tion of new member centers w th research interests relevant to
population policy would probably make'PISPAL more broadly
rereltative of the diverse approaches, ,ideologies, and
re earc "styles" now present in the Latin American region.
At the same timeskif thermembership is expanded unduly, the
program could become organiZationally unwieldy and unworkable.
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A second question now. under debate is th degree to which
the PISPAL program and its financial resources Should be

Orsopened up to individual Latin.American researc Ors who are not
affiliated'with a-member center. This year, thy' Program Com-
mittee made one research award to a scholar unc nected with a
PISPAL member institute. But it has yet to be_ cided whether
this lone exception will become in the future a `systematized.
°practice of PISPAL. If PISPAL's research fundd are indeed to' 1,

be made avaiiMple to non-member centers and. individual re-
searchers around the region4 a more formal mechanism will- have
to'be devised for equitably.apportioning these program monies
among qiverse applicants. .._

.

,

,

D , ' '°
.

qt

PISPAL's research activities

To date, nineteen research projects have received financ-
ing undei'the PISPAL program. Since few of the studies funded
haye yet ben b4ought 'td completion, it would be premature at
this time to attemptdn evaluation of PISPAL's initiai research
effort..Superficially, at least, the individual projects
underWayrseem to be a varied and somewhat disconnected asSort-

.ment. ! EXamples of'approved topics include the roleof polit
ical and intellectual elites in the formulation of population'
polici in Chile; the relationship between changes in the,
structure of.rural-employment and migration patterns in
Argentina; the effects, of differing urban structures and sys-
tems on "marginal" populations in Brazil; the interrelation-
'.ship among the changing labor, market, migration, and the de.,
velopment of trade unionism in Argentina; the effects of
different, developmeilt strategiee.on'population dynamics and
population policies; and the effect of rural health services
in Colombia on fertility and migration.) Little research Of a
comparative or coliaborative/Iture has ye.t been undertaken.

.

In part, the heterogeneity of the first group,. of projects
stemmed from the desire of the progVam Committee to get PISPAL'
moving as quickly as possible. Thus, many of the first proj-
ects supported were studies already in. progress at member
centers, which required only a modest financial -input for
their completion. To give mere order and focus to PISPAL's
'research efforts, the Progra4 Committee hasnow delineated
three areas of research concentration for the member centers:
agrarian structure and population; urbanization and popula-
tion; 6ndpolitical systems and population policies. These
'categories -are probably still too broad' if PISPAL is to

)00,g10
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produce over time a coherent and cumulative body of research.
However, the Program 'Committee is confident that as the work
of the Central Unit moves into high gear, and as researchers
are systematically brought together'in the projected skies of
workshops and seminars, PISPAL's research will take on increas-
ing focus and definition.

The problem of research definition is not, of course.,
.unique to PISPAL. Governments, social scientists, and donor
agenciet are wrestling everywhere with the question of what
'properly is population policy research and what variables are
most germane to an understanding.of population dynamics.
There are no standard formulas at hand and time will be needed
for PISPAL to scrt out its own definition of relevant research
areas. The problem is complicated by the play of(conflicting
theories,and ideologies in Latin America. Marxists and
structural-functionalists do not define their research uni- .

verse ,in the same way. And both schools are clearly present
and grappling. in the PISPAL arena. One cannot expect them to

ti `arrive!'at a 'workable synthesis overnight.

Operationally, each research project submitted to the
Program Committee is, subjected to rigorous scrutiny by the

'1Central Unit and two member centers before it is approved.
Whefeproposals appear to be,thematically interesting but
meth &ologically or theoretically weak, they are returned to
the applicants for revision. Staff of the Central Unit may
provide counsel and technical assistance ill the reformulation
of these proposals. Although the procedures for evaluating
research projects -are= reasonably stringent, it'has been sug-_ ,
gestea that the decision-making mechanism may be too much of
*an-"in-house" affair. PISPAL is now considering a system of
outside, independent readel-s to assist in the evaluation
process. However the present system is revised, what is of
primary importance in the PISPAL model is that the decivions
on research priorities and indi4idual research projects are
being taken not by foreign donor agencies, often far removed
from the scene, but by social scientists working in their own
national `lettings.

Linkages to policy makers

It is not the basic pUrpose of the ThISPAL program to feed
research directly, into,policy-making channels. Nor -is it in-

' tended that PISPAL produce research that is directly and
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immediatql.y "action- oriented. ",' Rather, PISPAL was desi ed to.
'explore,and illuthinate some of'thefundamental relation ips
between economic, social, and political variables and pula-
tion phenomena that are relevant to population policy. In
other words, it is hoped that PISPAL's tesearch over time will
providea broad body of knowledge and_analysis that will per-
mit poliby makers to make more intelligent choices and to for-
mulate more effective policies. ButPISPAL itself is not con-
ceived as a "policy- directed" program.

In similar fashion, PISPAL as a,regional network does not
attempt to establish working ,relations with governments. In-

. dividual membencenters,dbindeed have= links with government
officials and agencies-in their own cbUntries, varying accord-
ing to national circumstance and the nature of 'the governments
concerned. But PISPALae a'regionarfederation of academic
centers, defines its principal role as a vehicle-for research.

Financing of the program'

p

Financing of the PiSPALA3rogram in its first two years
has been shouldered by a groUp of five donor agencies: the
United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA), the
Canadian International DevelOpment Research Centre_(IDRC),
the Rockefeller Foundation, the Population Council, and the
Ford Foundation. UNFPA's'financing,covers the total staff
costs of the Central Unit hb-Ueed at,CELADE, in the a0Proxi-'
hate amount of $315,000 over two years. Remaining costs of .

'the'ptIcgram, including the'eUm of $250,000 for direct research
expenses,'have been shared by the other fbur donors, as fol-
lbws: $150,000 fronithe-IDRC, $100,000 from the Rockefeller
FbundaVon, $25,000 from the Population Council, and $50,000
from t' Ford Foundation. UNFPA funds for salaries are chanr
neled through a United Nations trust fund so that compensation,
and benefits of Central Unit'Staff can be established on the
U.N. ire forma scale. Financing from the other donots is
granted through the College of Mexico, which is the seat of
CLACSO's Commission on Population and Development. The Col-
lege of Mexico manages the disbursement of these funds and
providei the PISPAL Program Committee with the required finan-
cial repotts. for the donors. The Program Committee is respon-
sible for protriding an annifal,,narrative progress report to
the donors on t)(e status and accomplishments of the regional
program. A single delegate monitors the program on behalf of
all the-donors,reviewing the research financed by PISPAL and
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meeting,periodically with the members of the'Program Coiami4es.
The first monitorwas Dr. Simmons, of the Ford Foundatioli.
When Dr. Simmons' was transferred to Thailand, the member cen-
tors and the donor agencies asked Dr: Walter Mertens, of the
IDRC, to take over the monitoring assignment.

InJune 1974, representatives pf all the donor agencies-
assembled in Mexico City with, members of the PISPAL Program .

Committee to discuss accomplishments-to date andlplans for.
PISPAL's future. Although the donor agencies' registered, A
number of questions And concerns about the program, to which
PISPAL's Progr$m Committee will respond in the near future,
there was a general consensus that the PISPAL model has sub-
stantial merit. It is likely that the current tier of donor.
agencies, reinforced perhaps by new donors, will continue,to
supportthe program for at least an additional three years.
It was decided that any further assistance to PISPAL over the
longer term would be dependent on an in-depth evaluation.of
PISPAL's accomplishments by alpecially-constituted visiting
committee.' ,

Nita Rous Manitzas
'September 1974 ,

4
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Brazil Research Awards
.

,

.in -the late 1960's insdrder to promote acadeiltic interest
iri'demography, and to help create an independent Biazilian ca-
Pacity for analySisq:f population phen9mena, the Ford Founda-

,

. tion's'Brazil office established a' prog am of research awards
and training fellowships ., 'Training fel owships Vvere -awarded
firse.(nationwide Competitions:in 1972, -1973, 1974, 1975),

. then research co titions'were instituted; local'Oomography
courses, meetings and publications hive since emerged.

'',tN, 1

. There havebeen'T2 research competitions to date and pro -
posals are/ currentlybeing received for judgment in January
-1975. Seven search alards for work on fertility, migration
and mortality ve been made at the MA level, 17 at-the pro -'
fessional level. --/t is too .early tb'evaluate the success of .

the research competitions, since most of the 24 research proj-
ects are still Underway,' However, staff have been impressed
by the steadily;iMproyingquality of(the,research' proposals
and they are optimistic about' the, quality of the final prod-
ucts. There ate now other ,agencies helPing..to develop Brazil-
ian research capacity and rising interest from a number of
federal and regional planningPagencies; 'demography course
have

) ;4

,,,

sprung' up'in some universities without Foundation urging.
i

.

. . . . . ,

Administration of such a'-,program can be rather complex
but had become fairly routine after some experience; the gen-
eral ledSonsleained-ere undoubtedly applicable'to programs
which might be established in othet regions. There is.a con-
siderable volume 9g routine ,correspondence throughout the
year, the program/may 'need a technical advisor on-at least a
part-time basis, and.the' process ordeciugamong- proposals
can be delicate. The'Bragilvrogram has blen guided sine
1970 by a 5-member piaziliari a4visory committee (CAEP), which. a
represents the major disciplines involved (demography, eco-
nbmics, sociology), the regions pf the country and major cur-
rents of thought about population matters in Brazil. Building
on experience with previous research awards competitions,, GOP
agreed to insure, that:

. ..,

e.
,). .

,

a) The research competition is open to all:applicaots
regardless- of particular institutional affiliation.

. . -

r.

°
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b) The committee's officialrecommendations would le
,based on secret ballqs.

c)' Committee members with)loirganizational-links to a
given proposal would abstain from voting and discus-
sion of it.

ATTACHMENT,C

Southeast Asia Population Research
Awards Program (SEAPRAP)

The program (funded by IDRC and the Ford Foundation at
just over $250,000-for 2 years) has five basic. objectives:

a) to increase the amount and quality of research on
populatiqn problems in the region;

b) to provide opportunities for more interested and
qualified Asian social scientists to d6 such work;

c) to strengthen the research ihterests and sharpen the
skills of young scholars by enabling them to-carry on
.their own research projects with guidance and assis-
tance, if necessary, from experienced researchers in
the region;

d) to help identify promising candidates for advanced
training in social science disciplines concerned with
population'oblems; 14

e) to augment the flow of infoimation about population
research and its implications for pol'icy and planning
among social scientists 'and persons responsible for
planning and policy decisions.'

As currently designed, fifteen to twenty'iesearch awards
(not more than $7,500 for 12 months except in unusual cases)
will be made over,a two-year period with preference given to
small, sharply focusied projects. Screenihg and finalselec-
tion of proposals will be done by a panel of Asian social
scientists. The selection criteria have been deqned
sure that the development of the awardee's interest and skill
is given as much weight as the content of the proposed project.
`These social scientists will also serve as advisors and men-
tors to applicants who wish to have or seem'to need help to
improve research designs, data collection, processing,

tQ0215
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interpretation and reporting. The program-also seeks to in7
.s1re that all completed reports of acceptable quality are
pu.blished; distributed to libraries, and research institutions
as well as policy,makers who might be expected to have an
interest. The program may also succeed in identifying toung
faculty of government employees who would be'especially
promising candidates for further training. The program does
not include funds for such tmining.but could be useful,in

"-advising.potential candid'tes and helping them find resources.

A number-of Asian social science institutions were con-
sidered to administer the program but none wasefound to be
ftAlllisuitable. Therefore, the program is being administered
by the IDRC regional office in-Singapore with an Asian serving
as full-time director He is presently seeking to identify
and recruit the .consultant parcel, prepare and distribute an-

, nouncemens, receive and distributdproposals for screening,
etc. An initial consultinglgroup has been invited to provide
counsel on basic guidelines, composition and functions of a.
Program Committee. The Committee (5-7 membeits representative
of the major countries of, the region and a range of social
science disciplines) woulafformulate policy, screen, select
and judge applications,, prOidde technical consultation to
applicanthere necessary. -If the program goes well, every

iieffort-yill be made, in the second phase of the program, to
identify an appropriate Asiah institution for its administra-
tion. If there is agreement that the program should be ex-.,.

panded at the end of two years, other international agencies
would be approached to share extended funding with IDRC and
the Ford Foundation.

,

p
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frfie Cert&es teSearch:projects, on social science research

on pOpul iaton
,
and de6.14m64 are primarily based in the ,Divi-,

i ,

sionof Population and Heath Sciences, One of:the four divk
a

r,gions of the Centre.7,.,The/Population and Health Sciences Di ,.--,

sion's focus is on two interrelated elemerits irothe,development
prdcess: population amics gnd health og rural communities..

f - 7

.f-
In,- general; ..o, 'be'conlide'red by' the Centre, a project .

1

needs to balance the folklow4ng criteria, all` of which are im-
portant and gomeof which May occasionally conflict with; l'

-' "

.

another:
-

1
4 f

t
. .

11....4. .-1.,/ 1. The project has tb be directed.towards.the under-

1
.standf4.47of important,components of.the process qg E.

...
econ6gtic and social:development, ,

'

w , .

f
2. The projec should; results which Nay effec-

'tively,e ance the piocess of economic and social . ,L

deveio e t.
, 1 -

, The ject should put emphasiseither directly or ...

'4, \.
0 1

--.,..,,,

1, inkirep/y on the- welfare of rual population.
4. The project, eyen/if.limited to onecountry, shbuld ,2=.1.'

/ --/' ;Ape useful ilrione or More diMensions to othet:coun-' .
triel-i,(either through new focus, development of new ,
theories, testing- of new methods, study of'a:neW

e
I. . A: probleM, etc.). . . ,

,

v.. A5t The ;project should be conceived- primar-
_,-'0'.

34.1y by individuals or idstitutidits Au and'in,de-
veloping couneries. .

,

.' :,,\4,
-0-.,..:

6. Depending On the situatronA'prOject should :be A

directed in varyinroportiori toward,two objectii&o:
producing satilf scientifiC results and provicting a

1

r'
learning exiaeriencet .

.
.
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Over the course of its existence, institutional building
has not been a major activito the Centre, although it has

'tbecome increasingly concerned with the development of scien-

tific manpower.

'

Population and Economic Development'

7,
Within theaforementioned criteria, social science

preojeCts on..poopulation and development evolve within the

following cOtitext:

1. Economic development is a complicated process involv-
t ing many dimensions which vary by country, culture,

and level of dexilopient.
2. Population variables are an integral part, both as

dependent, and independent variables, of the process
of economic and social development.

3. Population. policy thinking is "t baby born 200 years
ago which has never grown up." A lot of contusion,

and Unclear thinking, imprecisionin definition and
focus, uncertainty-about the variables to be included,
contradictions about-their respective_ influences,
etc. is characterdstic of this area.

4. While,policy -relevant research, is A' major criterion
for IDRC'SupPort, it is recogniied that the link with
policy makers,is frequently abient, or at best in-

direct. Much. effort is required to enhance the
dial ague betwetn researchers and policy makers, and
to work toward jointresearch programs that tra mean-
ingful for the planner. New institutional arrange-
mentb may be called for.

quality research and intelligent discussion about:

population policiesare possible only when a decent
data base exists. -lOo.oftelltthis is forgotten.: At
the- same time,-tOo little effort, has gone i6to devel-
oping and adaptiv,existing'data to the needs of
population'policeresearch.

6. As in so many other areas oF social science, fashion -

,able change tao oftemmilstakenly taken to mean new
insights, with the consequence that instead of in

',.-deithithinking,development researchers in developing
countried are sometimes asked icijumi on the bandwagon
'produced in developed countries,

2
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Activities

Topipdsent-the Centre's population projects,* the classifi-
cation proposed by the Ford Foundation is used in ,a Simplified.
fashion. It should be noted that this classification is not.,
absolute; several Epjects'have overlapping characteristics-
Furthermore, several of the action research projects are not
pure social science projects. . In addition to the projects
listed, the Centre also provides finds for Seminars, project
development and related activities within the area of social
science,zesearch on population.

1. Data Base Activities

Impedimenta-to Vital Statistics (OCAM),
For the Organisation Commune Africaine.Malgadhe et
Mauricienne (OCAM), Cameroon, to.identify all ob-
stacles presently hindering,the,.efficiency of the

it

vital statistics services in 13 Afr'cancountries,
and thus formulate policies 14ading o the improve-
ments soughtby the governments concerned. (Countries
studied: Madagascar, Mauritius, Rwanda, GaboniCaM-

-

eroon, Central African Republic', Chad, Niger, Dahoffiey, ;..

Togo, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Senegal).. v

Population Dynamics. Survey (Central Africa)
For t4he Union bouaniere et EconomiqUe de l'Afrique
Centrale (UDEAC) in theiCentral African Republic, to

. support final studies n.&;1ongitudinal survey on'
rural population dynamics i:il,thaE country, Gabon,
Cameroon and Congo-Brazzavitie, and a joint seminar
to study policy'reommendations.

4
O

Migration Volume and Determinants (Upper Volta)
For the Government of Uppei-Volta's Social Sciences
ReSearch Centre and the DepaTtmentof Statistici, to \tv,

compile cOmprAbensive data on the volume and determi-
nants of migration in Upper Volta.

Regional.Demographic Surveys (Zaire.).
For the Nationai Institute of Statistics'ofthe Gov-
ernment Of Zaire, to carry out a demographic survey

. ,in,three'mAjor cities, to measure fertility, migra-
tion and socioreconomic,'variabled,-and to devise
surveying techniques that maybe applied in other
African countries.'

-1!)010161a0' r
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'2: Theory and Methodology
r

Rural Population Migration'(Central America)

For the Confederacift Universitaria Centroameribal.i'a,4

Costa Rica, to study the nature and determinants of e,

migration, particularly in rural areas, in five Cen-'
tral American countries (Costa Rica,* Guatemala, El

Salvador, Honduras and Nicaiagua).

Rural f'erti'lity Surveys (Latin America)

For the Centro Latinoamericano de Demografia (CELADE),

'Santiago, for comparative analysis, by ten research

fellows in training seminars, of fertility data

gathered from Costa'Rica, Mexico, Colombia and Peru.

tire

Value of Children to Parents (As4.a)
For the Korean Institute for Research in the Be-

havioural Sciences, South Korea; the University of

the Fhilippines; and Chulalckgkorn University,
land; for a collaborative survey on the satisfactions

and costs of children, and the motivations for child-

bearing in those countries; and for the Bogazici Uni-

versity, Turkey, to lay the groundwork for a larger

study.

Infertility-Subfertility (Nigeria)
For the Universities of Lagos and I1,adan, 'to study,

in rural and urban areas of Nigeria, the pba-sible

factors involved, such as socio-economic, clinical

and pathblogical factors, in subfertility and infer-

tility and recommend future approaches to the problem.

Household Budget Surtley (Senegal)
For the Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs of
the Government of Senegal, to help .carry out among
Senegalese hbuseholds, a demonstration survey to ex-
amine the relationship of economic; social and demo-

. graphic factors.

Fertility Levels and Differentials (Tanzania)
For the University of Dar-es-Salaam, to carry out

jointly with the Government's Central Statistics
Bureau a feitility survey in different regions of

Tanzania, and to provide data comparative to those

of the Zaire surveys.

f.)00V21.
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At
Fertility Declines (Barbados)
For the University of Western Ontario, to determine
the key variables, including the practice of family
planning, that have resulted in a significant fertil-
ity decline in that country.

r

Changing Fertility Patterns (Brazil)
For the'Centro Brasileiro de AnaliSe e Planejamento
(CpRAP) in Sio Paulo, td carry out a survey_of
socialogical and psychological' factors affecting fer-
tility behaviour in 124areas of Brazil.

r
Changing Fertility in Bogota (Colombia)

, To the Social Demogriphid Studies Division of ASCOFAME,
to analyze the data of 1964 and 1969 fertility surveys,
and to evaluate the progress of a Latin American popu-
lation through stagesp:family planning adoption.

Socio-Psychological Effects of Abortion (Singapore)
For the University of Singapore, to assess the effect
of abortions on the mother and fami y unit with a

oiliiew to motivating people to use co trnoeptiYe
ethods in lieu of abortion.

3. Action Research z

International Committee for'Applied Research in
Population_(ICARP). I

To the Population Counbil, New YOrk"for support of
ICARP, 'a collaborative network of representatives
from Latin American and Asian countries, to identify
and piarsue action resear leads i population and
family planning in developing area

Pilot Family Planning Program (Mali)
For' the .Government of Mali to support a evo-year
pilot scheme in Bamako, including establishment of
clinics; training of personnel and a national statis-
tical survey:

A'

Evaluation of Family Life Education (Colombia)
To the Cplombian Association for the Study of Popula-.
tion (ACEP) to evaluate the impact on people and com-
munity of a two-year program on family life eduCa-
tion. '

a
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Pre-operational Family Planning Survey (Dominica)
For,the,Government-'of Dominica,or a study of the
need and desire for a'family planning program and for
a program outline, to be carried out through the Uni-
vfrsity of the West Indies.

Family Planning Ptogram Evaluation (Jamaica)
aor the`University of the West'Indies, Kingston,
Jamaica, to enable its Department of Sotial and PreL
ventive Medicine to evaluate family planning programs
in Grenada, St. Lucia and St. Vincent, and formulate
new directions for-these programs.,

Leaders and Population Policies
For the Instituto Mexican° de Estudios ociales, to
identify_and study various groups of community lead-
ers with regard to population issues, and devise ap-
propriate means to enhanna Mexicoss.recently adopted
population policy. - .

Epidemiological Study of Rural Induced Abortion
(Egypt)
For the University of Cairo, Egypt, to study the in-
cidence' and concomitant factors of induced abortion
in a rural setting of Egypt.

Traditional Midwives in'Family Planning (Thailand).
For Mahidol University in Bangkok, to enable its De-
partment of Maternal and Child Health to test altfrna-
tive methods of training granny midwives so that they
may play a part in Thailand'g national familYl.planning:

program.

Maternal Health and Early Pregnancy Wastage
(West Malaysia)
For the Federation of Family Planning Associations of
Malaysia, to study the incidence,= morbidity and mor-
tality associated with an increase in inducedearly
termication of pregnancy among Malaysian women.

/

4. Policy Research

Population Policy 'Research (LatinAmerica),(PISPAL)
For El Colegio de,Mexico in Mexico City, to support a
program of regional research to help in the' formulation
of nations population policies, being undertaken by a
group .of L tin American social science institutions.

1
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Population and Development Policies (Latin America)
For the Centro Latinoamericano de Demografia (CELADE),
Santiago, to study the development plans and strate-
gies ef Brazil, Costa, Ricaetuba and Chile, determine
their-demographic impait aid compare the existing d*Lfy
ferences by means of .policy variables,

Disincentives Study (Singapore)
For the University of Singiipore, to study the atti-
tudes of young Singapore families regarding disincen-
tive measures to having large families and to eluci-
date the likely impact of the measures on future fam-
ily formation.

Population Growth and Economic Development (Turkey)
For the Development Foundation of Turkey, to study
the implications of existing and projected population
growth as it affects the needs for additional hous-
ing, 'health care facilities, employment and educa-
tional opportunities, and economic development in
gen4ial.

5. Training and Institution- Building 5

Population Association of Africa
It is hoped that this association will help develop
an exchangeof information and opinions between per-
sons and institutions interested,or engaged'in the

'study of population in Africa, and that it will stimu-
late interest in population among other grdups as well.

Population Research Support Pr"gram (Southeast Asia)
(SEAPRAP)

To enable the IDRC together with the Ford'Poundation
to develop a program of one-year research awards for
young Asian scientists to.carry out studies on popu-
latiim ouestions.

Indonesian Demography Journal,
'Por;the University of Indonesia, to create a journal
on demography which will expand population studies
and provide an information /ink among the many uni -

Ale versities in Indonesia.
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-Population Council

Institutional Capacity for Population
and Related Social Sciences

in the Third World

\ , The Population Council has been concerned for many years.
with 'the development of institutionarcapacities in the Third
World for population and related social sciences. The Council
will soon complete a:two-year worldwide study of capabilities;
needs, and opportunities for international assistance. The
study refers-both to the fielCas a whole and to those particu-
Aarelements of action where the Council itself is involved.

-'The, aim of the study is to provide information and analysis on
the basis of whichnternational agencies may design and modify
thetr own programs, and in a narrower, more selective manner,
to provide guidance for future programs of the CounCil itself.

The institutional capacities to which, we have, addressed
ourselves in the Demographic Division of the Council are those
utilized (1)-to train professional persons in demography and
closely related elements of the social sciences, (2) to produce
local and international knowledge of the determinants and con-
sequences of population processes, and (3) to provide consulta-
tiveand technical support for the formulation and implementa-
tion of population policies at national an local levels of
social action. The flow of financial and professional re-'
sources into the creation of such capacities has increased
rapidly in recent years, and althou4h still infused by signifi-
cant amounts of international assistance, the process has bb-
come increasingly one that is funded locally by government
budgets. -for- universities and specialized institutes. This is'
especially so in the utilization, as opposed to the creation;
of local capacity for professional training and for consulta-
tion and technical support of planning bodies. Utilization of
local capacities for the creation of new knowledge continues to
depend heavily on external financing, ,due partly to the origina-
tion. of research proposals abroad and.partly to the underdevel-
oped state of problem formulation itself which fails to attract
local 'government resources.

237
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It is universities and autonomous institutes in developing
countries that provide sustained outputs of trained personnel,
research findings, and technical. support services directed to-
ward the solution of national population problems as no other
institutions realistically cando. They plan.a strategic role
in opinion. formation, professional development, and the system-
atic adaptation'of knowledge to national needs and contexts.
As part of a global network of intellectual. exchange, they are
usually receptive to external donors and to professional per-
sonnel.

Universities and autonomous institutes are able to influ-
ence national population policy formation by providing con-
sultants, by conducting research "on demand," by evaluating
national family planning programs, and by.having..faulty serve
on government bodies charged with the examinatiorOoT population
as a factor in national development. A iarticulary important
role for these institutions is the provision of-seminars and
short-term training to,government officials to broaden their
popula.04.on awareness and to develop their basic analytic skills.

Institutional development is by no means a scientific
prodess, nor are there universally applicable strategies. Dif-
ferent levels, types, and`petiods of support are needed at dif-
ferent institutions to reflect local needs. Criteria of suc- .

cessare not universal except in very general terms, and esti-
mates of success must-reflectlocal conditions. Some institu-
tions may require-assistance only to acquire some basic equip-
ment, such as a working library, some operational research
funds, and -some supplementary salary support to launch,a popu-
lation program based upon already trainedalready trned staff. The more
usual case requires the services of an expatriate advisor to
launch the program, elong igith funds to support library and
curriculum development; to expand research programs, and to
provide related training equipment. A key component of.most
.institutional development. efforts is staff development, or the
provision of adcfanced training abroad for junior staff who

' eventually return to their home institutions to replace ex-
.

patriate advisors.

Broadly speaking, the institutional development process
is characterized in its early stages by large-scale external
inputs of funds, supplies, equipment, and, professional eXper-,
tise, and much smaller local inputs for faculty salaries, hobs-

, ing, student support, space, and secretarial' staff, ;, Over time
the relative inputs reverse themselves, so that,at the end of
the project, the program is staffed by trained nationals, and is

I
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iaully. estiblished within the host institution. External sup-
vPort. can then be:,gradually limited to selective assistance in
research and to some provision of consultative and informa-

g:Ytionarservices. Eventually such assistance too is expedted
to phase out, to Iiie,replaced by the normal mutually beneficial
ways of intensive intellectual intercourse and cooperatiye re-b
search and training arrangements.

o

Withithis bioAd process whidhoffers.sdope for partici-
pation and support by a number of international agencies, the
Council distinguishesAhree principal areas where it endeavors
to makeia, distinctive contribution as "follows:

i iProfessional partnership s the Most intensive ,and selec-
tive relationshib involving consultation on research and tech-
nical matters, assistance in the recruitment" of staff for an
institution, placing PopulatiOh Council,staff at the institu-
tion fa(r specific periods of-time, inviting staff from partner
institutions tovisit and work at 'the Council, and undertaking
joint scientific inquiries.

Fund- raising and grant-making activities'involye several
different types of'relatiOnships with' donors and grantes. 'The,
Council administerd' funds that are granted'to the Council spe-
cifically'for institutions on behalf of the beneficiary insti-
tutionsk. In this way, funding 14 international donor agencies
and private foundationp has been facilitated and matched with
specific needs'of institutions. The Council also mares grants
to institutions from its 'general purpose funds, although the
volume of funding by this means is limited. Thirdly, the. Coun-
cil assists institutions in obtaining funds directly from donors
other than the Council by participating as an advisor in pro-
gramgram planning and brinsing,parties together where a mutual in-
terest is evident.

' Technical support services are provided by the Council to
a hide rangevof institutions. These include administration of
staff development programs though a Training Ofgicv provision

/ of books, equipment; and.computer software; and the NIoiincil's
generallinformation prOgramwhiCh includes publcatiOn of four
regular periodicals 4/14'several books each year,

-T. 0!
Looking to the futdre, it is,evident.that funding of core

needs at institutions is 4 task 'to be shared among a number of'
international donors reflecting scientific, geographic, politi-
cal, and other factors that determine which partnerships are
viable. The total, scale of such fgnding needs to increase on

_
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a global basis due to.....the grawth,in demand for personnel,

knowledge, and consultative service that results from ins
Creased attention to population in developing countries., Not
less than five million dollars annually should be committed to
this task collectively by donor agencies over 'the next. five
years.

3 At local financing becomes strong, the main areas for con-
tin ing assistance will be staff development training; profes-

,s' nal interchange on a visiting basis, in both directions,
t chniCal suppOrt for the communication of techniques and ideas
by publication, conferences, and research grants for the fron-
'tier areas of knowledge in different social. and economic set-
tings. Thus, the Council envisages an opportunity for produc-
tive long-term activity in the field of institutjolial develop-
Ment involving an ifiterchange amphg professional'equals funded
multilaterally by direct and indirect beneficiaries alike.
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Rockefeller Foundation

October, 1974

ti

I. Donor Agency Perception of Knowledge Needs'-. /'

A. Kinds of Social Sciencellesearch on
Population and Development That Are
Supported by the Rockefeller Foundation

The ROckefe ler Foundation (RP) has had a diabstantial and
long -.term commitment to the field of population which was for-

malized in 1963 when the Trustees established the present Popu-
lation program and set as its gdal.the eventual attainment of
population policies designed to encourage lower rates of popu-
lation growth. A major component of the Foundation strategy-
for realizing this long -term goal of world population stabiliza-

tion hap been the etreng ening of social-science population
repearch as a possible yato understanding family -size decision
making as well as.the tOrelation between population growth
and economic and social development. Scientists, family plan-
ning experts, and government officials are increasingly aware
that any successful effort to reduce fertility requires net'
only safer, more efficient' methods of contraceRtion,,but also,
and perhaps more importantly, concomitant economic, social and
legal polkcies conducive to reductions in family size. How-
ever, the precise r lationship between variables influencing
family size and po icy variables in different social and cul-t
'turalziyironraents Is not clearly understood.

./

' In the developing countries, the social science aspect of
the RF Population. program emphasizes 'three:components: direci

research -support to individuals,and institutions; the provi-
sion or fellowships for graduate training to prospective schol-
ars; and the longer-iange goal of strengthening social science .

research-institutionsat both the cpuntry and regional levels
in Africa, Asia and Latin America.

.
The RF premise is that to obtain the end goal of respons-

ible population policies requires the prior development in all
o
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. countries- of informed policy makers whoredognize that trencis
i,- ,, .

.
#

in population growth and distribution need to be'considered i '(

along with ployment needs, resource availability,-and social 1

1r
, . .

tvice pro ams in planning,overall development strategilesi
i.

There is a lack of undekstanaIng on the part of socialscien-.

.
Lists and policy makers in both d loped and developing coun'-:

tries regatding,the precise inte elationships between popula-.

tion andisocial, economic, poli is , andcultural factors.
To alter this situation is neithe easy nor accomplishable in

,

a shoft period-of time. However, by simultaneously focusing
-an the training, of social.. scientists in population studies,

.' providing trained researchers with the funds to permit themtd
,undertakZ independent investigations of the role of population
growth,or'distribution in the social and economic development

. processes ,"in their,00hntry, and strengthening the' researat iiv:-

',/ stitutionsvhere they will, conduct their'work, it is believed

, that over the long In an environment'will be created which'is
4

; : oonducive,to the implemeqtation of population*policico.
.

-, I

. G ''
Several additional premises underlie the plementatiA

,pf the RF Population program in e developing countries. :."
First, research -conducted by indi nous social cientiSts.is

more likeay,to refeltie,the attention of poli akers than re-

search conducted by foreign scholars. Second, in mAey develop-.

ing countries there'is a lack of trained researchers; eqOecial-
t ly inthe areas of theory construction and the design and arbily-

.sis of Iarae Plata sets (e.g., in the areas of skmpling'design,.
multivariate regrpssion techniques, and model build3,-T,):,. Analy7

ses of census data,f/italkstatistics data and random sample'

surveys are crucial, for providing policy makers'with basic in-

t-\"formatiOn on which to'formulAte development priorities. 'Third,

/ \research and teachirig institutions in developing countries-nee,

41;
to be strengthened in order that those scholars who are well-

trained can conduct their researsh activities without the need

tot hold additional jobs, and e the suppott facilities
(library, computer., colleagues .te available b enable them

totdevote their energies to researCh-ancflteaching of future .

population specialists. It is alsoNtmportant to _recognize that

regional institution- building may pr vide an important,,Iii(k be-

tWeen country -- specific research institutions and, internatlional

.technical: assistance agencies. Fourth,' collaborationbetvfeen
scflolars.an,institutions in developed and developing countries

should be encouraged .intender to facilitate the transference'of
analytical skills to, scholars in the latter areas:

ocm0040
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B. Kinds, of Social Science Research on
Population, and Development ThaeAre
Not Supported by RF

Obviously RF doeS not support any particUlar research
project or .institution where an objective evaluation indicates
that either the proffct goals will not be accomplished or, in '0

some cases, the findings*would'be of ,limited utility. There
are additional categories of activities which RF generally does
not support because of funding limitatiops. While the RF strat-
egy on a particular research project is to provide support for
all operating expenses related directly to the study, including
office equipment and supplies, no provision is made for general
overhead costs. Single requests for support .Of library facili-
ties, computer .facilities, publication costs or data gathering
which are not part of an RF Education for Development program
or directly related to a specific research project are also de-
clined. It'is, however, recognized that these activities are
often a vital component of long-range institution-bu4ding.

46

II. Examples of.Major Programs an4 Institutions
in the Developing World Supported by Donors
That Are Currently or Potentially Engaged
41" 4 in Social Science Research on

Population'and Development
0.10

a. ,The Rockefeller and Ford Foundational, Program in Sup-
portpf Population Policy Research. A worldwide competitive
program has'been jprintly conducted for four years %encourage -
social scientific, humanistic, and legal research on population
policy issues. To date, nearly 20 percent of the'awards have
been made to researchers from developing countries.

b. El Colegio.de Mexico has received support since 1966
for, its research and training program in the Center for_Eco- it

nomic and Demographic Studies. Besides the training of Megic'an
and other Latin American graduate students in economics and
dembgraphy, a substantial contribution. has been made by this
Center to the understanding of the interdependence'cif economic
and demographic variables in Mexico.' _______

. c. Tn 1972 RF.- funded an internally- administered program

for research on Unemployment and Human Resource Utilization- in

the Developing Countries. Several awards have been made to
scholars and institutions in Africa, Latin America, and Asia,' *
with the bulkof the funds going to the program of Joint Studies

,
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I.

on Latin American %Economic Integkation (EQIELL toward -the ***

costs of a multi-country collaborative research prpject,on
problems of employment and labor force abebtpti6h-11%Latin
America.

4. d. Through its Education for DeVelopment Program, AF has
encouraged and supported social science training and research
on population issues and policies'at the Univevity of Ibadan,
Nigeria; the University of Nairobi, Kenya; the University of
the Philippines; ThamMasat University, Thailand; And Gadjah
Mada Ufiiversity, Indonesia.

.

e. RF is participating with Other donor agencies in fund-
ing the. Latin AMericanyrograk'of Social Research on Problems
Relevant to Population Picaidy,.(pISPAL) which is supporting com-
parative research on population problems relevant to population
policies in Latin America. PISPAL,-in addition to providing
research funds to member institutions, provides a structure

it
within which comparative research ',ects are developed at .

,--,,

member institutions in coilaboratl ;with PISPAL's, Central Unit
staff, and a forum for the exchange of'information on theoreti-
cal and methodological problems through regional seminars and
workshops.

f. RF also participates in funding the Council for Asian
Manpower Studies (CANS), an association of Asian scholars en-
gaged in policy=briented research on manpower and employment
problems of Asian dountries. In addition to organizing re-
search projects,, the working committees of CAMS bring together
in workshops, seminars, and conferences, F.sian scholars, pro-
fessionals, and government planners concerned with manpower
problems. 0

r

III. Programs or Institutions That Are Candidates
.for Joint or Multiple Agency Funding

Rather than summarizing some specific project(s), some of
RF's perceptions regarding future priorities for social science
research in population in developing countries are identified.
While there are undoubtedly many new, innovative projects-that
would facilitatesoci-a-1-sc4ence research on population and de-
velopment, it is important to'recognize that the basic needs
are still the training of additional social scientists in popu-ok
lation studies and the provision of research funds and institu-

1 tional support to enable these researchers 'to conduct popula-
tion

0'

studies in their specific country..This being the case,

00 434.
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RF will contN.le to emphasize the training of social scientists
from developing countries, the undertaking-orf-a-baoader-range
of social scientific research studies related to population'
and development, and the strengthening of existing population
centers and regional' social science'programs. The establish-.

ment of.new population Centers at major universities in devel-
oping countries and regional network organizations will also
be encouraged.

- Joint or multiple donor agency funding. is generally most
useful for: (1) large-scale programs necessitating more fund-'
in than a single donor is norMilly prepared to consider;
(2) situations where too large a proportion of research fund-

.

ing from a single source'appears inappropriate; (3) comparative
studies 'nvolvinglseveral countries; (4) "network" or regional
organizations; and _(5). sharing of high-risk ventures.,, It is
believed, however, that'soore consideration shou1d be given to
joint action in the following areas of perceived weakness.,

a. In addition to,'the provision of graduate training for
social scientists in population studies4pand the provision 9f
research funds,, it is necessary to prolide social scientists

opportunities for postd'o'ctoral training. The rapidityof new
theoretical and methodological developments in populAion
studies necessitates continual updatingof research capability.
While this is true, for scholars in the developed countries, it
is essential for those from the developing countries wt-1 ray
not have had previous training in quantitative methods. 'Fcmt-

doctoral training could be conducted at either a regional in-
.%

stitutigOr a population initit to in a developed country.

al networks that faoklitate
en social scientists shold

.4
u
,

r c on between scholars in
deelopinig and developed countries and representatives Of for-

. -eign donor and technical assistance agencies is more effective

b. Regional and internatio
the exchange of information betw
be encouraged. In many oases in

when channeled through such organizations.

.c. There is a lack of precision in theories relating
social, economic, and cftltural variables to family-sizeA
decision making, and;'*in turn, relating these variables to
ifactor's sdby6dt-71b-polity7maniiaation, Similarly, in many
,',situations an adequate data base to test arid revist4heories
islacking. Many current studies do not utilizegiugntitative
data because of the costs, involved in generating such data
sets. The gaps between theory construction, testing, and
polic'y'4mplementation need to be bridged. Collaborative

4
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support by the don2r agencies oarge, comparative sample
surveys (e.g., the World Fertility 'Survey) should be en-
couraged:

d. There is an underutilizationlif existing quantitative
data sets, by social scientists in developing countries/ in-

, cluding aggregate census data, samples derived from census
data for individuals and households, sample conducted
by government divisions, and vital statistics da . This'oc!-
curs, in part, because of the ladk,of quantitative orienta-
tion and skills of'manv-iot4a1 scientists and the lack of
channels of communication between social scientists and gov-
ernment officials. Programs designed to open'-up lines of
communication, including more careful attention to the dis-
semination of research findings need to be encouraged. A
broader dissemination of the research findings in books-and
journals will contribute to informaton excjiange.

Q
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September, 1974

Swedish International Development Authority
Population Division

EIDA Activities in the Field of Social Science
Research on Population

1. Direct SIDA involvement in the field of social science
research on population has, so far, been relatively lhnited.
Macro-level studies undertaken by other organisations, such as
the IUSSP and OECD, have received Swedish support. In our view
this field seems comparatively well covered by these and a num-
ber of other organisations and institutions.

2. The greatest need for additional and innovative social
science research seems to exist within the behavioural sector.'
To fill this gap concerted action may be called for, but to our
.knowledge no co-ordinated scheme exists. We are aware that,
for- a nipber-bf reasons, a global programme similar tcrthe WHO
Expanded Programme in the field of human reproduction can prob-
ably not be established for behavioural research. We hope,

phowever, that some kind of mechanism can be found to design,
iiredt and co-ordinate research on "motivation."

3. SIDA does,not have staff capacity to review relevant
researc/1 proposals and it has proved difficultto find social
science consultants familiar with the population field in
Sweden. This fact has further limited our activities. Haw-
ever, over theears some social science research projects.

k, : have been included in the population' programmes stpported in
f.a. Pakistan, the Republic-of Rofea and Sri Lanka.

4. A major study in Pakistan: The Mass Communication
Experimenthich had the following objectives: (1) to assess
the result on the adoption of family planning achieved by a.
mass cammuniration campaign using a variety of co-ordinated
media, (2) to demonstrate the plannihg, deVelopment and imple-
mentation of such a campaign and (3) to assess the reach of
the various media: The. findings are published in "Mass

251
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C6mmunication Experiment - -a Study in the.Pramopion of Family
Planning in Pakistan" by Roland von Euler.:(Stockholm, 2972).

The most recent study supported is now being finalized in
Sri Lanka in connection with a pilot project on "Family health
education/service program in labor hospitals." It is a survey

; with a wide range of questiohs concerning family planning
knowledge, attitudes and practice.

In the,Republic of Korea SIDA has covered i.a. the build=,
ing costs for the Research Center (Korean Institute for Family"
Planning).

5. StDA welcomes the Ford Foundation meeting hoping that
it may suggest some guidelines for expanded research in the

_social science/population sector. SIDA funds may be potential-
ly available.. .
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October, 1974

United Kingdom, Overseas, Development Ministry

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH 0

1. For some time the UK Government has supported research in:-
stitutes bverseis, particularly the East African Social Re-
search Centre at Makerere University; Uganda, and the Research
InstitUte in the University of the West Indies at Mona, Ja-
maica. Grants were made for a number of years for social
research carried out by the Sociology Department of the Uni-
versity of Zambia at Lusaka.

2. Theatiern was for a block grant to be made to the insti-
tution concerned and ppriodic reports submitted tb ODM and its
predecessors on the research carried out., A good example is
the Makerere Social Research. Centre, Uganda, which recpived,.
,until comparatively recently, a subvention of some £20,000 a
year towards social research projects carried out in East
Afrida. It was the ,Makerere Social Research Centre'which pro-
duced around 1958/60 the report on "Citizens in the Making,"
directed by Dr. Aidun eouthall. This report was one of.the
,very early complete studies of migration from the rural areas
to Kampala and gained universal acclamationas being a model-
'of its kind.

A

3. Therl were 'difficulties in administering such a programme.
as so much depended upon quality, interest and administrative.
ability'of-the staff-ind-it was decided to wind up the kook
grant'system and to offer the funding of a umber of specific
projects.

4. The major problem is how to develop the capacity in na-
.

tiOnal institutions of the Third World for social research..
Thisis,bound to involve training as well as funding, together
with the political will of University Authorities and Govern-
ments to give social research a higher priority.tban it hag,,
achieved in the past. An increase in demand for training
would mean,,in turn, that we should have to survey very care-
fully training capacity and possibly help the development of
suitable training institutes iii' this, country.

255
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5. The ODM Economic 'and Social Committee for Overseas Re -.

search has supporte4'social research over a nUmbek df yeari.
The tendency has been in major schemes'of social research to
look at economic an,social considerations together. Two good
examples of such projeCts ere:

i) fthe reit? projeCt being carried out by ,the.Univer-.
sity of t Anglia on the.NdPil-major roads system,
which involVes ahOst of social factdrs as well as
economic factors;

' ,

ii) the reiearchpresentlY being carried out by the'Devel
-oraentPlanning Unit of University College, London,
in Lusaka; Zambia, which is looking at the urban
situation in an attempt to provide information on the
.social as well,as the economic factors which are con-
ducive to urhah development and turning the migrant
in the urban areas into a wage-earfting tax-payer.

.*.4)

6. Under. technical assistance we are providing the Directbr
for Social Research in Rural Development at the Pan African
Institute -for Development, stationed ino.Cameroon. Two other
examples of technical, assistanbe are a rural sociologist to
the Awassa Rural Training:Centre, Ethitpia; and a research
criminologist to assist the Jamtica Government in preparing
their report for the UN Ottawa World .donferience on Crime.

POPULATION. AND DEvg:LoPmENT
,

7. As a.ddnpr,agency°the UK ODM iswery conscious of the need.
for policy Pipers tote made aware of social science knowledge
on poulation and development, particularly in all areas of -

development planniITand irlthe.impleMeniaion of aid pro-
grammes. Populatiogrand.development programmes are seen,as'

3 closely interlinked; and forihis'reason the contribution by
the social sCiekceS?to the understanding of the social 'as well
as economic dimensions of, development' isliincreasingly stressed.
The UK 0124 intendsgto increase its support for social science
research inAthe deVelcipmental and populatidn fields, as the
need for such researd9oecomes more apparent,pand as suitable
research prOposaleare brought before the ODM. The framework
,within which 'the UK .0124 judges the' significance and appropri-
atepess of particular social science research projects has the
object of achieving. inaximuni:;prialcal benefits which can he of
value in planning for effectivfaid programmes which are sensi-
tive to the needs of the developing countries.
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8. The UK ODM's percePtion of knowled#e needs may therefore
be categorised under the following headingsf in.relation to
the kinds of social science research that are presently being
supported. Future trends are indicated by the stress placed
by particular areas of interest and concern.

i) The analysis of basic so Cal and ddmographic vari-
- ables which affect the population and development

situation. 4

ii) The perception of that situation and what can or can
not be done about it by:

a) policy makers and

b) communities, families and individuals who are the
recipients of poliCies and programmes

The differences between (1) and (ii) may be quite marked be-
kcause of the intervening variables of social and cultdral
values, customs and traditions which act as the perception .

filter between situations and events and the observers.

9. Under category (i) the UK supports the need to carry out
demographic surveys, censuses and social and ethnographic sur-
veys of basic data upon *Itch further analySes may be built.
Such surveys would cover demographicppatterns and family forma-
tion, compolition of hftseholds, family cycles and household
budgets and micro- economics in general..*These data give in-
sight into both the popdlation all development situations-ex_r_
isting in any particular country OF region.

10. ,peilK ODM has been' interested in and in co-opeistion
with the Institute of Development Studies, Sussex, has been
working towards the development of social indices of develop-
ment, which include demographic variables, in the attempt to
,move towards an objective measure of the social as well as
economic dimensions of development within an aid programme
increasingly focused on the need to tackle problems of poverty.._
The UK-ODMHrecognikes theWide-concern expressed and the work
being done by other donor countries and their academic insti-
tutions -and by the United Nations Research-Institute for'8o-
cial,Develop t, and would, like to_see further woek,done in
this field, d on the improvement of basic data collection
which would ke such an index possible. An example of this
kind of assistance offered by the'UK ODM in the field of basic

ti
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data collection is a Post -Censal mortality and fertility sur-

vey conducted in Bangladesh with the help of British consul-

,
tants through the-Population Bureau. Another example is

support given for a research project conducted by, Professor
Scarlett Epstein(6f.IDS Sussex on the micro-economics of
families in relation te.population growth in a cross-country
case studyttof rural areas. In that a range .of social and
economic fctors affecting fertility decisions are covered,

this study spans categories (i) and (ii).

`11. 'Under category (ii) the study of the socio-culturpl con-

text in whichfdevelopment and populktiRn programmes ar set,,

and its interrelation with population dynamics is of funda-
mental importance, and the:UK ODM is keen to support such-

studies. These would. cover both the determinants of popula-

tion change, and the consequences of population change, par-

ticularlY as they relate to thetotal sociO-cultutal-environ-

ment. This includes (as out ed in 2 ii b) the values of -

the pe6ple regarding family- community life, and their own,

priorities in the improvement of "quality of life." The U);
,,--

ODM' has endorsed the UNESCO plan to initiateNresearch in this

area and is moving towards the ecognition of the need flor,gio-

.cial science involvement in arWstudies"before development
programmes are implemented, as well as afterwards. Iri this° °

context the WHO ;acceptability" programme seems a constructive

approach to impleantation:of family planning and population

programmes.
y

\. ..

. -
.

,` 0

.

12. The study of values is also the study of motivation which

the UK regards as a priority area for social science investi-

gation not so far studied `sufficiently in depth: The UK would

be relubtant to support more of the sometimes simplistic KAP

studies (Knowledge Attitude and Practice), which served their

purpose in the early stages of the study of motivation, but

have been shown to have severe limitations within real situa-

tions. As in all other. social areas, the attitude survey:has

drawbacks, and the explanation of why people do not"always do -

what they say they will do is a most complex and ultimately.

most rewarding area of study, and one which mist be'increased,

particularly in relation to family planning programmes. An '--

example of the kind of study which the,UK supports in this

area of cultural values i, relation to family-. building is the

t-_-research on sex preferenc in faMily building bx_Professor Jack,

Goody of Cambridge Universty. This Study is ddigned to dis-

cover,the "stopping rules" of parents determined to have one

or more song.

'a) ,

)

,
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11. In turn this research-and the preference fot sons raises
questiOns about the status of-women in society and in the
family, as these relate to fertility patterns: In more spe-
cific terms the involvemdnt of women in.edugation.and employ-
ment outside the home'have certain as yetUnclear effects_on
fertility, Which need further examination. The UK ODM sees
thiiit as an imPortant,atea of social science study although it
is not presently supporting research in this area. ,ei.rerthe- , ,

less an indication of its interest was a jointly sponsored
seminar held by ODM andvCambridge University in Mardh 1974 and
designed for oversead admi trators studying in-the UK.' ,This
seminar was entitled " Participation of Women in Develop-

f`...321teP-143ment--IMplicatidns or Planners" and it is' hoped that` research
pbtential as well as practical programmes may develop from
this initiative. The seminar aroused much interest among bot .,,

academics and administrators and was attended by equal numberlilt---'

of men and women. The need to plan for and to study the mutual
. .

adjustment of-roled:of both men and women in family and work
'has always been foremost in the UK ODM's priorities and relates .

to its overriding conrarn with family planning.-as family wel-
fare': These last poili14,were explicitly made by the Ultdele-
gation at the World Population Confefence in Eudharest. ,

,..

14. ,he study of decision making at family' and national level
(as outlined in 2 ii a) and the interrelation between deci:
sionLmaking, and institutional services and-policies needs to
be studied much more than it is at present. The influencing
of delision making through edticati n, informatfbn an commu -

nication programmes is also ehigh priority in both research
and'practical sense. The Utilizati n of existing fo k ser
vices and-folk communication must b related to th implemen
tatfon of new forms of media and institutions. An example of
the UK ODM'IC.IsuiPort in this area was a study of the roldibk"
traditional midwives in Indonesia conducted by John Simons or
the London School of Hygiene and Tropical.Medicinew- The UK
ODM has also exfkessed supportl.for UNESCO's work in the field
of education and :communication in relation to popultion.

15. In summary theq/K' 9DM Social Science Research Programme
in elatOn to population matters has been somewhat limited so

, far -bue is -something-on-Which-the-UK- ODM-sets- an increasingly----, --
hi h priority. ODM had made known that it is willing to
co iider apprOpriate proposals in these broad priority areas. ,

I ,is also in full support of multirlateral work in this field.
apd would like to see more co,- ordination of ongbing research
'tiSr the different UN agencies. The T.% projects would seem

)11.4544
. .
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to fall mainl within the-short term action research cattgory,
and in,,the fdre eedhle'future are likely to remain odk-altholigh
it is hoped th t projects will iii tithe build up long term
knowledge in t e field as a basis for a policy,leneralisatiol
and training a initit4t*on-buitting. Theory and met odology -s.

are seen as related goals bizt not of first importance since \__L,

the ODM is-committed to research of a practical nature.which

s

co-ordinates with ail prograMme needs.
a .

16. af there is to be an expaebi*on of social science research
programmes in developed and developing countries the question
will eventually have to best6.yerAtabout the supply ef,
trained soOal science personnel' to maintain suc pro-
grammes f5at within as well as.outstde governments . 'Thit

cruitment'and training of,Social scientists in,developing, .
v

countries particularly cannot be dipsociated from all the re-
4N.

search consideratAns Sc) far outlined above, since field wok
relating to socio-cultural background is most appropriately*
"done by trained social scientists from within the Country:
itself. The UK ODM is increasingly applying itself to there

.\, questions and they are worthy of consideration in a, meeting ofthis kind. . .
. . ,

. 14
(`-'

. , 4. . .

17: The UK bIOM has agreed to.provide a gran4, initially for a .-
*

r"period of three yedis from 1 August1974, to the London Scpool. -,
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine towards the establishment df
a Centre for Overseas PopulationStudies. The new Centre in-

., corporates' the MSC Medical Demography Course-and absorbs the
workvof the-Fer5ility Research Group. Its future progiamme
w,11 include shbrt intensive courses in. various asrects cif.- 4P' , i

population and health for overseas administrators, planners
.

and scientists from different discip4pee and Atvide,for cOn- .*

sultancy and advisory visits in reipotise'torequOsts received !

by ODM from overseas governments. It W111.also undertake re- , 47-

search on the interrelations of population with development
and. health in co-operation with overseas 'centres.

/ i'

A list of some of the research'projects recently sponsored.
by the UK ODM and the Social Science Research Council is

.appended.
r
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ANNE{ TO MEMORANDUM
.4

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. ON SUPPORT'FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE 11

RESEARCH `IN POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Some of the research projects supported by UK ODMand the
Social Science Research*CoUlicil,are listed briefly,,

0

'Development of Collection ebiimingham
of West African Census and- ,University)
Demographic Documents'

'The History of the Family
in England from the 16th
Century' .

'A Survey and Analysis
Population Mobility in
Tropical Africa'

(University of
Cambridge)'

of (Liverpool I

University)

(Institute of
-Commonwealth
Studies, iiiendon

University].

'Political apa Organise:-
tipnal Alipects of.Family
Planning Programtles in
Developing-Countries of
theComonwealth'

'Effects of Social and
Spacial Movement on the
Relatedness of dtfordshira
Populations'

'Assortative Marriage and
Social Mobility in some
Oxfordshire Populations'

'The Population Labour
Link; A Cross-Section
Study of Villages in Poor
Countries'

'Personality and AttEtu-.
dinalFactore Affectin4
Migrationfrom.the Hebrides'

for 3 year

ler

for 5 years

for 3 years,.

for 3 years

(Oxford for 3 years
University)

for 2 years(Oxford

University)

(Institute of
Development
Studies, Sussex
Univerdity)

(Aberdeen
University)

for 19 months

*

for 1 year
s.

F p



'Changing Character and
DistributiOn of the
Industrial Population in
the Tayside Region, 1911-
1951'

'262

(Dundee University) for 3 years

ti

Analysis of a' Machine- (Edinburgh
Readable Sample from,the University)
`1951 Census of Great
Britain

'Demographic'Study of
Non-Industrial Communities;
Three Case Studies'

'CompUter Mapping of the
1971 Census
of the United Kingdom'

'Scottish Demographic
History Since the 17th
Century'

'Demography Qf Britain
1821 -76'

'Scottish Migration'

'Social and Religious
Context of Reproduction
and Marriage in the
Republib

'A Study of Urbanisation
and Migration.in Central
Africa'

'Annotated Bibliogiaphy of-
Commonwealth Migrations

'Some Social Determinants
of.Family Size in England'

'PrihCiples and Practice of
Pedigree Building on Com-
puters'.

for 3 years

(Cambridge 'tor 4 years
University)

(Durham University) for 3 years

(Edinburgh
Univerlaty-.),

C

for/ 6 years

Jib

(Glasgow University). for 3 years

' -

(Glasgow University), for 3 years

(Strathclyde
Uhiversity)

A

(Manchester
University)

for 2 years

(Oxford Uhiveriity for 3 years

(Essex University)

(Cambridge '

Uhiverthty)

for 3 years

for 3 months.

0
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'Twins Research'

263

(Birmingham
University)

r

for 3 years

3.- A joint Panel on population research has been,set up by
the Social Science Research Council and the Medical Research

.0
Council, with representatives from both government and the
universities, including a member of the Population Bureau
UK ODM. This Panel was set up primarily to examine the broad
field of population research in the United Kingdom, and to
examine the implications for the academic sector of the rec-
ommendations of the Ross Panel Report. (Report of the Popu-
lation Panel, published by HMSO in March 1973 Cmnd 5258.)

de.
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October, 1974

..-

United Nations Fund for Population
Activities (UNFPA)

1. UNFPA perception of khawledge, 'nseds and types of Supported
social science research projects on population and
development

The terms of ,reference of UNFPA are.mainly to extend and
sustain assistance to developing countries in dealing with
their population problems and to build Up, on an international
basis,,the knowledge and the capacity s and to national,
regional, interregional and global needs in the population and .

family planning fields. Compared to other international or-
5anizations engaged in population programme activities, UNFPA!

iS a relative newcomer to the field and as such has had limited
experience 'with sodial science research programmes on.Popula-:

tion and development. Prioiity is given to the support of the
types of research which are required for or related to action
programmes whereas basic ,research, with emphasison the in---
Crease.of general knowledge texds to have a relatively lower
,priciiity. The Fund's.interest,/hawever, is n liinited to

"relatively shdrt range research activities of immediate prac-
tical value" (lower right-nand corner of Mr. H. Chenery's dia-

.

: .grl,m) but also includes "relatively long term concern"---with
:training, institution-building and basic data (upper'lefthand
corner of diagram).

.,

...r...

r

Social science research covers a wide field of activities
far beyond the terms of reference of UNFPA. -Nevertheless, the
..,object given special attention at this Conference, namely .

"collection and analysis of.demographic.data, determinants of
population change and consequences of population change"' fail
'clearly within the Fund's Mandate.

Nearly 30 per cent of the total resources of UNFPA are
utilized for the promotion of basic population data and popula-
tion dynamics. In the field of basic population data assis-
tance is given to developing countries to carry out population
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'censuses, to-establish vital statistics and registration, to
carry out sample surveys on population And to prohote economic
and social statistics related to population problems. The
largest programme-is in Africa where some twenty-one countries
are-assisted in undertaking a leopulation census, in most cases
for the first time in their history': Assistance includes ad-
visory services, training of local personnel, equipment, sal-
aries of enumerators,,preparation of manuals and printing of
schedules. Assiitance is given in a number of countries to
prepare plans or build up registration of vital events in ,-

sample areas or on _a national basis, but assistance in this
field'is only modest in terms of the needs required to build up
a reasonably complete vital statistics system. UNFPA is pro-
viding major support to the World Fertility Survey which is
,probably the largest social, survey scheme ever'carried out; it
aims at improving the knowledge of levels, trends and pat-_

terns of human fertility through the promotion of national rep-_
resentative sample surveys.

In the field of demographic research the Fund provides sup-.
port-for a number of prOjects ,at the interregional level.carried
out by the Wited Nations Organizations, in particular, the
Regional Economic Commissions. Assistance is also provided to
developing countries to make full use of available census and
"other, data for planning for economic and social development.
Substantial support is provided to build up research and train-

...

ing activities in demography at the regional reve through the

1

six Demographic Training and Research Centrei established so
far in the developing regions.

-

While funding of demographic research has been well e,stab-
lished within the United Nations'system even before the advent,
of the Fund, assistance to sociological. research for tie im-
provement of development goals is rather new. The awareness
of the need for sociological research has emerged in response
to a need to understand motivation, attitudes and the climate
for social change. The %Fund is supporting a limited number of
projects in each of the following three areas of sociological
research:. (i) to better define population related programmes;
(ii)-..to define the sociological relevance of avallible demo-
graphic studies and data; and, (iii) to identify the popula-
tion variables that are functional in development.

'For "details on demographic activities supported. by UNFPA,
see "Demographic Data Coilection.and Analysis" by Salvor Gille,
Third Bellagio Conference on Population, Working Paper.

002pg
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Included in the first area are-social research components
within the programme for "better family living" undertaken by
FAO, studies pertaining to the role and.-function of woken in
variouscultural settings currently undertaken by the United
Nations, the role and function of the social workers4and social
work itself as related to fertility under United Nations aus-
pices, and comparative studies in,the fields of population pol-
icy, programming and project implementation originating from
cultural perception and understanding undertaken in five na-
tional institutions.

In the second area, there are.ongoing,programmes in Latin
America, where the Regional Demographic Centre is co-operating
with the Sociological Research Institution (ELAS).

In the third area, several countries (Argentina, Chile and
the Philippines) au assisted in taking such variables as human
settlements, industrialization, urbanization, regional .develop-
mmmt and institutional change into account in their economic
and social Planning.

There issan important need for channelling the findings
of demographic and sociological research to groups 'and insti-
tutions which'can make use of them. UNFPA is making an effort
to disseminate data which are becoming available so that they
(can be put to use by pdlicy makerd and-those invollpd in train-
.ing and information, through support provided to journalistic
institutions, publications in connexion with the World Popula-
tion Year: seminars and training prpgrampes, etc. Another im-
portant.need is to assist *institutions in trolng sociologists
in population research. The Fund is supporting a project in
UNESCO by which population courses are being included in the
curricula of faculties of sociology and assistance is also pro-
vided to United Nations regional, development centreekto include
Population components in the training programmes.

,

The World Population Plan of Action-ind the resolutions
adopted at the World Population Conference call for a number
of social science research activities. Among research areas
given priority are the following:

I. Social, cultural and ec c determinants of popula-
tion variables in different devel ntal and political situa-
tions;

2. Demographic and social processes occurring within the
family cycle through time and, part$ularly, through alterna-
tive modes of development;

4
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3. Formulation, implementation and evaluation of popula-
tion policies;

4. Development of systems of social, demographic and re-
lated economic statistics;

5. .Changing structure, functions and ics of the
family asian institution; and,

6. Dbvelopment of social indicators effecting the qual-'
IiT6E- life as well as thee interrela etween socio-
economic and demog4aphic phenomena.

2. Major UNFPA-4ported programmes and institutions in the
developing world eneged in social science research and
population . - .

The great diversity of the research activities'supported
by UNFPA through governments, institutions and organizations
in the United Nations system is illustrated by the following,
few examples:2

A major study of population and employment is carried out
by the ILO to break new ground in exploring the interaction of
population factors and the structure of output and employment,
choice of technology and income distribution. Studies are sup-
ported in FAO of the relationship between population trends and
food consumption in selected countries with the aim of exploi-
ing the possible impact of technological developments in-food
production on the .size of families.

A number of studies carried out by governments or intiti;;
tutions in'developing countries are supported such'as'a study
on the differentials in family size decisions and attitudes
towards family planning among more educated and pore tradi-
tional families (Nigeria). A pilot survey on the demographic
characteristics of a nomadic population and migration surveys
in major cities are supported (United Arab ,Emirates). A series
of studies on population and law are carried out through na-
tional research institutes and universities in some nineteen
different countries.

Assistance is provid6d to a number of governments to clar-
ify the relationship between population trends and planning for
economic and social development'. Research on the labour market
and migration is supported to tssist decision making ielAted to

2
See further, United Nations Fund for Population Activi-

ties, Reports 1972 and 1973, and Work Plan 1974 -1977.

00'
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economic' and social development (Mexico) as a guide for the
formulation and implementation of population policies.

A-number of-country studies are supported w.th the collab-
oration of the Institute of Society, Ethics and Life Sciences
to advance basic knowledge about the interaction between cul-
tural values anpopulation polick with the aim of facilitating
a more effective integration between national and international
lopulation programmes and recipient cultures.

National training and research programmes on population
are supported in a number of countries in addition bathe sup-
port provided to the Regional Demographic training and Research
Centres mentioned above:

A series of macro-case studies are undertaken by the Eco-
namic Commission forAlrica indicating the demographic'var-
iablee: influence upon the provisions of food, housing, employ-
ment, education, health care and,eocial services. _Under the
same auspices, micro-case studieesSre supported dealing with
family size and its relationship to individual and family wel-

.
fare..

, I

3. Programmes and institutionswhich may be candidates for
joint or multiple a unding.

(a) CELADE-ELAS PROG
This is a programme of the Latin American Demographic.

Training and Research Institute (CELADE) and. the Sociological
Training Institute -(ELAS) to effect a closeArelationship be-
tween the demographer and sociologist in research and training
on population. Due to the requirements of dELADE and other
needs in the region, this programme should be funded partially ,

by countries in the region and/or other donors.

(b) PISPAL PROGRAMME
PISPAL (Regional Programme of. Social Research` on Prob-

lems relevant to Population Policy in Latin America) is a net-
work of research institutions of various' countries in Latin.
America under the guidance and direction of a central co-
prdinating unit. It executes many types of sociological re-
search on population. It is supported by the Ford Foundation,
Abckefeller Foundation, IDRC and UNFPA, while the World Bank
has also shown interest.

0 02,5S
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c) "VALUE OF CHILDREN" STUDY
A programme Co-ordinated by the Institute of Behav-

ioural Science of Korea which is mainly operative in Southeast
Asia. It was originally supported by the East-West Center.
This programme receives fundi from the Ford-Foundation, Popu- -

lation Council, and is under consideration fo'r UNFPA fmading.

(d) CODESRIA (Council fox Development of Economic and
Social Research in Africa)

An attempt to establish a network of social science'
iesearch institutions in Africa which, at this stage, is being
considered for support by the World sank, UNFPA and probably
other donors.

.-(e) WORLD FERTILITY SURVEY

) The World Fertility Survey (mentioned above) is pres-
ently supported by UNFPA and USAID. Other donors might assist
in particular by proyiding funds or personnel for the implemen-
tation of national s rveys. A possible extension of. the, scheme
to include additions topics or undertake repeat surireys,would
require participation of other donors. i.

(f) 1980 ROUND OF 4CENSUSES
The planning of the 1980 round of national population

censuses will begih in 1975 and may,require considerable assis-
tance. UNFPA has so far mainly supported countries which are
taking a population census for the first time.

(g) CICRED
The Committeefor International Co-ordination of Na-

tional Research in Demography (CICRED) promotes demographic re-
search. activities at the country level by organizing. exchange
experiences and'research findings, preparation of a repertory
of research projects, directory of research'centres, convening
of seminars on selected demographic topics, etc. UNFPA has so
far been the main supporter of this scheme which requires,assia-

, tance from other donors for its continued activities.

(h) ICARP

The International Committee for Applied Research in
Population promotes operatiohal research areas of family
planning and fertility reduction. Among e demonstration and,

,pilot projects being undertaken are'top such as incentives,
community agents and other social scien e research. The Com-
mittee is organized by the Population 'ouncil with some initial
support from UNFPA.

The above proposals for multi-do r support do not const
tute any. commitment for UNFPA assista e, but are submitted
consideration of donors attending thi Conference.

002576
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September, 1974

UnitedNations opulation Division

Needed Social Science Research Pertinent to
the Field of Population: A Memorandum .

by

Leon Tabah
Director

Ze United Nations: what it does; what it can do

1. The record
-00

Over nearly three decades, the United Nations Population
Division has gauged world needs for demographic research, pro-
ilided international forums for the exchange of knowledge and
filled gaps in kiOwledge of population conditions and trends.
Inaddition to filling these roles, the Divisionmill continue
to 'give guidance to-governments on the needs for-,knowledge of
demographic phenomena and provide apparatus by which the world
is assured that thase.'needaare met compdtenW and ilia timely
fashion.

In the past, United Nations, research in population has in-
cluded, in addition to population projections, studies of ter:-
tility and family planning, of rtality, internal migration

. and urbanization, demographic,as.-'cts of economic development,

.0(
much emphasis has been given also to population policy. The
and of demographic aspects of social, development. Recently,

. .results of this research programme helped to focus attention
on world population problems and-also to orient international
assistance in, the demographic, economic' and social fields.

,

Adoption tof the World' Population' Plan of Action is a Ian-
.

date for an updating of work iri these conventional,areis and
also for social science,, including demographic, research along

z new, imaginative lines. Our conventional programme 'must be re-
inforced in several respects;,some of'the more important of

7 ----fih-TW-ard7-feTre'rre12"-ilr'th61'gPalqiepigmg'studies.

I
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2. Updating the regular research.programme

a. Mortality

First, it is indicated that we resume our study of
_world conditions and trends of mortality. In some developing
regions, where death rates are still high, the pace of the
mortality decline has slackened. To what may We attribute
this? Moreover, mortality conditions vary by region and social
class within countries of these regions and in some developed
countries as well. If all men would have an equal chance at
combating the hazards of life, we must deal with the inequities
in mortality risks. This reauires that/We identify the,rele-
vant factors, sharpening our research tools whenever this is
necessary.

b, Internal Migration and Urbanization

We must also come to grips scientifically with the
questions, of urbanization and internal migration, to determine .

how these phenomena influence and are influenced by population'
trends, the family cycle and the individual' migrant, and how
they affect'the quality of the environment and the development.
of the society.

c. International Migration

International migration is a neglected subject. Yet,
as immigration hai.evolved over the past three decades, some-
developed countries now acknowledge the existence of varied
social problems in respect to immigrants, "andm.aigration has
reduced the quantity of technically skilled workers in a numb
ber of other, particularly developing countries. We need to
look again at the socio-cultural and economip aspects of immi-

- gration,and emigration and to sharpen Our knowiedgeof the
demographic. aspects. We hope to begin an analysis of thes
problems at an early date.

. 3. Changi research directions -40- _

4

While our future research will, to a great extent,e a
response to requirements of the, World Population Plan of Ac-
tion, United Nations }gegen over the past several-years to
change resMarch courses,. including in its action, supportive
research studies aimed specifically, to determine conditions of
population change, as well as projedtp to faoil.itate the inte-
gration of population and development planning. We have, also
initiated micro-oriented research which is aimed to provide a

0
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firmer-tasis.C* Actioh programmes than do the conventional
. ° .

°' -macre studies of edmograp c onditions and trends.-* Of coursd,--
.....

we do not intend tcp,sacr Mice the latter, which have served
loell,at least to indica to societies and to the world that,
the population and its characteristics are factors to be reek-

.
oned with in- developmefttgprogrammes. But we must advance
knowledge over, a wider front,' and this is why we intend to

i

seek answers in the behaviour of micro-id-Vie-1 We
propose. also to focus on the consequences of populatio change ; 0

- ,

, and of alternative'population trends, as well as upon factors el V-
,.., affecting population. Alhis, incidentally, has alwayg been'in-

cluded,ih our mandate. Some,_of our future projects are de- .._,

i

scribed below. -...

. .

a.
..

Status of women and fertility,
.

(, -.Much is said of.the
..,,-

impact of the status of women upon
fertility. Siftee status varies. according to culture, there is
a need for micro studies of the relationships between these- .'
phenomena, beginning with the family, in a variety of cultures.,
At the same time, tre want to identify some of the ways oin which ,
status of women and'otber fadily members influence Infant,
childhood and other levels of sex-age specific mortality. The
Population Division hopes to initiate work in these areas 10e

_in-7the decade. . , i,.,

ra

6
b. Modernization factors affecting fertility,

A share of the resources devoted to fertility studies
will'be allotted to work on,the extent to4hich and a cir-
cumstances in which varias modernization indicator and
ticularly education, influence fertility. Another important

' project, intended to provide.explanations for the failure or
only modest suGZess of family planning programmes,
vblve studies of- non - acceptance d family planning, focusing-' .%
upon the rolds of culture and of individual and, family percep- ,

tioh of the fact and meaning of, socio- economic and'demographic
Changes. 's

.*

w.

c. Impact of ,policies upon reproductive patterns

In o r to determine the'efficaciousness of varibus,
policy measures lative to fertility, it ii proposed to Under-

,

take studies of the influence upon actual reproductive behav- -
iodr--and fihakly upon birthrates--oksuch incentilles and dial -

incentives as the granting or withholding of child, maternal I

and family allowances, marriage grants, old e security, .

. . -
. ._

4 ,-
. . ,
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.tax tion,:svailability or prohibition of abortion and sterall-

. z Lon, prohibition of or easy'access i* caUtrageptives. edu-
atoncwith and without cost, to ;parents, and so on.

:,-1

.d. Development of methodology .\

TO support the research .programmes in fertility d
mortality,: it,is.intended to develop methodology for o. owing
the family throughout its cycle and dbderVing.its reaction to
its economic, social and demographic expe-itnces. Among- other
things, it should b4 posq.bleias.a,result of the,studied, to
determine stresspoints i the family cycle and, consequently,

-

to foredast amenabi 'ty of the family to cooperating by adopt,-
ing polidy measures ,

e. *population ancidevelopment
c.\

Thid s a.brodd field on which much of Our research
borders. Oneof'our specific projects, however,,involves the
development of methodology for integrating papulation factors
in development planning from the standpoint of particular coun-
try conditions'and needs, So as to facilitate population re-
sponsive development planning. We also plan to undertake,
among other studies,:a comparative analysis of population der,
velopment in.some 70, countries and.an investigation of the
impact of social and economic Change upon demographic trends,
in recognition of the need to study not. only the factors which
influende population 'trends but also the socio-economic conse-

. .guences of p6paation.changes and expectations.

4. Strategy

These ideas are by no means the limit of our rese arch
e. 010hs; we-tave just begun toreshape our, programme. The re- _

search that we undertake must fall within the terms of refer-
.

ence of the Population Commisilon%but this constraint limits
us very little, a our mandate 'is 'a broad one. The 'projects
mentioned above have been endorsed and in some cases proposed
by the population symposia .6onvened in preparation for the
Conference. Indeed these meetings exposed many research needs.

'The strategy of the Population Division to carry out at
Headquarels, with assistance (where required)- from the field
offices, such studies as resources permit; to cooperate in
other studies with our sister agencies, particular ?UNESCO

- .

and WHO; to encourage and assist research.at the regional
level; and to promote and assist needed:studies at national
research institutes.

O0gOi.,
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Other needed research and experiments

There are areas in which other organs of the United Na-
tions system may develop or reinforce knowledge of determinants
of population Change. For example, we need-to know the impor-
tance for reproductive 'behaviour of the efficiency with which
culture is transmitted from generation to generation. What is

'the role of in this process? This is a task for
UNESCO..

J Not all'of the information needed to carry out the Plan
of Action can be obtained by the classic social science re-
searbh techniques of collecting data, classifying-it, carrying
out a systematic analysis and writing an, analytical report.
Herei we need the cooperation and foresight of private agencies

1
and government leaders. We must have bold, imaginative experi-
ments. Mankind is called upon to develop resources, protect
resources; preserve the environment, alter the environment;
ensure the rights of children, parents, community, government.
Only experiments can resolve -these conflicts. For example, if

( we cannot experiment with the relationship between population
change and income redistiibution, why not experiment with re-
source redistribution, which offers both development a0d the
preservatio4 of the environment. There might be-established in
several countries model schates which preserve the constructiv
elements of rural, village and small town culture, while bring
ing the population of these areas into the mainstream of na-
tional life.' Decentraliiation of government, health, education
and Welfare'services and rural development programmes that em-
phasize employment of rural women and men in more modern indual-
tries might be-introduced for their potential value as methods
of equalizing urban and rural conditions of life, without the
often disruptive effects of internal migration. A question
for research would be What would be the effect upon fertility
'and -mortality among the rural and small town people?

We recognize the need also for' exploratory or experimental
studies.of modes of economic and social advancement that may be
applied in developing countries as alternatives to industrialir
zation, which has as many disadvantages as it has advantages.'
And there can and should be studies of the*impact that the new
develdOment models have on fertility.

Experiments and analytical studies are needed-also of the
effect upon families and the society as,a whole of active par-
ticipation by the population in government policy making-and
the implementation of polidy measures. It would be particu-
larly informative to know the effect of such participation

r
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when the proposed action lacked favour with either the govern-
ment or the populate.* Examples` would be programmes for wide
`scale_adoption (of children), sterilization, availability or,
prohibition-of abortion, and/or contraceptives, etc.

There is also need for experiments in the implementation
of population policies and prograinmes that are geared entirely
tethe needs of simple rural folk. Many governments might re-
spond favourably to a well. conceptualized plan.

Finally, I would offer that, becoming increasingly aware
of the impairments in our knowledge.of population change, es-
pecially in the area of human repioduction and, consequently,
of our limited ability to bring about change, we should be
receptive to and supportive of new theories and ideas that

- seem capable of weathering the tests of science. In this con-
nection, for example, some research is indicated on the e ects
of crowding, of environmental pressures and other tensi ns and
stresses upon actual reproductive behaviour. We can eas y
find source material in both devieloped and developing countries.
It is important that we begin now to design these and other
investigations of environmental factors affecting fertility,
and to lo9k beyond the conventional research idead and research
methodology-
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October, '1974

United States Agency for International Development (A.I.D.)

.0k
1. A.I.D. Perceptions of Knowledge Needs

A.I.D. is presently reorienting its support of social
science research. Therefore, our conclusions here are.,tenta-
tive. .1i expect to have available by the end of Octonr a
fuller statement of research issues and questions to which
A.I.D. int ds to give major program support over the next two
or three years.

A.I.D. is presently reviewing the "state-of-the-art" with
respeOt to social science research on population. This pro-
_cess has involved the commissioning of a paper from the Smith-
sonian Institution to review recent literature on (1)\socio-
economic correlates and determinants of fertility; and (2)-the
demogAphic impact of family planning programs. Tie purpose
of this paper was to identify major gaps in our understanding
of both of these key issues.

A.I.D.'is now using the Smithsonian-paper as the basis
for preparing a strategy and agenda for the suppoit of social
science research.* The paper will be available for the Octo-
ber meeting at the Ford Foundation. Also at the October meet:-
ing, will make available a descriptive list of major
socialiciencs research projects supported in the padt.

Following is a didcUssion Of sbme'research A.I.D. has found
useful and the types we will be less inclined to support hence-

.fOrth. ,

One can make a r gh distinction bOien social science
research related to pop ation and family planning program-.
activities; and that rela d to broader matters of pbpulation
policy development. A.I.D. suppOrts both types of research
and sees the need for more researakArboth areas..

5 .
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b. Program-Related Research

Population program administrators in less developed coun-
tries have a wide variety of needs for social science research.
At the most basic level, they need baseline demographic data
for the definition of population problems, the development of
program strategies, and the measurement of program impact.
Therefore, basic descriptive demographic research receives and
will continue to receive A.I.D. support. Second, program ad-
ministrators need information on the characteristics of ac-
ceptors and non-acceptors of family planning services. So-
ciological, psychologiCal, and anthropological research on
the reasons why people do or do not accept family planning is
'basic to the development of sound fathily planning programs.
Again, A.I.D. presently supports and will continue to support
research designed to provide prOgram adniinistrators with in-
formationabout the characteristics of target populations and
with evidence that suggests improved means cdreaching them.

Title X of the Foreign Assistance Act makes clear that
the U.S. Congress intends A.I.D.'s population program to be
one of action. Congress intended that A.I.D. become involved
in assisting Countries of the Third World to take immediate
action to lower current rates of population. increase. The Act
provides clear authorip for the support of, social science'
research in support of the general goal. A.I.D. has generally
interpreted this authority as mainly intended to support-..re-
search closely related to program activities aimed at reducing
fertility. As a result, A.I.D. has tended to follOw- a strat-
egy supporting social science research likely to lead to teI-
atively immediate program and policy actions.

In summary, A.I.D. has been more interested in.applied
than in basic research alp in research where fertility is the
central demdigraphic variable. We have tended toward research:
that promise's short-term rathdi than long-term payoffs. And,
we'increasirigly Insist thagt research be_specific to particular
'countries. 'Ply definition, therefore, social science research
has been of lower priority for A.I.D. to the extent that it
(a) is basic rather than applied deals with variables
4hich are not susceptible to 9latiAly shortiteirm,,mA0Oula-
tion by policy.or'program decisions) ; (b) is concerned *th
mortality or migration rather than with fertility (excipt.to
the extent that the former two are themselves relatecltcCfer-
tility); and (c) is not ,briented toward the less developed

.

countries, especfally those countries experiencing the most
rapid rates of population growth.

00267
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2. Major donor-supported programs and institutions in the de-'
veloping world,,that are currently or potentially engaged
in social science research on population and development

There are relatively few programs and institutions in the
, - less developed world currently supporting social science re-

search on population and development. Indeed, most such pro-
grams are located in the United States and, to a far lesser
extent, in Europe. Examples are the Ford - Rockefeller competi-
tion, the Smithsonian's International Programfor Population
Analysis, the OECD Development Centre program of population
research, research undertaken and supported by. American uni-
versities with donor funds, etc. In the less developed world,
only a few major institutions and programs can be identified.
They are:

. The'Program of Social Research ReleVant to the Formula-
. tion of Population Policies in Latin America (PISPAL),

headquartered at MADE and supported by, all the major
donors except A.I.D.

. El Colegio de Mexico

Instituto Mexican° de Estudios Sociales
00

. University of Costa Rica, Department of Demography

CELADE, Santiago and San Jose

. Corporacion Centro Regional de Poblacion, Bogot

. CEBRAP, San Paulo

. CODESRIA (an alliance of African schOlari and insti-

.
-tutions which has a population studies componenW1

. University of Ibadan.(Nigeria) Department of
Sociology

. The U.N. Economic Commission or Africa, African
Census Program

0 . Institute for lvelopment Studies, University of
Nairobi

The U.N. Demographic .tenter., Cairo.

. The American University, Cairo

. Pakistan Institute of Development Economic's (PIDE)

Populati Commission, Philippines
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.. The Population Center Foundation, Philippines

LEKNAS,(L/P/), Indonesia

. U.N. Economic and SOCial Council, Beirut

. Institute of Econ c Growth, New pelhi

. Operations Research Group, Baroda (India)

. Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

-Economic. Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAYE)

Korean Institute for Research in Behavioral Science

Korean National. University, Seoul

. ,Ateneo de Manila

. University of the Philipp s, Population Institute

. Chinese University, Hong Kong ,

The majority of these institutions have at least two and
in some cases many more researchers actively involved in social
science research. This list is not inclusive in that several
institutions where social science research on population is
presently under way are,not included. They have been omitted
because they have not yee`shown-a major commitment to social
science research on population.. All of the institutions
listed above have received donor support.

3. Programs and institutions, that are candidates for joint
funding

Seven areas in which joint or collaborative funding might
be apptopriate are mentioned in INK Harkavy'etrequest. They

,are:. large-scale proje s, high is] or innovative projects,
cases where_recipients efer multiple financing sources,
cases of internal rest aints on .donors, comparative studies in
different countries, "network" organizations; and cases of
complementarity..., It should be ,mentioned_that ,these examples
are not mutually excludYZ;e7'---Indeed, several of them are over-
lapping. For'example, comparative studies in different coun-
tried almost by definitiOn are also large-scale cases, involv
ing complementarity, which quite possibly involve Isnetwork"
organizations..

In any Tient, the following four examples of specific
projects and areas of research or demonstration project
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activity appear to to be candidates or joint funding.
(Present joint-funding ventures are excluded from this list.)

a. Comparative cross- national multi-variate analysis of
the socio-economic determinants*Of fertility. Little system-
atic research.of this sort has been\Aone to date, yet.nearly
all experts in the population fipld44ree that.we'need to know
more about the di'ferential impaet o£ various development fac-
tors on demographic change. A major research project, whether
based upon survey or aggregate data, requires a massive data -
collection and/or data-cleaning operation. Any single donor
probably would be unwilling to commit resources required for
the collection and analysis of data. Some donors, A.I.D.
among them, may view such research as too long-range and too
methodologically problematical to warrant highest priority.
Nonetheless, A.I.D. is interested in gaining insights into the
issue for long-term A.I.I. strategy implications regarding
allocation of total Agency resources. Furthermore, the data
required for such researdh'are useful for other purposes such
as family prialKig program impact studies, creation of base-
line demographic tatistics where none.presently exist, health,
education, and economics studies, etc. Therefore, partial
A.I.D. support of such an undertaking would receive serious
con ideration, especially through institutions such as CELADE/
PISp ind-CODESRIA.

b.\ Incentives projects: "A great deal of attention has
been, focused in recent years on thd need to carry out experi-
mental incentives projects in the population field. Some pro-
posals for incentives work may be large and elaborate. No
single _donor may be willing to underwrite 'the costs of start-
ing such a large project, carrying it out, or evaluating it.
Incentives projects are also high-risk or innovative. Given,
the preeminent concern among the donors with the expansion of
traditional family, planning services, none of us has much by
way of experience or expertise in the incentives area; 'Very
few experimental incentives projects have been tried. But it
appears now that a number of countries are int ested in test-
ing bond or savings schemed designed to alter f rtility be-

. havior. Malaysia and Thailand both have give eebent indica-
tions. of interest in mounting incentives exp riments along the
lines, developed by Muscat andRidker. We have' also received
inquiries about technical advice on incentives projects from
Pakistan and other countries. The social security or state
life insurance programs of each country should be considered
prime candidates for joint donor collaboration.
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c. Cases of internal restraints on donors: A.I.D. is
constrained from providing assistance4to:sOme major countries
--e.g., Brazil, Indiap.and Mexico--by the mature of U.S. po-
litical and diplomatic relations with theme countries, and/or
by their attitudes toward receiving U.S. aid for population
activities. Although the United Nations is capable of using
'commingled funds in some of these.countried, it is
clear-that those donors who do not operate under the same or
similar constraints as A.I.D. might consider grienting their
funds more specifically toward those countries in which A.I.D.
is prescribed from working. This could be done (indeed, is
being done) through those institutions. listed in 2. above.

d. Improved institutional support for research: With-
out prejudice to essential current programs, donors should'
consider focusing joint support in an institution:or insti-

. tutions capable of emphasizing research on motivation, fer-
tility determinants,, and public policy, and with appropriate
representation of LDC interedts.and needs.'

.. ,......----.-1,-...;,-
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ATTACHMENT A

November, 1974

A Strategy for A.I.D. SUpport of Social" Research
. on Determinants of ,Fertility

Jby

Steven ;W.. Sinding

PREFACE

An initial word should be said about the context within
which this paper was`, prepared. It was clear from the outset
of the process of preparing the paper that a strategy for the
support of social science research in the developing countries
could not be written in Washington, at least not in an envi-
ronment which excluded the contribution! of the researchers
and policy' makers who wou/d be major participants in thd ulti-
matefeXecution and utilization of the research. Yet, neither
time npr circumstances permitted full consultation with schol-
ars or decision makers in the developing countries. prior to,
the preparation of, this strategy document:- All those who have
had a hand Wthe preparation of this piper -have had several
years of experience Woking with scholars and policy makers in
the developing world. Therefore,, the paper was not written in
complete ignorance of.the needs or desires of the key'actors
in ,the developing world.

issues posed in this pape'r Are based on a broad, theo-
retical conceptualization which must be.modified in'light of
the,Political, cultural, economic; and social circumstances of
individual countries. Only through the interaction of the4b-,
stract issudi-outlined here and the particular circumstances
ofeach'country in ,which they may be applied .can a trim rem
search 'strategy for any' given country emerge. s

A

We are well awire then, that4thesues posed in this
paper must be treated with extreme flexibility. We hope that
the readdr-will not infer frOm what is written below that
.A.I.D. is insensitive to the problem of cultural.relativism'or
that we are attempting to impose a deductively deriVed set of
research issues on other countries or organilations.

0027
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INTRODUCTION

This paper poses a,series of research questions for -which
A.I.D. is seeking answers in order tb improve its capacity to
provide assistance in the area of population policy develop-

.

ment.

The paper represents the conclusion of the first phase of
a process initiated late in 1973 to define a strategy and
agenda for the support of social science researchl by A.I.D.'s
population program: The Bureau for Population and Humani-
tarian Assistance recognized that A.I.D. support of social
research lacked a unifying framework or prograirt-related ratioT
nale at the Washington level. Money. las been well spent on
the investigation of important topics, but there has not al-
ways been adequate'speCification'of why the answers to those
questions might be of programmatic importance. The intention
of this paper is to help A.I.D. step back after five years' or
more experience as one of thUlaargest sources of support for

. social science research On popigiation issues of the developing
countries to see where we stand, to review what by trial and
error has been learned, and to suggest some priority areas'in
s'hich a renewed effort is indicated as the A.I.D. program con-
tinues to mature.2

At the outset, we sought a basic, summary of what is known
about the social deter?ninants of fertility and the impact of

rfamily planning programs on. fertility. The Office of Popula-
tion commissioned the interdisciplinary communications Program
of the Smithsonian InstitutionJto prepare a-report on the . .

state of present knowledge about these two major areas of
social research and to identify gaps in our Widerstanding--
gaps which need Itobe filled by additional research. ICP's;
report, oentitled'The Policy Relevance of 'Recent Social Re-
search on Fertility, was published- in September 1974 .after-in-
tensive'review by the social science staff IS!f the Office of
Population. It was `used as the basis for the preparation of
this more specific identification of research issues and
strategy.

. .

.

This paper is intended tostiMu Ate dialogue within
iA.I. . and between A.i.D. and its collaborAtors inthe popula-

tion field. Such dialogue should lead to a practical onsen-
sub On-future additional social research regarding fe tility,
and on how responsibility fOx,its execution can be most effi-
ciently allocated among and between the various agencies and

/
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em.

1

organj.zations which are concerned with the issues raised here
and which face funding and personnel constraints sAmilar to
those facing A.I.D. We recognize that other agencies *ill
have different priorities from 'those specified here. Our hope
is that,by making explicit where our priorities lie, and by
dischssing them with other agencies, we may jointly arrive at4
a set of decisions which will have the effect ofioreventing .

/both undue overlap and the persistence of major 419s.

Definition of the Boundaries of This Undertakin5

This paper does not deal with research concerned with any
other dependent variabie-<than fertility. Research which seeks
to explain variations in mortality, migration, or population
composition is not covered. It is widdly believed that theee
other demographic variables do, themselves, affect fertility
and in tha't sense A.I.D. is interested'in research. which ex=
amine's such relationships. However, the overriding concern,is
with fertility and how to lower it.

Second, the paper gives relatively little emphasisto
questions regarding the consequences of population chap e.
While A.I.D. recognizes the iMportance of learning more'about
the impact of population change on various aspects of economy
and society, we also believe that research needs in this area
are well understood by the research community and that further

,

refinement of A.I.D. strategy and priorities in this area...is
not presentiy'required. Furthermore, many of the questions
belOw require data which can also be used to examine the con-1

6 sequences of demographic change, especially at the micro
level. Those undertaking research on determinants will fre-
quently examine the consequences as well, insofar as they Con-
cern themselves with feedbacks between fertility and socio-
economic change.

Third, inasmuch as this paper is fundamentally concerned ,

with research on the determinants of fertility) it is specifl,
ically concerned with research which examines the kelation-=
ships among variables, other than family planning program
variables,3 which are' at least theoretically amenable to con-
trol by the instrument of public,policy in the-short run. In.

*other words, the independent variables in any study mustbe
variables over. which policy makers'have at feast potential
short-run cohtrol,.either directly or indirectly. "6

.
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Fintip, thi,paper does not directly address the 'subject
of'data-gathering. Donors and researchas agree that the data
base kpr social research on fertility in the developing coun-
tries is woefully inadequate. (Indeed, the database for al-
most an tatistical, research in the developing countries is

.

44extrerrierPweak.) For- -this. reason, A.I.D. and all other major
donors agencies have spent considerable mile of money to .im-
prov-fr e the quality and.quantity of statistics. 'Improvement-of

,social and demographic datads a.sine qua mu of almost all .
the research which this paper advocates. However, this is not , :r
the place to discuss in detail thevathering ofdata or to ex- 1"

9....hort. donorp, 'host governments, A or-rerOarchers to continue to
*strive .for the-improvement of data. We are concerned _here
with the research guedtions for which 'mprompd data are re-
quired.4, .

...
.

.
.

i.

A Question-Based, HiearchicarApproadh.

This paper is orgai?ized around research questions.. The:
questions are arranged hierarchically; we begin with the -moat

. general questions and then disaggregate those s.questions into
more and,more specific subqnestions.- (The hierarchy of issue. .

.

arts and the .quedtions associated with-each area are sum-
. marized in Attachment A.)

1Aal of the quesons posed-here m t to vied from t e
perspective_ of specific countries: Wh' e it is certain that
many of the relationships identified below are constant across
countries, is convinced thatonly'kf the,research is

° carried out for thebenefitApf policy makeks.and program admin-
f% istiators,in.-each country All they, be likely to' act upon the

findings. Further, indigenous investigators must be pr6miii.'ent
/ in-the.research enterprise. To the extent that local research-

ers may not have preparation sufficient to carry out some of
the research suggested below, they still 'must be involved with4
outside collaborators in the,execution of the research. \

4
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I. A HIERARCHY OF QUESTIONS FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH
AND EXPERIMENTATION

The ICP-Smithsonian study, The Policy Relevance of Recent
/ Social Researoll'on. Fertility, argues that."the overarching

ptoblem in population policy is how to turn public objectives
#' into private action." Extant research has shown that private

actions are influenced by a plethora olfpublic actions, some
intended to bring about a change in private fertility behavior,
Othets intended to achieve different outcomes but having an
impact on fertilitynonetheless: The central need of any

.._Zpolicy maker who is concerned with changing' fertility behavior
As kriCialedge about the cost -effectiveneis'of alternative poli-

,

cies'or programs he might undertake. How much change in the
feitility rate is likely to ,resu,lt from various ,different
kinds of inputs, financial andsotherwise? To what extent will
a given expenditurein family planning5 affect fertility com-
pared with an equal expenditure in edration? What would be
the consequence for fertility of a given investment toreduce
infant Fnd child mortality compared with "an equal investment 4

in expr-...ded family planning delivery systems? These are the.
questio.is with%whiChfpolicy maker& and progr4 administrators
dust wrestle every day. They are equally pertinent to donors
in the development assistance field since they should influ-
ence not ,nly the liays in which -funds are programmled but also It

the forth"' ach donck advice to recipients takes. Accordingly.
the quest..x.s and discussions, below are based upon thf cop
viction L.at Aocial research' on fertility is useful to the
extent that helps decision makers determine the moat ef- '

'dho-fective allocation.,of limited-resources among alternative uses
in reducing.fertiIity.

.The ICP report proposes,"A"Hiera;6gy of Research Finding&
Addressed to Public*Polic." Research findings at the three_
hi411est,levels of that hierarchy ( "elasticity," "expenditure,".
and "economizing") are the sorts which decision makers need in
order t- formulate poliCies. (These terins'are ined in
Table 4, page 63 of the rdport, Attac en' B of is paper.)
Therefore, in what follows, the reade should be aware-that

*he questions which this paper pbses re based upon the assump-
tion that the answers can be cast in terms of the alternative
policy options infaied by these three highest levels-6I find,
infs. A./..D.-is less .irtterested in, research involving the (

methodod6cges Of "observieVion',1! "sample corxe4tion" or "mul-
tiple correlation" than it.i& in research examining icausa-I

ItiOn," elasticities, "expenditures," stP.:*economizing."
, .,
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Though the questions posed below require that research begin
at the more humble-levels?of methodology, the ultimata objec-
tive is to suppoet research while results cart be reported in
terms.of the options'or alternatives they suggest, to policy
makers.

':' .'
All other things being equal (i.e., holding all other

.?variables constant), how much of_the obseived variation in
.fertility6 can be directly attributed to family planning pro-
gram activities and how much can be attributed to variables

.other than,family planning?
,

. .
In a number of countries fertilityhas dedlined insta-

tistically significant measure over the pasttedade
Taiwan, Korea, Costa Rica,Chile, Mauritius),. Many-of these
countries (including those just listed) had active family
planning-programs in force during at least partiof the period
during which fertility declined.

'

P
To what extent can one explain the decline in feortility in
terms of the existence of the programs, and to what extent
are other variables responsible for the decline?

0

. Or, alternatively, if the programs had not existed at.ali,
by what percentage would fertility have declined,, if at'
all, during the periOd of observation?

. To the extent that the contribution of, family planning pro-
graMs.E0 fertility is different*n different countries, .

whit explains the relatively different impact of the pro.r,
grams? (For example, it is widely believed that the.
changes in Mauritius have been olosAly related to thee,
existence of,the_program, while inChile and Costa Rica
,many observers are inclined to discount the contribution
of the program.)

e
*

.

te obvious rationale for research on,the questions posed
above is to identify those factors which, under vastly 'differ,-

,ent sodiolitodhomic circumstances, contributed most diredtl,y
.

.and importWhtly to fertility decline in order to isolate thOse
-variables ,to'which dedision makers and' program administrators
in different countries. (including thedonor countries and

.. ,

agencies) 6n most profitably direct their attention.

, .

HowePer, the answers to the questions posed aboye are not
e nough. It is equally important for policy makepll and admih--
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istIitors to consider a range ofalternative measures to're,
duce fertility.

To what extent can countries which have committed them-
selves to fertility decline use their loften meager) popu-
lation program funds in more cost-effective ways?

Would a diversion of family planting or other developMent !

program funds'to other uses such as education or employment
accelerate fertility decline?

I
If so, whiCh otr uses of such funds would have the great-
est impact on fertility?

With or without a change in the funds'applied to family
planning programs, what changes in the volume or uses of
oth r development funds might result in lower fertility?

tl

what extent has'there been regional variation (e.g.,
urban vs. rural, large-holding vs. small- holding) in fer-
tility rates?

To what factors dare suchwariations-attributable?

Are different mixes of inputs. appropriate to different
socio-economic environments?

If so, what kinds of fatly planning/other-than-family-
planning mixes are most appropriate to the differefit envi-
ronments? (For examplef is it poslible that family plan-:
ning services ought to be emphasized in urban environments
while'other-than .nfamily-planning investments ought to be
emphasized in rural environments?)

,.

These queitiohs imply that individual motivation for
smaller families may npt be sufficiently high under existing
conditions in most developing countries for,voluntary family
planning to succeed -- that -such, programs, may peak at times and

-fat certain levels of adceptorsiliptafter which one-experiences
'incteasing,diffidulty in attractinqmew acceptors.? Howexiir,

, the questions also imply that well-orgariized and' effectivelSr ih

administered family Olannin44'programs may morivate IndivfduaNY.
4-- .

,

,and couples to limit family size by introducing ,such ihdi4d- -
,

..

a
.. pals and couple's toi the id0 tha't fertility control is poE0=-)60.
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'A great deal of research has been done on. the issue of
motivation for fewer children and on policies which might in-
crease sufh motivation. Even more ink has been spilled on
proposals for policy and program action "beyond family plan- /'

ning",to.decrease "demdndl' for children. Given the charged
and very complex environthent within which_the issue of motive-

, tion has been debated, the p'ages which follow seek to avoid
impressionistic rhetoric.in favor of empirical questions re-
garding specific variables upon' whose answers action Can
realistically be baked.' One of the principal problems-with
the othtr-than-family-planning proposals is that thew-fre-
quently ignore time, cost, or the capacitynof goVernmentsto,

.

implement them. Therefore, we seek here Tb restrict oureelves
to the consideration of variables over which governments have
at least potential control in,the,relatively short term and .to
which they are likely togive serious attention should re-
search findings merit such attention.

We have acceptedhe ICP's notion that knowl;dge of the
determinants of fertility is not enough,,even if those deter-
minants are highly amenable to government manipulalt*. Be-
yond knowledge of correlate andandeterminants, we solid .

.

information on the relative cost-effectiveness of alternative
iproposals, i.e., how much fertility reduction, will result front

.,

a given expenditure? . 4
. . .

.

,

.Table 5 in Chapter III of the ICP report Attachment C of
.,

this paper) summarizes4recent research ofi 115 correlates of
fertility. The table evaluates severaP'dozen research under=
takings with ee4Pect to:. _ (a) the nature of the.relatioaship
between fertility"and the 18 variables (i.e., whether the're/a---. ,

tionship is positive, neutral, or 'negative); (b) the elastic,-
...ity8 of fertility with respect.t6 nineofthose'Variables;'ana

...

(c) the'adequacy of research on each variable. From this ,

table it is possible to select thoseirelationships which Ap7
,pear to be Most prOmidin4 for future investigation, ',The

. reader is referred to the. report for extendpd discussiolOof .

what is known -Spout each of the.relati.Onships identified. The
r---.14uestions beloware those,which,#ppedr to'be the most impor-

tant for program and pOlicY action. in the relatively short
term, he:, the next five to ten years.

....
,...-7 . ...

...
&Vn o)e variaples over whi4 governments have control,
6fher,tlieA family 'planning, which appear to,.be'host power-

, fUlly`related to fertility decline? (TheICP studysdon-
cludes that some of.those variables w*ch.may most strongly

# 4 3
e 4

t---L--44110:44
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determine fertility decline are also those whose relation- gi
P- \/

-ship to fertility is least well,understood.). I'
$

Insofar as'g ernment actions produce more than one result
_,--e.g.4 ed e tional-berviices and fertility decline--how ,

should the joint products be costed out in any cost-
s effectiveness tests?

.
J.,

-Olt
0, Income and Its Distribution
k.

.. , .. -.'`.'

f
A spate of recent writings suggekts that perhaps one of

the most powerful determinanti of societal fertility is in-
come. Some argue that because of the-vicious circle of pov-a

erty and ihtAecurity-,4.the rural, masses perpetuate high fertil-
ity as aiians of maXimizing the only factor of production
available to themlabor:. That is to say, fertility and in-

,

come.may be positively related below -0u e, "threshold level."
- The rate of gkowth of income r.y uence significantly the
. allodation of resources betwee competing' wants both in forms

, .

..1'''ofiquantity and quality. 'income . nt -may be
reachea when the "edohomi valueofschildret" induces a de-

. Cline in fertility. Finally, individual and/or household
a perceptions of (and uktimately reactions to) future growth

ortunities array be influenCed by t4edistribution of in-
'04-me, especially real income. .Consequently, efforts. to

understand the effects of.income'upom fertility and vice
very /ver0 must_isaate the three related concepts orwincome level,

, rate*of lisyth, and distributibiy.
,

. .4.

However, Apther-racent writinghes emphasized that it is
J.

'not 'income sermuch as other sbciolbgical variables which are.
- also associated witli'iricdme,'.:that,best explain th appatent . .

association between indonliahcl fertility.- For ex ple, these
. ' writers argue that emphasisish'indbMe distributidn as a de-

', -.

,.%.... " terminant defertilAy'obscures More than itenlighte,s. They
f. ' hypothesize that far more idportaqt than the distribuAon of

S
. , 'income are the change:, in individdal perception of the future N

--!' c that frequentIy-accohianymodernizdtion. If modernization_ . ir.

J

means, Among ogler thiDgp,` change from al-at4listic to an 4'
g

instrwentalvie-':, of man's-capacity to influence his future,.
Olen it is "possible that fertility is Much more .strop in-

,..,_-_.

fluenced by the fact Vat modern than, as the cdQtrolleli-of'his,
ilik

own destiny, sees the numberof children.he'produceS as an im-
-pdrtant deteiminant of .his futUre\yell-being; than )y income

.

, ... .60286 t

, t

alone. No doubt the distributions of income is'an important
oncomponent of the breakdown of traditionalism and the advent of

, .,,
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,m4dernity, but it is only one,of a whole series-of changes
that influence the tucture ofopportunitravailable to the
individuals in a s9ci ty. Other, perhaps equapa; important;:
components of the opportunity structure ipc19de access 1.6 edu-
cational,opportunAy; access to, employment' oppdrtunities,,

.

especially in the modefn sector; access to basic social.ser-
vices such as.health,care.,(including familye*apning); and, in

logeneral, aciessto those social and economiegoods-Which are
defined as most desirable in society.

. How closely' are.income level, rate of growth,_and distribu-
tion causally linkedOkto individual4decisions regarding the.
number and spacing of births?

7
Is the distribution of income more orlese strongix asso-,
ciated with fertility levels thap absolute levels of in-
come? Would fertility rUii-Teciine faster if existing
income were more equitably distributed or would they de-
cline faster if the distribution of income remained'con-
'stant but the level per capita increased? K

. If the distribution of-income is itself associatedssociated with
morebasic variables influencing fertility, what are those
otheOrariables? Is it possible that thoie variables,wh
are most closely causally'relAed to feffility decline are
also causally related to the distribution of come (i.e.,
that the name variables which cause low fertile
cause improved levels or distributiOn of income)? 0 ZJ

. To what eIctent ifthe distribution of- income in a society a
cause, or to what extent is it a of fertility rates
or levels?

. Assuming a strovqausal Eelationship s established, vhat
public measures to redistNialte income are economically
feasible and politicplly acceptable'and to what extent do,
they offer relatively cost-effective methods of promoting
lower fertility?

'Other variables which appear to be especially deserving
of increased .atention by researchers are,female egucation,
female employment, and infant an4 child mdrtalityl Questions

.....,r,risingfnem consideration of these VaAables in terms of
their effect on fertility are tile.fol;loWing: ,2

,1)' 4

.

0.

°
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. u Where men would be diebolaced?__ . . ,,, 'e.

1.
,

<

11 Is thereation of such opportnnities.in sufficie4t number. ,°
to lave a major effect on fertility feasible?. How much .

1/4

'/Mild it cost?
-... ., .

4 0a ,

. -;,!Is-such an ...approach to fertility 1 itation cost-effectivert
.. .

. compared with other. investments
.

, .. .

emir could make?
4,..

1 , .
.

Would employment crea ion pro4rards which 41Ve preference
to female employment e as effective in lowering fertilJty

. .,--as other development nvestments which vvernments could.m#6? %.
:

. '

4, '
k

%
.

p°.
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k.
Why do better educated women have fewer children? Is lower

a result of education itself or does the relation-
ship with fertility disappear when one controls for other
variables such as age of parriageemployment, social

) status, income, access to the means of fertility sontrol,-
etc;? Is it the educational process that explairli the..

lower fertility of better educated women and men, but es-
pecially women, or do persons who will have fewer,children
select themselves for more education?

p How many girls,would require how many'years of formal edu-
cation in order to cause fertility to decline by X amount?

Are there alternatives to formal schooling for girls thatte.-
would have the same effect as formal schooling on fertil-
ity? v

,

Female Employment.

-
Under what conditions is female employment associated with
declining fertility?

., Is it employment thai-accounts for lower fertility, or does
the relationship disappear when one controls for educatibn,

. income, social status, access to the means of fertility
control, etc.?

Are there alternatives to Out-of-home wage employment that
would'have as powerful an impact on' fertility? How much
.would they cost? . -.0

.

What are the implications for governments of creating T4- '

of-home wage employment opportunities for.Women, especially 0

60282 it.
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Which,- if any, othei investments would be as or more ef-
fective in lowering fertility per'unit of expenditure?

Infant and Child Mortality

6

Must infant and/or child mortality decline prior,to fertil-
ity decline? ,

:-
Do people's perceptions of the probability of infant and

ld survival affect their fertility behaviorZ

If so, how long after an increase in the probability of in-
fant survival occurs do people's perceptions of ttiosloprob-
abilities change accordingly?

bet.idbn real change and perceptual change be
How? /

.t.

f the variation.in fertility decline can be ac-
for by decline in infant morality?

B.

. Can-the ga
shortened?

How much
'counte

. How much of an investment in attempting to lower infant mor-
tality"would result in 4ow much of a decline'in fertility?.

Under what circumstances -does it. make sense, for a govern-
.

ment to spend resources on lowering infant and child mor-
.

6
tality, in part for the purpose of lowering fertility, tom-

. pared with other uses of the samel.resources (e.g:, for fe-

4 male employmeht or education programs, for family planning
prOgrams, etc.)? "

.

The preceding section deals with four sets'of variables
w hich are frequently said to be strongly a0pciated with fer-
tilityn However, there are many other 'variables for which es-
sentially thjsame questions-could be aseed.9 We re.-emphasiib:

.vhowevet, what was said above:, ihepoltowsker heeaWto knoia
pore than th& strength4of a relatiOnshiPwfind more even than
-whether or TiOtthe variables consitered:are causall%related.
,He s to knob, what is likely to` be the, most efficient use, of

ce r ources Amdmildpie many alterhative usest=ick he
can t em. Only is ahle2ta.ha everal .

variables, simultaneously_or conspcutivelylermite an adbquate .

understanding of the interactive'effeets'of the variables over \,.

whiche policy maker has at Oast potential 'control., And
only analysis ofl*thecodts and,benefits of alternatiye pendi-

.

tures will provide .the maker .or program dmipistratot . j
.

with the,information hen to ,make a reasonable and effec-
.

tive detision'regarding uses Of scarce resources,for-re- ,

ducing fertility. .t
:.

.
. ,
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ATTACHMENT A

Hierarchy of Research Questions (Listed in
descending Order of generality)

. '4 r

I. Family Planning and Variables Other Than Family Planning

A. All othegthings being equal (i.e., holding all oth r vari-
ables constant), how Inuch of the observed variation in fertil-
ity can be directly attributed to family plsnning program ac-
tivities and how much can be attributed to variables other'
than family planning?

'1

1., If programs not exist at all,by what percentage
would ferti ity decline, if at all?

2. ,.To'the extent that the contribution of family planning
'vtogramti to fertility is different inAifferent couh-
trieswwhat explainsthe-relatively different impact
ofpie programs?

-B. Are there patterns of historical development vhich make
the. introduction offamily planning piograms More propitious
at some historical moments than at-others?

C. To what extent can countries which have committed them-
selves to fertility decliine,uae their relatiVely scarce popu-
lation program flandsljnmoreostreffective ways?

t- _
1. Would a diversion of 'family planning ortother develop-

ment program funds ,:to other uses such as education.or
employment accelerate fertility declizr? so,4which
other? uses/Of such funds would have the greatest imr
'Pact on fertility?

2. With or. without a change in the funds applleTto
family pLannLng programs, what changes in the.voluie
or uses of other development fundsmight result in'
lower fertility? 0

'4
D. To what extent herds there been reilonal variatiOn.(e.g.,
urban vs. rural, large-holding vs. small-holding) in fertility
rates? 4

1
4

1. To what. factors are such variations attributable?
0

0 Ogtil

°
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to

2. Are different mixes of inputs appropriate to differ-
. ent socio-economic envitonments?'

If so, what kinds of family planning/other-than-
family planning Mixes most appropriate to the dif-
ferent environments?

/

E. To what extent are toe determinants of fertility additive
or multiplicative, or to what extent can they be substituted
for one another?

, II. Alternatitres Among Variables Other Than Family Planning

A. iridome and Its Distribution

=-1. How closely are income Vevel, rate of growth, and dis-
tribution causally linked to individual decibions re-
gardingthe number and spacing of births?

I

2. Is the distributionof income more.or 1 ss strongly
associated with fertility levels thin' solute levels
of income? - '

e '

I

-- Would fertility rates decline faster if existing
income were more equitably distributed, or would they

.decline faster if the: distribution af income remained
. .

Constant 'but the level per capita;increased?

3. If itself is associated with more basic vari- v
.

-A,,
aBlee'influencing fertility, *hat -ore those other
variables?' .-

:,

11

,, .. . .
,

.

a. Is it possible'that those_variable's 'which are -most
clos ly causally related to fertility decline are, also
caus lly related to income? '. .

.A .

p. Dq thesame variables that cause low fertility.
,a.ase'capse higher income, evels, higher rates of .

growth, and/on improved ilistribution? .
.4i,''

:,2';'6

\
2 %

4,
!

To what extent is Change in thedistribution of income
in a-societyvcause, Or to what extent is it a symp-
tom of change in fertility rates?

Q

5.

o

r
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8: Female Edu6ation -

1. Why do better educated women have fewer children?

2. Is fertility a result of education itself or does the
relationship. with fertility disappear when one con-
trOls for other variables such,asage.at marriage,.em-

. .ployment, social status,`-income, access to the means
oof fertility control, etc.f?

3. ;Is it the educational process that egplains the lower
fertility of better educated' women and men, but espe-
cially women, or'do persons who will have fewer chil-
dren select themselves for education?

4. 'How' many girls would require how many years of formal
/.education in'Order.to cause fertility to decline by .X
amourit?

'==a4

5.. Are there alternatives to foram]. schooling for girls
that would have'more effect on fertillity than formal
schooling?

-

C. Female Employment

1. Under what Conditions is female employment associated
with declining fertility? Under whlt conditions
-associated.in unchanged or'ilAreased fertility?

0

2.. Are there sOme types ocOut;6f -home jobs whioll cause
lower fertility than otRer typee?

a
-

3. Is it employment that accotthts for lower fertility; or
does-the relationship disalVear when one controls for
-education, income, social status, 'access to the means
of fertility controi,' etc.?

, c
4. Wilt is it about employment sthat c4uses employed women

to hfar fewer children?.

5. Are thAe,aiternatives to out-of-home wage employment
that would have as powerful an impact on fertility and-

- that would be nos.moretkor even lest Fostly
tr4/ = ments.

.1

-1-00286
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6. Besid cost,, what are the implications* for governmentsof Ore ting out=of-home wage employment opportunitiesfor wo n?

a. Is the creation'of such opportunities in sufficientnumber to have a major effect.=
fertility `feasible?

. b. .W d it be necessary to'repla men in certainjobS employment opportUnitiesi or-women were ex-parade

D.., Infant and;.:Child mortality.
1----Must fent anVor. child mortality cieclirie prior toferti ty decline? -

.

4
2. Do people's perceptions of the probability of *antand child survil41 affect their fertility behavior?

6

a. If,so, how 349 after.an
ity of infant stirOkal

occurs do'people's perceptiois
of those' probabilities

change accprdingly?.

b. Can, the Ipp'betKeen real change and perceptual.
change,b4:Stortened? How? -,

3.. -HOWFluch of tiitechnge! infertility decline can be dc=

oA4

cot4nt151fot by. decline in infant mortality? f;,

4 How. much of an investment in attempting to lower in-fant and child vortality would result in how much of adecline in fertility?'

5. Under'what circumstances does it make serise'for a goy,ernAent to spend resObrces on lowetklg infant .sand
child mottality,,in Part for the Purpose of lowering
fertility, compared with other used opthe sale
source's (e.g., fOr female employment or education pro-grams, for family pAnning.pr me; etc.)?

.

4

'0,111267
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TABLE 4.
f. A HIERARCHY .OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
ADDRESSED TO PUBLIC 'POLICY

TYPE CHAR,AGTE RI wri c
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ATTACHMENT; B

Si

'Agenda for-ae eaich

5

r

1. Obseryation' -,"
,

,Aware ss of a relationship between fer--Many
tility- nd soMe Other variable without
specif.c examination of the nature, di-
rection of strength of the

non-empirical
.statements exist: -,.
none were exastined'

. forthis review. ,,-.

2. Simple
Correlation' 4

j.

Findings of relationship between41/4a. .

single ecologll,vri.able or a single
personal'or social chitacteristic and
fertility; suggests a targeting pro-
cedure for popureetion..porj.cy.

Goldstein (1972,''73)
iHarrington 4n..)
Mirb & Mertens .

(1968.)

Sweezy (1973)

3: Multiple
Correlatio-

, ,, c '

Findings of relationship between mul-
tiple ecological, personal and social
characteristics and fertility which may
suggesttargetingirocedure for populk-
-tion policy.

Adelman (1963)
iHeer (1966)
,Repetto.(1972)

,:-Porath°(1973) '

4e,
4. Causation

f
Demonstration of correlation plus
reasoned argument'for the. ditection and
scope of causation in sOch form as to
indicate that a givenpolicy dot would
produce fertility min. predict-

able direction.)
,

Gendell'(1967).,. '°

,, Hassan (1973)
ffiuelier 4197)
RaSen & Simmons

* -41k
(1971) ' ,

,.
00.

5. ilasticity
.

.

. .

,

Given correlation and causation, an -'
...

erapticity offers a specific prediction
that a .stated percentage change in an
independent variable would produce a
given percentage change inafertility.
*

...

paid & Vieiningei *1,
(1973)

WilliamS (1974.
T. Paul Schultz . .

(1971) 0. -
.

(See TabIer5).\

.6. Openditure At this level of analysis one could
predict that a stated pet tentage change:-
in'publid sector expenditure would

.

produce a predicted' fertility reductiori.

N4ne Teviewed- ,

-.

. .i.

.

, c-
7. Economizing

,

,Research demonstiating that a given
balance of resources between Sectors
4could.not be replItced by any alterna-
time, more cost -effectiye mix cot

...

.

expenditUres.

None.revieTived
, dp'' , t,

.
.

,,,

tfr
: die

; IN. ,

Note: See "WOrkS Cited, Charts" in bAqk of-;it Apr full references. .
-:',.

. ..

. .

,

a. t 0 O :-
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ATTACHMENT C

TABLE 5.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON THE CORRELATES OF FERTILITY:
DIRECTION OF RELATIONSHIP, AVERAGES OF ELASTICITIES,
AND ADEQUACY OF RESEARCH

Agenda fo3 Research

0

/ Elasticity.
Nature:of the (computed * Adequacy
relationship average from of^
with fertility* studies cited research

Incote and its Distribution
Income
Income Distribution

Socioeconomic Change
'Economic Development
Socioeconomic Status
Education and Literacy
Female .

lae
Employment

Male
Female
Rural.

.

Urban .

r Children

Vale of Children
.

.Age at Marriage .

Type of Marriage'
Costs of Children and Childbearing
Son Preference
Infant Mortality

Other Variables'
Urban/rural Differentials
Religion i

?

6-

?

-

-

-

+ or 0

+ or 0

+ or 0

+

-

-

- or 0
+ ,.,

0

9

f

r
.

,

.

.c

®

.

-.24a
-.36

--
--
.-.15

-.25

_

+.09c
-.19d-

.

--
--
-- ..

--
+.33

-.11?
__

(6)b

(1)

.

(1)

(9)

(1)

(2)

,

(3)

(3),

4-.

Fair
Poor

Poor
Poor,

Fair
Good
Fair

Fair
Fair

Poor

Poor
Poor
Fair
Poor .

Fair

Fair
Poor

6

NOTES: .

*(+) symbol is used if, the relationship to fertility it4direct, (-) symbol if
the relationship to fertility is inverse, (0)' symbol if there is no relationship
to fertility, and (?) symbol if the relatidnship to fertility is irideterminant._

aElasticities for'per'caplta income and income per worker.

' bNumberi in parentheses indicate number of elasticities found.

CElasticities for male earnings.

dElasticities for female earnings and female labor force participation.
1eBlasticities for percent of population in urban areas.

1,
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FOOTNOTES

.

1. Throughout this paper the term "social research" is used to
mean both pure repearch and pilot or demonstration projects de-
signed to test hypotheses abdut the efficacy of family planning
programs and socio-economic conditions which mayaffect fertil-
ity behavior. The9reader should-be aware that when the term
"social research" is used, it refets to both observational and
interventionist methodologies. .

2. Space does not permit a complete review Of AID-supported
social science research. on populatibn. However, the Office of
-Population's annual volume, "Population Research Sponsored by
the Agency for International Development," provides a compre-
hensive summary. /

:3.
It is possible to make a distinction between two types of

social.re'search on population--policy research which is di-
rected toward the formulation o new or improved population
policies, and ,program research, which is oriented toward the
implementation or improved operations of 'family planning pro-
grams. Policy research deals with'both the consequences and
the,correlates or determinants of population change. Program
research deals with the more technical matter of improving our
understanding of how family planning programs can, best be ,

organized to serve specific civienteles or target groups. There
are a.number of places where policy and program, research ove'r-
lap. For example, research on the demographic impact of fam-
ily planning programs can be considered either policy or pro-
gram research. To the extent that such research looks only at
changes in the fertility behavior of a target population and
that such behavior is affected by a family planning program,
it is prograrit research. However, when the attempt is Madeto
measure the impact of the program in the context of other so-
cietal changes which occur during the time that the'program is
in operation, the research has policy as Well as program im-'
plibations. Insofar as such research containslinformation re-
garding the allocation of resources between family planning.
programs and other investments which are intended/to affect
the demographic variables, it has clear policy implications.

1,Thel,ffice.of Population has an extremely strong interest in
social research on the operations of family planning programs.
However, the explication of research priorities in the area of
program research is contained in a separate parallel effort
which is presently under way. Programmatically, responsibil-
ity for definirw and supportfing research activities relatedto
lc

00290 p
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family planning programs falls to.the Research Division of the
Office of Poptilation, while responsibility for policy,research
falls n,-the Policy Development Division.o,

To a COnsiderable extent the examination o these ques-
t ohs will itself eventuate in the creation Of roader and
more reliable data bas's In the developing countries. In many
instances the research qtestiong discussed below beg, the glies-
tion of whet r the -data required for their answers exist. A
large part 9 many of the research undertakings implied by
those questions must perforce involVe extensive data collec-
tion. In Any-countries, The World Fertility Survey is going
a long way toward providing the requisite data. For good dis-
cuSSions of,, the rata requirements implied by the questions be-
410W, see Ronald Freedman, "Notes on the WFS (World-Fertility
urvey)* Research Program," London: World Fertility Survey,

TAC.5.26, Aug. 1, 1974 (mimeo) and William P' Butz, Research
and Information Strategies to'Improve Population Policy in
Less Developed Countries, Santa Monica: Rand Corporation'
(g-952-AID), February 1972.

5. Throughout this paper the term "family planning:' is used
tq connote both formal moms= and other activities which
make possible 'the,use of,modern forms of contraception, such
as commercial distribution of contraceptives.

6. There are several diff:%nt operational definitions of
/41fertility presently in use. This paper subscribes to no
'eT

singl*definition; the term is used in its most general senSOL.

,7. The reader should be aware that this section does,not im--
'ply anything abbut the use of Title X (Population) funds fOr
programmatic activities other than family planning\. Rather,
our intention is-to indicate how Title ?C research funds might
best'be' used to examine .fertility-influencing programs and
policies which all donors and governments should consider in .

overall development planning and implementation.

.

8. This term as it applies to population-influencing inputs
ks explained in detail'in the Smithsonian repoA, p. 62.

9. Several readers of earlier drafts of this papel have ob-

.

jected that one or another variable was excluded which should
have been included among those selected for priority attention.
Among these was "the economic value of children" (especially,
in terms of old-age security). Variables such as this were

.00291
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excluded not because they are unimpoiEant nor because future'
research may not demonst to that they are powerfully associ-
ated with fertility, but b cause the existing literature on
the relationship between th e other 'vakiables'and fertilityA
does not demonstrate that there is a strong .and persistent de,-
gree of association or correlation: Given A.I.D.'s.determini
Lion to fund research on those variables whose relationship t
fertility appears to hold the greUtest,promise for relatkvely
short-term modification through policy intervention-, we se-
lected those vatiabIes.whose relationship With fertility ap-
pears to be the strongest and the bestunderstood at the

present time.

Furthermore, with specific reference to the economic valsue
of children, A.I.D. is presently supporting a major research
project by the Rand Corpotation in Malaysia which is designed

,to examine this relationship specifically. Should the Rand
study provide convincing evidence that the economic value of
children is, indeed; a major determinant' of fertility, we will
change our priorities accordingly. s,

Finally, it should be noted that the priorities established
in this paper are not intended to persuade other agencies sup-

.

porting social research on the determinants of fettility that
they should adopt the same priorities. In fact, a number Of

other agencies have quite differen priorities fromthose es-

, tablished here (e.g., the World B considers research on the

economic valhe of children to be'of highest priority, the Pop-,
u1Stion Council is on record ae according highest priority to.'
research on the consequences of fertility). With that in mind,
this paperconsciously seeks to fill gaps not only in what is
known about the' determinants of fertility but also in what

' each donor agency has committed itself to supporting.

1
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Stimulating Demand'for Family Planning:
P A Proposal

by

Robert J. Muscat
A.I.D.

no a

A

A consensus is growing among'family planning officials,
demographers, donor agencies, and,Roncerned governments that
something beyond better family planning services will be re-
quired to reduce fertility to target levels, much less to ZPG
levels. Just what maybe needed remains a subject of contro-
versy.

We believe most couples have some notion of "desired fam-
ily size" based on more or less rational consideration of their
economic and social conditions, traditional values, medidal
circumstances, and family planning options. Most couples prob-
ably have some idea of the minimum number of children they
want--their minimum desired family size. But we also 'know
from a variety of indications (e.g., the' high abortion rates
in many countries) that after some parity ranges are reached,
couples do begin to consider consciously--to'weidh\deliber-
ately--the decision as to whether or not to have an'additional
child. Many factors appear to enter into this decision PYo-
cess: knowledge about, and availability of family planning'
methods; the. acceptability of available methods and services;
potential economic and social advantages and disadvantages, of
thezmachilcbstatusand.role alternatives for the mother,
e c. Research has uncovered some strong correlations of parity
(14fe entials With some off" ilbse factors, both' the
n ng- service factors.(often called the "supply" side of family

anning) and the factbrs affecting people's desires for chil-
en(or the "demand" side). The problem of reducing fertility
ght be summed up as one of determining, within specific cul-

tyres, the relatiVe importance of these factors at different
parity levels, and the most effective' combinations' of publicj
poliCies that could reduce the parities at which couples will
prefer.and actually take steps to avoid additional children.
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iAt.the outset. of the family planning movement; many of us
beliegla most couples: were- having ,far more children than they
iganted; early KAP studies seemed to,confirm that view.

Minimum desired ftmily siz..iWas thought to be very small.
It followed that provision of safe, effective, apd convenient
family planning services and information'would suffice to re-
duce fertility to low target levels.- But that hopeful scenario '
appears unhappily inaccurate. Indications' from many countries,
particularly in Asia (Korea, Taiwan, Singapore,, the Philippines,
India, Pakistan) where family planning services have been made,

-available on a wide, though not optimal, scale suggest strongly
that while desired family size still falls short of actual fam-
ily size, it/5sobably well exceeds the 2-3 children required if
fertility ).s to fall to theAow target levels of these coun-

st,

tries.

(....;

How can desired family size be reduced fur ther? One way,
of course, is to improve family planning services and make them
more widely available, red cing the disadvantages many couples

bilknow associate with dvaila family planning servi5es,to tip
the balance in favor-)of fam y planning. .But affecting the
other side of the balance-would help too. For even whenfamily
planning services are as effective, convenient and inexpensive
as possible, residual minimum desired family size may remain so
large as to prevent reaching low fertility targets. The evi-
dence grows that economic and social conditions'now leave many
couples feeling compelled, or at least highly motivated, to aim
for large families when they might otherwise prefer fewer Ail-,
dren. Their Minimum desired family size may depend on; and
change with,these conditions. Policies that either ease these
conditiOns or establish others likely to enhance the attractive-

' ness'of:tmalier families may encourage or even enable more
couples to opt for family planning,at lower parity; they may,
in other words, increase the demand fOr family planning aer-

, vicee.\ The' economic and social environment inevitably affects
fertility decisicins. The choide.of whether or not topractice
.family planning, while'voluntary,ocannot be made in a vacuum.
How we-deal with this_ fundamental fact can significantly affect
future demographic patterns. The time has come to Complgrnt
worldwide efforts to provide more and better family planning
services with efforts to (a) understand why so many parents
still prefer large families or, more techrtically, the detei'mi-
nants of fertility, (b) develop policies based'on this under-
standing that can induce parents to. prefer smallet
and (c) assist those governments and population agencies al-,
ready searching for "demand side" options, and(d) bring to the
attention of other governments the whole range of options they
might wish to be aware of and consider%
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ISSUES RELATING TO DEMAND POR,FAMILY PLANNING

The - :Threshold Hypothesis

Many people, including several LDC leaders, now argue thA
',desired family size will decline in LDCs only when development
reaches some broad "thrwhold," providing, a quantum improvement
in the living standards most LDC populations now face.. That is
a counsel of doom. Over a billion people now live in deep pov-'
erty, with per capita "incomes" (including subsistence) of
under $150. Bringing those, people-7th say nothing of those who
will be born.in the next.few,decades..:to any such threshold
will require massive resources which it may be extrem*ly diffi-
cult if not impossible to produce. 'By better understanding -

what determines fertility, we should be able to pinpoint those
aspects of developmeht that seem wort relevant to faniily size
and most feasible as routes to help reduce" desired faMily size.

Hopefully such understanding will enable governments to
allocate scarce resources at least in part to fund development
programs concentrating on those selected aspects to achieve
faster reductions in fertility; than seem likely twoccur-through
broader development. 4

This proposal thus builds one of the main themes emerging
from,the World Population Conference. 2ress reports from
Bucharest gave the impression that many LDCs posed ",broad
run economic development" as preferable to faiily planning ser-
vices and other Specific "population policies"-in the debate
Liver how test to achieve demographic .transition. Our/ proposal
is of course consistent with the broad view that economic and,
socialdevelopment is a powerful determinant of demographic
change. But we go on to the presumption that some aspects of
development, affect fettility more than others, and that poli-
ties to"strengthen those aspects can be used in combition
with family planning services to accelerate demographic change.
Contrary to what the BuCharest press coverage may have implied,
many LDCs also reject an either-orapproach to development or
family, planning services. ,Rather, policy makers in thesecoun-1-
tries are'now beginning to examine the interrelationships be-
tWeeta economic development and fertility with a view to'devel-
oping a cotplementary package of development policies and'fam-
ily planning programs4 Many policy makers have recently ex-
pressed

. !

the need-for determining more precisely what affects
ertility and for developing policies that would stimulate de-

mand for family planning services at,generally lower parities.
Government and private leaders, both publicly and confidential-

,

ly, have asked advice on what might work. A few, in Singapore, P

I
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the Philippines; India, and elsewhere, have, even-undertaken ex-
perimental programs. More typically,' however, they ask what
has been tried before, to avoid commi ting their own very
scarce resources to an untried idea. We respond, it seems,
with the same meager list of program experiments and research.
We seem to be in that transitional period in the development of
a new area of public policy where more is needed; but, because

, so little has yet been tried, little will be tried unless hesi-
tant governments are encouraged with additional resources and

. with,the additional strength that derives from exchanges with
others in similar positions and from a steady rise in the level
of supportive research and public discussion. Somehow we must
promote sound research and experimentation to break this vi-
cious circle--to develop firmer understanding of what economic
and social conditions will help determine fertility and what

t practical programs will encourage family planning.
co

Next Steps

Several sophisticated and promising approaches to identi-
fying the determiriantsof fertility have begun, ranging from
traditional examination of correlations betimen fertility and
bl.bad societal-characteristics to frontier research using indi-
vidual data to explain and predict individual couples' fertil-
ity. UnfortunatO.y, not all this work is scientifically re--4
spectable--reliable enough to base ,decisions on. The statisti-
cal prob146 are complex, but the basic.pointis simple,: one
must _sort out tOe net or separate effect on fertility of any
one factor, like availability of family planning' services or' -,
family income, holding all the other factdrs constant. All too'
often some factor that apparently influences fertilj.ty simply
madks the real, underlying influence. Our best statistical
methods may still be inadegUate'to do the'job perfectly, for .

both theoretical and practical reasons, but they should be '
tried. AID has sponsored a review and appraksal of the litera-
ture on fertility determinants that was publish*/ by the
Smithsonian. The most scientifically acceptable work does sug-
1 gest fertility aalsions depend heavily on prevailing child
mortality rates, Opportunities for:education and employment
especially for women, the pattern of income distribution and
pos.sibly income levels, the economic contribution, of children
both ii-. their youth,(as producers, consumers, and "human capi-
tal" investments) and in adulthood (as providers'Ifor aged par-
ents),,'housing supplies esbecially in urban areas, .nutrition
of mothers and their success in lactation,, and the expectations
of the poor as to how the Costs and benefit associated with
children may change as their parents' income and assets change.'
From these studies, some policy implications emerge.

0 0 2P A.
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,

Indeed, this pioneering work'hawdenerated a long series
ofAquestions ripe for answers --answers that X11 vary in dif-
ferent circumstances. We need to develop such particular pol-
icy.implications for particular places.

6

Forexample, under what conditions will reducing child
mortality generate a more-than-compensating'reduction
births? In other words h, are parents over-insuring tfhe form
of "extra" children? What minimum level oeducation (especial-
ly for women) affects fertility-preferences and how does that
effect change as education-continues? How much family planning/!
population must the curricula include; hOw well can the, general
"modernizing" effect of broader education :encourage smaller
families? What is the separate impactonfertility of employ-
ment opportunities, espeeially,fOr women,'taking into account
different child-care methods, the appeal of such-jobs for men
whb are household heads and possibly unemployed or underem-
ployed, the prospects for actualincreasing output of scarce
goods and services, and so on? Why do so many small farmers
belieVe it is better from an economic point of view to have
children who help on,the farm than to hire landless laborers?
What do children really provide in the away ofold-age support
to parents?

Such research could go on indefinitely, of course; we are
not proposing an "infinite" list of research projects. We do
believe, however, thatthe current small group of researchers,
-with current budgets, cannot cover even the major questions
"-with major demographic implications. We are nowhere.near the
..point of diminishing returns.

.

In the meantime we need not sit idly -by and-await the re-
sults ofresearch on fertility determinants. We should act now
to oq programs based on our best judgments as to what does
influenCelfertility. .(Particularly is this true of financial` ' -

incentives, which tip the balance-towards family Planning re
gardless.of what4the underlying pros or cons may be;:therefare
ethical issues surroundin4'incenti.ves particularly of the im-
mediate or short -term variety,- but.responsible.incentive pro-
grams

,

cantle designed with a view to compensating parentsor.
the lo4g-run economic contribution of children in a general way
even before the precise contributioh of%children is fully ader-
stood.) Considerable experimentation has occurred with accep-
tors' incentives and disincentives of various kinds. In addi-

to-the few specific projects and policies developed in'
this area in, the'past few. years Ahere have been several formal
and informal indications of interest going beyond what'is al-
ready public knowledge, in terms of government interest or

r-
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interest among par icular officials of governments, where indi-
viduals themselv are thinking ahead to futureactivities7
which may deve p into policy proposals.

The li of attempts this far made to influence family
planning acceptance through "beyond family planning"'activities
or policies is short but varied and extremely innovative. In

:';.\4ndia there have been both private sector (the Tata companies'
3t1bstantial incentives for vasectomies and the tea estate 'no-
baby bonus" scheme under the management of the United Planters
Association of South India) and public sector experiments' (the
vasectomy camps, the Maharashtra community incentives). In
Taiwan, there is the education bond project: In Singapore, MCH,
benefits and fees, Income taxes, and even housing. allocation
have been'designed to discourage large families. Labor legis-
lation 'in the Philippines has been promulgated to induce pri-
vate firms to consider various incentives,for employees to
limit family size.

'Pakistan is about to launch a scheme offering insurance on
the life'ofa son for parents who meet'certain conditions, in-!
cluding sterilization. The scheme'will be sun by the State
.Life Insurance Corporation, and will be subsidized by the goy-
.ernment. The pakistan Plannimg.Commission is beginning to ex-
plore whit fertility impact might result from deliberately
ing account of programs and policies-In agriculture andLother
'decors underithe'forthcoming five year plan. The Government
of71E9ypt hasteen\considering some possibilities including es-
pecially the creation of industriaLemOtoment for women, The'

Thai National Economic Development Board has also expressed.in-
tereat in, experimental incentives for acceptors. The Inter-
Governmeetal doordinatin4 Committee located in Malaysil will be
holding a regional workshop in mid-1975 reviewing "beyond fai-

r is.. The ost widespread recognition of the linkages be-. ---
i%-- l.experience ink, the area, and considering new ap-

°

pache
t4een family pl nning and maternal and child,health occurs in .

,Arica where ma y people fee; family planning will gain accep-

tance Only if p ovided in conjunction with services to improve
the,Ilealth of e isting children and their mothers.' The need
for'ilore genera 'rural delierIcipment is neatly stated in'the.

Kenya Development Plan: "the most effective way to bring the

A
. 47 (population) growth under control is throug eccmomic.growth

- and. development in rural areas whicliyill c nge the economic

and 1.tural incentives which/result in larg fadilies.° But
what' lorts of 'rural development works best we dp not yet know.

In approaches still being developed or planned, evaluation

and research should built in both for subsequent, refinement \

9.0 299
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and for building up a base-of.experience for other Countries
and other efforts. As Wasithe case with many fami
innovations, ,Aot to mention the establishment of ily plan-

. nipg,or-anti-natalist public policligs peneraliy, t presence
orlabience.of precedent is a factoMlinIthe deliberat
taking place over ideas still in the proposal stage.-The sen e
of community with other family planning agencies eXplOking simi-
lar innovations, the search for!experience as &some guide .to
what is feasible and where,t*pitfalli are,- the desire for
dialogue with people familiar with^the whole range 8t ideas. and
activities- -these are all important\factors that will help:ie-
termine how, quickly and effectively concerned governments are
able to move from broad calls,for integrating poptiation policy
with economic and social development, to specific Operationaio
progfams and p6licies beyond am0.iy planing.

C

INSTITUTIONAL NEEDS, %to

,.. f 4
/

The institutional structure created
,

irk the past several'
years, to support worldwide deVielopment of family plahhing ser-

. vices includes numerous university-based and nor- government.
.,r organizations focusing on every aapect"of contraceptive tech-

nology, family planning services and demographic data. These
well financed in4itutiOns have mobilized able people to engage

% .

technicalin program research and development, education, and echnical '.

assistance to interested governments. Lacking ia,Icomcerabie .

../ capacity and visibilitilon the "demand" side., At present,, if - ,

1a researcher or public fficial concerned with .p#Pulation'ind
/-family planning policy is interested other countries! eX:-,s.

perience with social or economic poll. ies/in luencing fertil-
) r

70,-

itir, experience or ideas, about direo incen ives f r, -inducing '"7
reductions infertility, the state-Of-the -artand cutremt,re-%

. search on fertility determinants, fivaluation'of lternative fain-
ily planning mdtivationai approaches within the/overallhouse-
hold context oftspedific culture0,7availability of technical-

, assistance for designing motivational policies or projeptS, a
forum for' brainstorming,with peoPle from vari61.4 f126ntries; ,,

rappling with the problems;range of Problems'eto., .has.16 ob-
vi us Source of help:- -no^center staffed wlth.:0.rst -rats Social

0't

science researchers and practitioners and at the'coree0 a net-
work of'agencies and persons with this range of Proilid!ks. -hoh"-
centers exist 'for mahrproblems, family planning and otherwise,- q 3"

f!

and have .proved their worth. . ' .

> .71
.,,.

.., -

l'"
-.,'While components O if 'such capacity do exist, ncluding:the/.

research efforts referred to boile, the time is long overdue .

for. the population community to -establish major central, capacity
*

....
.
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in this area.. This concept paper is intended to initiate an
effort to do the job.

,The overall objective for the Center would be to promote
(a) the understanding of the-ds4&aabf fertility' change and
(b) 'the search for suitable means, based on better understand-
ing, for inducing voluntary decline in desired fertility. The
Center would be charged wigb the follaWing specific functions,
and uvuldbe expected to develop capacities in these areas of
suificient*quality to earn standingivari international source
of information, training, Aew,ideas, guidance and leadership in
the field of human fertility preferences.

1. A Watching Brief: 'The Center would maintain a watching
brief on the state of knowledge and progress-in public policy.
It would !issue an annual assessment on the "demand side" which
would infbpigovernments and the population community on the
current state of the art, Major new insights, major unmet
needs, etc. The assessment would help focus,attention.on this
hitherto neglected side of the'population problem and.assist-
funding agencies in their reviews of their on priorities.
This activitOishould help particularly those governments that
have expresped general interest in 'moving on "beyond/family
planning",46estions, but which are plainly unse of how.to -

'proceed given the shortage of practical approaches and even
greater scarcity of actual experience. The Center's efforts
,to spread the word on "beyond family planning" would help en-
courage actual'program experiments by porintingout as precisely
as possible whit approaches-seem most promising and by ensuring
that mbat past experience we do halve can reacb, those who need it.

.1

,

As we have noted, we have at hand several program ap-
: 7

proache0 and research hypotheses designed' to spur demand for
family iolann ng that ate ripe for further testing.. We believe

4othernewa roaches will multiply if aew can, only get under- .
.way. The.Center's role of providing responsible encouragement

/
on research could be crudial/in'tha effort to accelerate prog-
and support to parties interested in undertaking such programs

1 ress in the "beyond family planning" area.' A.

II. Information Center: The Center'would deirelop library
A and a dissemination service designedto reachperso s needing

information on current researcht evaluation, gove ent or pri-
vate policies, projects, etc., in the beyond-fimil -planning
field. 4 a regular' service., the Center would imb ish a_newsr
letter giving recent research res lts, sources'of npublished
materials, ongoing research, re policy and pr gram develop,-
ments, announcements of forthcoming seminars and, meetings,
news of funding sources for research or projects, news of .
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related activities at dembgraphic and other social ecience
faculties and .institutes, etc. The Center would maintain and
make available a list of institutions and individuals involved
in pertinent research, teaching, experimental projects, etc.- -
i.e., the "sub - community" of population students and practi-
tioners conceed mainly with socio - economic and psychological
fertility determinants, rather than contraceptive technology'
and'family planning,servides management, logistics, and so on,
but without overlooking the important role that the style, con-
tent and procedures of service delivery can have-in influencing
receptivity to family planning.

.III. Research and Evaluation: The Center would promote and
itself conduct-research.on fertility deteFminants and would'
help assess the dembgraphic impact of,fafilly planning service's
and a viriety of "demand side" influences. It'would support
efforts to,.improve statistical methods needed to sort out the
demographic impaCt of different factors. (In so doing, it
would help fill 'the gap that presently exists on evaluation of
family planning services; too often it is blithely assumed that

c

services are responsible for declines in birth rates whiChKmay,
Of course, result from -other causes.) Thus the Center would
pFrsue such. subjects as the economic roles (costs and benefits
o children (both as young dependents and workers and as
soprces of support in-old age of parents), relationships be-

'tween fertility and female edudation, 'infant ,mortlity, etc.
To promote and facilitate such studies, the Center would help
maintain'a network among researchers and interested institu-
tions.. it would identify research gaps, make :recommendatibns
for.research subjects and strategitsvand help bring together
researchers and sources of finance (Possibly including grant
funds of its own). Facilities would be available fOr research

.' at the Center or'for using the Center as at adVisory and refer-
ence resotrce for field research. Essenti 1 for maintaining- '

the Center's capacities in these research roles--and in.the
training functions listed below - -would be research conducted
by,merbers of the Center itself., ..

.
'INt. Technical Assistance apdlrofessional Exchange: The Cen-
ter would host and conduct seminars, bringing together rel-
seardhers, practitioners; andplanners: It would provide or
help: secure social scie ertise to assist governments to
undertake. program or po.., cy research, or pilot projects. It
would maintain close ties with other institutions concerned .

with ,delivery systeavmanagementsand evaluation; in order to
relate to 'prograis oriented taward the prOvision of services,

,,

C
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operating agencies.

Administration and Organization: To carry out these func-
tions, the Center would need a first-rate stif , and for rea-
sons spelled out below it should be attached t an existing
institution with 'strong social science resourc s and ties to
the relevant communities in iNti countries, developed and de-
veloping alike.

322

an to feed research results relevant to such programs to the
i

I
I

For convenience we have been4eleiring to "the" Center as
if we were envisaging one Matlity:for the world. In fact
several options could, be considered:'

; First, if the case for the proposed capacity is accepted,
it might make sense to haVe several serving different regions
of the world, reflecting the great economic and cultural dif-
ferences between,regionm,and the greater relevance of share"
analyses and experience within/ regions. Each would be staffed
largely by persons; from the region, and each could, be funded by

,combined local and,donor resources. At present, however, given
the fact that the area between Egypt and the Philippines con-
tains much greater,ogd0Ornmeht interest in the apprpach to demo-
graphic policy outlined here than other parts of the world, it
would seem sensible'as a start ib'explore interest in:estab-
lishing our proposed facility elsewhere thatr'in 'Africa and

Latin America.

A second approach might be a facility located in Asia.
Taking account of (1) the need to economize on scarce funds,
(2)-the desirability of getting a Center operating quickly,

'!'"-(3) the scarcity of social iCience talent in LDCs working on
population, Iltive sugueted thOest apprOach would be to
attach a Cent to an eiisting.institution strong in the rele-
vant areas. This approach would, economize on scarce resources,
limit the "raiding" from other institutions needed to set up a
new facility, and also minimize start-up time and administrative
costs byltaking advantage ok'the'administrative infrastructure
of the host institution.

When locating a regional facility, questions of the repu-
tation of the host and of the generardemographic "climate" of ,

the country in the eyes of other countries of the region would
also have to be considered, in addition to the primary ques-
tions of existing interest, institutional strength and possible
commitment of individual persons who might take leading roles
in developing the proposed Center. ',

001303
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The Center would be international in character, purpose,
staff and funding. While focusing on Asia-for its service'
functions, the Center'would have ties elsewhere essential for
carrying out the functions suggestd.

A third approach would be"to help an existingLEPIC institu-.
tion develop the functions we areproposing either (a) as an
individual Center as conceived here, or (b) as an integral-part
of its bxisting structure. To highlight properly the focus of
the activities, the former wouldbe preferable. The differ-
ences between an international Center located in a developing
country, and a local Center in the same location would probably

ti

be substantial. Most local population studies institutions are
,still staffed thinly and would take some time to develop enough
experience to 'serve as a basis for a regional service capacity.
Any institution which is primarily local derives most of its
funding from its own government's budget (or parent institu-
tion's budget,40which usually means the same thing-'and most,of
its attention and support appropriately is locally oriented.
Its leadershIp'could not be expected-to give high priority to
'a regional activity compared with the demands of its own pri-
mary home concerns.

If

A fourth approach would be to attach the Center to an in-
.stitution'iri a developed country selected particularly for its
,social science strength, reputation and track record in interne-
tional population studies research facilities. This approach
would minimize the institution- building period and ihelp,get the
activities going with minimum start-up time loss. The quick
start and focusing of attention on the substantive problems and
activities, would be a mayor advantage On the other hand, not
to develop a'strong capacity and innovating influencet in the
LDCs themselves is clearly a disadvantage.

0.1
A fifth apprdafh would be to seek the advantages of both

LDC and DC location's by pursuing two 'tracks at once--gaining
the advantages of tithe, profilegndavair"abtp.ty of expertise
ofAhe DC '"Approach and the advantagt'S of, the LDC location. A

,truly international free-standing Center locOid in an LDC would
have to be a,fairly substanptial operatioi, afong the lines of
our third approach above. (It could also serve as an example
for other countries for the strengthening of local capacity in
the'whole "demand side" area, an important-lperhaps the most
important--institutional objIctive to be sought in this problem
for any country wishing to attack its population growth problem
seriously within its economic and social context.)

4 ;
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V1. Center Staff: A single Center might consist of around 10
experienced professionals,' including director, administrative,
officer, two economists, sociologist or,anthropologist,psych01-
ogist, family planning services specialist, someone with ex-

, perience in running pilot programs, information/communications
specialist, and librarian. The annual budget'for these people,
might amount to $250-300,000. Additional provisiOns,would have
to be made for secretarial services, publications, travel, and
the Center's own studies.

twiceA dual approach might consistof roughly twice as many pro-
fessionals divided between two locations, with' proportifonately
greater resources for publications, travel,' and studies.

4evelopment of a detailed Budget would take more time than
was ,evAilable for preparation of this paper. An order of mag-,
niticie for the Center when fully staffed at the suggested
level, including adequate funds for travel, publication; and
the complete range of activities envisaged, should be no less
than $500,000 per year, net of its own funds for in-house or
contract projects which could vary:enormously. This could be
considered the core costs. To the extent the Center succeeds
in encouraging new researclil_ar pildot activities, or 'hosts
seminars partly financed by other agencies interested in the
same problems, its scope would be greater than implied by,its
'own direct funding. The Center should be empowered to receive
special grants, as.a channel or direct manager, for particular
projects where.the prclject personnel and financing agency agree
that the Center would be a suitable location or intermediary.
In this capacity the center would serve a similar function as
the OECD Development Center has done, although not in the popu-
lation area

Of course costs would vary according to the approach taken
with respect to the varying options described above. Again,
time precluded making separate estimates for the different
approaches.

,t.
e
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World Bank Research on Population .

L. 'Although research has long been an established part.of the
regular economiC work of the World Bank Group, it has only been
since 1071 that there has been an organized research program.
The 'establishment at that time of a separate budget'for,re-
search, and of.a,research committee to advise on the scope and
content of the research program and its implementation, re-
flected a considerable growth of research activities already
taking place. By the standards of many donor agencies, the
budget for external research is not, however, a large one. 'In

the current year it is approximately $2 million. This has to
cover research in all areas of Bank interest--for example,
agriculture,.education, transportation, industry,.etc.--so that
the .0.ount'and numbers of projects in any single field is very
limited. Substantial programs of data collection are therefore
not feasible. The external research budget has to cover all
contractual payments with outside parties--whether individual'
researchers,' consulting firms, or institutions- -'all travel, in-
cluding that by Bank staff, incurred for the supervision and
execution of the research projects and all data processing
costs, even that done internally.n,It excludes, however,
(a) staff time on research projects,- (b) small,. generally
Short-term studies, financed internally; (c) much economic
work of a quasi-research character done in connection wLth the
Bank's own analyses of individual economies, sectorsior proj-
ects, and (d) research which is financed by loans and credits
as part of specific lending operations. It also excludes the
Bank's partidipation in the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research.

'2. The priricipal purpose of the Bank's research_ program is to
support its own activities. These include the. assessment of
development progress in member countries and a good deal of ad-'
vice on economic and sectoral policies. An increase in under-
standing of the development-process and the improvement ?f the
data base and analytical techniques available for general counr.
try economic work ii thus an important objective of theresearch
program. The Bank is also,anxious to assist in developing
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indigenousiresearch capacity in developing countries. It there-
fore stress,sicollaborative research with individuald and insti-
tutions in.developing countries to reinforce our respective
analytical'expertise and understanding of development issues.

3. For some time, the major constraint on.research activi-
ties has been the availabilit)y of funds from the external re-

arch budget and requests f6r these usually( far exceed the
ount available. Proposals for the research committee are

normally prepared and sponsored by individual staff members
who will themselves be undertaking or collaborating in the
search., While the committee does from time to time take a' k
look at the balance of the research portfolioito determine
areas of,high priority for new projects, there is no speCific
budget by subject and the competition is very keen. Most proj-
ects are either initiated by staff members or arise from previ-
ous discussions between researchers and Bank staff. Although
the Bank does receive directly'outside proposals for research,
it is not in general able to support these unless they fall
within the work program and research interests of particular
functional' departments and divisions within the Bank which
would be prepared to sponsor them, and the 'participatiop of
staff members in the implementation phase of research is then
usually mpch greater than would be the case with, say, most
foundatiPhs. The research financing is necessarily on'a
project-by-project basis and the Bank is not in a position to
be able to give core support to research institutions. The

Bank's. general research support is therefore limited both by
its small level of funding and the availability of staff mem-
berg to monitor and participate it the project.

4. In population, at the present time, the-Bank is concerned
particularly with economic aspects of household behavidr in
general anf the determinants of fertility as a central aspect
of this*". In this regard, it is currently collaborating in two
projects. One involves a ,purvey of rural households in North-
east BLazil, carried out by,,SUDENE. The other; which is also
financed by the Population Council and the British Overseag
Development Ministry,. and involves collaboration with the In-
stitute of Development StuOies,at the University of Sussex, is
a comparative anthropological study of population and labor
force questions in several countries.' We are also sponsoring
research jointly with .AIDon the design of household surveys
to improve their"Usefulness, both for research and also for
Bank operational purposes. 'Research into population questions
is an important part of this. The Bank is also interested in
migration. A number.of small studies have been made by Bank

II I
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staff and consultants on the state ,of knowledge a on ways of
carrying out research intothis important but difficult subject;
and it is probable that lore research ,on this will be financed'.
in the future.

5. Apart from researehjfinanced.through our external.oze,search
X -budget, some loans and credits carry research components.
Population projects are no exceptions. For exaraple,-the Indian
'poptaation project involves our financing a population study
center in each of the two project areas. These center have
responsibility for monitoring and evaluating the progress of
the project,. They also assist in building., staff capacity in
two,management institutes to undertake word in population.
They also are expectetr to suggest ,and evaluate coUrolled ex-
periments and will have the opportunity for oitg a good'deaf
of other population research. Bank projects ave,elso provided
limited assistance for population centers in her Countries.
Studies directed towards management questions have Often been
associated with our projects., Sometimes these are directly
financed by the Bank; often these e beep fin ced by other
agencies but coordinated with the news of the' roject.
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Summary of Discussion

1..) Population and Development

Because of the emphasis placed by the World Population
Conference in Bucharest on the need to consider population,
.phenomena within a broader development context, the meeting
opened with some discussion of the significance of the Bucha-
rept conference. Mr. Wahren gave'a positive view of.the
Bucharest proceedings, arguing that the'Conference was a suc-
cess despite its overlay of political rhetoric, because the
importance of concern about population trends was underscored;
emphasis was placed on both population and development, not
either one or the other. The post-Bucharfist regional confer-
ences to consider region-specific population plans of'action
may beable to reach pragmatic conclusions relatively free'of
political congtraints. To conclude that family planning has
failed or that development will automatically solve population
problems is unjustified and reflects a need to clarify the ex-,

pressed aims of family planning programs: societal fertility
reduction vs. provision of services to individuals. Mr. Wahren
noted. that a growing scarcity of population funds in relation
to demand requires much more care in setting priorities for.
family planning programs and for research agendas.

Mr. Sicat said that government popdlation programs and
the activities of international agencies in the population
field are knisperceived as being concerned only with fertility
reduction and, hence help to create and intensify the kind of
debate between those who emphasize population variables and
those who argue, that population questions wouletake care of
themselves in the course of social and economic development.
Mr..Sicat affirmed that population and development are in-
tegrally related; development planners need to be fully cog-*
mizant of the implications of population trends for'their '
planning. Planners and population experts should both be
concerned about' the impact, of development policies on' popula-
tion trends. Mr. Sicat underlined-these points by quoting .°
from the Philippine four -year development plan f 1974-77:

333
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The magnituda of population growth is important.
A high population growth rate poses needs that
take away vital and critical iesources from the
economic development effort. It magnifies prob-
lems of unemployment, the supply and quality of
social services,'poverty, income distribution and
urbanization. Consequently, the achieveriOntof
the desired level of social and economic develop-

,ment becomes a considetabli more difficult task.

This complexity of the population problems iIi
constraining the social and economic development
of the country brings' the issue within thetim-
mediate and long-run concern of development plan-
ding.-

In the ensuing/discussion there was agreement that popula-
tion and development are integrally related, but a divergence
of oginion on what -is known about the relationships and On
priority research needs. Ms. Mir6 reiterated the conclusions
of her.memorindum for the Conference* which weret'slipported.
by most participants: Not nearly enough is knoWn about the
effects of populatiod on developmedt; answers at tlAe'griobal
or macro-level, have not been and probably will,not be very
useful' for polig.makers. 'Studies at the micro-level for'pari-
ticular country situations hold greater promise. We do know

thing ut the effects of some aspects of development on
lation phenomena but very little about such variables as

cbme d q ribution. There is need,.thereibre, both to clar-

-, ify and leepen what we already know and to undertake more
basid redearch in areas, about which w6 know little. The ilk is

a need a4ell to 'broaden our concept of what develoment is;
several models rather than one may be appropriate.

Seyeral partidipants made clear that the usefulness of
'1FOcial

/
sciende research to. policy makers has been modest.

Plannes seek quantitative analyses of costs, benefits, and
trade-^ffs among alternative population programs anddevelop-,
ment strategies but m?st research carried out to date cannot
provide this information. It was agreed that priority should
be assigned to exploration of variables most amenable to pol-
icy manipulation. .

.

*See pp.169-185.
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Mr. Chenenoted that planners need not understand the
causal links between population and economic and social vari-

.
ables,'but need simply to be aware of strong 'association bel
tween such factors as level of education or infant mortality
and fertility levels in order to make policy decisions. The

task for the development planner is a reduction of population.
growth rates at lower levels of natiOnak income than has been
achieved to date except, perhaps, in Mainland China. (A dis-
cussion, of "population-rekated chdices" that need to be made
by the developmentvplawler is contained in Edgar.0._Edwards's
background pape presented at the conference.*)

2. Social Science Research Needed for Population PQ)

Mr. Demenyt asserted that we know aconsiderable amount
about the effect of population growth on development, although
there was little demonstration at Bucharest, of awareness of-
these implications. The basic probleM, as Mr. Demeny sees it,
is that the political and market mechanisms of society are not ,

workingin the - population area. Theindividual is affected 'by
the fertility behaviot of his fellow citizens,*but he canhot
affect this behavior. Hence, the collective good is not de-
livered by the system. Here lies the rationale for goverh-:
'mental instruments to evaluate the problem and.to deliver it
to the political process% -Social science research can
minate the design of poliqy instruments and can study the -

failures of the political process.

The kind o7 information that is needed falls into two
categories: (1),what 'are the demographic processes under way,
and (2) what are their causes and effects? In the matter of
causes,. the primary areas for study are those which are sub-
)act to governmental,i*ervention or manipulation.

Mr. Demeny argued,',hOwever, that we must resist the ---,-

temptation of establishing a priolity research list and must
b& fully aware of the fact thWt social research takes a long,
time, often provides ambiguous answers,,Ond is sometimes a
*wasteful process. .Still, we already know a great deal. We 9

need:to pull.it together for policy-makers, revealing gaps in

ti

*See pp. 5-21.

tSee his background paper, "Popufirtion'and Development:
An Agenda for Policy-oriented Research," pp.51-63.
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the present.knowledge, and thereby create demand for further

4

required research. I,

. r' _ 4,. .
co , .

. , ,
.With respect to research on the'Consequencet of poiStaa-

tiOn growth, DemAr suggested consideration of national upopu-,

1, lation impact 'reports" every two or three years.,:These're- '

ports must be written in such avay that-they will reach and
be read by the right people. They should focus on the impact,
of population chang.eonsubgroups of society,,e.v, on spe-

. cific age groups, womenin,the chitalbearing age, landless
'laborerii, industrial worker's ,

as well as'on *the nation as a.
whole.

1
s *A-- :1

1%
-

,t .

Mr. King* expressed modeptrdisagreement with mr: Demeny,'
, # ,

assertihg thit we do not knoW,ehou h for policy, making. He .

"----5
noted that most governments' lack stro g population.policiea#

'which suggests that' there mighi,be ility:in-studyingsthe
decision-making process n. adopting such policies (arethe ."

key factors value judgemAnts, lack of knowledge,.communica-
tiO aps, or what?). The second question for re rch de-

.
scrr. -liy Mr. King is 'how pcigoies which are -ad ted fight be

made mole effective.
!.; ,-14

d

On the first queitionfor research, Mr. King noted tlPat

governments may differ, as, toAthe magnitude of the punoblemilflut
that research hag' already sh6wn that, there are certain facts
with which disagreement is not rationally possible, e.g.Ohe- "
,mathematical certainty of the mcOentum of ,popureqon'growth
and its implications.. 'some governments may also hold naive
views on the rate_atwhidh fertility will decline in, a
"natural" way consequent upon social and econpmiC deVelopment.
Resedrch has, not yet illuminated which are'the,ley variables
in this.procesia. A

4.

On the impact of pOpulation'growth on development,',
Mir.' 'King 'noted that planners tend,to'look*only ata short time
frame while Toplaation processes are long-term in nattli. One
way to affect their perceptions on this matter woup be to -
ArolateArlation effects upon... certain seotorg, e.g.,(educa-
tion. Bas ctresearch is not needeehere: what his requ ired is

,applied researchiand communication of itasi results to the policy
maker. Mr. KingifirlS, however; there fs a research gap, in

.
c

.,..

/ ..,

c,..

*See Timot 17,151111, "Economy Research'Priorities: Popula-
r , tion and betel pmt, " pp. 67 -$2.
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the area ofthe impact of population growth on(overall economic
development. While the basic Coale-Robver model is still
fairly powerful,on theoretical grounds, its predictive' power
has-not proven to be very high. when tested with availableem-
pirical data. .

A third question for research is that of the Malt ,ian
debate: to what extent can the world support a grow g popu-.
Aation? -iMr. King commented that he did not find st of 'the
speculation on carrying capacity of'tha earth v helpful,
since t tends to exclude such important considerations as .

managerial Skill azd orgailizational arrangeMens.

i'fourth a?ea for research is on the effcitiveness of
4policiej to reduce fertility. We ne d to find out how to run
family planting piograms better/ is involves managerial
research as well as social rem) ch. 6b

Finally/ Mr. King a d that we do require more under-
staudimg of the determinants of fertility. For example, what
are the benefits ofhl.1dren in a given Society? Recent re-
search 'Foncernin9,the economic& of American slavery suggests
that a Newborn -slave did not pay off his owner's'investment
until the age of 27. If this is true, it casts ,doubts upon

'some of the assumptions as to the,eConomic value' of children
in agrarian societies.

In all of these research areas, Mr. King argued that so-
cial qcientists must look not only'at,the national level and
at the level. of ihe individual and the family, but also at the
community level,'the level at which pro-natalist social forces
are most effective. J '

In the general disdussion that followed the,twopresenta-
tions, the disagreement between Mr. Demeny and Mr, King was

--held-to-bemoee apparept than real. Mr. Demeny was emphasiz-7,7
ing the use of'research to motivate the establishment of pop-;''
ulation policies, while Mi. King wasemphasizing the utility

; of.research, to inform the nature of policy. Bdth types of .re -

search are, necessary, and each is complementary to the other.

Mr.,Tabah identified a need:for udies of the social and
economic consequences of Alternative pOpulation trends.. As a_
beginning, the analysis might deal with the relationship of
public expenditure td varying population trends-in specific
'countries.

p4315
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Ms.-01-14.1--urgad moreattention to comprehensive, detailed
Longitudinal micro-studies, capable ofdemonstrating how and
by what/ffieans people adapt and adjust to changes in the condi-
tionsof lifflo-brougilt about by the development process.
Cross-sectional statistical surveys can provide an indication
of the results of behavioural adjustments but they leave us in
significant degree guessing as to how the adjusttments actually
occur., As an example she referred to Scarlett Epstein's book
Sou6N4ndia: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow - Mysore Villages _

'Sited. 'More generally, she erhpFlaiecrthat development,
whil ing certain obvious general characteristics, was an
histo cal process, involving all aspe s of behaviour. CPr-
tain'co elusions follow from this vi

One is that development will, for its understanding and
management, srequire a comprehensive approach at all levels-- ,*
local, regional, national "and ihtprtational. As has often
been- noted, fhis calls for interdis iplinary research.. How-
ever, the:interdisciplinary com- ence needed for such re-
seazch does ilot'seem to be- fu y appreciated. For lack of
understanding-) interdisdip, ary work is diffic4lt to launch
and often,-meets .with-poor/ response. Method6logically, these
problems can be described as a matte --of complehenting the

-typicarstatistical approach to elopment research with'
what may be termed faxonomica studies. Another conclusion
is that the time scale f ehavioUral chailge as often as not
is one of-genera ions rather, than years. When change finally
comes, it may be oth rapid and drastic. Differently put, it
is not realistic to think of developMent as-ga smooth gradual
process, as ie often_assumed or implied in development plans.
This 'is air "observation that is 'highly pertinent in relation to
changes in "le pattern of reproduction.

Sicat emphasized that the gaps in knowledge become
more apparent when dealing with a, concrete, situation in an -

individual country. Interdisciplinary-research is'difficult,
and Mr. Sicat-ifinds himself often unable to understand conclu-
sioris emerging-from such research. These-include political
science, psychology; public administration, and anthropOlogy.
Mr. .Sicat noted the complementarity of micro- and macro -
studies. Each is needed to make the othpr more meaningful.
Mr, Sicat reported that population experts in the Philippines
had drawn. up a list of priority research relating to popula-'
tion policy -(See pp. 169-1.96..
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Mr. Sinding referred to his paper, "A Strategy for AID
Support of.social Research and Experimentation on Determinants
of "Fertility, "* which specifies a number of questions for re-
search, concentrating on the demographic impact of family
planning programa and the effect of a number of other factors'
such a income distribution, female education and employment,
and infant and child mortality on fertility with an attempt
to find the moat cost-effective measures'available to the
policy maker. 4

Mr. Mathieson note() that UK diplomatic representatives
in a large number countries, even those with official Pol-
icies to reduce population growth rates, are concerned with
the political sensitivity of foreign assistance for popula-
tion Oolicy research and implementation. He urged attention
to the problem of justifying to policy makers in industrial
countriestheneed,for &n tinned and increasiiig expenditures

,

for develovment prOgrami, whdn there are those who look with
'despair at current development efforts and predict that inev,-
itable grdwth of population will lead to even more grave
poverty.

Mr. Wahren pointed to the current simplistic arguments
about the causal linkekbetween social and economic developteht
and rapid reductions Am fertility. He gave the examples of
Cuba and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, DRV, educated,
Well-fed, and egalitarian societies, whiCh nonetheless',con-
time to have a,populat on growth rate of 2.3 percent and 2.7
percent respectively. imi rly, in china the population--
arowth rate,ie,still the order of 2 percent. 'The DRV has
recently adopted a vigorous policy to encourage fertility re-
ductions. Mr. Wahren urged studies on the process of reaching
decisions to adopt population policies. He suggested that
there"be a series of case studies examining in detail how
population poli4 came into being in a sample of developing
countries. These might provide guidelines for action by in-
ternational agencies as well'as for concerned citizens and
NGO's in countriee whichkhave not yet adopted populatOn
policies.

41

*See pp.290 -310. A related paper on "Social Research and
Programs Reducing Birth Rites " presented by Ronald Freedman
to the'first Belligio COnferen on Population, April, 1970
is' reprinted, pp.25 -48.
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Mr.lBerelson saw two themes in the discussions (1)

whether'population policies ought to be adopted, and (2) whiCh
policy approaches are most effective. On the first, he noted
that we at present are'less sure than formerly about the rela-
tionship between deimlopment and population. Such', research

' must be done in particular locales; study of the consequences
of population growth may provide compelling reasons for the
adoption of policies. On the "second question, research must
conrront tne aseiumptionof some policy makers that if they
work even harder on general.development, population growth
will take care of itself. If a few developmentvariables
("thresholds") can be identifiedby research as most important
in affecting fertility, this inforMation would be of great'
utility to policy makers. 'Finally, the effectiveneSs of di-
rect interventions via family planning programs and"the

' optimal resource allocation-to alternative programs and
approaches are fertile areas for,policy research.'

Air

Mr. Muscat noted that there were many countries in the
world which were already committed to population-policies and
which did not need further studies of the consequences of
rapidkgraoth. merely to spur 'ecognition of the problem. He
emphasized the need for more extensive, studies of social ex-
periments affecting population variables presently under way.

Mr. Bell noted that population problems are different in
different settings and governments also see them differently
in the same setting. therefore, research must be country-

, specific and ideallx should be, done by nationals of the coun-L
tries in question. This implies the need for the establish-
ment of research capacities in diverse and numerous places
along with the.establishmentof clear links between the
researchers and the policy makers.

3. Strengthening Research Capacity, Data Gathering, and
Links "to Policy

Social Sciences and Social Processes

In his opening discussion Mr. Sutton spoke of the compli-
cated ways in which social sciences relate to social' pro-
cesses. He noted that some social processes are amenable to
change through government policy, but that matey are not. The
social sciences are important less for their capacity to con-
tribmge directly, to- policy formulation and decision than for
their role in affecting "the mood of the world" and in shaping

IVivalts
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the ideas that become current and influential. The shifting
mood of the times is an important factor in policy change.
Mr. Sutton 'noted a recent larqe=scale shift from an optimistic
view of the to one More characteriZed by doubt and
pessimism, a shift that could have and-perhaps is having impli-
cations for fertility. The extraordinary change that has oc-
curred in the past year or s4 in official opinion and policy
in Mexicotias mentioned, andkMr. Sutton speculated on what
effect the social science may,have had in bringing it about.
One outcome of social research may be that it lendsa note of
authority to statements ofisocial scientists that gives them
weight and access to the attention of policy makers. A pos-
sible factor in the sudden popularity of population policy in
Mexico may have been the success of the social sciences in
bringing into public aw eness the fact that ther is an un-
filled demand for family planning in Mexico and tN subsequent
realization that it may good politics to attempt to meet 1

that demand. The greatest value of the social sciences mayLs
lie in their capacity to provide the right information at the
right time and in specific concrete detail. There are n
goOd, general models for th organization of social research
that have universal applic ility. Institutional structures
aro quite diverse; it is th refore necessary to,approach the
organization Of social sciences inthe context of specific
countries and specific in-country situations. Mr. Sutton con-
clided by calling attention to the relative scarcity of micro-
level studies in the area of population and by noting a com-
parable need for gntermediate-level research in which the unit
of analysis is something between the single family and the
population aggregates that are of concern to large sample
surveys.

%

Mr. de Graft-Johnson made a number of useful observations
in his opening comments. They were directly relevant to the
several topics for this session and have been incorporated
into the summary at several points below.*

.

Strengthening Research.Capcity

Mr. Bell pointed the group to the question of the state
of research capacity in the =1s and asked if the essential

bilc.institutions are, in fact, built. Mr. de Graft-J son said

*See also *. de Graft-Johnson's background memorandum,
Pp. 155-161.
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that, as a result of developments in the past 10 years, ,social
research capacity is fairly satisfactory in Africa: There are
three demographic centers supported by the U.N. and a fair
number of universities with developedsocial and population

A researchcapadity. ,-Most African universities, are fully funded
by governments, a fact that determines to some degree the di-
rection and'speed of their development and the kinds of re-%
search they undertake. Two lacks were noted--Isome deficiencies
in library holdings and services and in some areas and for some
purposes a scarcity of data. Donors could help to.augment
capacity in some areas of Africa by making it possible for
senior perionnel of developed country institutions to serve
for. periods of time in LDC institutions where they could guide,
teach, and assist younger people who are learning the research
craft. As Mr. de Graft-Johnson put'it: LDC research institu-
tions in Africa need people more than they need research
grants.

Ms. Min!) said that there are in Latin America important
groups of social scientists who could be directed toward policy
research and who are becoming interested in it. The task, as
she sees it, needs both: demographic and socio-economic ana-

''lytical abilities. The capacity exists, but the attention
thus far has been minimal.

.Institution -building, especially personnel development,
seeneen by Mr. Sicat as of continuing importance in Asia. He

noted the constant drain on resources as researchers retire or
are drawn off intoother occupations and hoped that donor
agencie's would be concerned to maintain a .proper balance by
helping to replace' capacity lost by the departure. of .re -
searChers.

D

Dr. Bindery described past research, efforts as charac-
terized by an emphasis on demographic, family planning, and
KAP studies and sees for the future a new awareness of the
complexity of population problems and of their multidisciplin-
ary implications. He expressed doubt that Egypt has all the
capacity needed for interpretive research with multidisciplin-
ary complications and anticipated problems of motivating in-
stitutions to engage in population research and in mobilizing
and coordinating existing capacity.

4e
Several speakers mentioned the importance of continuing'

support for basic research during a period when problem-
oriented research is'bein'emphasized. Several also noted
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that in many LDC's the capacity to generate data has outrun
the capacity to analyze them and saw an important role for
donor agencies in helping to strengthen analytical capacity,
especially in departments of statistics. The need for con-.
tinuing encouragement-and support of such departments was fre-
quently referred to in this andother sessions. Although many,
countries may have reasonably good social research capacity,
the point was made that there is still a need for the input of
ideas and results from the outside, and it is still important
to keep open channels of communication among social scientists
in different countries and especially between those in the de-
veloped and less developed areas. None of the Third World
participants saw "academic imperialism" or "neo-colonialism"
as an issue hindering such collaborative efforts so long as
the collaboration takes place on equal terms.

Data Gathering

Good and accessible data are an essential requisite for
' good policy related research. Three ,types of data gathering
activity were discussed by Mr. Tabah--censuses, surveys, and
vital regidtration--with much of the discussion focussing on
the first two. He suggested special attention to gathering
data for the small countries where fertility has declined re-
cently and to the large countries where-changes in fertility
are not taking place. The relative advantages and costs of
censuses and surveys were discussed at some length with some
consideration being given to the idea that perhaps the time
has come in some countries to consider discontinuing census
counting. Censuses are more expensive than surveys and are
more limited in what can be obtained. Surveys,. as Mr. Lux
pointed out, offer greater accuracy and can encomp*ass a wider
range of variables. On the other hand, Mr. Demeny noted that
generalizations for small political and geographic areas can
often be obtained from _censuses but are less available from
surveys. Some doubt was expressed about the quality of many
LDC censuses, and it was suggested that new census techniques
and more tmd4ination-in the preparation of-census schedules
are needed:

Primary data collection is a resporisibility of central
statistical' offices, although university and other invedti-
gators should be prepared to collect their own data when they
are not available or when participation in data gathering
would be an aid to analysis. Statistical-offices need to be
strengthened, especially in their capacity to analyze data.
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Several people noted the tendency f r data gathe ing capacity

to outrun that of data altaysis with the consequ nce that
existing data are not fu ly used. /Ms. Mir said that balib
demographic collection was getter 10 years ago i Latin Amer-

ica than it is now and emphasized/the need for informa-

tion as a basis for policy decisions. She feels that intel-
lectual encouragement and support from donors may be more
valuably:: than financial support/in improving the situation. /

:

She was critical of the qualit of U.N. leadership in this

field and argued that since 1 go-scale data collection is an

activity and responsibility o governments, not of universi-
ties, U.N. leadership and support are essential:

Mr. Gille said that it is time for dondi'agencieW to

review theitr positions. He/thinks they"will not be able to
continue support for data gathering at the levels of the past

few years. UNFPA, he sea, will have to put some $20 _million
into censuses in the next/4 vears, with $12 million going to
African countries that have never taken a census. Countries

Uiat have been funding their own data collection'in the past

ire now beginning to ask for supplementary' help. He thinks

t may soon be necessary to turn to other means of getting

needed data. He noted that the World Plan of/Action calls
for all countries to take decennial,censuses, improve vital

registration, and collect other demographic statistics. The .

e -Plan has a research priority _list that is too long to have any

hope of complete fun ing. Selectioni will have to be made.

In any case, UNFPA h-s no mandate to support basic research,

although it can help to bUild capacity, train researchers, and

assist countries to organize their own data collection systems.
.

Mr. Bell noted an apparent consensus that more detailed

and more current information is needed and at it will have

to be obtained from increasingly sophisticated research tech-

niques. He asked where and how decision makers can learn the

relative costs and benefits of different techniques and

whether the capacity exists for training people to design and

carry out the studies that seem to.be needed. Mr. de Graft-

Johnson mentioned that expertise in data collection methods is

not widespread among African researchers and suggi4tad the

utility pf a permanent field staff] for central statistical
offices. capable of conducting repeated household surveys.

Mr. Demeny recalled his earlier remarks about the im-

portance of demand in improving the quality of data. He ..

argued for-efforts to create demand for research data and
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oted that institution-building contributes toward the creation
f such demand, as does the development of research and ana-
ytical capacity. He suggested that the best contribution the
social sciences and donor agencies could make might be in
helping to "breed the constituency" that demands and uses'
demographic and other- population, data.

Links to Policy

Mr. de Graft-Johnson defined the problem of getting,re-
search results to the attention of .policy makers as a serLous
one, and suggested that one way to approach it would be-'to\get
policy makers involve4 in the research process froni\the begin-
ning. Aidifficulty is that of getting top-level peole to
cooperate. He noted a tendency for them to send thi - and
fourth-level people to represent them at planning meet gs,
peOple who can't or don't, transmit to them full information.

Mb: Mirb said that in Latin America'there is good ocial
,research that is relevan fok policy, but that little o none.
has been used for policy formulation. On the other han , some
technically unsophistic ed research such as that on th in-
cidence of abortions ha influenced policy. She recalled a
meeting in Costa Rica last April in which leading government
officials,and social scientists participated in discussions
devoted entirely to population matters. A Similar meeting,
she said, is scheduled for-Mexico next spring. SCLA is con-
sidering the, establishment of an international population com-
mittee made up of officials who are responsible for population
matters in'their several countries. it is hoped that the com-
mittee could be used to initiate and institutionalize a dia
logue between researchers and policy makers. Mr. Wra-hren sug-

gested that.political'Icientists might usefully participate in
the design and reporting of research since they may be more
likely than researchers of otherdisciplines to know how to

. make findings interesting and comprehensible to policy makers.

4. 'Strategy for Donor Action

Ms. Zagorin summarizeda consensus from previous sessions:
Training and staff development are essential for effective
policy' research. Some institution building is still required;
more research is.needed on the relationships between' popula-
tion and develmOient; present discussions of these relation-
ships are at far too general a level; data collection is still

1
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in need of improvement; and!finally, research mpst be linked'
direCtly to policy makers via effective institutional arrange-
ments.

P

On the question of whether current levels of funding for
social scienc research are adequate, Dr. Bindery commented
that there has been extensive waste in the past and that fu-
ture research must be inve parsiinonious and better directed at
key issues. He argued that none of the six columns of the
Chenery Diagram* can safely beighOred. However, he empha-
sized the need for regional and micro -level studies, arguing
th t we know a good deal already aboutmacro-level relation-
s ps. He also argued for the integration of research topics.
or example, studieeof women's employment must involve areas

such as education, roles, agriculture, and industry. In re-
sponse to Ms. Zagorin's comment that the international agen-
cies cannoi support all areas= involved in the Chenery Diagram,
Dr. Bindary suggested that the agencies should specialize in
their interests and coordinate their efforts to make sure all
are covered.

The latter point was reiterated and ,emphasized by
Mr. Chenery. Agencieemust ask each othei what each does best
and coordinate their work. However,-he would not argue too -

strongly that all research must be country-specific. Ware
looking for generalizatiogs.despite differences in countries.
These generalizations must be qualified.to make them correct
for specific situations. International agencies are partic-
ularly well placed to encourage and finance international
cooperation for comparative, studies using common research de-
sign. Mr. Chenery also,argued that the agencies themselves
should do research and should instigate research., They cannot
intelligently support the research of others unless they do so.

, -

Mr. Kuroda urged research on the economic and Social
pact Of population change for 25 years 'ahead. He called also
,for cross- cultural micio-studies ,on fertility behavior, re-
'search. on optimal national population levels, and study of the
3c3cial and economic consequences of stationary population
policy.

Mr. Mertens out hed four areas in which he urged empha-
sis by the international agencies:

*Mr. Chenery's diagram of the "research support system"
' is reproduced on p. 126. .
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(1) caelection of ,basic data, particularly data which
can be analyzed quickly and which create institutional
interest in research;

(2) ztudies of consequences Of population growth in an
attempt to "de-ideologize" the problem of population
growth;

(3) research on the nata of.social'policies that can
affect ;fertility insignificant ways; and

(4) research designed to improve family planning pro;-
grams, noting that even North Vietnam and Cuba need
family planning prografts along with their develop-
ment policies.

Mr. Wahren asserted that there is sufficient consensus on
the consequences of high fertility rates; higher priority
should be given to study of the determinants of fertility. He
urged preparation of a summary statement on what is known and
not known on the relationships to fertility of'such factorsIvs
health and education. Mr. Sinding noted that the SmithsoniaR
report on "The Policy Relevance of Recent Social Research on
Fertility "* is areview of the literature onithe socio7

' economic determinants of fertility. While the studies re-
viewed by the report show significant. negative association
beiween fertility and such factors as female education and
employment there are no research results on 'which to base de--
cisions as to the most cost-effeCtive strategies of fertility
control in given countries or regions.

Mr. Bell sought tO!move toward a significant judgement
from the discussion period. He perceived an agreement that
evolving agency .programs of research support should emphasize
research in local settings in developing countries--to improve

, our understanding of the connections between population change
and other social and economic change. International agencies
have a role in developing networks of researchers, but they
must recognize that local competence is necessary before in-
ternational linkages aie effective. However, there is no,
general blueprint for action. Each country must be Approached
on an individual basis with sensitivity to its local needs.

*interdisciplinary Communications Piogram. Occasional
Monograldh Series, No. 2, September, 1974.
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While first priority must gd to building research capacity in
the countries -where pqpulation problems are most pressing, the
agencies should encourage continued attention to these prob.:
lems by established research resources ip Europe and the
United States.

Mr. Demeny supported Mr. Bell's summary. The Population
Council is in the process of completing its survey of institu-
tiondl capacities for research in developing countries, which
shows the nevi for building additional capacity. Mr. Demeny
reiterated, however, the 'importance of establishing local
demand for the products of research if research capacity is

0 to grow. There is litlesuch demand in many developing coun-
tries. Furthermore, research on the consequences of popula-

A Lion change must be at the national level in order to attract
the interest of national leaders. The-fatal flaw of many UN
documents is their global view, permitting policy makers to
assume that population problems are the concern of nations
other than their own4,,Mr. Demeny suggested the preparation of
national population/ind development status reports every few
years and efforts along the lines of the U.S. Co% mission on
Population and the American Future.

Mr. Mathieson noted that the UK Overseas Development
Ministry is about to finance establishment of a center for
overseas population studies based in London under the direc-
tqxship of William Brass as. a research and training base for
its overseas aqtivities.. He agreed with thp general'eonsensus
of the discussion, however, that future support for social
science research on population should be concentrated (but not
exclusively) in the developing countries themselves.,

a
5. Possibilities for Donor Collaboration

Opening remarks by Ms. Mirb highlighted the benefits of
donor coordination and cooperation in populatiOn world despite
differences among agencies in their goals and progra strate-
gies/ joint funding of projects can encourage questioning of r
firmly held, views on the part of individual donors and provide
balance in the expertise applied to the analysis of program
proposals andiwfbrmance. On the other hand, joint funding
can alsd result in delays in decision making or modification
of a project idea into a "compromise proposal" which reflects I

c a collection of donor views or overly, elaborate and repeti-
tious reporting'requirements:

.00326
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Ms. Mirb asserted that the illustrative _proposals for
joint fundipg subMitted to the conference* deserve further .

stuay and comparative assessment. She suggested that signif-
icant opportunities for research and program experimentation
on population variables can be-carried out in conjunction with
ongoing projects in other,development fields such as experi-
ments in agricultural innovations; and that much analysis
remains to be done of existing, cenausdata, as for example
Brazilian data on ceildren ever born to families.on which
there is economic and social data. Ms. mho urged interna
tional agencies to avoid establishingnew institutions but.to
concentrate on strengthening existing institutions. Donors
were reminded to continue -sustdining support to ongoing pro-
grams that are functioning well.

Additional p oposals beyond those included 4n background
papers for the mee ing includes: (1) systematic training of
development.planners n population phenomena of relevance to
their work and training of demographers in techniques of
planning; (2) support of national population commissions;
(3) suppoh of the International Union for the Scientific
Study of Population as a link between researchers and policy
makers; and (4) research award competitions at the national
level in addition to oK in place of worldwide competitions.

4 'Mt, Lux emphasized the piked to provide a variety of in-
centives fordeveloping-country scholars to undertake research
on their own problems., These may ravge'from the provision of
library resources to international recognition through oppor-
tunities'to publish results of micro-studies of local situa-
tions in international journals.i

The-extensiye discussion of research deeds and strategies
indicated thatan informal coordinating medhaniSm for activi-
ties of ternational.agencies could be useful. Mr. KieffeT
and others alled for consultation and division of labor among;,

/

*Research Additions to 'the World Fertility Survey (WFS)
(Ronald Freedman); "Action to Improve Vital Registration and
Vital Statistics in Developing-Countries--,the International
Institute for' Vital Registratiort and Statistics (IIVRS)"
(Forrest Linder); "Stimulating Demand for Family Planning: A )

Proposal" (Robert J.- Muscat) ; "World Community Studies on yptp-
ulation and Related Matters" (Moni Nag); "Techdical Infoxrna-
tion Servides" (University of North,Carolina).'

,
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international agencies that could le to more efficient pro=
gram support. He called for a,cont' uing oi/erviii and in--
formation dissemination system to_point out critical gaps; '

stimulate workshops, and "fill in! the Chenery Diagram for
individual countriesas a means of settingpriorities.
Dr. Brown urged he international agencies to devise a con-

1,,
ceptuarframewor in which to judge proposals put before nem
for tlinding. q

.
. .

Mr. Chenery called for an effor to broaden population
research, focussing on thg concern cp licy Makers, merging.
for example, the thinking of planners in education and health
with that_of specialists in demography. He urged that suc-
cessful policy experiences bejdentified and analyzed in the
hope that theiy may b'e replicaV*4 elsewhere. Mr.Chenery re-
minded the conference that mat knowledge in the social
sciences is derived from "happenings, " 'not from social c:x-
periments.

6.. Next St,ps

Mr. Bell led off by indicating how the subjects disdhslted
at the meeting loOk to the Ford Foundation. From this and
.other meetings it seems OrdaF that many policy makers are
increasingly eager tozweive advice from sociai'scientiets,
particufarly_if actions prescrped are framed in general de-
velopmental terms. Thus a steady increase ih the 'felt need
for research can be anticipated. This does not dispute, howe
ever, the need to encourage demand for research on the part, of
policy makers. All An all, much wore spending will be heeded
on research on population and development and on communicating
the-results. Much of the supptort for such activities will '

have to come'fromlocal sources, but there is an impbrfAnt
role for international' donor agencies to play. Impressive
cases were made for' research on the causes and .on consequences_
of population growth and for syntheses of these. The same can
be said for research,on family planni g and for the need for
satisfying data requirements. Dis.1ions on setting, prior-,
ities must be carried out on a lowe -vel of geneglity than .

was possible at this meeting.' It ?s extremeli important to
continue to'provide help to build research capacity and to . ,

make sure that such capacity will be relevant to the needs of
policy makers. These conclusions are perhaps not start4g,'
but form a usefully solid underpinning for/action. Wbaewill
the Ford Foundation do about all this? 0,

--)
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The Ford0Fodndation expects' to continue to give emphasis
.,

to the population areas just described'.tqwo'-other special
areas 41thin the broader population field that Fard:has sup-
ported heavily Ste biomedical. research and work on making.
family,Aamiing programs more effectivemanagerial aspects,
evaluation, innovative activities. In lookin4 ahesd, the Ford.

' Foundation faces reduced budgets and indeed a pdssibility'of
major reductions, although the Trustees have not yet said the,
last word. What,can safely be said is that the7Ford Founda-
tion expects to cutlits support forsthe population/ ial

F, science field .less than other fields. The Foundation ould
prefer not tochave budget cuts in this field at all; but some
downscaling is inevitable.- This, however, still, adds up to a
highptiority emphasis on populatioh/Social science.

the follow-up to the ,work 'of this meeting is a compli-
,cated subject. Those plahning the meeting didnot prepare in
advance for this task. But it would seem that a technical
group ought to be formed tWassure continuity of consultation,
comunicatiop, and monitoring. SuCh4a group could c6mmission
"state Of the art" papers, 'deciding on the scholars who could
be approached to prepare such papers and detrmining who
ShouldiTay for them. It could take a look at what should be /
done to finance the'imistly data-gathering operations and other
.orojecfs that are too large -fora single agency and might need
`joint financing. It could keep an eye on institutional. capac-
ity and development. Mr. Bell tooklote of the problems ifi

, settin machinery for follow-up but suggestedritrther examina-
tion of his idea._

lk
Mr,`Kieffer declared that despite reduced budgets, AID

will try to put more in this area. However the picture On
L:1;7-- Congressional support is Cloudy; it is hard to be specific,

Mr;" Kieffer' detected at thii meeting more urgent need for a
research effort than he had expected. AID is interested pri-
marily in a "question-centered" approach rather than research
as such. AID must, be interested in practicalitieswhich means
'relatively short-ter payoffs. -One 'important AID interest is

rapid dissemination of research results. This works well in
the biomedical area via the George WashingtOn University Pop-
ulation Information Program; it should work in the social'
sciences as well. AID would be'prepsred to contribute part

. of the cost of such a project. -

On behalf of IBRD, Mr. King seconded the ideaof follow-
up on the meeting. He questioned the neeMor creating a new

I
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mechanise , 'however, ?Loring smaller ad hoc: that might
gatherom tine to time The joint financing of Scarlett
Epsteir, s'village.studies by the Bank, by Pdpulation Council_
and blOM is an example of Bank collaboration-'with others.-r The
need for such,collaboration is not so much to secure mote -
funds,btit because, this is a highkisk area ande tank values_
the concurring judgment of others. The Bank alsdollaborates
with AID on various matters. 'It considers data-gatheripg
important, but the money needs are too large for IBRWs modest

_ research budget. However,.j the Bank is now collaboraiing on
a data76ollection projeCt'with the Brazilian government.
Mr, King feels that work with planners and;,policy _makers is,
important and that .the Bank has some 'special entree to such
people._ More priority should be given to micro-level work, ,,,

notably on the determinants "of fertility. A research com- '

. , ponent.is,buil't into :Bank- financed family planning programs--
a great problem here is the very long lead time before 'results
become available.

Mr. Davidson noted that the Rockefeller Fotndation's in-
tereat in population is invariably placed in the broad con-
text of studies involving man in his environment and in4olve-

.

a variety of social sciences,, The Foundation believes that
slow and patient work to develop ins=titutions and supporting,,

-N fundamental research yields,high dividends in the longer run.
The Philippines'example demonstrates this. (This was a ref- ,

erence to Mr. Sicat's complimentary comments on Rockefeller's
labors that started twenty,years ago in economics in the
Philippines, that, Sicat said is now paying off nicely.)
Rockefeller's long-term strategy is not just to facilitate
financing, but alsb takoster coopergiv,e relationships, staff
exchanges with developed institutions, etc All this takes
much longer time than.most people realite. Mk. Davidson ex
pressed interest in coordinating such work with more narrowly

"policy-oriented endeavors. Be doubted the usefulness of a
formal consortium, though he expressed approval offan in-
.formal technical group to follow up.

,Dr. Brown stated that the meeting was very useful for
IDRC; it will help to better focus IDRC's work in fields in
which4it.has been quite active in recent years. Institutional
development and therfostering of localtresearch capacity is of
great interest to IDRC and it intends to do, more than it has
dine in the past in this area. 'IDRC has been active in help-
ing data-gathering efforts, especialliin Afrita; perhaps it '

will give less emphasis to this in the futux*. Dr. Brown

0.0330 '"
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feels that a follow -up should be informalaiutorontinuous.
Occasional ad hoc meetings are not enough.' A minimal struc-!
ture is needed but must go beyohd just exchanging information
and, must actively foster program-monitoring. %Dr. Browp sec-

° :opded the idea of commissioning papers on the state of exist-
ing.knowledge and on related subjects. IDRC would find it
uteful to have a mechanism that could systematically examine
institutional developmehtrroblems, the proper mix and bal-
tince of research support, and the appropriate methods'of
fading:

Mi. Mathieson reported that in the aftermath of the
Bucharest Conference the c$DM was undertaking a comprehensive
review of its policies and piogrammes of development assis-
tance in the Population_field. This might throw light on the
questions which should havejpriority treatment for illumina-
tion through further research.4, As to follow -upAiMr. Mathieson
urged ollaboration and discussions conducted among profes-
sionale, focused on specific subjects. ODM is prepared to,
participate in -such arrangements.

Mr. Wahren noted that One message derived from Bucharest
is the deed to channel more of SIDA program support thraugh
multilateral and ,international, non-governmental organizations.
However, if requested by the countries,-SIDA is fully prepared
to maintain an important bilateral component in their popula
,tion program.

SIDA will probably have substantial fads for research
/ and is interested in "listening and learning" from its partici-

, pation in follow -up activities. =,'

Mr..Gille stated that UNFPA's views are adequately sum- ,

marized in the backgiound paper prepared for the'meeting.*
UNFPA is reviewing the post-Bucharest situation, but Mr.
expressed confidence that UNFPA will reatain' interested in'en -
couraglhg sobialscience research and'capactty as well as in
training. Most of UNFPA efforts will be concentrated in
country programs. It may also support 'regional arrangements
to better serve country=lerel research. Mr. Gille welcomed
the idea of a follow-up Mechanism to _,give continuous atten- .

tionfto social science research questions. UNFPA wishes to
discuss with other donors 'projects to which it 'alone cannot
providi adequate support. *4g

d

*See pp;. 267-272.
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Mr. Demeny said the Population Council is active in fos-
tering social science research outside_the Council, either di-
rectly through research .grants or indirectly., through institu-.
tional development and graduate fellowships. He elaborated
.briefly on the Council's program in these matters making the
point that its effectiveness is based not on1y on the size bf -

its gr'ints but equally on the profesional services witr,which
grants are combined, particularly in -the institutional develop-
ment field. Mr. Demeny expressed the hope that the Cduncil
will have sufficient funds from the donor community to continue
to be active in similar endeavors. Mr. Demeny went on to
stress, however, tilat'the Council's primary strength and poten-
tial are in iO in-house capacity to carry out policy-oriented
research, disseminate research results, and render professional
services leading to the formulation of better population poll-

/ cies in the developing world. There is a 1.17ing need in this
field tfor an organization that has adequate professional-
scientific resources to perform the.roles of independent ana-
lyst, monitor, and critic vis -a -vis expanding international and
national activities and tha`t can carry out policy-oriented re-
search tp hart new directions. The Council has always been
active in such a role--not adequately performed either by the
donors/action agencies or by university research organizations,
and its future may exclusively reside in those functions. The
Council would be responsive to requests from the donor group
that fall within this area of interest. Mr. Demeny expressed

-'hope that if a consultative group were formed it would'deal
imaginatively with the tasks ahead, more so than was possible,
at this meeting. As an illustration of the kind of proposals
that should have been discussed but were not, he singled out
the one contained in the Muscat paper* and suggested that the
consultative group could give early attention to that proposal.

r- Mr. Bell noted a general consensus that social science're-
search, in population and development is an important subject of
continuing concern, and that there is a need-to have techni-
cally qualified people from interested agencies meet periodi
cally to monitor thb.field and 'advilse their own agencies. H
asked that Mr. Harkavy gather namek of interested participants
and bet a date for the first meeting.

Mr. Chenery seconded Mr. Bell's proposal. .He suggested
that the advisability of establishing the informal group on a
more permanent basis would be determined as it gets on with its
work.' ,

*See pp. 313-324.
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